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TKS coi:po:ition and s^?.uc.:uhz: of clay

0.. F. '.illiams September 21, 1948

INTRODUCTION

Clay, becaiipe of its Niclesprspcl occuri-ence rncT utilization,
is one of the noqt cornnion of naturs^ll;/- occurinj_; ^ub^tance'^ . In
spite of the familiarity of the terra "clay", itc; preci'^e definition
is not ea-^y to formulate. The Commit':e£ on Sedinisntation of the
National He'^errch Council and the Aniericpn Ceraraic Society, ba^ed
on independent '=:tudie^ of present and past usage of the terra, have
publinher"! definitions v/liLch have been found satisfactory (l,2).
The terra "clay", as useci today carries x^rith it thjree implications;
\D.) a natural material vjith plastic properties, (b) an essential
comr)0'^ition of particle^ of very fine size grades, and (c) an
essential composition of crystalline fragments of minerals that
are es'^entially hydrou-' aluminum silicate-^ or occasionally hydrous
m.agneslum silicates (o).

Clays are form.ed as the result of physical disintegration
and chemical v/eathering of igneous, metamorphic, and sedimentary
roclis. According to method of formation, clays m.ay be classified
as being either residual or sedimentary defending upon whether
the cla.y is found associated ^-^/ith its parent rod; or ^./hether it"
hp.s been transported, from, its origin to a nei-; environment. Sed-
imentary clays are more homogeneous in physical and mineral
characteristics than re-^idual clays. Because of their homogeneity,
sedi:"entrry clays are m.cf^'c widely used for the manufacture of
structural proc'ucts (4 k

In industrial terminology, there are over fifty different
classifications of cla.y according to use. Am.ong the most familiar
of these are ball clays, china clays, fire clays, brich cla.ys.
Frailer 's earth, etc. (l).

As the result of certain fundam:ental studies in the last
t'venty ^''ears, classification of clays according to composition and
structure has been made possible. \Jltli respect to composition"
and structure, the term "clay material" is preferred r.s. a. gen- •

eral term rather than clay. Ilxtensive research has established
beyond doubt that clay materials ha.ve as their major constituents
crystalline particles of m.inerals hnown rs the "clay minerals".
The clay minerals are hydrous aluminum silicptes in wliich replacemer
of aluminum by iron and magnesium occurs frequently in addition to
the ^Dresence of small amounts of the alhalies and allialine earths.
The principal clay minerals rre liaolinite, montm.orillonite and
illite. Aim.ost all clays are composed of one or more of these
fundamental minera.ls plus others which are of lesser importance
and which generally occur only in minor amounts such as halloysite,
atta^oulgite, allophane and chloritic mica.. The present knowledge
of clay mineral com.-jo'^ition and structure lias come to be known
as the "clay m.ineral concept" (5),

CIShlCAL AND PHYSICAL CKA?^.CTE?.ISTICS

The clay mineral concept of the structure and composition
ct:^ clay materials has provided the basis for recent fundamental
studies of clays with respect to their pro'oerties. Lxperimental
me-nhod" employed m the study of the physical chrracteristics of
zj^r.-yB involve interpretation of date-, obtained by means of the

rcsco-oe. X-rays, electron microscope, and differential thermal
lysis. Microscopic e::amination of clay materials reveals tha.tr ri -





the clay minerp.lr; occur in extrenely .qmall, flat, flalie-shaped
particles x^jhich a,re probably monoclinic. Inrormg.tion obtained
from electron micro'^'cope ntudies Indicate?^ that clay minerals
can erij^t in particle-^ approaching their unit cell height
(rbout O.OOlram.) (S)(?). Application of X-ray diffraction to
lattice structure studies of the clay minerals in the last twenty
yearr- along with Pauling's generalizations has resulted in fairly
well established structure,^ of the more important clay minerals
(3) (6), In general two structural units are involved" in the
atomic lattices of clay minerals. One unit, known as the alumina
or aluminum hydroriide unit, consists of two sheets of closely
pached oxygen or hydror.yls between which aluminum atoms are embeded
in such a position that they are equidistant from oxygens or hy-
droxyls. This is essentially a gib':-site structure in as much as
only two-thirds of the possible aluminum positions are occupied in
"chis unit. The second fundamental unit consists of a sheet of
tetrahedral silica groups linhed to form a hexagonal network* The
generally acce^ited montmorillonite structure consists of structursl
units of one gibbsite sheet between two sheets of tetrahed.ral
silica group<". Tus structural unit-- are stpcked one above another
and are loosely held together with water present between the
units. The unit cell dimension perpendicular to the planes of the
silica tetrahedral layers varies with water content; the mineral
is said to have an expanding lattice. At lepst part of the
magnesium ions usually found associated 'vith montmorillonite are
throught to exist as replacemients of a.lum.inum, positions in the
gibbsite layer thereby providing an excess charge on the lattice.
The charge so produced is assum.ed to have the strength necessary
to hold exchangeable bases but is not sufficiently strong to hold
together tightly the uni/Gs making up montmorillonite. Furthermore,
hydration of exchangeable cations would be expected to have an
additional effect of pushing the units further apart. As a con-
seauence of these hydration effects, the units of the montmorillonite
are very readily cleaved, by such mild treatment as agitation in
water, into extremely thin flakes giving a huge surface area to a
mass of the mineral. A rather unusual property of the m.ontmor-
illonite lattice is that aluminum can be removed by acid leaching
until the ratio of Al to Si atoms is 1.7 to 4 before the lattice
structure is de-troyed (9),

The lattice structure of lllite is similar to that of mon-
tmorillonite except that about 15 per cent of the silicon
positions are re-oiaced by aluminum and the resulting excess chp.rges
are neutrali-^ied by potassium ion^ between the silica sheets of
two successive unit'^. Like m.ontmorillonite, illite has a pro-
nounced basal cleavage but to a lesser extent than the former.
Illite unit layer '^. do not expand and are held together to the
extent that the mineral does not tend to break down by agitation
in wpter into as small, or as thin flakes as montmorillonite (lO),

The kaolinite f^tructure is composeci of a gibbsite sheet
along with a pingle sheet of tetrahedral silica groups. VJater has
no exroansion effect on the lattice; no replacem.ents of the aluminum
by iron or magnesium in the gibbsite latt ice have been observed.(ll)

Differential thermal analysis provides another ai^riroach to the
experimental investigation of the -structure of clay. Differential
thermal analysis detect^ and indicates the thermal effect- that
accom-oany the los-^ of ^''ater, decom.position or chpnge=' in crystal"
^^tructure that occur when a clay is heated. Ss^-entially the pro-
cedure is one which a sample being analyzed is set adjacent to a
sam.ple of a thermally inert material (u'^ually r-lumina) and both
are heated at a fairly rapid and same constant rate of temoerature
rise. A differential thermocouple is used to measure the difference
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in termer pture between the two samples and simultaneously a reg-
ular thermocouple measures' the rate oi temperature rire. Any
chpw^&r in the clay -^ampls, such as loss of water or lattice
chrnges, are indicated "by the differential temperature readings

•

Chpnges vhich talie place during the hepting period appear as peaks
on the thermal analysis curve obtained by plotting differential
tem.perature readings against temperature (l2)(l3). Differential
thermal analysis applied to montmorillonite yields a thermal
analysis curve ivith three endothermic peahs, one at 250°C repre-
senting logs of '-/ater held between basal planes of the lattice
structure, a second peal: between SOO°C and 70C°C corre.'^po-ading to
the losp of lattice water and a third peak at 900*^0 corresponding
to the final breakdown of the lattice. The illite therraal analysis
curve sj:.ows three init:i.-.l endothermic peaks corre '^'ponding to the
rhrn;;:es de^.cribsd for invr '"morillonite and in addition an exothermic
p-.ak imm.ediately following the third endothermic peak. The exo-
thermic peak is thought to be associated with the formation of
spinel, A kaolinite therm.al analysis curve reveals one endothermic
peak rei-^re sen ting the dGhydration of the mineral and an exothermic
peak whiich is attribut3d to th^: formation of -AI3O3 (I4)(l5).'"

Chemical ch'^rpctevistics of clay are for the most part re-
lated to the "bp^^e-exchange capacity" of it^ clay mineral constit-
uents. The ^Dropsrty of clay mpterials to carry e: changeable
cations ir de-^ignated a.--^ ''ba^e-exchange capacity". Zxchange^ble
cations involved in base excliange may be either organic or inor-
ganic. The character and degree of base-exjhange cppacity is
determined to a large extent -upon two o^'rapeting factors maintaining
electrical neuti'p.lity of a particiilpr ia'Gtlce unit of clay mineral.
Sub'-'tituticn of silicon by aluminum, in the lattice leavf^ the
lattice n-gatively chprged- This is balanced by a second fpctor
which is compen'^ation of charge by cp.tion'^ external to a layer,
the exchangeable ones (I6). '2he relative ea'^e of replacement of
one option for another depends on the relative size, charge and
degree of hydrption of the options involved. The following series
re-lores' enting the relrtive ease of replacement of one cation by
another has been widely accepted: Li)? Na>.,. K>?.b>Cs>Mg> Ca>
Sr^ Be.y H> (17). Organic options ca.n participate in base-exchange
reactions as indicated by the color repctions of prim.ary aromatic
amines with kaolinite and montmorillonite. All shades of the
spectrum may be procuced by treatin*; these cla.y minerals with
different types of aromatic amines (18) (19) (20)

.

Application of information obtained from fundamental studies
of clp.y materials have been widesprea.d and are becoming even more
so. In ceramic engineering, clays of the l^aolonite type are
most widely used because of their properties of plasticity and low
drying shrinkage both of which pr§ closely connected with the
kaolinite lattice structure which as previously mentioned is of
the non-ex.ioanding type. Clays pla.y an im>portant role in chemical
research and development as cp.talysts for organic reactions and
as absorbents' of color from_oils and solvents?, A recent statement
published in "Chemical and ii^ngineering News" (21 ) points out that
every kind of organic reaction has been shown to be catalyzed^by
one or another of the available types of clay. Clay is an im-
portant constituent of soil inasm.uch as its ba.se-exchpnge properties
mp.ke cations necessrry for plant growth easily access'ible. The
type of clay mineral pre-^ent also deterraines to a large extent the
quantity of moisture a particular soil may retain (22), In
construction engineering the civil engineer must in most cases
rely on the s-oil to carry the load of a given structure and here
again the physical and chemical chprpct eristics of the clay
materials present must be known (23).
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OT^:enlc. Derivr tives of Lead.

C-. L. Eichhorn September 28, 1948

The organic derivatives of Group IV elements reveal
striking png-logies all the vis.y from cp.rbon to lead, with
decreasing similprities as the differences in atomic size of
the elements become greater. The lead compounds are unique
in some respects; in others they resemble markedly their tin
analogs. Although the stable o::idation state of lead is +2. in
inorga.nic comDounds, most organic lead compounds are tetravplent
(l).

I. Alkyl and Av'.Vl Lepd Compounds
A. Preparation

The original synohesis of tetraethyl lead (from ethyl
iodide and lead-sodium alloy) , now markedly improved, is
still the basis for its commercial preDara tion' ( l) . Other
routes leading to the formation of tetra-alkyl end tetra-
aryl derivatives are the reactions of lead with alkyl iodide,
and of lead chloride with alkyl or aryl zinc, C-rigiar-d reagent
(1), or lithium aryls (l9".5). The last two reagerife can be
used for the prodiiction of compounds having two different
organic radicals attached to the lead nucleus, if organic
lead halides are substituted for lead chloride, (lo 20 PI
24, 54). > > )

(Many of these reactions are equally applicable to the
tin analogs (67,71). Formation of what has been believed to
be a carbon-tin double bond has not been duolicated with the
lead, compounds (So).

B. Properties
The lead tetra-alkyls are colorless licuidsi. v/ith a s-oecific

gravity greater than that of water. Their boiling points rise
with increasing molecular weight and increasing molecular
symmetry, the latter effect being the more important The
specific gravity decreases vdth increasing molecular' weight
and increases with increasing symmetry. (l,20).

The tetra-aryls are crystallible white solids, stable attheir melting points, Insoluble in water, but auite solublem benzene, carbon disulfide, and chloroform (l).

An Optically active compound containing an asymmetric leadatom has been prepared, but could not be resolved (6).

C. Reactions
Thermal decomposition of tetra-alkyl lead (42,46.51) leadsto the forriation of free radicals. Alkalis and dilute acidshave no efiect, but strong or concentrated acids (as well assilver and copper nitrates) will substitute acid radicalsfor one or two of the organic grouDS ( 1,26,34). l.-hen tv/o

ZJ^'J^
radicals are involved, aryls, light alkyls, and heavy

|.ryls are cleaved ±i preference to alkvls, heavy alkyls, andli^hc aryls respectively, (l, 5, 25, 25). The more labilegroups may be replaced by mep.ns of lithium alkyl (2l).

These compounds are not generally oxidized by Dotassiumpermanganate (4); they can be decomposed by nickel "and hydrogen

br?n.fPhint' ^^-^^f^? ?^?li^^^^ °^ ^i^^-^yl (2). Aluminum chloriSe
rZn^.^t f?2V^ ' partial interchange of halogen with organicgroups \ lo)

,
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II. Or^^anlc Lep.d He,l lcles

A. TriaubGtituted Lerd HF.lldes (RsPbX)
Compounds of ibis type may be preprred from tetre-alkyl

or --aryl lead by 3or. ri-olled rerctions v;ith halogen, halogen
^.cid or mercuric r.£-,l..le (22); by 'Ti'^^iard from lead chloride
(4l); and from dia:-:.yl lead dihailie with ].ead-sodium alloys.
Cinbt of these m.eTh^'^s are also applicable to the organic
tin halides.

)

7n.e trlalhyl '^,0^(5. halides are soluble in water, liquid
ammonia, and orgcni'w so'i vents. In aqueous solution they
di'j"nci/?te intc. X £;-•.•] -.^j'b"^. The latter ion resembles in
many respects the a'tiraJ-i metal cations. The lead-carbon'
linhage in these :. ipcyunds is covalent, wherees the lead-
halogen linkage _.: . 1 eccrovalent . The solubility decreases
as the atomic weighu of the halogen increrses (l).

IJith sodium^ hydroxide or silver oxide, pote.ssium. cyanid;
and sodiu.m sulfide, trialkyl lepd halide can be converted.
to the hydroxide, cyp.nide, and sulfide, resoectively (l2).
The reaction T-rith magnesiumi yields tetra-alkyl lead and a
G-r^nerd reagent,

B. Disubstituted Lead Dihalides (R^PbXg)
The dihalides cm be prepared from tetra-substituted

lead by treatment with halogen acid (2S), mercuric chloride
(45) or sodium hplide (SO); also indirectly, through the
diacetetes, from dialhyl m.ercury a.nd lead tetra-acetate. The
heavier halides can be converted to the fluorides with
potassium fluoride (49), (The corresponding tin compounds
can be prepared directly from tin and alkyl iodide, and
from dialhyl mercury and stannous he^lide.)

The dihalides are less stable than the monohalides,
sometimes decompo^plng into lead halide and dialkyl or
diaryl. The HsPb ^ ion resembles Zn"^2 ion. The solubility
of dialkyl lea.d. dichloride increases v;ith molecular weight
(1).

C. RPbXg
Only one reaction, that between CsPbXg and the alkyl

iodide, has been foimd to yield elkyl lead trihalides.
These compounds are converted to the trihydroxides by
aaueous ajnmonia (3?), (The corresponding tin comDounds
can be synthesized from KSnXg (59).)

III.0x3^gen Compounds
A, PlTimbols (^sPbOH)

The carbinol analogs are prepared by alkaline
hydrolysis of the trisubstituted lead halides (ll). Their
basic strength is of the order of sodium h^^droxide.
Reactions include the orecipitation of the heavy metals,
dis'ol acement of ammonia from, ammonium, salts, and the forma-
tion of insoluble sulfides with hydrogen sulfide (l).

.
are formed from tetra-alkyl lead

and an organic acid. They are crystalline solids v/ith low
water solubility.
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©. Plumbones and PlumlDonic Acids
The ketone analogs of ler.d can be made by oxidation

of the plumbols (45) with mercuric oxide, or hydrolysis of
HgPb'^s salts (49).

The treatment of an alk^a halide v/ith NaPb(OH) 3( 36, 39)

,

or hydrolysis of alkyl lead trichloride (38) results in the
formption of a com^oound KP'b(uH)3 or KPbOOH, These substances
are rather unstable, esioecially in a moist atmosphere.
Their salts ar6' soluble in alhali, but insoluble in aqueous
aramonia. The pction of halogen acid reconverts them to the
trihalides; when heated in a sealed tube, decomposition
into lead oxide, alcohol, and water takes place,

IV. . DiT?lumbanes and Pi- and Tri- Valent Lead
A. FxsPb

Compounds havinr the empirical form\ila RsPb result from
• the G-ri^nard reaction between lead chloride and RMgX (l),
reduction of plumbols (38), electrolytic reduction of
acetone at p lead electrode . (iv) , reaction of lead chloride
vrith lithium alkyl or aryl (5), and the Fittig synthesis with
trisubstituted lead halides (l9). The alkyls are greenish-
yelloxi liquids, x'hcse etabilltj' increases with the length of
the alk.7l groups; the aryls are readily crystallizable
greenish-yellow solids (1,14)^,

Magnetic susceptibility measurements indicate that
PbRs monomer does not exist in appreciable quantity (43,48);
cryosoopic examination, h...wever, points to some dissociation
of PbgRs (33). Electi'on diffraction experiments indicate
a tetrahedral configuration for this compound (52).

Tri-o-tolyl lead is converted to tetra-o-tolyl lepd
in xylene solution. Hydrogen bromide yields the tri-o-tolyl
bromide (2). Thermal decomposition of a mixture of
hexamethyl-and hexasthyl- diplumbme results in the formation
of all possible lerd tetra-alkyls (30). Iodine, sodium,
and meleic anhydride add to tri-alkyl and triaryl lead
(19,29). As with tetrasubstituted lead, an exchange of
radicals ca.n be brought about by treatment v/ith lithium
alkyl (21).

B. Divalent lead (RgPb)
Disubstituted lead (PbRg) caJi be prepared from lead

chloride and lithium alkyl or aryl, or G-rignard reagents,
under special conditions (1,5). (These preparations
resemble those of diphenyl (tin (55,36).; Diphenyl lead is
a blood-red, amorhpous solid, very soluble in benzene, less
soluble in ether, and insoluble in V7a.ter (l). It reacts v/ith
iodine to give diphenyl. (Diphenyl tin aind bromine yield
stable, diphenyl tin dibromide (S5). Pyrolysis of diphenyl
tin produces hexa^Dhenyl dista,m-^ne and metallic tin.)

.(C. Higher Tin Homologs)
In the pyrolysis of diphenyl tin dodecaphenyl Denta-

stannane is isolated among other produces (57). A series of reac-
tione starting with dimethyl tin dibromide can be effected to

synthesize dodecamethyl pentastannane, as well as
symmetrical diethylhexamethyl stamopropane (63),
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V. Coordinrtion Compounds.
Divalent lead sal's form interesting compounds with

tartaric (4?) end tFlicylic acids (00,50;, as well as
hydro;::/ quinone (4uj, dimethyl glyoxime (32), Bna other
substances, in all of ^I'^ich 'ti-ro po.':;itions are available
for bonding with r lead rtom»
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URAHIUi: AlID 12': C?x^]:T£jHY - Prrt II
(Part I givcii Ouly G, 19^1:8)

Vprd B. ?chaap October 6, 1948

I„ URANIUM C0I:P0UND3
A. BINAFY CCI-PCUncS lilTK ELSI^IIJTS (Non-3olvent Cheniptry)

1. EyD?.0C-ZN-j^*'5 repcts with maqpive uranium metal to yield a
hyc'rici.e, UH3, in the form of a veTy fine, highly D-.'-^oiDhoric gray
oowder with a den-^ity (.v-ray) of 10.9 and po.?.^eFiag a ^im-ole cuhic
lattice. In r)ure hydrogen the reaction "oeginv'? Immedisitely at 225",
Wi'J,ch ip the tem.T^serpture of maximum reaction rate-'-. Ihis compound'
ip imiaue in thpt it is not typical of any of the three cla-<?<?es of
hydridep. It renemhlep the =!alt-like hydrides mc^t clc^ely, since
it hap a definite compo^'ition, a high melting point, is opittle
and Toopf^e-^cec p. .structure unrelated to that of uranium metal, being
almopt lacking in metal to metal bonds. Bundle^ proposed U-I-I-U

bridge'^ between metal atorap, where each bridge contains^one pa.ir
of electron=5 for two bonds. Deuterium reacts siniilrrly'^', yielcing a
deutericie having lattice spacing^ definitely =!maller than those ol'

the u=5ual hydride.
2. BORON re-Dortedly forms the boride UB4 , obtainable by elec-

trolysis of a mixture of a borate and a fluoride of uranium , or by
thermal decom-oc^ition of uranoue borohydride'^'^.

5. CAnBOil and uranium form three carbides, two of which were
fir^^t reported by Manhattan Project worlierp.

UC (Monocarbide)^ can be separated from U metal of low car-
bon content by dissolving the metal in acid. It hp.s face-centered
cubic structure, probably of HaCl type.

"ia^s (Se^^auicarbide) e::ists only at tem-oeratures greater
than 2000"'=^;

UOs (Dicarbide)^ wpp previously known and described. It is
similar to CaCs in structure, though quite different chemically.
Iv-ray and chemical ptudie<^ show that carbon is soluble in UCg, and
if quenched that the resulting cell has smaller dimensions than be-
fore. This decrease mpy be e::plainsd either by (a) a uranium atom
being occasionally re-olaced by a carbon atom or C2 group, or (b)
the -structure containing excess carbon mu'^t be thought of as a UC2
lattice deficient in uranium, thus alD.owing the cell dimen^Jions to
shrink slightly.

5
4, MITHOGEH. UN (l--ononitride ) is the lowe<^t nitride. It has

a face centered cubic lattice probably of the NaCl type. Both
uranium and nitrogen are negligibly .soluble in UK.

UgNs (Sesouinitrids; hee a body-centered cubic structure
and is isoraorphous with raangane-,G sesquinitride.

-

UN

3

(Dinitride ) (and intermediate phase) . w"hen UgNs is
':reated with excess* nitrogen a one-phase gradual and continuous
transition occurs until the com-oo^ition UNg is reached. Only the
two limiting com-oopitions, U2N3 and UN-, are regarded as true
compounds. At a nitrogen pre^^sure of one atmosphere, the composition
IS about UiL ok, which accounts for references to odd formulas, such
as U4,N7, in older litera.ture. This solubility of nitrogen in UsNs
is due to the fact that the se^quinitride conforms to a distorted
fluorite (CaFg) type structure vjith nitrogen atoms missing in a
regular way from the lattice. As nitrogen is added the distortion
decrea^ep until •''ith the com-oosition UNg the ideal fluorite
structure is attained. The crystal structure does not change
throughout this transition.,

5.. OXYG-EN and uranium form a series of comtDounds similar to
the carbides and nitrides.

UO (llonoxide) has a face-center ec cubic, NaCl type struc-
ture.. It has been prepared only in minute amounts' and is known
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solely frorn. X-rp,y data. UO '-rp.s inltir.lly ob-:ervecl ivhen X-ray
diffraction studies Ksr.- n:ad3 on uranium nietal pt higher temperatures
A surface film on the metal cpuc-eC. a cubic structure 'to be observed
rather than that of the metal. The principle light element in this
film was found to be oxygen.

UO3 (Dioi'icie)^ hps been long Imo'-.n. Itp ideal lattice con-
f^tant i=! a = 5.45G1A, but a vide vpri--tion in sr^pcing is possible.
Thus, when heated with er.'cess ur-^nium,, the '^prcing increases to
5.4610A fi.c" the ur^n.ium atoms fill vacp.nt inter^'tice'^ in the dioxide
structure. Heating with excess oxygen decreases tiie lattiar.e constant
to 5.4'397A, but ceu:-'es no change in 'Structure until the oxygen con-
tent goe-^ beyong UOg^gs, pt which "ooint a discontinuity occurs .

UC3 ha =5 the fluorite-type lattice p.nd this may be considered a sim-
ple cubic lattice of oxygen ions with U"^^ ions in half of the cubic
interstices. If the oxygen ion lattice remains fixed and the U '^

ions are occasionally missing at random, then the lattice would be
allowed to shrink slightly. Jhe decrease in spacing with increasing
oxygen content is difficult to understand if the additional oxygen
i-" inter-^titial, Iience it is felt tl'iat the solubility is due to
ab<^ence of tetravalent uranium ions.

Higher Oxid.e s^ '''^'^ occur in the form of U2O5, UaOg, several
forms of UO3 ?-nd as hydrrted UO4. The oxides UO3, U3G8 , and U2O5 all
have sim.ilar structures since a one-ijhase region extends from the
compo-^iition UO3 down to UOs^ss, and the baric structure over this
entire range i^* or thorhombic. Thu^, when UO3 is heated T,4th oxygen
it.5 fluorite structure is maintained until the composition UOg 25
is rerchec^. Above this point of .discontinuity orthorhombic U2&5
appears, and a <^lngle orthorhombic phase then persists until the
composition U03.is' reached. Jolibois ' re;oorted' -the existarice of
U3O7, a com-oound having X-ray diffraction patterns very siTiiilar to
•those of UO2 pnc. different- from those of U3O8. If true, this would
indicate that the UOg-type single '>hase region may extent to' UC3 33.

All of the oxlcJe-^," with the exce-otion^ of UO and UgOg '9,
are easily bb't a ined-^^. The olive green to black' uranosic oxide,
tIsOg-, is obtained when the other oxides are heated in air at abou»t
GOp°^. . . Its com/oo-^ition is no't strictly constant but- varies with the'
t-emperature' of ignition, the oxygen content decreasing with increas-
ing 'temjperpture over 800°,' Uranium trioxide, UO3, is obtained a,s '-*

an orange powder by ignition of :"he neror.ide, UO4, the ammonium
diuranate, or uranjrl. nitra.te at a temperature of about .300°.- At
higher tem.perature'^ reduction occurs unless atmosphere^' of pure
oxygen or I'l2 04- are employed. The yeliow n'i^roxide , UO4 , ha.s not
be'en obtain€d in the anhydrous state. The d'ihydrat e exists at' 100^,
b-ut deconpbses to UO3 at_ higher- temperature s. It^; formula' can be'
re>orepented' as KsO.UOs.HgO^ or as UO4.2H2O. U04.nH20 is p'ptd. by
the a.ddition ofnhyc^r^gen peroxide, to slightly acid uranyl solutions
(pK 1.5 to 2.'5)' . Xt can be coprecipitpted with thorium perrpxide,
Keduction of the peroxide,- the d.iox-idei, or UsOg, with hycrogen ,

am.monia, a-lcohol,. etc. ,' produces the brown 'dib.xide,- UO2. The la^t
.-two reducing agents "oroduce a retrxtive;—pyrophbric or'bduct if the
tem^Toerature o'f the reduction is kept low, e.g.' 350°'.

6c PHOBPr-OROUS and urrrrium. combine at elevated' temperature's to
yield a series of phosphides-: UP, UPg and "^J^Fa:- , sSll gray in color.
U3p4^ was founc' to have a sti^ucture like that of ThsP.-//' while UP-
crystalli'^'?. ^ m a fpce-crentered cubic lattice, as do the monon-i-tride
monocarbide and monoxide «• - n"
.: : -v. -SULFUR former 'the -rlfide-^ US,, USg,' UgSg and U4S3-^^. ^^The
d;i'^tiJLfide, USg, i-- prepared -by hlK,h tempera t'ure- reaction" of-- KgS oh
uranous' com-Tound.-,, e .g, the -dioxide. It- is' al-so precita.te'd as

'

^.^ydrated USg from uratious solutions by ammonium sulfide'.,' USs- -ha^-

oeen prepared by' heating a miiture of US2 and sulfur in a sealed
tube '^. U233 a.nd. U4S'3 have been prepared from pure U filing's and
GX-,fw3r-i." and their formation e'^tabli-shed by X-ray methods . U32 '
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is reduced ty hydrc^-en to UsSa, out not to a raonosulfide-^^,
8. TKK IL-"J-C'T>:,:iS form '--i uh urc?,niiir:i the coLipound? types UX3,

UXa, UX5, UXg, UOX^ pr.d "J.lj:^,. Tlie oryh-.lids- rre highly ionic'
conroound? , while t'.ie j. cnio cliprpcter of the binary halides decreases
•A/ith increPT-ing ch-'^rfe on. the urr.nium atom, UX3 and UX^^ hein^' much
more ionic than UX-,

The ''l£j-'^c_leri_ uranium com;oounds xvith Ci^ Br, and I are
rerdily prer:?A" = d cy :he .^'Ctlon of the co^r t. '^"ponciing arhydrous
hydrogen halide gas- rn ucar'ium. hydride pt rcderrte temrerrtures

,

e^g. 2dC-">0C'^ , Pyurogen fluoride forms only U>1^. under thef^e con-
riition^. 1'reptment of the tetravalent halide.--^,, UCl.i, U3r4 or UI4
^-^fith Kg producer the UX3 compounds. TiS'-'e ^'a.ltq are highly ionic,
very "oluhle in water giving a red solution of triv?lent uranium
ion--!. The solution is not stable, for the U 3 ion'5 react with the
vater liber^^ting hydrogen and forming a green solution of tetra-
vplent uranium. The solid halide compound'^ rpnge in color from
green-hrown to hrown rnd mpy he stored in dry air.

Tetravalent uranium compounder vith all the halogens are
hnown, and the'^e are the most stable of the ";.inary-type ha.logen
com--)ound^. (Only; UOsXs compounc', s a.re riore ctable). h'itli the exception
of the fluoric'e, Lx^c tetravalent halides are very soluble in water
ir-'partin??' to the solution the deep green color characteri'?'tic of
uranouy {^<:) ion-. The fluoride is insoluble in water and may be
preci^-^iit' tec as UF4.2II20 from, -strong sulfuric acid solutions.
The-^e compounds are preparec^ in the anhydrous ^tate by the action
of halogen gases, Xg , on urrniura metal or the hydride. Treatment
of UO3 or other uranou'^ salts with anhydrous hydrogen halide gases
a.lso yields UX4 . S-iecial preparative reactions-'-^ U'^ed are
chlorinations ^ith carbon tetrachloride of UO2, UsOs , UO3, UO3CI2
or 11(0204)3 at about 400-500° to give principally UCI4 and sm.all
amounts of COCI2, CI2 and UCI5. The higher oxider give more UCI5
by-product than does the dioxide. Small amount*^ of carbon are nixed
the higher oxides to ?.ncrease UCI4 yield. Other chlorinating agents

_

Bog. S2CI2, SOCI3 a.nd even koCls^^have been used, Freon and UO3
react to give UF4 of high purity" '. The tetrafluoride exists as a
non-hygroscopic, dense, bright green •oowder , while the others are
olive green to brownish and are very hygro.'^copic.

Only two binary ha.lides of "oentavalent mC\ hexavalent
uranium, are hnownj they are the fluoric'es and chlorides. Considera-
tion of si"e relation^l'iips indicate that the hexa^iodide and possibly
the hexabromide cannot exist. If, then, as suggested by some ISai,

the penta.halide^ are a.ctually double salts of the type 11X4,11X5
,

the non-exi stance of the pentabromi6.e and "oentaiodide are explained.
Further evidence in favor of the double formula, lies in the ob-
perved ea-^e of dipproDor tionation of UCI5 into UCI4 and UCls and
in the fact that molecular x^/eight studies- shox'j UCI5 "^o be dim.eric
in carbon tetr.*^ chloride ^-olution, having the eranirical formula
U2CI10, which can also be written UCIa.UCIq, Chlorination of the
higher oxides of uranium with a m.ixture of carbon tetrachloride
and chlorine, or treatment of UClj^, ^with chlorine, produces the
"^lonta chloride, UCI5, as sublim^ate^'^. The pentachloride dispropor-
tionat^s in vrcua. "'c UCI4 and UClc, with volatilization of the
hexachlor 1

"'
~! f'bove 150'^

< Liouid. phase chlorir.a.t j.ons of UO3 cv
'I3OB w.i.'h ./rbon te tyficMoride at mcc'erate tem.peraturep and high
orep'-'ur-r yield Ull.. --^

. Very little mention i" m.ade of the
iientafluorjde. UP,-,'-'--

Of tg^ ho'^-ah.alide'-' , 'J^ , h-.s been hnown for many years-"^, while
the heTiachLcrio"-.""'^ Li/ r^porc.ed cnly recently-*-S:. The he;afI'loride ?b
prer)ared b"; th.,e a'^tion cf fluorine ga,s on other uraniuri coinpounds c.t

:nodsr;^,te t em.::)er'^\;"-:r-:8--aboat l:Ou -250°, It can be cbt.i.ined in th^^

form, of veJ-e •'reli-. w, monoclinic crystals °^ v/hich sublime at





ordinpry pre^^ure?., (b.-n. is 5o° eno. ra.p. G9.5°) but c?,n be raelted
rt higher ^^r e q nur e

'^ . The -'.olid and rps pre eztrei'ely hygroscopic
hydrolyzing on contrct with tr.-^ces of water to the ionic salt
uranyl fluoride, UO0F3, p.nd liber c/cing HF. ihun 'JFq cen be stored
in glpF^s "ithout etclxinr only if no ^-'ater i? pre^ent-Sb, '^he solid
her^fluorif'e li soluble in orgj.nic qolvent'^; however, it rep.cts
even in the cold ^-ith pll but the no-rc inert, forrning UF4 r.nd
fluorinpting (in Fome ca-'-e--' charring) the solvent. I'he chlorinated
hyfrocrrborir. are good ^•olventgbGa^ hut plso r-aat ^Jhen wrrmed
'sufficiently, e.g. J?e -i"^l CCI4 In a -ealec tube react at tennera-
tur—• above 70° to give U?^ pnC: ireonr , Freon^ pre cuite inert to
lie he::pfluoride. -he properties of the herpchloride, UCle, lip-ve

not "-'':r;n depcrlbed, rmt may be pr e '^uned_ ;qo be similar to those of
UFe, thcui-'h ^^erhp-oG it is le^'-^ volatile-^^-

B. llFFAFr AFD ::i^Ci]LLA:'^CU3 U?i:jiIUi: COh^OUNDS (Solution Che-^l-try)
1. IFiVlllh'^ oj-./1'j.Uh, Only one ^'olld compound ha^ been obtained

from p, ':'olution of trivr.lent urpniurr;. It wp.s nrepa.rec by pdding
cone, •sulfuric acid to ice cold U (+3) solution. The crystals which
p-'.'pe-^r^d were p^-'igned the forraula U(SC4)2K^'0. Soluble salts cannot
be cry^tpllized oy evaj-^orption because of the reaction between tri-
vplent uranium and wpter,

2. tut:- AVAl111 UFANI'JH forri'^ two series of com^iounds; the
grepter number contp.in the U'^4 ion while some ap"''^prently contain
a UO group. In slightly acid uranous ^olLitions m.ost inorgpnic
v-^.nd or-:pnic p.cids form -^'oluble urr.nous s^lt^^. iJr.ce^Dtion'^ are the
insoluble ilroridr^ the ohogolL"' te - mv. ites, ar'^enp.tes pnd ites,
o.-'.alpte pnC iodpte-^. In neutral or basic solu.tion the soluble
'^^It'^ hycrolyze immediately preci"^itating the hydrated oxide, UO^.
i^tlgC a-! a deep greenish-brown gelatinous ppt. the orthophosphates
in acid '-solutions precirdtate a 7 a hydrated U(H?0a)2 or "^(hh^PO^)^
(if ammrnium ions pre present) in thie form of greenish gelatinous
precipit'-^t S'? which are in-'oluble in less than 1 N acid. Both of
t]iese ignite to the gray "!yropho3":ihate , UP2O7. The oxalate p>pt.
is pIso p cid-insoluble, but it and UF4 dissolve in presence of
excess ox? late ion'-; in neutral polution to fQ^-m an oxp,la.to complex,

Kecently, ^chl'^sin;..er and co-workers'^'"^ orepared the boro-
hydride of urpniun (IV), U(Bh<. y^, and it'=' allvyl derivatives. These
compoun'' '-' pre by fpr the most volatile of urpnous compounds, but
are not ver^A '-table. The borohydride decom")0'^e<^ into the uranium
(III) borohydride at 80-100? At higher temperptures UB4 is thought
to be form.ed.

, ,

The oxy-compounds (UO } are not common. Som.e which have
been reported pre ur-'^nou'"' oxyfluoride, UCF2.2H2O and the basic
iod-^te, U0(I03)2'-1. By reduction of uranyl pyro;:)ho^";)hate with
hyc'rogen pt high temroerptures the uranou^ oxypyrophospha.te, (110)3
PsOv, ip obtained. ^^

In general, the uranous resemble-^ thorium in its cherai'^try"''""

It--' com;iounclg, usually green in color, pre essentially ionic but
h'^ve ^o;ne cov.^lent chp.rpcter d.er^endSng, on the pnion; e.g. the
tetrpchloi ide, UCIa can be volatilized at moderate tem^oerp tures
FTid ir c-oluble in or£'anic solvents-. There is a definite, but not
^'tj'ong tendency to com'olex.

o, PIITAVAIFIT UFANIUh salts hpve not been preDPred from
'solution. The two h-'lide-', UCI5 f^-'il U^'5, pre obtained by ''dry

reactions'' -nd pre not -tpble in solution, dispronortionpting to gi*.

a <solution contpinix"i{" uranous (IV) and urpnyl ions. Initial
evidence ^^up 'porting tl^.e existrnce of pentayalent uir.niim at least
temporarily in -olution ps "oxy" ions, UO3 has ari-en tir-r^ough

:^iclarogrp/'^hic '-tudie:' (see below), hore recently, j.iillimclpr
solution^ of this "::)entp,v-'~lent urp.nium ion vere Lbtaigec by
electroly-'is of ursnyl j^alts in per chlorate 'solution'''", but no
com-Qound--^ were reported.
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4. I-H]: AVALZN - U\-^i--MIUI-i e::.ist'^ in two conroounc' bvpe<::, but only
one of thS'-s i.q 't-'^.ule in aau5ou=! solution. The '^trble type con-
i^o^en the uranyl palts '^'hich contc^in the UOg"**"^ r/rou-o. The t>/o
::nown pp.lts of the other type, UFs and UCls, hyc'rolyze to the uranyl
c-rlt'^ upon contact ^^rith ^^/ater. The urc':'nyl <^altr are the mor.t
co:'i"ion and r.:o^t inroortant of the uraniura cop/iound'-. They are in
generrl, yello-.v, fluorescent and ionic conpoun:^_'^' , soluble in water
or ^cid qj^j^,utionfi. "Jcnie vf.tsr In^^oluble oonpound? are the phos^Dha-ter
and -ites'-^;;^, ar'-enatse and -itss--^ and their derivatives, the
nioly^xTates^f', the trioz.ids, the peror.ide, the alhali diuranate-, and
the ioc'ate'^^'', wliich is plifl'itly rjoluble in watei , All of these are
solu'jle in mineral r.cids. Tl:.e "ohospha.tes dissolve rerdily in e-'-.cess

phos ihor^p, acid due to cornpler: f orniation^_^but rer.reciiDitate u-'oon

dilution-^^^. Uranyl nitrate hexahych-p.te , U02(i:03 ),oo6H20, is
'"ol.u'i-.le in r)olar organic -olvent-' and extraction of the uranyl nitrat
from acueous nitrate rolution.o affords an s:"cellent ^epsrrtion and
T)urificrtion oroces55 (see helovr)*

In the ab'-ence of the stron er comi^lexing a^^^ent*^, urp.nyl ion
preci^">itatsp ss U0( 011)3 at pbout pH 4, In pre-^ence of fm.monium or
alhali hydrorides, the diurrnatt, I-2U3O7, appears as a yellow
t;elatinous ppt. Polyuranateg ^.ith as^high as six U atoms per
alhali metal p.tom hpve been reported' , The peruranates of the
alhali ^c ^re '^^ater soluble and form highly colorrr deep orange
solutions :-jhen hycrogen peroride is adced to an alkali diuranate
'"uspenrion^ .

Uranyl ions ^lioi^' an appreciable tendency to comiple::.
Inorgsnic ions hno^Ain to com]?l^^ vdth it are the cprbonate ion,
forming e,g. (NHa)a U02(C03^3"'^, the cypnate, U03(C:;0)/, -2, and
the thiocyan-^te. Sulfate, fluoride and phosphate appear to form
weak|_oomple:'.es in pcidic solution-^'. Some organic groups com.plexing
UCs "' are the aci-tate, r.scorbate, citrate, lactate, m.aiona,te,
oxalate, '^alicjlate rnd tartrate ion-. The ascorbic and salicylic
acic'. s form colored com.plexe-' , as does G-hydroxy'uinoline.

5. CGiPCUITi)3 "ITH' TuO VKLSUGZ 3T;...L5 OF UR.-dIIUi: are hno^-^n.

T'^ey are UgOg, U307(?), UaOs pnd U203p,o07 (possibly the binary
halides UFg and UCI5). The structure of UsOr can be expressed as
UO0.UO2.UO3 or U(U0a)2. I,^:nition of yellow uranyl '^yro^ohosphate,
(U0g)2?o07, or of the green uranou:^ oxypyrophosphate, (UOjoPs^v
yields the light green U303?307, wr.ich can be written (UO)(U02)?207,

II. iHT:';0pS_0F_3Z?AR;.TI0:T APPLIED "20 UPAhlUlI
A. PPzJCIPITrxTj-Ol" IZThCDS '..'here possible urranium is u.=!ually -

preciT)itated as the diurrnate with a.m.nonia (preferred),- or with
sodium, ^ This affords seprrrtion from elem.ents which do not form
insoluble hydroxides or are am-ohoteric. Pyridine and other am.ines
liave also been usee'. Uranyl ions may be precipitated as the
amr.onium. nhosphste, U02hh^-P04, in acidic solutions with pH values as
lo^r as 1.5 to 13. The uranium, -ohc-phrtes are insoluble in basic
^olution'^, 'liereas '^ome, e.g. those of iron and aluminum, are
soluble,." Ar'^onpte:^ snd the orgpnic ar'^onic acids'"^ pre similarly
u-eco y- Kydvoxyauinoline precipitates UOs"^'*' between the pK valaos
of 4 and l'^,'"-'. CuT)ferron precioitates auadrivplent , but not
he"Fval?.nt- . urrnium'^--. The uranous cu/oferride is insoluble j.n 2-;^K
sulfuric cr hydrochloric acid.^, but -soluble in crgrnic -^olven'uSo
Tetravalent urpnium -or ecipitate- as the hydrous o:'",ice in neutral
or basic solution-?, forms very in-soluble phosphptc
orecipit'- tss . The -^reciy)itr res with fluoride^ oxa.
ions •''Al ch are acid j.n'^oluble.

B. CChPLlJX FCPi-.--TICN anplied to pr ecip;\>;p tlon
e'"emplif ieci by the urpnyl c^rbonato-complex'"^' zdi:
solution", and ^vhioh "^'erves to '^30: rpte uranyl ion:
ion-' '"hich form insoluble hydro: ides or crrbonrtes

p n d c.r senate
:" ts r i. ci iodat^

c

.

,e-o.^-- r tijia ar^^

i '-!--• .r.i ba ; : 1 c

iro;. 1 the met alii
The complex-
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forming orG>Tnic aciu.q p.re not oi much iraioort'^nce ^ince they comple:;
mo-^it other trc?.n.<^ition elsn-.nts alG;o.

C. E_-'r?ACiICII IZ'^CxICDS Kere applied hy I-Ianhattan Project workers
to the -^.eprrp.tiGr anc\ purification of uranium in large amounts, "and
p.r i-itated ir. the '' 3:;nth leport", at a purity seldom attained pre-
viously e/er. in tl^e ? ^.to-Ttory . The species e.ctracted by this
pr-^ces- "^raf urrnyl nilratf-^' ^^ ^-rhlch extra;!? T'vom concentrated
nitrr'.te -'alt solutions into the m.ore pcic\: cr^^v.nf.c solvents, such
as ethers, ketones and alcohols^ p,nd csn '-'i r-^nirved from these
solvents by xvashing with T'.'ate" , The method -V', ^ criginally applied
by Kscht and C-runxvald*^^ '^'ho e.T/cracted ura;\yl n'. trace from saturated
ammonium nitrate solution'^, with ether. ,I;j.tr?,tc lal'c^ other than
ammonium mry be used as saturating a-gent-, t^s ':fiic1r.ncy of e::-

traction (i.e. the distribution coefficient) vra-ying greatly with"
the salt used, but for each salt inci'e?,sing erjoonen'cially with in

-

crea-^ing nitrs.te concentration rnd decreasing with increasing
tem.perr ture

.

Some inner-complexes of uranium are soluble in nojq-pclar
organic solvents^y^^ Z::smnle^ are uipn.O. S-hji^droxyquinoline" . aranyl
dibenzoylmethsne'^" ^nd uianous cup:' err id i'^-'-'--,

D. VOLATlLI'^ATlGln ILT/'CDS can be r.s 3d to ^eparrte uranium from
ores pnc[ vrrious ^olids tin^ougn f crm-^.tj on of the volatile uranium
he'afluoride. The ^olid may be l': ..

-'': tre.'ted with hydrogen
fluoride •t 400 to 600° to remove s;l? ics a.nd then fluorinated with
fluorine gap> at 200-250°, converting the ursnium to UFs which is
collected in a cold trsp.

Eo ELICT?.0LY-"IC IXTrlOPG find ap-olicstions In analytical separa-
tions r hany meta.ls, e,g. iron and coD-oer, are depc^^ited at a mercury
cathode '-/bile ursnium is not,

r. li-JM EXCIlAnC-Z; has been used to separate large amounts of
uranism from •^mall amounts of fission products, braniura (uranyl)
i^ loc^ely held on the resin while the fission products are m.ore

ong].y heldc.
-;- - ,-. -n

t: ^.i;;-Lf";iCAT dite?:iination of ufaIiIUM
:\-. C-FJA/IiZTRIC I'lHT. 0D.3 depend upon th-; ^r scipitstion reactions

discu'^'- .," above. The mc^t widely used involv-s precipitation, with
slight er.cess amjionium. hydroxide, of ^1^k=)2^s^7 pnd ^^ub^equent
ignition to UsOe. Care must be taken to have carbonate ions ab-
sent. The precipitptes of the ammonium phosphate (at pH2) and the
arsenate, though ouantitatively insoluble, are fine and some--;hat

difficult to filter. The phosphate can be ignited (with care to
prevent reduction) to the pyrophosphate. The arsenate ha.s the ad-
vantage of igniting to UsOs'^ . Uranyl 8-hydroxyquinolate UOg
(Oxine)3, i"^ precipitated from acetate buffered solutions*^^. It
dries at 110°' to give the trioxinpte, but at 200° the dipxinate,
U02(0x.ine)3, is formed and can be weighed in either form'^^ or
ignited to UsOe. Uranous cupferride, U(cup)a, can also be ignited
to the ox.ide UaOe. or -i

B,. VGLUl'IZTRIC l-ET^ODS"^^' "^-^
. Uranium m.ay be reduced from the

uranyl •-c the uranous (+4) state by means of the zinc (Jones redact

r

carimiu.n arc. -silver reductor-^ or with an aluminum coil. The uranous
^oTLutiox can Tl'en be titrs.ted with standard eerie, perms.nganate,
dio}'r om.'.tt or ferr'.c solr.tion'^. If the uranium is precipitated
•'ith c -.lyc'roxyc uinolino . it mpy be deternin-.d ^y x.eans of the bro-
mine - 3nyc ro r/ouiTiOlina i eaction s.nd Gitra 'c i-wi

''-
•,

C, 0C_O^li£rRrG ir":TlIC>D3 are used to de-':ct -.a'^' ."B.f^imine low
concenxxc' tion^' of uranV.iX. Some reageni.p wh -1. Tori.' colored com-
plexes are f e::'roc;5(ar.id 3 p a-^corbic acid, =5a '.• jyl '. c r

'\

'[ rnd. 8-
hydrcxyiMiinol'.ne'^"^ - Tne, 'soluble alkaline oerurnn-xp^ .

^. ow a
r^.-Gl.er .-irnsiciv? Jeterminstion. There are many \:vi-ci f .:.--.ng ions ix
m.o'-'t of "Jhese colorimetric methods and preliminary ^epa tions are
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D. SPICIJ^JL i'H'jr'ODS. In'p.ce'p, of r.rpniiim of the oroer of 1 D^-)m

or le^' cr.n be cleteotea. c.nt determined by the '^.%-;:_ong fluorescence
th^.t tr>--^Cc^' of vic^nlwm ivipt.rt to certpin r-.olidLi'" . For thi'^, the
vrr.nium sanple :.q fu-ed '-dth l^r'r and the resulting cooled disk
corappred ^^;ith ii'.own standards under ultr.-violet lli,ht.

The rrdiop.ctivit;.^ of urrniur.i c?n "erve to indicate its
ccnc:ntrr,ticn. The radioactivity of soluticns can be measured
c^ir-ctly u'"'in';-; special covUiting devices, or a hncwn pn.ount of the
solut.T on iiiry be ev^.porrted on p. dish pnd tlen counted . The concen-
tration of ur-^niur;-. in po'^^dered solids may be compared "oy the ratios
of hhej.r alpha count--;, providing the !^'olir<^^ have ap"Oi oximately the
'-•pme ccm^o' ition. Different elements bave 'cifferent '^topplnsg poiver
for radioactive particles-

Uranium has been det--rmlned r'pect-^n^raphically , but its
spectrum i'^ c^.e.n^/6 pnd has very many lines'^'',

E. ?OLi\?.OiJE^:.Plj: OF Ul^^NlUh
Kolthoff and P:arris"9, '^9,40 j^ve recently studied the

pclprogrp./ihy of uraniuTii in detail. The reductions "'?ere found to
differ y^^iUi the r.cidity of the -solution and the pnions present. At
all aciditie? the half~"vave potv;nti-l, E l/2, of the first wave i-ras

found to be -0.18 volt (vs. S.CE.), corre^'pondj.na to a one-electron,
hydrogen ion inde-oendent reducjlon of the uranyl ion and -Dostulated.
as '"

UOs"^"*" + e -^ UOs"^ (l) the remainder of_the
current-voltpge curve vr,ri-s 'A'ith the acid concentration. xn
-^li^htly acid solutions (O.Ol to C,.3 N KCl) a second vave vith E ^/o
of -0o9f:.v "-'as obtrined of tvice -"lie heig-ht of the first and corres-
"oondina to two one-electron reductions at ap'oroxim:P.tely the same
^jotential, i.e. UO^"^ + e ^ UO3 ('3)

(the UO3 then re^f^is-o^ve^ UOg + '2'^ > UO"**^ + H3O)
UO''"^ + e ^ U0+ (o)

In n'^utra] or basj-c solution the hydrolysis of uranyl ions
must be considered. UOg"^"^ + hsO ^r.==:^ UOsOIT" + H+ (4)
The two species of U(-l'G), i.e. UOs"^"^ pnd UO2OH+ do not reduce at

-

the ^.p.me 'Ootential, :-'0 in thi-^ cr-.'^e tl.e fir^t ^'pve is P2;ain due to
(1), but the c-econd w-^.ve ^vj.th S i/o'"at -0,3v is due to (5) and (S).

_U0^0H+ + e — --> UO3OK (5)
Tlie UOs formed in "(2) pnd the UO-GPI from. X^T clo not rcdis solve in
neutral or ba^.ic '-olution'-, hence the reduction actually proceeds
only to p. mdxture of quadri\-plent pnd --lentp vp.lent uranium.

In --trongly acid s61utio:.i^, e,p« Hi h'Cl, the relative
ma^nitucies of the two wrves chanf.;e but their sumi is unaffected,
A';-'"prently c dis"orooortionp.tion of t'le pentavalent ur^anium ion,
U03+, occurs. 2 UOg^ + ^K"" > UO3++ + UO"^"^ + KgO (6)
For stronp^ly acid solutions the vrp.ves ob'^erved are tl,Ti^s explsAned
by repctions (s), (S), pnd (5). The result^ of Keal"'^ are in
substr^ntial pgreement with tbose presented here, ^

For ..anplyticpl purposes it is recomr-,ended^'^ thpt the first
diffusirn current be me^-.sured at -0.5 v vs. S.C.E. in 0.01 to O.ll"

liOl with 10~''-fj thymol pre-^ent to eliminate the mp.xim.um. The
C'lif -i-ion current i'" r)roriortional to uranyl ion concentrption in
tJiG range 5 x 10'"'^ to 4 x IC^ II, Use can be made of the cataly'.a c

efiect ^of ur-pnyl ion on the rol-^rographlc reduction of nltrp.te .i.jru

An e-rj.JrSrca.'.. procedure wa.s developed wll ch allow- polarograpbac
determ.Lnarion'-; in the range of 2 x IO-7 to o x 10~5 11 uranium^
3on c eM 'Gr p. t i on

.
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HYDRAZINE DERIV/TIVES OF CARBONIC ACID

Edward F. E].slager October 12, 1948

I

.

Hydrpzino Sjeji'Sni _of Com-oounds
l-jdr'az:,i:e may be considered the pe.rent solvent of s

hydr8,7,ine yystem cf conpounds, just ar. vater end ammonia ar|
reg'srded en -oprent solvents (l). The hydrazoni'.im ion, N3H5

,

is the bearer of acidity in hydrazine from the Bronsted point
of viei^; splts of hydrazine act eis acids v.;hcn dissolved in
anhydrous hydrazine, Solvo-ba.se,-^ such as the metallic hydra-
zideG have also been prepared (2).

The use of anhydrous hydrazine as a reaction medium is
curtailed largely because of the hardships encountered in its
preparation and handling,

II. Solvent Propertie s of Anhydrous Hydrazine a.nd Reactions
Therein .

Anhydrous hydrazine has been found to be a suitable
sol rent for both organic and inorganic compounds (52). It
exists in the liquid state over a convenient temperature
range; it is believed to be an a.ssociated solvent; it has an
exceptionally high dielectric constant in comparison v/ith

ariD.onia. Both hydrazine hyd.rate and ar.hydrous hydrazine are
very tjusceptible to oxidatiun, a reaction which is catalyzed
by metallic ions.

Sodium derivatives of hydrazine a.re readily prepared by
the acti'.n of anhydrous hydrazine on sodium amide or metallic
sod.ium. Metallic sodium will precipitaite metallic cadmium,
iron, and zinc from solutions of their salts in anhydrous
hydrazine; magnesium, calcium, and barium are not precipitated.
Zn, Cu, Al, and Sn do not react with anhydrous hydrazine,
although Mg. Ca, rnd Li show a slight action.

Iodine and sulfur are v-^^ry soluble; the solubility of
halogen compouno.s in a given series increases as the atomic
weight of the hilogen increases. Carbonates are insoluble or
only slight!;/ SDluble in anhydrous hydra.zine, while nitrates
and ammonium compuundvS are all soluble v/ith the exception of
tertiary ammonium, phosphate.

Two hydrazinatss of calcium azide have been isolated by
Dresser and Browne ( .lO ) . They arc^the dihydrazinate, CaCNsJg,
2 NgH.i aVid the monohydrazina te, Ca(N3) 2. N3H4 , both prepared
in anhydrous? hydrazine. Hydrazine azide monohydrazinate,
NsHstJrj, N2H4 has t^lso been preT;:)arod (ll),

III. Classj-Tication of Hydrazine Derivatives of Carbonic Acid
-'"^•-

Ji^Z- lYilL-','' '^o'npcands
^ - H v^-:^ 1 • r z 1 n

u

c a

r

b on

i

c Acid ( C arb azic acid or N- amino c ar-
^ OK bpi.iic aoid) Shi:. " Compound i^' the first-nroduc t in the

C = p:t'ogveo3lve"hydrazinoly£iuir.i©tf carbonic/acid (29), I'v .

"^NH.HI- .1."
;,prepared oy ioassing COg-gas into 00; d concentrated

hjd.r?.'::i.ne hydrate,, the rcid 3ep;.rr.t3s cut'. of Golu.tion,. •

•

''

• /! 8'.; copper ani ni^hel srltis have been prepared, ac well
_as--2inG 'carbr zpte' dihydrazinate, ; Esters of carbazlc- .^.clc! - are
^irepared b:/^"f-n indilnic'-t method: for exrmpl:;, tine methyl est..r''-

hydrochlori'^e, inii'FHQCi;;.0K3 JiCl, is prepared from methyl c.nLoi-o-
carbonate and hydiaz.'Lr^ hydrate. '.

• •, ., •'

Sulfuryl ':^.h"Joride rea6ts" "..1th CH-'.rba,ziG acigL or., itc. hydia-
zine salts to give sulfuryl dihydra.z.-^.e, GOsCNHNHsJg,
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2. Cerbohydrazlcle
/NKNHs Cprbohydrrnzids, or s-di&minourep, is the iihydra-

CO zide of carbonic acid. It v/e.s first prepared by
^ NKNH3 Curtius (6) in 1894; hydrpzine hydrt-.te e.nd diethyl-

carbonpte v^ere hepted in a sealed tube at 100°C.
It may also be synthesized by heating; the hydrazine salt of
cprbazic acid pt 110° for 20 hours. Diphenylcarbohydrazide is

prepared from dipheny] cp.rbonate and pheny].hydrazine ; thio-
cprbohydrazide is produced in the reaction between CSCls and
hydrazine hydrate.

CarbohydraEide ic used to chpracterize aldehydes and
ketones, reacting v/ith two moles of benzaldehyde forming the
dicarbchydrazone, Co(NHN-CrlPh) 3. Curtius prepared crrbonyl
azide, N3CON3, by slowly diazotizing a concentrated aqueous
solution of carbohydrazide hydrochloride.

3. Semicarba zide
^NHg Semicarbazide is both an ajnide and a hydrazide of

CO carbonic acid. Thiele (^l) prepared it by allowing
^ NHNK3 potassium cyanate to react with hydrazine sulfate

which had been neutralized with sodium carbonate;
it was isolrted a.s the benzaldehyde derivative. The partial
hydrolysis of eminoguanidinc in sodium carbonate solution and
tile seal ';d tube reaction of urea and hydrazine hydrate also
yleli t'-e"Ticarbazide, Free semicarbazide (C'i; can be prepared
by adding sem.icai'bazide sulfate to liquid ammonia.. Treatment
of the pa":fa.te with aqueous Ba(0E)2 yielded QO'-Jo of the desired
product,

Semicai'bazide is stable in dilute acids, but is hydro-
lyzed by strong alkali or acids to CO 2, N2K4, p,nd NH3. Boil-
ing v/ater yields (NHCONKg)^ and hydrazine, Semicarbazide has
been widely used in the characterization of carbonyl compounds.
The more negative the groups attached to the carbon adjacent
to the carbonyl, the more difficult it is to form the semi-
carbazone (20).

4. Aminoguanidine
yNHg This comoound may be prepared from nitroguanidine

C Nil by reduction with zinc dust, with metallic sodium
"* NHNH2 in liquid ammonia, or by catalytic hydrogenation

using Adams' ca.talyst, Pellizzari treated cyanajnide
with hydrazine sulfa.tc; the reaction of cyanamide v/ith hydra-
zines is general for the preparation of monpsubstituted
aminoguanidines. Aminoguanidine may also be prepared by the
hydrazinolysis of nitrosoguanidine.

Aminoguanidine is a stronger base than hydrazine. By
h3'"drolysis, it is converted to semicarbazide. Its reactions
with nitrous acid are varied: in strong mineral acid, gua.nyla- '

zide is formed; (the latter may cyclize to amino-tetrazole)

;

in neutral solution, l-guanyl-4-nitrosoa,minoguanyltetrazene
is formed; in acetic acid solution, ditetrazoyltriazene is the
product, Aminoguanidine' reacts with carbonyl compounds with
the elimination of V;ater.
/NHHH-,. 5, Diaminogu an idine and Tri aminoguanidine

C- NH "fiaminoguanidinium chlcride, or bromide, is pre-
"^ HHNKg pared by reacting' cyanogen chloride or bromide

and with hydrp,zine. It has been obtained from the
/KHMHg reaction of hydrazine hydrate v;ith dicyandiamide

C- IJNHs and by the reduction of nitroarainoguanidine with
nNHNHs zinc dust (oO)«
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Tripjninoguenidlne cp,n be prepared by refluxing barbon

tetrechloridc with hydrazine hydrete. It is synthesized from
disjninoguanidine, prainoquanidine, or gupnidine by the action
of 1,?, o» 3 moles of hydrazine hydrptc, respectively*

B» Cyclic. Compounds
1. Introduct ion-Cycl.ic structures for benzene, pyridine,

etc, are well established in organic chemistry; inorganic
cyclic structures include silica, sulfur, phosphonentritic
chlorides, the metpphosphptes, sulfu.r tri oxide, etc. The
cyclic compounds of nitrogen contpining the -HKNH- group v/ill

be considered cyclic derivatives of the straight chain
inorgpnic compound hydrp.zine; . the -CO- group is derived from
cp.rbonic p.cid; in addition, any of these grou)s may be sub-
stituted,

'^« .A£)3les and Help ted Systems - The ending-azole design-
ptes p five membered ring containing tvro or more hetero atoms,
one of which is nitrogen.

a) G-en er^'l Pre'o prat ions
T) The pzoles mry be ;orepared from the 1,4-dienol

compounds (l9.); for expjnple, p, diacethydrazide, (?lC0-NH)2,
mp.y be converted 'oy the action of PgSg to p 1. o, 4-thiadiazole
(o/. 2) These com-oounds mpy be synthesized from, o'^ -subs ti
tuted p.ldehydes and ketones. For expmple, formyl hydraz'ide,
HCOI'^jHg^ condenses i-dth itself to form an amino triazole,

5) A third synthesis involves the pddition of diazo-
compounds pnd azides to double and triple bonds, Pyrazole
can be ^oreppr-cd from acet3''lene and diazomethane (l9}.

4} Azoles mpy be prepared from hycra^zines. Hydra-
zine picldc £.cross the triple bond of oropprgyl diethylacetp.l,
H'C-'-CX>irii, 0^!t.) y ^

forming di'hydropyirazolG - by the elimination of
two moleouj cs of ethanol.

5' The azolones are cp.rbonyl derivatives of the
azoles; they are prepared in a m.anncr similpr to the azoles,
but the aldehyde or ketone group in the starting material is"

replpced by an acid or ester group. The combination of addi-
tion and condonsa.tion that hydrazine undergoes with acrylic'
acid parallels the rea.ction of propargyldiethylacetal above,

b) Chemical Proo^^rties of the Azoles
The chemical and physical properties of the azoles

are largely a resultant of t'^e effects of the groups present
in the ring f.nd resonance which gives stability to the ring
structure„ Substitution will occur on the ring but is not
common. Addition reactions include ordinary reduction and
a.dditions to the amm.ono-aldehyde s.-;,stem. The azoles are bases
of Varied strength; they form salts with acids and react with
allcyl h-'lides to form, quaternary salts.

AzG-'e rings ca.n be opened oy benzoyl chloride p.nd
alhali, re''iv.c'..1 ve cleavage, and acid reduction yielding degre--
dptr'.cr, j-:^o.r '-;

: >-hi'.'h "orove useful in structure determination
(19, .

" ^.'-'.i^ '.-^Mr-^ ant Azoles NH —NH
1. i:1.;---''!-.-.,e \-. '-_ -—triazole-o, 5-dione) . qq qq is pre-

parer -y- one 0+' til'; ioilowing reactions: "j^j''

a) NEsO'J.il^J:. I'jy^ U-isCONH)^ 180-250," (22)~-"~
-NH3

b) Co(NH2)3 + N2H4 --> NH(C0NH2)2 + NgH^.salt 150" (l9)





c) . It gives p. red color x-:ith ferric chloride, indicat-
in!T thpt some tautonerism exists. It reduces ammoniacal sil-
ver nitrate in the cold.

d) Phosphorus pentaaulf id.e converts urazole to l,?,,4-tri-
azole (23)

u; Iminourazole, which represents an intermediate com-
pound between gupnazole aild urazole, can be obtained by the
action of urea on eminoguanadine hydrochloride, or by the
interrction of dicyrnodiamidine hydrochloride on hydrazine
hydrochloride (24),

f) Dithiourazole is synthesized as follows: (l4,13)
" " HCL NH NH

NH3-CS-N2H3 heat (HgN-CS-NlOs Boll
j

1

"^
' SC OS

NH--NH ^NH^
2, Guanazole / |

NH=C C=NH a) Ouanazole is readily pre-
l^H ^ pared by heating hydrazine

hydrochloride and dicyano-
diamide in alcohol at 100°.

b) Nitroso guanazole, phenyl guanazole, phenylmethyl
^gua,nazole. and mpny other aromatic derivatives have been pre-
pared ('""S): the sulfate, nitrate, picrate, silver nitrpte
salt, mercuric chloride salts, and guanazole copper sulfate
have been synthesized,

c') In recent years, condensation products of guanazole
and its derivatives with aldehydes and ketones have become
com.mercially important as resins, and paint and varnish
modifiers (?).

'^- Tils Azines and Relr ted Compounds - Azines are six
raembered rings containing two or more heteroatoms, one of
which is nitrogen.

A, Pyridazine - Pyridazine is prepared by the condensation
..j; N N of hydrazine and c?( -ketoglutaric acid,

^ q" N followed by bromine oxidation, decrrboxyla-
H o p H tion, treatment vrith POClg, and action of HI,

^
B. Tetrazines N ^ N ^

KG CH

1, Preoprations
a) From thioamides ( 18) Ale /NK-NH^

^-R.CSNKs + 2 I'lglU Reflux 2 H2S4-2 NH3+RC OR

b) Diazoacetic acid undergoes dimerization with s ti'ong
sikali or e.nmonia to a dihydro product, which by oxidation
yields the 3- G-dicrrboxylic acid of 1, 2, 4, 5-tetrazine. Free
tetra-irie is prepared by carefully heating a mixture of the
tetranine dictrboxylic acid and sand at 160° (s).

". ' ''hs :nreraotioii of sulfur monochloride and orga.nic
acid Ej\:c'.ec i.^^ a •..on/enient way to prepare various thiotetra-
zine d"r:/7a Mves , '21}.

d) Tertiary ohosphines add directly to various aliphatic
d.i rr.o--ccrup'^n.ads foi-m.ing phosphazines : R2C=N3+P R3 -> R5C=N-H=FR;
The phosphazines v-.-o.di^y hydrolyze into hydrazones and moc-
phine oxides, but in bonz.one or chlorofoiTO, the hydrolysis
occurs as follows:





-S2-
yll^lh

2 (Ph)cC:N-N-.p(Et)3-^ (Plij^C^ ' p(Ph)2 + 2 (Et)3p
llH-IW (28)

e) The reduction and subsequent cyclization of various
phenylhydrazones yields tetrazlnee (l'?)*

f) VrriouG tetrazine derivp.tives have teen jorepared by
the action of hydrazine hydrate on t:>< -hydroxy acids (8),

g) Thiopjnono tetrazine derivatives have been success-
fully pre-Tared by the following reaction:

/N^--Cv"Sh
H^N-C - N-N.----C-NH2 + HgN-NHg Reflux HN. NH (l5) .

SH H^ " HS -^ C-N'
^" Properties of Free Tetrazine
Free tetrazine is sn interesting compound* It is crim-

son in color, and melts at 99° to a purple-red liquid. Liquid
ammonir maintained at tern oeratures below -40° is the only
solvent from which tetrazine has ever been recovered* From
other solvents, the solute is volatilized with the solvent.
In liqn.id nmonia, concentrated solutions are dark brown,
intermediate ones blood red, and dilute solutions are pale
buff (3.3).

Tetrrzine reacts with aqueous solutions of HgCls, AgNOa,
AuGls, and HgPtCls without the formation of definite salts
or c-rd'dition product:::; the salt is often reduced to the free
metal.

3, ITses

Recently, resinous condensation products of diaminotetra-
zine and rldehydes have been investigated as Dlf sties for
moldinp: and impregnating Drocesses (C6).

C. p-Urazine, 0(f^ CO, hexaJiydro-o, S-diketo-1, 2, 3, 3-tetra-
hydrotetrazine. "'NH-NH''

1. P reparation
.
a) p-urazine is obtained in Bof:' yield by the action of

three moles of NaOBr on two moles of semicarbazide (.IS).

b) Ethyl hydrazine dicarboxylate, NsHgJCOgEt)^, is
preppred by heating an alcoholic solution of ethy^ chlorofor-
mate with hydrazine hydrate; p-urazine is obtained vrhen this
compound is heated with two moles of hydrazine hydrate in a
sealed. tube (4)

.

c) l-Tien N,N^-dichlorourea is treated vjith ammonia,
hydrolysis occurs, p.ccom :)anied by the libera tion" of nitrogen
and by the formption of ammonium carbonate and p-urazine.

d) Monothio-'D-urazine is -orerDared es follows: CO^
SC(NHNH2)3 + 0C(NK3)3 ' 130° HN" NH

or OCdlHNHs)^ + C2H50C(S)SK 100° HN NH

Dithio-p-urazine hydrochloride is prepared by refluxing
dithiohydrazodicp.rlDrmide vrith alcoholic hydrazine hydrate,
Dithio-p-urazine is readily obtained from the hydrochloride
by treatment with barium hydroxide.

2

.

Reaction s _o_f the Urazines
a) Hydrolysis of p-urazine can be easily effected by

hep ting it v/ith concentrated sulfuric acid pt 130°. Cai'bC'a
dioxide is rpp'idly evolved, pnd hydrazine sulfpte crystallizes
out on cooling, .

b) p-urazine (l mole) reacts v/ith aldehydes (l mole)
or ketones (2 moles) to form bi- and tri-cyclic compounds:





EN ^r •^.--/^ CeKs ,
N'^ ^N^ CsHs

/ /
'Or.'- '\^ :k / ;c^

HN N- ^_,^' CsEs' N > -" ^ CeKs
x C HO/ ~ " ^C'"

6 - " '6

SaliC3^1idene-p-urpzine dibenzaplienone-p-urazine
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OZONE

Glendall L. King October 19, 1948

Introduction r.ncl Klstorlca.l . (Al, A2), The odor arising frora
frephly prepared ozone had long been known* However, it was
first really inve^'tigated by the Dutch chenii-t Van Kureni, t/xio,

about eleven yer-^rs after the discovery of oxygen, demonstrated
that oxygen which had been subjected to an electric discharge
ha« a tieculiar odor. Cruikshanl:, in 1801, noticed the c^ame
charpcteriqtic odor about the anode during the electrolysis of
water.

Schonbein, in 1840, noted this property in air subjected to
the silent electric discharge, in oxygen generated by the
electrolysis of water, pnd in the slow combustion of phosphorus
in air. Ke [;pve to the new gps the name ozone, from the Greek,
meaning "to sm.ell". This investigator first noted that ozone is
a dif'tinct form oT matter and to him goes the honor of having
di '^covered it*

By making use of the fact that certain essential oils
(cinnamon and turpentine) absorb ozone without taking up any
appreciable quantity of oxygen, Soret, about 1866, demonstrated
that ozone is O3, . The los<^ of volume through adsorption of czone
from ozonated oxygen was twice that observed in the original
ozonation of the gas. It wa'^ therefore inferred that three
volumes of oxygen are condensed to produce two volumes of ozone.

II. Preparation, Ozone has been prepared by (a) chemical action
such as the gentle heating of certain oxygen containing com^oounds,
(b) the electrolyr'.is of dilute sulfuric acid, (c) silent electric
discharge in air or oxygen, (d) ultraviolet irradiation of oxygen,
(e) introduction of ?. heated spiral of platinum wire into liquid
oxygen, and (f) exposure of moist phosphorus to the air.

Only one method of electrolytically producing ozone xvill be
discussed. Recent investigation (l) ha-' shown that ozone can be
prepared efficiently by electrolysis of perchloric acid at lox\7

temiperature'^:. Electrolytic ozone, free of oxides of nitrogen
?nd other imi^uriti?'^, was obtained directly at concentrr tions
above 20 weight-oer cent. The author^ found th?_t the absolute
pres-^ure over the electrolyte can have a markec' effect on current
efficiency, as improved ozone yields were obtained at absolute
pre^-^ures of 0,1 atm.osphere. Eutectic mixtures of perchloric
acid and water gave excellent results at temperatures below -ZC^O,
Sodium and magnesium perchlorate.'^ may be added to perchloric
acids solutions to give slightly lower melting point°, with indi-
cation of some increase in current efficiency. Smooth platinum
was found to be a satisfactory anode material and silver-free le-^ci

is suitable for the cathode. The combined mechanical and chemic?!
loss of perchlorjc acid is less than 1.7 grams per kilogram of
ozone,

A comparison of perchlorate electrolytic ozone with silent
discharge ozone follows:
Perchlorate Electro lyti c Ozone. Silent Electri c Discharge -Ozone

1. Product contains only o::ygen 1. Oxides of nitrogen impui"-
a.nd h;/-drogen as impurities ities result when air or

2. Energy yield increases with nitrogen containing oxygen
increase in ozone concentration. is used.

3. Rr,w material is distilled 2. High ozone yields only
v/ater. v/hen the ozone concentration

is low.
3. Several hundred to several

thousands pounds of air must be pas'^ed through
apparatus per pound of ozone produced.
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'^.-.v rn-iiTictinp statements my ^oe i ound
,

in the

III. Stinicture. dP.ay conilicoi..^
^^ molecule.

TitiTTTure concerning ohe.u.uctu_^eo.
^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^ .^.^^^^

However, it mny "be said
^^^J^f^-^.;,^, ^l^^^^t; the ozone molecule- con-

Dreteci [n recent years an shov;in| ciicX L;ie
,_ ^^^ farther

S'to of two oxyt;en atoms close to&ethei
, ^^^^-/-^^.,,^^^^,.e could

^.w^y and eouidist^nt ^^^^^^^.^^Z^^e'^^. third' o::ysen

be ae^crihed as ohau oi an o.^^^t.^^

only loosely VSf''^^-^!". thnrou' h -tudy of the infrared spectrum
Gerhard (2) '^-^-%''...''^'^:^^ not be a^.solutely linear

of ozone and -l^^%;':^\^,l^-l,i^cae, Ke suggested that

or he repre.^ented oy
^lJ:^t^;^^^^^,^ i,v an isosceles triangle

the molecule could be
2f
^ ;^r^;f^^'^V; than 60°. Bedger and

,

in which the angle at
^^f^f^

^^^^;e ^ata of Gerhard and suggesteo

Bonner (4) then ^^^^f^^,;^%i^'^i^? "ia? to thrt of sulfur dioxide

that the structure of ozone ^^^^^Z^ ,,,^ g,,,n an analysis of

as suggested oy .^^c..e \o)
^ ^ ^.. ^^^^^ ioqo.

the SO3 bands
-^^^'^^i^.^J ^ame to'"the^ame conclusion as Badger

Benedict (6), mcep .ncau-L^
, r-'^rh='rd*s results*

and Bonner from 5/^^>-^^^^^^i°i^.,fotherf (5) examined again the

.Soon .thereafter, -^^f:;;L.":^L^e^teS that the ozone structure

infrpred spectrum of ^l^^^,.^:^i^ , vertex angle of 39°.

was that.of an iSosce2_es tiian^ie^
-

^^^^ conceijning ozone
MulliKen (7) review. t.a,ini.^r

^^ ^^^^^^ probably
structure, pnd ^^'oorted .he acute an^^^ie^^

of^Hettner et al,

correct".- Plelying ^^f =^i „^?°^f^??,e 'type oto", the apex atomo

Kullihen proposed a^^truc^ur. ^of tne ^yPg_o^^.
> ^,^,e of 1.12 A

being 0-. InU.^^YPe ^^^^^;,^^^,,^ ,ith an apex^angle of

was assumed ^ o^^^^%^n°.V;;^n-e as 1.68 A. On the basis of
39° gave the other ^-^^^^'^^'^^^ ,-^c. an electron conf igaration

the.e assumptions nulli|en^o..^^^^^^
^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^ ^^^

corresr^onding oo O3O . ouch^^
^ ^^^_^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ ,^^^ ooserved

permanent
^f^^;^^-^^^)'^^^ since this result was obtameo. m

bv Lewis ano. bmytn ^07,
„^v. -.-iiiai vp

oxygen solution It '^as not °°'„^^l^^^^^;i, aato have been obtained
Since that time °''1^"\,,^£''°„^°?

(9) tut a&aln the same
.

in -upport or the aeute angle '^^l^^^^^^j ecually «elU10),
data were .aid "^ J»OT°^;;, ^f i°^^e"t^4uon of ozone by Shand ,.

An electron aii^,^-^f
*i°" ^''^.^^c? e is in the form of an

pnd S-ourr (ll) showed tnat^then,ol.cx,.= xo
^ ^^_^ q_P _.

i--^l!^r,i^32f>^%I;rp^o;osef^eronat?ng structures are listed

angle oi l- f -o . -•^^^' ^ - _ ,,

below... . . '+ 0*
/ '^

0. 00 /

//\ . .. / -v

lC'- + - + :0:
::'3*'~

. -..-, ot^p neclected because tney plac^ ,

Other singly bonded ..ruc.me. .re ne|l^_^^_^^^.
^^^, ^^^^

e?^:]tture1nv:!vlnrSo aoulle°bonds would put ten electrons on

the central °^Vm;^,r;}{f^ ^ ^ ti,,,t the Structure of ozone as proposer
Pauline 12) '='^^.:^!':' 'i^et one, ..Ithough he does admit ...hi.L

"? ?r?if^icu rto ind^r .^ndih^ contradictory conclusions

reache"by s^^Setroscopxc .nvesticators.
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IV, R-p ctlon^- gnd uses . Although the reactionrof ozone will not

be *cTii cussed in any detr.il, p. few typical reactions are p.umraarized

below.
-n J 4-

Material treated with ozone Product

1 iodicTe !• iodine

2! Cobalt (II) and Nickel (H) 2. Cobalt (Ili)and Hichel(IIJ

3.. Thallium (l) 5. Thallium a-I)
4. Tin (II) .• . f T^'' ^^\U^
5. Iron (II)

^
5* Iron (III)

6. Chromium (ill)
,

©. Chromates or dichx-omates

7. Sulfidep (of Pb, Cu, Zn, Cd) 7. Corresponding sulfates

8 Ky ri-ro^^en sulfide 8. 'vJater and sulfur

9] Sulfu? dioxide 9. Sulfur trioxide

Id Selenite^ and Tellurites 10. Selenates and lellurates

11! Nitrite 11- Nitrate

12* Hypo-ohos^-)hite^ and phosphites 12, Phosphates

Some of" the main uses of ozone are;

1. Purification of water.

2. Deodorizer in public places.

3. Bleaching agent for fiber ;% furs, wood pulp, oils, fats,

and xvaxes.
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SOLiE DERIVATIVES OF 5CBAZ0L

Ppul H. Mohr October 19, 1948

One of the nio.^t interec-ting advance'^ of inorgpnic chemistry
into what may be con.?iclered the realm of organic chemistry has been
the di=!covery of com.pound? containin;;.; boron-nitrogen linliage.
Many inter e.<=^ting anplogien have been found where this linkage has
re'olaced p cpr'^on to cprbon bond,

Probpbly the mopt striking of the<=!e corupound,? is borazol, 'when
the S-ammonip te of diborane is decomposed thermally, a liquid is
formed ^-'hich has an em'oirical formula BNHgj

B3H6 + 2MH3 ——^ B2E6.2NE3 ^ 2BNK3 + 4H3.^)
From vaoor den^^ity mef surer-.entp it vic.s found that this substance
is a trimer

,
(l)« Further investigpticns of its chemical prop-

erties-? "^^ seemed to show that it po-ses^es a ring structure
correp-oonoing to the ben-^, ene ring. This hvpothesis has been sub-
stantiated by electron diffraction studies^ ^ and by c study of
the Rpm'^n and infra red '-

) '"oectra. Structurp.lly Borpzol may be
re"ore<^ented ps follow.^:

H H

liB-^*' EH •> KB-'i^ "^ BH

I UHN 'MK HN NH

\^
B ^ B
H H

"Ivhereps Ben?.ine ha-; a normal covalent bond in it-^ accepted alternat-
ing double bond formuJa, bora7,ol m.ay be considered to hpve a coord-
inate bond which re-M:nptes in a imilar fp.shion. This coordinate
bond is not cuite a^ strong as the covalent bond in benzene as is
borne out in its greater repctivity.

He"p me thyIbor a z ol
'

'"'^^'v'lie

n
*eouini^f^ r Quantities of boron trimethyl and methylamine

^''-re h€etcd pt 450C under a pres'^ure of 2^ v atmospheres , colorless
cryFi-bpXs of hexc'meth;^'lbora^ol are f ormed'^ '^

. This reaction, how-
ever, takes place with the formation of a number of intermediate
product^ '"'h:'i.ch may be isolptec under the appropriate conditions^,
The rerctions are assumed to involve the folic- ing ste^js: ._

BP.3 + NK2R --/ ^Rs <—NHsR] -^ ySRs F=== MKpr|-^\BR?=^ ^Bj-^f-BR f== N^:-J 3

(a) (b) (c) ' ^
(R = CK3)^

The isolation of these intermediate r^roducts gives proof that
the reaction proceeds as suggested.

A. The Formation of BR3 ^ NKgR
When boron ti-imethyl is allowed to react with methyl-

amine at the tem-oerature of liquid air, the inorganic
ethane type compound BR3 ( NHgR is formed as a
white crystalline substance. These crystals have a melt-
ing iDoint of 26.4°C, a boiling point of 144 °C, and when
heatec' dis'^'ociate into the original components.

B

.

The Formation of BB.3 <=-~=^- "NKR.

The ethane ana.logue, BR3 ( NEgR may be converted
into the ethylene analogue BR3 i=-r^== i'HR in practically lOOfj
yields on heating at olO°G and under a pressure of 20 to 30
atmos'oheres. Like the organic a:-ialogue CR.3=ChR it is a. low boiling,M conveniept system of nomenclature h.a.s been f?ugge-^ted by ^..'iberg

and Hertwig"^'', Since com^oound (a) is an inorganic ethane it may
be called I'borazane ". In a like maamer compound (b) is called
"bora'-ene" and (c) "borazine".





colorle.'^=5^ mobile liouic'i. It in uri'^r turret ed and like the ethyl-
ip, nolymer Ization md addition reactions*
is rnononieric, in the liquid state it
to an e::tent depending on tera]-)erature.

vr

low terroarature >
^

-p / '\
p_

enic comv;)ouni5. underf/^o
In the va^or ?tate it
undergoes; as n c i p. t i n

§

iM

B
N

RIP.

1--a
Since the eouilibriun
cpn h e cooled ranidly

R
B" ~B^

"HiieCh teiiroerature \ /^
W

1-b
i^ established slowly the monomeric vapors
to form a metastable monomeric liauid... On

standing ^-rliite crystals of the diraer precipitpte from solution-
The boiling' point of the monomeric liauid is 3B,3°C; its organir^
counterpart, trimethyl etriylene V-oil--- at 38.4°0. The dimerization
is con-'Darable to the organic ethylenic com--^ounds which dimerize to
cyclobut.nnec^

.

^» The Formptio n of '^r ^^^HR
The ethylenic compoiind ^'Rg 4=---- Y\ER may be converted

into the pcetylenic anplocue by heating to a temperature of 450°G,
Thi-^ comnound hps, however, not been 1'=' elated ^ince it is converted
immediately into the trimr^r, iie;,.rmethylbcrrzol o Dimethyl acety-
lene, ths organic analog ^oes over. to l^oxpmethylbenzene merely by
shaking with -sulfuric acid.

Comparison of the Phy-'ic^l Pro 'oortief;'. of_ liex^ methylborazol and
He X p m - 1hy 1 b e n z e .

The physical properties of he.icamethylborazol and its organic
counterpprt hexamethyll enr.ene show marked re -^emblp.nces as is
evident from the following dpta.

_,'. V 11 ."if .
^hylboraz ol He "^ p m e t hylb e n z e r e

Molecular weight ' iG4 ? 16^3,3
Crystp.l .Form colorles^-' brop^d needle^ colorless bi'oad

needles
Vanor Pre ensure (20°) very low very low
Boilinc; r^oint 494 ''A 557 "A
Melting point o?0°A 439 ^A
Heat of Vaporization ].l,-o4 kcai 12.6':' kcal
Trout on Constant :3<4 23.9
In Jienzene very rolu'~'le very '^olur'le
In Ether vSOluble soluble
In l^ater insoluble insoluble

Borazol pnd its mono- U' hevpmethyl derivatives boil pt a
somewhat Ic-'^er ternperp ture t.han 'cheir orgpnic anp.loguesc The

Tb.p. (inorg^ )

ratio, TdoV. forgT) ,
where T - °K, has a constpnt value of

0.93^.01,

Chemical Proper ties of He..cp ge •.,"' ivlborazol
Like bcra^.ol itself" i:-::- i:..o.;r'ia'^.. "hyl derivative is more reai^-tive

than its orgprilc analogs ?: Th.- '^ddio?.on of thi^ee mole^ of KC
(X"" Cl or ^j[l} Gpke'^ pic'.j-: bJo/' .y at room temperpture without the
use of p. catplyst, Tiie rir'g network of this cyclchexane anp.logue
is less stable thpn that o..' the borazol ring. The ring is now-
held together by coordinata bonds pnd consequently breaks down
on heating to the m.onomei-ic ethylene anplogue BKx ;p==-= iVnR
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H HX

//" \ 3H}': H r N H
RN NR ^

1 i rr

I i\ H B B Z
RB^ BR ^ r\

^/ . N
R R H
2-a 2-b

•^» Rgp^tl on with HOI
Elating lie::\'^methylborazol with HCl in the molar r&tio 1:3

at hi;j-h terrpc-rp ture.q displaces three boron bound methyl groups to
form a tr Icnlormesitylene anr'.logue. If an excess of HCl is used
a reaction cpkes -olrce which results in the breaking of all
N B N bonds to form three moles of ERCI3 and NHsR.HCL,

Thi-- rspction arain m?y be carried out in steps and the inter-
mediate com^oiuic^s iqclated. xhe course of these reactions may be
depicted in the following fashion:

^^i5BGl ,?=iN^i—^i (^Cl f^KR)

^50
l^BR ~= m-)s\^^%^-^ :. ?BRC1_ ?,^= JllTF . , , .

Z 1 lou
(,.,j '^oKCl ^^^

150° \^; SBRCiJJ.-^-—
'_ NKgR '

3HG1 ^ 530°

I

5BRC1; SNHsR.HCl
R=action Step (p

)

Addition of HCl to her.em.ethylborazol , at room tem.perpture or
90°, slowly reacts to form a oroduct of type 2-b. It is a white
crystalline addition product which can be looked upon as a trimeri*
form of BRCl ^~-== NKR, On heating to 150°C this compound melts
( somewhat over 125°) and decomoor-iep into an ethylenic tyoe compound

R^B .— nP
cr H.

In the vaoor state at 150°C BHCl ^==== NHR is monomeric. At
room tempera ture?' a crystalline dimer is form.ed which sublimes at
40-50° under a vacuum.
Reaction St ep _

(b

;

On hea'ijing BRCl ^r-=:== NKR at 400°-500°C for several hours, one

mole of methane is evolved and the acetylenic c^erivative is forraedo

This proouct cannot be isolated and goes directly into the trimeric
form/ tri chlorotrimethyl borazol (inorganic trichlomesitylene)

,

'The formation of trichlorotrimethylborazol by this reaction
is not a sirnole one and proceeds in a stepwise fashion by way of

an addition com.oound which decomposes into the "ethylenic" and
"acetylenic" comoound to finally reunite into the trimer.

Reaction Step (c) __
Like the organic ethylenes, BRCl p==== flhr. adds one mole of KG

BRCl .F-=== NHR + HCl -^ BRCl 3 (- NH3R
In some respects this compound can be considered to be an addition
product of BRCI3 and NH3R since decomposition in the presence of

HCl doe-b' take place at o30 = C in accora.ance with the equatj.on

B"RCl2 <- MH.^R + HCl '^'^^—-^ BRCI2 4- NHgRrHGl

/Reaction «tep (b) and {c) are generically related by the

intermediate^ BCI3 f=-== ^iKR as-^is shown by the reac:tions
BRCl 3 ^ 'NKsR =5^0^ BOI3 ^=:== ¥\KR -^i^r,^ BCl
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^» ?-erctlon --'Ith K3O
'"p.ter rer.ct<= ':ith hezze.m ethyl]:)or e.zol in a molar ratio of

3:1 to form raethyl boric anhydride (trimethyl boroxol):
H R

^A - - ' -A
+ 3K3O -^

i l\ 4.3NH2H

The various intermediate steps may be represented by the
follo^fing reaction '•'cheme:

3H0H .^ ...,_.-„.---.., taut oner i<^m ,-.- _"_'....
^- -,

(_3R ^=^ I!H-)3 H:T. l3BR(0H:^ iF==KHRi ^==:==^====:=:^
!
3BR0_ ^--HHsR

!_

oECl"'" *"'•--'-""^'^ trimeri^-atio
J:rr'^nCH, LlOSv^ ,

(
^BRTQHTs 4- 3NH3R.KC1~|

[
(BR0)3 + oUHsR

]

In e-ffect the mechanirra is similar to that postulated for the
reaction '--ith hydrochloric acid; the main interest centers in the
conver'^ion of BR(CK) ==—-- MH?, into a trimeric ring. This ring
formation may be c-'plainec". by a lieto-enol (tautomerism ) and
subseouent trimerzation of the keto form;

R-. ^R
B f N~-K

Rx .R
B

HO""
K

li

-H

.•KK3R

9.

Rx^ /i'lHsR

-^'^
'X?

!
I .

R. ji-R =:..==^ R—-B Br^A ^-. HHgN"^ \, / '^ NH3R
r'.LsI^i i^f-sR

?SF£iRS2;CijS

1. A. Stoch and E. Pchland, Ber, _59, 2215' (l926).
2. A. Stock, E. Iviberg, and H. !:artini, Ber. 63, 2927 (l9o0).
3. S. H. Bpuer, J. Am. Chem. 3oc. 60, 524~Tl938).
4» B. L. Cra^^rford and J. T. Ldsnl, J. C-^em, Phys. I, 225 (1939)
5. E. .'iberg and I. Hert-Jig, Z. anorg. chem. 255 . 141 (1947),
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"Photor.TB.'phlc Processes

imiiam L. Joliy October ?,6, 1948

I. Ph^togr,9j:M n_ Pxil*^^ iiQ5-i

A ,. "j.'

h

e'Yh

1

'?7 .-: f ..^
•

} e ".I r:p ii

'

f.n t

l7 'IIvvH'l^C-.. ^"3-^ 5 .^.iK G~9)
, ( 6,p, 547) ( 4,p. 82)

A pb.yyioal dt,''''elopeji- -Ciin-tins a reducing,- s.gent^
free silver ions, and a wesJr. acid. The silver which forms
the image Is not derived from the silver halide of the emul-
sion. Physical development can be subdivided into "ore-fixa-
tion development and post-fixation development,,

2, Chemical Development: (5, po, o09-2G') , (l6), (6, pp.
299-504) ,(17), (3)

The silver bromide gi'ainti in the emulsion are
reduced, starting;; from specific points on the surface. The
developer doss noi; contain any free silver ions and is a
stronger reducing pgent tnan one x-rhich acts as a purely physi-
cal developer, The h/xjotheses concerning the mechanism of
chemical development fall into two broad groups:

a. Those base J. on the assumption th^t the latent-image
nuclei serve raei'el^/ as condensation centers for silver formed
by the reduction of silver ions. The latent- image material
plays no part in pi'omoting 'Ghe specific reaction between the
developer and silver ions. (This is the classical^ yet dis-
credited Osti/-ald-Abegg hypothesis).

b„ Those based on the assumption that the latent-image
nuclei in some way act to accelerate the specific reduction
of silver ions,

(1) The latent-image nucleus acts as an "electrode"
which readily accepts electrons from the
developer,

(2) The molecules or ions of the developing agent
participate directly in the reduction of the
silver ions in contact v;ith the silver nucleus,

^. Chemical De veloping Solutions (l) , ( 2) , ( 5,pT. 315-42)
(3, pp. 40-51)

1 . The Developing Agent :

^-0 Inoi'gaiii <.: Ferrous oxalate, ferrous fluoride, sodium
hydrosulfj.ee vHayS^G^), hydrogen peroxide, hydroxylamine,
hydra.zine, cuprous chloride,

^^ -Q.Jr£f:?.ic. '^J^e Andre sen-Lumierc rule states that a
reducing agent, to have developing action, must be an aromatic
compound comprising one benzene nucleus with not fev/er than
tvro hydroxy groups^ two amino groups, or one hyii-oxy and one
amino gro;ip, in either ortho or j)ara posatir-ns, Oi'ganic
developing agents have been discovered, however, v/hose mole-
cular structu.ips dc no'i: conform with this rule.s

^ • ^^§_ zL- ^ '"^ ^ r''^' •='• t i ^'' e ;

All ory-'^ic dovelo^jing agents have a strong affinity
for oxygen, It it, necoM-iary , th-.r>-fore to add an antioxidi-
zing agent, whic i is U'^i'^-liy sodium sulfite or sodium bisul-
fite. Culfite p ricr.:'^. other functions as vrell:

a. Protects c/ganic developing agents against aerial
oxidption,,

b„ Prevents the formation of staining developer products
by reacting w-ith the oxidized developing agent to form sulfonic
acids.





c. Acts as a silver_hc.licle solvent by the formation of
the complex ion: Ag( .'JO3 ; .9

~, Thus prc?..ctice.l chemical develop-
ment usually is a 'Tai.xed development", in vhich physical
development plays an impcrtant part.

d, Sulfite is a weak alkali and under certain conditions
increrces the rate of development and the maximum density
obtainable,

<^-> The Ac celergtors (Alkalies)
For any particulrr developing a.gent the rate of develop-

ment is a function of the pH of the evolution. The particular
alkali apiDea.rs to be immaterial, so long- as the quantity used
results in a. solution having the same pH value. The alkalies
commonl:, em-oloyed are the aJkaline carbonates and hydroxide;:^
the ba.sic phospha.tes, the borates and m^etaborates.

''^- • The Res trainer

:

Tine presence of an a.lkali metal halide, such as
potassium bromide, lowers the degree of ionization of silver
bromide,, and by reducing the concentrption of silver cations
restrains development,,

C. Fixing Solutions (5, dp. 508-38)
, ( 5,pp352-72) ,

(4,p-o.
131-151), (3, pp. 65- 74) ,(2)

Among the ma.ny silver halide solvents may be mentioned
the sodium, potassium and ammonium thiosulfates and thio-
cyanates, sodium and potassium cyanides, sodium sulfite,
ammonia, thiourea, thiosinamine, and concentrated potassium
iodide. Of these, all but the thiosulfates are impractical
either because of their high cost, lack of stability, effect
on the emulsion or silver grains of the developed ima,ge, or
poisonous nature. The precise c'omplexing action of thiosulfatc
in fixing baths is still obscure,

D. Bleaching Solutions :

In reversal processes, it is necessary to remove the
initially developed silver imagp without disturbing the silver
halide remaining in the emulsion. Various oxidizing agents
employed include: dichromate, ferricyanide, permanganate, a.nd
persulfate,

E. Miscellaneous Solutions
'

1. Reducing (o, b"). 542-58), (3, p-o. 85-92) ,( S,p-o.
5S5-Sl),(-2)

2. Intensifying (5, pp, 542-58) ( 6, po. 555-81) ,(2)
3. Toning (5, p-o.. 532-30 )( 3, tdo. 108-118) ( S, or). S44-

4; Combined Developing and Fixing (2l),(l9) (iS)
5. De-sensitization ( 5, pp. 61-4)

.

(4, pp. 274-5)
6. Hardening ( '^)

> ( 4^ pp. 140--^^V ^5,pp. ]nO-l26)
(g, pp. 553)

II, Types of Reproduction
^ • Negati v t -Pc siti ve P rocesses

1. Bla'Jk and' Vhite:

• a. Development
b. Fixation
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2* Natural Color : /%en. references on color phot: (7)^
- ^

(9)7
Three-cclor color pliotogrp.phy h-as been adopted

generally; it jS a pro^ecs the fi-.nclame^at.al.s of v/hioh v/ere first
describeff, in IBCi Ij Dj.-05 du HaiV'^or. in ^'rance^ .h.l early ^s
IBS'' Helmho.Lty p'j brblienec liii' th';ciy of color- viG.ion; in
thin he assaniec. chrt t;hr6e color -^'ene: tf.. ve org.;ai;c v/ere present
in the cjye, i:hf^r.9 orf.ans reaponcling to blue^ j/reyii, and red,

light. 'ililG •jheo'-V" ^'&''^ confirmed, on.l.y recently 'oy ^'on ?tud-
ni'--^. [^'}. who i.iolated from the retinal oor,'^-; t>i,-ee colored
sulbt j:nc'=^H t':at ab,jci-c blue, ^reen, anl reo Ijjfn:. res^^ectiyo-

'.-'he.^e are tvro fundamental p?"ocecses in n,o tui-al-color
pho ;. o'^:r:'"^h7 t tlie addini'^-'c process an^", cne SuO cr; ct:.'''e process,
Toj- ^. .'.:':. I J. re process rclj,es on the fact rha^ by n:.LXing blue,
creel'., ,-^nd rea Ij^bt ra.vs alj. c;oloz'S. ^n(;ludir.^ v'hite, can be
obtcLzned,, ,V.-'.i. t.ne oubtrarti'/e prO'-OGS, colors are p,roduced oy

pl.aclng filtei'-s in tho path of a bean: of v:ni i'e light produced
by a s L.:igj.e soui'ce . V.)st modern color piocesF.es ui'ilize the
si.ibtreo G"M/ e color oyn'snesis. This ciiscusGlcn -'.rill be limited
to Gu.b.'T:,.c 'cl\''c col<^r pc'ccesses employing an ''integral tripach"
( thr e e li gr. c- - 1, e r, s 1 :

'. ve oniUl s i c n s copied ot> a. supp o r t ing has e

}

,

as well 0.3 uo the ''dye coupling develop:T.ent'' metijod of
coupler format-i or

-

In ccuplj.ng development; the^ dye image is usually
formed by th^ coupljng ' condensa.ticn) of the cXidLzed develop-
ing egent wit;h a.'i .-iiiiirie or phenol. 1 Hie coupler'. The coupler
may eii:her be ;i n •:... operated in the em-.ilslori,. or it may be intro
duced in the dt,vei.^ping sclucion..

Processing procedure for films such as Kcdacolor (23)
and Agfac.:)lor,(^),(20}. ^ d?,) , (24;^ (ic) ,(l2)'

a., OoL;pling developr.ient / ., . , ,

K pif ,^-t,
(.cotipxsrs mcorporpted
in emulsion)

b,, Bleai'-h
c^ Fi7.-:.t.ion

B. Reversal Iro-jf^-sses (25),
1. ll£i^i_.eril„:-hlte.: ( 3, pp. 95-9?)

a^ ^^"'irst development
be Blea.ch
c,. Exposure
d„ Second development
e^ Fixation (if necessrry)

2, Natural Color : (The o.bove remarks under negative-
positive color processes applj'' here also). ' '•

'' '

,

e.. Couplers incorp. in emulsion (e.g. Ansco Color (lO)
(11), Agfacolor, ( 7) , ( 20) , ( 22) , ( 24) , ( 15) , ( 12)
Ektachrome (l4)^

l) First development (black snci v/hite)
Exp o sure ( i-rhi t e 1 ight

)

Coupling development
Bleach (only metallic Ag removed)
Fixation

b. Couplers not incorp. in emulsion (Kodachrome) . (lo)
(1) First development (black end v/hitc)
(2) ExDosure to r ed light
(3) Blue-Green image developed in red-sensitive

layer



\ •:.^.i^£w'...=::;i.
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Exposure to blue light
Yellow impge developed in blue-sensitive
layer

(6) Magneta image developed in green-sensitive
lavor (fogging development)

\7) Blor.ch
{8} Fixation

Additive OoIot:'- System
1/ = -white light
S = black

Primary Colors
H = red
G- ~ green
B - Blue

Combinations
R 4 G = Y
R + B = M
C- 4- 3 ::-- C

R + C- + B

Subtractive C olor-System
V = white

Zr.iiirirj>r Hinus-Col.ors

ViJ-.R-C ~ 0-, an
\UC'-=¥i = Mkgenta
W--3--=Y = yellow

Com Din

a

tions
W-R-G-' = B
W^-R-B = C-

W-G-B =: R
W_K-G-B = S

W

Mixture of Colored Lights Absor-ption ou t of white light

MATERIAL S/ITH

. RESPECT TO EACH OTHER
HREE COLOR DENSITY CURVES, INCLINED WITH

Log exposui^e

Bluish tint Reddish tint
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?HS NATUR2. OF SODIUM LiETA?H0 5?KATi GLJV33E3

H. Keith O-^terheld November 1948

Introduction
The polymer?; of orgp.nic chenii.qtry r.re 7;ell hnov/n e.nd. veil

chrrr.cterized. Inorganic high polymer?, on the other hand, often
pre -ell definec^ only in the solid qtp.te, generally underQ:oin£
decom'-JO'^ition T'?hen dissolved. Amon^,' those which exist both as

The dis-
polybasic acids (such e.p. the "Trilons") had
calcium ions and thuq soften ^iiater, lead to

solidc; and in solution are the r.etaphosDhate glasses.
covery that orr;anic
the power to com^jle:
intenc^iye inveptigaticn of the field of condens,ed sodium pho^pha.tes
the anionq of which may be con-^idered as condensation polymers of
the P04~3 tetrahedron.

The linear oolyner'^ of this unit r,ay be formulated as
Na0(lla?03)j^Ma. Only thoae polyphosphate^^ in which n=l, 2, or 3
hfive been characterized ••-s cefinite chemical individuals. Chains
for which n has p higher value than G exist but r^robpbly only in'
mixtures. They undergo hydroly-'is (or hydration) and tend to de-
polym.erize to the shorter chains - ultim.'^tely to orthophosphate.
The true raetpphosphate^ may be formulated as (N^03)n. These must
either be cyclic or pos^es^! a chain structure of extremiely high
molecular weight, in which case the polymeta"'ohosphates become
indict inguishnble analytically from the ^oolyphosphates. That is,
( iiaPO 3 ) n'^NaO ( NaPO 3 ) nHa

.

Preipprrtion of Sodium Iletaphosphates
The molecularly dehydrated sodium phosphptes may all be pre-

pared by thermal means from mixtures of orthophosphate s having
the prcoer '-•odium to ^ohoS'Ohorus ratios. The metaphosphates, then,
pre "ore'oared by proper heat treatment of sodium -ohos'ohates having
a Na:P ratio of 1:1.

NaH3?04 530°C
5 hrs.

-^ (na?03)3 Sodium trims tp^phosphate

IlaEgPO^
Na2"2?2C7

.

(NaP03;3 )

Any one
700-900^0

-V (NaP03)n
Clear melt

(NaPC3)n
sph
glass

( NaPC 3 ) n Chill rapidly
|

Metaphosphate between =^.teel plat es

For comparison, typical methods for the preparation of the linear
phosphate-^ pre represented by the following equations:

NaH2P04 -——^
^ NasKgPgO,

13 hrs.

Na2HP04 ^
> Na^PgO^

5 hrs.

SNa^HPO^ + NaH^PO^ -^r---> NasPaOxo ^^'^^^^ ^"^

2 hrs.

Polyphosphate glass 4r-^



.tr,.l '
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Detorminp.t i

o

n of Av8rp.£;e Iloleoular ''ei-;h.t

It i.<] propoFSc'. to limit the present c'l'^cusFion to the material
known variou'^ly as "glassy mstaphorohate, " polyrae triphosphate,
"her'araeta'ohogphate, " Cpl-;on, and C-rahani'^s s?lt. As a matter of
hiotoric-^,.- intere'-^t, it was first reported by G-raham (2) in 1834
and the name "herr.aras-.'pho'^phate " applied to it b^. Fleitmann (l)
in 1849, I'he evidence in support of this name is extremely poor;
in view of the work reporter by van l^'azer, ^uch a de-ignation ha.s

no justification.
lO^ch of th-^ Bp.rly work with the metaphosphate r.'lrs^' x^ias based

on the as 'gumption tn" t this substance i r, a definite com.p ^und;
con'^eouently

_,
na.ny attempts were mi^de to assign a form.uia to the

mpterirl.
Jawein and Tillot (3), in 1G39, determined the freezing point

lowering"'^ Tot approxim?''; ^ly ten per cent solutions of C-raham* s

salt in water and arrived at ap-oarent molecular v;ei^:ht values of
389 and 407c Result.'' of conductivity measurement.^ led Ppscal and
Hechid (6), in 1932, to su-oport the he-:americ form.uia^ they
pugge steel, hoxvsver, that the formula rhruld be v;ritten:
NaslNa^PeOig) . They obtained an r-'o;-)aren'c molecular weight value
of 255 from cryoscopic r^epsurem.ents in wpter.

The oue^tion of differentiation of the degree of ionization
of the "6" cations has been rair^ed by others.. A number of workers
have -nre^aTeC the polynetaphosphoric acid through the use of ion
exchange re'^ins or by decom-oosing lead "hexametaphosphate'^ with
hycirogen oulfic^e. Srlih (9) came to the conclusion that four of
the hydrogens ionized freely while two were only slightly ionized.
Cn the other hand, Trc^dwell and Leutwyler (ll,12) and Rudy and
SchJ-oe^rer '.8) reported that a '-'ingle strong inflection is ob-
tained in the titration of hej.:?,metaphosphoric acid. This agrees
with th.e generalization that there is one strong hydrogen ion for
each "otior-phorus atom in all phosphorus acids.

The molecular weight of glasses prepared e.t 650° has been
de'^ermi.r.ed •: ''-"rough sedimientation studies with an ultracentrifuge
(b), Re^'ult-' of these measurements lead to the conclusion that
particles with pverage moleculp.r weights of 12,000 to 13,000.
corresT)or di'ig to about 135 IJaPOs units, are pre'^ent in such
solutions o

Other workers ha\e recognized recently thav> the character of
a meta"ohGsr)hate gla-ss is de^iendent on the conditions of preparation
Karbe and Jsnder (4) prepared the glassy material by fusing
monosodiumi :)hosphate at various temperatures and then quenching
the melt in carbon tetrachloride. Anionic weights of the products
were obtained from determinations of dialysis coefficients in
aoueous solution. Their results show a .'^teady rise in molecular
weight a<^ the fusion temperature is increased from SSO'^ (K.'..". =
4850) to 1150° (i-I.U. = 9570). l.'hen the fusions were carried out
at still higher temperatures, the molecular weight decreased,
dropping to 3S20 for fusion at 1250*^

.

Samuelson (lO) carried out a similar study, using the
technicue of "end-group titration" to determine average molecular
weights. Kjs results ranged from 10,800 for fusion at 550° to
17,200 for fu-ion at 950°,

A rather com;olete study of tl^e rverage molecular weights of
glasses "ore^opred from either monosodium "ohos'ihate or sodium
trine ta"')''.L?.c^phai;e under a vpriety of conditions was carried out by
Lein'^erg '13), the molec'ilpr weight'' being obtpincd through end-
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^.l,yGis. G-1ps=!S- pre;oprsd from the trimstapho'^'.phate ^?ere
found to hpve hiplier molecular ^.veiglits than those prepared from
the nonoqodium phosphate. Although only general trend?, could be
e'^t-bll ihec' , the molecular weight'--; were found to increase ^-'ith
ri'^e in temperature and 'with time of heating.
Fractionat io n of C-lpss

Van '..'azer (1-?)" has carried out the most recent ^-tudy and ha.s
fractionated polutions of the polymeric phosphate glasses ^.-'ith an
Ha:P ratio ^ 1, determining the average molecular Wf^ipht of each
fraction by terminal grou]o analysis. A t^-'o per cent a.queous
solution of the glass was fractionated by adding sucoes<:!ive
portions of acetone and separating the viscous liquid phase by
centrifugation.

R£sult<^ shoT-'ed that C-rah£im's salt, the so-called hexameta-
phosphate, is not unioue and that it differs only in degree of
polymer i-'ation from glasses with higher Na:P ratios. As the ratio
Na:P is increa-^ed from 1 to 1.57, the averpge cha-in length decrease^'
Increase in NagC content act-^ to terminate the chains by providing
more terminal groups. Actually, this am.ounts to a depolyraerization
by ba^-e (o::ide ion) in the fu'^ed state.

From a G-raham's salt having an average chain length of 195
POs" units (average molecular weight = 19,700), eight fractions
were obtained, ranging in average chain length from oO to 550
POs" unit-". (oOSO to 56,100 in molecular weight). Van w'azer des-
cribes the metaphos:Viiate glasses wlio-e composition lies in the
rp.nge for Na:P - 1 as consisting of long chains --'ith very little
branching or cross liniiing.
Conclusion

'~:]ib worh of van w'azer give'^ the best picture of the nature
of metaphosphpte glas-^es. ?o a certain extent, the charpcter of
the mp.terial may be ex;oressed in terras of it<^ overall average
moleculp.r weight. In this cpse, however, it mu^^t be remembered
that the average value does not reveal the extreme range of chain
len^'th'^ ' and' molecular weights .
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Color of Iodine Solixtions

M. H. Hptfield
^ ^

Novenber 9, 1948

I . Clas sific at ion As To Color
Solutions of iodine may be roiighly classed x-rith

respect to color in tiro groups, violet cjid brown. There are,
however, intermedicte tints renginc fron violet-red to reddish
brown, the color dependinj;^ upon the nature of the solvent.
This change of color with solvent has been of sufficient
interest to chemists to make it the subject of a good many
investigations.

According to A. Lachmann (l), iodine dissolved in
pure solvents yields only violet or brown colored solutionr.„
The intermediate tints are presumably due to impurities.
Iodine gives a violet solution with chlorofrom; the progress-
ive addition of alcohol causes the color to change from.
violet, to reddish-violet, to red, and finally to brown. In
general, violet solutions are furnished by hydrocarbons,
halogen compounds (except iodides), nitro compounds and
cp.rbon disu.lfide, v;hile brown solutions are furnished by
iodides, alcohols, ethers, h'etones, p,cids, esters, nitriles,
and certain sulfur com.pounds.

There is p general tendency for broirn solutions to
become violet when heated, and violet solutions to become
brown when cooled (l)(?.). For exe-role, the violet solution
in paraffin oil becomes brovm at -90 °C, pjid the broi'rn solu-
tion in the fatty esters becomes violet at 8a°C. On the
other hand, the solution of iodine in ethyl ether remains
broi^n up to critical temperature of the solvent.

II, Physical Properties
Even though iodine exists almost entirely in the

diatomic state in all solutions (5) (4), the physical proper-
ties of the brown solutions are markedly different from
those of violet solutions.

Solubi lity . In general, iodine is much more soluble
in solvents' giving brov/n solutions" than in those giving a

violet color, Hildebrand and his co-workers (s) have
represented the solubility of iodine gra.phically by plotting
the logarithm of the mole fraction of^iodine in solution
against the reciprocal of the temperature for. various solvents
Violot solutions quite evidently form a family of curves
whose position is determined by sim-^ler factors than those
operating with the brovm solutions/ The fact that solubility
curves for the brown solutions do not fall in this family
indicates th^.t nev; molecular species are formed in such
solutions. There a/onear to be no definite solubility trends
for iodine in solvents giving brovm colored solutions.
Behavior in various solvents of this type can not be corre-
lated T'fith each other.

Distribution Coefficient. The distribution coefficient..
of iodine between t':o solvents T:hich form violet solutions -

or between tv.^o solvents i;hich form broxm solutions is
relatively independent of tem;ierature and concentration (g).
The coefficient for tT'-o solvents, one of which forms a
brown solution and the other a violet solution, is markedly
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influenced by chrnr-es in tenoerr.ture and concentration.
If the distribution coefficient of iodine betx-reen a

"brown solution" solvent and a "violet solution" solvent is
plotted against . temi:)erature, the graph reveals the fact thpt
the successive differences in the values of the distribution
coefficients tend to become smaller as the temperrture
increrses. This is not surprising in view of the fact that
brown solutions, upon heating;-, tend to change to a violet
color,

Keat of Solution , The heats of solution of iodine
in solvents i/'nlch result in brown solutions a.re much greater
than those for violet solutions (s).

Sr-,ectropho tone trie Studies ,. The absorption spectrum
of a violet solution of iodine is not very different from
that of iodine vp-pov, although one is a band a.nd the other
a line spectrum. Violet solutions rbsorb heavily in the
longer wave length portion of the visible spectrum, trans-
mitting, beyond I'^OOO A, both violet a.nd all infra red lights
On the other hand, brown solutions sibsorb heavily in the
violet region of the spectrum (shorter v.-ave length) and
trrnsmit at the red end. As might be expected, the spectrum
of brovjn solutions shifts in absorption maximum toward the
region of maximum absorption for violet solutions as the
temperature is raised ('7)(8).

III. The Natur e of .'odine in BroT-m Solutions
Early mvec tigrtors (lOT(ll) attempted to explain

the peculiarities in the optics.l properties of iodine solu-
tions by assuming a polym.erize.t ion of the solute iodine
which in the violet solutions contain Ig molecules and in
the brown solutions In+s ^'Ol'^cules. Under piiy particular
set of conditions, there is a state of equilibrium In+s ^^
nis, which determines the color of the solution. LoebTl'"-))

assumed thrt the iodine in the brown solution is present
'

PS l<, molecules and in the violet solution as Is molecules.
He explained the chang'e from broirn to violet with a rise of
tem.-)erature by assuming that the equilibrium I^-f" 21 2 is
displaced in favor of the Ig molecules.

Precise molecular weight determinations by Beckmpjin
(3)(4) have proved that iodine is present in the diatomic
state in all solvents investigated. In view of this fact,
Beckmann suggested that there might be a partial combination
of iodine with the solvent, S, to form a compound, say SI 3,
Under any particular set of conditions there is a balanced
reaction: SI3 -i± S + I3. With violet solutions the amount
of combination is very much less than v/ith brown solutions
and the spectra resemble that of iodine vapor.

In fact, most investigators nov/ account for the
marked dissimilarities in properties betx-;een the brov/n and
violet solutions by assuming thrt the brown solutions contain
iodine chemically bound to the solvent, in equilibrium with
free iodine. This assumption seems to be altogether reason-
able in view of the fact that each of these "brown solution"
solvents contains an element capable of acting as a donor in
the fornf^tion of coordinate covplent bonds.

Iodine solutions in benzene have been sufficiently
anomalous to vrarrant special attention. These solutions have
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been reported by some r,s brovjn rnd by others as violet. The
color of iodine-benzone solutions, even with very carefully
purified benzQne is not a pure violet, brut rather violet-
red, v;hich changes to violet uhen the solution is heated.
Severrl investin'ators infer the e;:istence of e benzene-iodine
complex, which mij^ht explain the peculiarity in color.
Recently, Kildebrfnd and Benesi (9) have reported another'^
absorption maximum for the violet-red iodine benzCne solu-
tions. This new absorption doec not appepr in solutions of
iodine' in hexane and cs.rbon tetrachloride which are pure
violet. This evidence, along x/ith other evidence reported
by them, points to the presence of an iodine-benzene complex
consisting of one molecule of benzene and one of iodine.
Their worh is not yet comi^leted but is' being continued and
will be submitted for publics.ti on soon.

Perhtps the most conclusive evidence of the existence
of solvated iodine in brown solutions is the deviation from
the theoretical calculrtion of the lowering of the freezing
point of solutions upon addition of iodine. Hildebra.nd and
G-If'scock (lo) carried out freezing point studies on iodine
solutions and showed thf t addition of a "brov/n solution"
solvent to a violet solibion chr?.nged the freezing point of the
solution. In those cases in i.-hich the lowering is less than
tha,t crlculpted for the iodine on the basis of the dilute
solution law, Hi].debrand and C-lascock conclude that there
must be pt least -^irrtial combinrtion of iodine vrith the
second solvent.

The spme investigators studied the equilibrium for
the reaction

Ic + n (colvont) ^T (solvent) ' ^s

for various "brown solution" solvents in several media
ordinprily giving violet solutions. Assuming n = 1, they
obtained good concordance in the vplue of the equilibrium
constants calculrted from the equation

K = °

n

% X Ci

where C^ - concentration of "brown solution" solvent
Cj_ = concentration of iodine
C = concentration of complex

Molecular additon compounds of iodine with (CsHgCHs'lo
3; (CH3)s S; (CsH5)3 C S CsHs:, C5H5N; C9K7N, and various
substances of the general formula

R N — C H R^

\ /
have been prepared and in each case the compound adding to
the iodine contplns an atom vjhich cm act ps a electron pair
donor.

The exact npture of the bond between the iodine and
the solvent molecule is still a mystery, Audrieth and Birr
(14) have studied the electrical conductivity of solutions of
iodine in pyridine, which increases with time. They found
that in very dilute solutions, a constant value is very
quickly attained. An ex.tromely high molecular conduct£inoe
at infinite dilution iras also noted. Results viere explained
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Hs^ i'JiH^niPR-h^iiiR ^ ps^Ri^iwi^i eonversion of the initially 'formed
non-conducting addition compound into e. ternary sr.it, in
accordance with the following- nechmiGm:

P,y + I2—̂ IPy"^ + I" ;

—
^

-py^^ + 2 I~

Py.13] ^ IPy-^ + I*Pyl3'

Fairbrother (l5) has recently submitted addiljonal
evidence of such amphoteric behpvior of iodine inbroim
solutions. Kis results indicate t'lrt the formation of a red
or brown solution is accom;-;anied by polarization of the iodine
molecule, _ Sup:Tose thpt
stabilizes one of the

axici X^- 1" , of en iodine molecule. Then a partial ionization
of the iodine tekes place; the position end of the molecule'
being stabilized by coordination with a molecule of solvent.
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LOl-.^R VALENCE COIIPOUNDS OF AL^UMINUM

R. PeaVler November 9, 1948

Introduction:
Lovf^r valence aluminum compounds have been known for

only a short time. A series of. aluminum (l) compounds has
been identi ••^ied^.^'Ud p^ls^vre is ^some_e vldence for the exis-
tence or c;nrluminm Cli; Q::|de. 'The e;:astenoe or
these coin-oounds is not e^q^ectecL, since- ohe
hi[Thor elements of the group, gallium, indium, eno, thp.lliura,

have been known for some time to shov; the +1 and +2 states.
In vi:?w of the r^lptive instebilit.y of the lower states of
gpllium and Indium, .?n even greater lack of stability for
the corresponding aluminum compounds is to be expected,

Al urn i nura ( 11 ) C omp on.nd s

In this series, some evidence has been found for the
oxide AlO, but this evidence is f,-r from conclusive. ( 1, 2)

I-'hase-dipgram st^idies of the system AI-AI2O3 show a metling-
point maximum ct p com/position correspondin.^ to AleOg or
approximrtely AlO. As in the case of gr Ilium., aluminum II
compounds cou.ld ref.sonpbl.y be expected to be unstable with
respect to those of either the +1 or +0 strte (3).

Aluminum (l) Com-oounds

Aluminum (l) compounds which have been studied include
the halides, the sulfide, selenide ^nd telluride (4,5,6),
Their most evident chf>,racteristic is th^t they are stable
only in the gaseous state and on condensation dissociate
into aluminum metal and the aluminum (ill) compound. [Their
boiling points are lower than the boiling points of the
aluminum. II compounds.

These compounds are formed at high temperstures, arid

P^iDear to be the more stable state at those temperatures,
^-1000°

2 Al + MX3 ? 2 AIX + M
x.lOOO°

2 Al + '42 :> 2 AlX
-^1000°

2 Al + AIX 3 > 3 AlX
'

At high temperatures an equilibriu^m mixture exists:

2 Al + AIX 3 ^
3 AlX

This eouilibrium is shifted to the right with increas-
ing temperature. Aluminum. (X) compounds are present in
negligible amiunt at tem-oeratures less than about 700°, but
the amount increases rsi^idly with increasing temperature,
eji6. around 1000° the aluminum (l) compound is believed to
mpke UiD the greater part of the equilibrium mixture.

The lack of stability of these com.pounds maJies any
study of their properties very difficult. Proof of theii-
existence was obtained by distilling off the compounds in
gaseous form., then condensing and determining the ratios of
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eluralmm to Al(ll) com-oound in the condensF.te (sublimate).

In the case of the fluoride, sulfide and selenide, analysis

qhox/ed very close correSDondence with the proportions which

KOPld be present in AlF, AI3S and AlsSe. At the temperatures

used neither aluminum nor the trifluoride, trisulfide or

trise"'enide is voletile in substantial quantity, so all the

sublimate must have come from the aluminum (I) compounds.

Proof of the telluride and other halides is complicated by

the fact that the aluminum (ill) compounds are appreciably

volatile.

Application

These compounds have not been knovm for long, but one

oi-)piicetion seems to hpve been found even before their exis-

tence was known (?). A ^orocess for refining aluminum deve-

loped several years sgo involved heating e mixture of

pluminum and cryolite or magnesium' fluoride and recovering

the aluminum from the distillate. There is little doub

b

that this process depends on the distillation of

aluminum as the volrtile subfluoride.

Distillation of aluminum from alloys has been accomp-

lished experimentally and has been found to effect separa-

tion of aluminum in a very pure state from such elements

pS iron and copper (5,6).
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COIiPOiITlLliS OF STRUNG- PrlOSPHOEIC ACIDS

Jennie C. I. Liu November IS, 1948
)

The history of the commercial production of -ohopphoric acids
reveal*? continued effort to secure acids of grept ^s^s content.
It ha^ been knotvn that the pcid^, ranging in compo-'ition between
P3O5.5E2O and P3O5.H0O are mir.ture.q. Attempt^ have been made to
determine the variou'^ acicf; pre-^ent in the m.izture,

Pre'opratlon
strong phosphoric acids are "ore"'?rsd (a) by dehydration of

connercial Sd''r orthoT^hoc^ohoric acid by hep ting rnd (b) reaction
of P3O5 ^ith 85f^ orthotohos-ohoric acid. Com.binption of the.'-^e two
ma.y al'^o yield a series of vi<^cous oroducts co-monly c'^llec' the
"oolyohocphoric pcids". Such product^i are be^-t characterized by
-^oecifying their P3O5 content, (l)

Analysis
Fishe pnC[ Subboro^- (2) determined the ortho-ohoF'ohbric acid

content by p c cl or i m, e tr i c mo 1 y b'd enum blu e -or c qdur e o Bi. 11 [ 1

)

also determine:'' the •;^:)yro- and triphosphoi ,1 acid corxtenL-',- Pyro-
•^hos'-^horic poic^ wa^-' preci^olta ted and. weig^h d a^^ zir.c py.L ophc^'T^hate
and the tri-oho'--rhoric acid was oalculattd from ? modified Brit'^ke-
Drrgunor tJtrpt'ion (l6,3) sT'z^r oorreo':i!ig jTcr the pyrcphosphate..
The highly Dol:>'m?rized raetaphoFipnor j.c ac:...'l uf-sually referred^ to as
"he"ametp-nho'--roh.. :-:.3 '' wp q deter-minec' by p;'ec .'o:; tailing a--- barium.
he.".rmeta-'^hos"^ha:3 in an acid t'clution anc' subi^'equent hydrolysis to
orthoDhoq^oh-p te (4^, An unidentified acic' which vafr-- found to be
'ore-^ent in ^ome prepprption^ irj believr^d t.- be a low -oolymer m.eta-
oho-^^horic acid, although no means of identifying it has yet been
found.. The ouantity shown war determined 'oy difference.

ComTDQgitio n
Result"^' of the analysis of e^.vsral liquid, phosphoric acid

mixtures varyl.-g from 72.2^'^ to 88. y-,.' PpOs were obtained by Bell(l).
It is f"U"'d tliat a product cont&ining 72.2^j PsOg consists

almost entir.-.ly of orthophosr;h.)r:' -o acid ^.s the phosphorous con-
tent increase^, the orthophosphaiie content decrea^^es. Even when
the product contains 88.9^j Ps'^'^b; a --mall amount of orthophos^'ihoric
acid is ^re^ento

A small am.ount of pyrophosphoric acid is present in a --product
contpining 72.2^j PsOb* This increa.ses to a maximum concentration
between 77 end. 79f'-' PsOg, where approximately 45^, j of pyro"ohoa-ohorio
acid ic prec^ent in the i.iixturc, then d-ecreasc^ until at -^lightly
above 85^j PsOb no pyrophosr)hoi:.c acid is found.

Trir)hosTohoric acid does not reach its maximum concentrp.tion
until P3O5 content is 85 to Qd'/:. at which time 55'}'j of the mixture
consi^-tp of triohos'Vr.oric acid,. J."' deci'epsep '^oraewhat thereafter
but p.n a-O'orecip.ble ouantity is pt.ill present in a strong phos'ohoric
acid containing 80. 9f' P2O5,

"Hexameta'iho-rihoric " acid p.-yieprp above Q?,')'j P3O5 and repc-eg
itc maximum concentrp tion at the highest P3O5 concentrption, 8C„9^'-,

An unidentified acid is sup^-^osed to be a lower polymer of
meta"nhos"ihoric acid» All attem.pt-^ to identify this acid hpve
been un'='ucces<5ful. ' It^ bprium splt was found to be insoluble above
dK 10. Since the barium salt of trimetaTohos^ohoric acid is soluble
at r>H 10, the unidentified acid must be ^^ome other meta-acid.-. lb
also cioes not convert to triphos'">hate when boiled with an excess
podium hydroxide as does trim-taphosphate. The amount of sodium
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li3''^"roxide neutrp.lized checks very -veil v/hen the unhnown is cal-
culp.ted p.=! a. raetp."_:>hosphoric p.cid, Thip p.cid appear-^ in the ni;:ture
with a PgOg content of 79^;, reaches; it*^ raaximum concentration
around SS^--, and then decrease?; to zero at SS.Qfj.

Identification . ...

The PgOg ecuivalents of the acid found hy analysis were cal-
culated for each of the mixture q and this calculated PsOs was com-
pared to the total found by analysis. The agreement between the
two value =^ is evidence that the compositions shown for the mixtures
Vire correct.

Further proof of the composition ^w^ obtained by preparing the
'^odium. salts from one of the acid.St The crystallized sodium salts
were identified by oualitative microchemical tests, refractive
indice."^, and m.elting points. Crystals of tri sodium orthopho-^phate
tetra«^odium pyrO'Dhosphate and '^odiumi triphosphate were obtained (5).

Uhile qualitative teat-^ may be used to identify the various
acids, they can best be distinguished by the nature of the pH
titration curves (3,7). Characteristic inflection points are
obtained on titration of each acid '^dth a base, corresponding to
the existence of definite salt^-. It is found that exactly the
same am.ount of base is needed to neutralize the strong acid function
of each of the acids a*^ is needed to neutralize the fir^t hyorogen
of the orthophosphoric acid on complete hydrolysis. All phosphoric
acids, when titrated with base, shox^7n pn inflection point at pK

"

3,8-4,2, corresponding to neutralization of exactly one hydrogen
per "ohocphorus atom. Additional hydrogen atoms above the H/P ratio
of one are less readily dissociated and wee.her, and show inflection
Doints at higher ^H values.

Van '.-'azer (?) titrated these acids with tetramethyla.ramonium
hydroxide rather t'^an vith sodium hydroxide, since "the TDresence'
of -odium ion^ distorts the titration curve due to complex forma-
tion".
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CLATHBATZ: COMPOUNDS

Richard H 'ennyson November 15, 1948

I. Preliminary conrjclerctlong

in [general, conrDouncTs may be considered a.s belon: .m to one
of two ver:,' brord cla-^'^jifications , namely: (l) compounds whose
exi-^tence is explained on the basi'^ of chemical bonds of various
types, pnd (2) molecular com'^'ounds, formed when molecules interact
through attraction of tiieir permanent dipole^' throu;£h dipole in-
duction effects, or through di'-'persion forces. However, it has
becom.e a^o-Darent that there is a further type of molecular com-oound
in which the component parts may be held together firm.ly even
though none of the sbove listed forces appear to ap-^ly. This
type of com-oound er.ist'- in the ezitrer.ie ca-e vliere a molecule of
one component is completely enclosed by one or more molecules of
another component in such a way that its escape is effeccivsly
"orevented unles^ the forces which bind its surrounding-: together
are overcome* Such compounds have been term.ed "cls.thrate com/oounds

a thr atu s "
. si r:ni fying , "enclosed or -or o t s ct e

d

(1)
from the ls>tin "

by ci'OS'^ bsr'^ of
ci .o t.i

grating,11

II-. Conditions for formation of -uch com-oounc"<^ may "I'-e pum.marized
in outline form.:

A. Onen cry<=;tal structure of the snclo^'ing oomioonsnt, wMch
necessitates

:

1. directed character of the links which hold the
molecule pnd the crystpl together, end vhich may be
either
a. covalent bond<3, or
b. hydrogen bonds

2. sufficient linear extension of groups to form a cavity
of suitable size

3. a good degree of rigidity in the group^^.
B. Small c'ize of the access holes to the cavity enclosed,

which can be acliieved in two ways:
1, by prope r disposition of rigid groups when packing

occurs in the crystal
2, by use of enclosing groups having a surface Bvee.

sufficient to reduce the size of the access holes.
C. Rej'dy availability of the enclosed com-'-^onent at the time

when closui e of the cavity occurs.

1 11 * Exam^iles and properties of this type of compound .

The compounds are li^^ted in decreasing degree of tlie cer-
tain'ty of their structure,

A, Glathrate comipounds of hydroouinone , approaching the
general compo-ition (061-503)3,^, where M in hno^-'n

compounds is:
Increasing Length . Shape of group
of G-ioup

, I

KCl (13,5)
hBr (12,5)
H3S ('^,5)

^S--3 \5)
CK3OH 7,5)
HCOOK (5)
SO3 (10,5,7)
COg (5 6)
CE3CN (5)

I

> roughly
) spherical

j linear
>

bent

linea.r

increasing
"c dimension
(5.47-5,81) in
crystal
decreasing
"a" dimension,
(16.58-16. ^,9)

, and increa-^ing
^ angle Q (5)
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I-!eOH-HCl

SOs-HCl
KCOOK-CC

CSg P.nd CsHsOK are too large to enter the cavity, and H^O
is too pmall to be r-tained. (5)

B. CFe(CNCH3)s]Cl2.3H3C (1,2,3)

_

G, Clathrate compounds of amines

,D-CH3NHC6H40H)6 . H35O3 (17
(p-NK^CsH^I-Hj^ . HsSOg {17

,

D. Clathrate comToounds of other phenols
(s_CK3n6K3(0H)2)2 . H5r (12)"

(s-CsKglOfOa)^ . HBr (l2)
(C6HeO)4 . 3C3 (15)
C6i:eO)B . SO3 (15)
(Cs:60)8 . CC3 (11)
(CeHsOs)^ . CO 2 (x approaches 5) (6)

In genei'Pi, the properties of the'^e compound'^ are much the
same p^ those of the iDarent or enclo-^ing molecule. The cry -tal
structure^ are roughlj^ the same, and the m.elting point '^ are the
'^ame with flight, if p'ny , de^ore-^- --ion. "hey are '"trble v'hen dr;^,

and can be storec" in the air or in vacuum without decom^ic^ition.
The enclo^'ed component e'^cape-^ "••] .en the cora-oound is dissolved or
melted, pnd the com/oonent-^ can then be recovered auantitatively.

IV. Summary of evicence -^up'oorting the pro'oosed structure.

A. The fact that clathrate com^ound'^ invariably melt either at
the -^ame ter'-i^erature or only slightly belo^'^ the temperature
of the melting point of the enclo^^ing sub<^tpnce indicates
that tlie enclosed substance contribute^ little or no energy
change other than the effects of plight distortion of cell
dimension<3 in some ca-es.

B. hlycrogen bonding is not involved in binding the molecule
in the cavity.

C. The di'^tances between atoms of the enclosed and enclosing
molecules are all van der "..aal ' ? equilibrium distances or
are greater than the^e distances.

D. The chem.ical properties of the com-oound"^.
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The System: NH3 - SO 2 - H3O

Loh ¥an-- Chen November ?2, 1948

B.-.zb SOg, and NH3 are of industrial irnport;^ nee, both have
secured attention as solvents in liouid form, and both sub-

stances are importrnt heavy chemical commodities. The system
NH3 - SO3 - H3O has been studied extensively and resembles in

many respects the system NH3 - COg - HgO.

Reactions beti-jeen Bul furdior.ide - Ammonia, and Vater:
Because of the'bpslc chrrr.cter of IIHg and acidic charac-

ter of SO2, they react rerdily in aqueous solution and form
different salts under different conditions.
(1) The commonest reaction can be represented as follows:

SOsCg) + 21''H3(g) + HgOCg) > (NH4)2S03(5) + 64.8 cal.

?nd hydrate formation:
(i.lH4)2S03 + HsO ^{mJsoOs - HgO + 3.8 cal.
(NK.JsSOg + 1 1/0 K3O > (NK4)sS03.1 l/3 HsO+S.d cal.

(,*?) I'/ith a large excess of SO^:
2NH3(g) + 2S03(g) + HsOCg) )r (NHA)3S03.S02(5)+80-ig^,;-L

(o) NH4HSO3 is obtained v/hen (NK4)2S03 reacts x-;ith satura-
ted aqueous solution of SO 2.

(NH4)2S03 + SO2 - H2O—> sNH^HSOs.
In addition^ ammonia is said to react directly with S02

as follovjs:
NH3 + SOg ^NH^SOgNHs. (Ammonia amido sulfate).

In contact with water this product is converted into (NH4)3SQ3
Water dissolves both WH3 and SO3 in accordance v/ith the simpli
fied equ.ations:

E2O + SO3 -^HgSOg
NH3 + H3O > NH4OH

G-as - liquid equilibrium in the system NH^ - SQ^ - Hi:,0

A complete examin.-tion of this system would hove involved
the determinrtion of the composition and pressures of all
phases, which contained all the components. The work was
however restricted to the equilibrium conditions between solid
and solution whose vapor pressure did not exceed one s.tmos-
phere. p.t ordinary temperature,.

The partial pressures cvnd solubility relationshiio on the
binary systems NH3-H3O and 3O2 + H?0 can be represented by
the Henry's lav: P=Kc, pnd vary v/ith' change of temperature^

For the. ternary system NIIs-yOs-H-v.^ The partial vapor
pressure have been studied by Terres .and Kahn (2) and measure<\
by K.F.Johnstone (4) at 55^, 50°, 70° and 90° for the purpose
of correcting SO2 in waste gac_, over a long range of concentra
tion of NH3 and relative cone, of SO3 in solutions of NL's-
sulfur-dioxide-water system. The partial pressure may be
expressed by the formulas:

(PS-Cl^) C(C-.S)
PSOs = M : and PNH3 = N

c-s ?,s - a

l.'here C is concentration of NH3 in moles per 3 00 moles of
water, and S is concentration of SO3, th^ coofficlont can be"
represented as = log M = 5.835 - ?,o69A" and log N = 15, 6P0 ~

4987/ T
The DJ^>^t..i.-.T nx'osz-.ira of ^-rct.-^r folic :•/£ I^aoult's law„
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Sol icl-li.uuid eGud.l i"briu]n in the sy^''cem NKs-SOs-HaO , :

A -p'.v: *..!.al study has heen published oy L, H. Hill (l).
He nA;..eu. freshly distilled -(/vater, rea,geiit emmonia solution,
gaseous ajnmonia where required, and gaseous sulfur dioxide
in different proportions; each mixture v/rs placed in a con-
tainer, the air displaced to avoid oxidation, and stirred
thermostatically; seed crystals of (1^4)3304 were then added.
Equilibrium xvas established after about 17 hours, '^he solu-
tion end the moist solid vrere then e.nslyzed.

The corn-position of the solutions and of the correspond-
ing moist residue were plated on tri-coordinate graph paper.
The composition of the solid phase was determined graphically
by flatting solution end. moist solid composition. It was
occurred in each case to be ammonium sulfide 1- hydrate.

NK

The most extensive study of this system was published by
Terres and Kahn. It v/ss found thct two different solid phases
(NH4)3S0 3.I-:20 and NK4KSO3 are in equilibrium with different
proportion of the components. Over a cert? in concentration
of sulfur dioxide, only NK.iHSOg is capable of existence.
NH^HSOg is shox:n to be more soluble than (NK4)sS03. A solid
model was constructed to represent the equilibrium compositions
in solution as p function of temperature.

The systems of (NK4)2S03 - NH3 - HgO; (NH4)2S08 -(NH4)
S3O5-K2O and (IIH4)2S20 5-S0 2-H20 were rlso studied by Fusao
pnd ElrcBhl,. (o); phase compositions and equilibrium v^ere ;

determined by analysis of the solution and of moist solid.
Results are represented on the following diagrejns:

10

'3

also

Moles jK (NH4)2S03-S0^_H,0
'

^ i/^^^h^^o^ (imj ^s^o ^^{m.^)

^

j

of water r 'N -SOs-HgO ^ SOg-HgO 1

per mole !- ^'^ T=p.5°
'

^- ^-^ / 1

of srlt r. 'n, i 8 r .

'

'

7
6-

•-

3 1

s »

^1

f

!)^^^ , w
10 Yoo "5CJ'

so 2 (NK4)S20 5
bO° (NKJ3SO3 ^g^ SO3 (NK4)S205 ^^ (:(ii„-.
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These figures shov; thr t (NI^) sSOs-HgO F.lways constituted the
solid phase, until 100 g. of solution contpin 70 gm of
(NH/iJgSsO.s becomes the solid phase, no brsic sel.t is formed
even in concentrfted ammonia solutions. The solubility of
(NH4)sS0 3*H20 decreased regularly with increasing content of
NH3 in the solution. The relationship can be represented by
the equation

(WH4)sS03 = 59,45 - 1.346 CNH3
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THE GROUP FI\"E .O.XIDEG:THS CORRELATION OF

CRYSTAL STRUCTURE VilTK CHEIflCAL PROPERTIE
Claude R. Hudgens November "^

'.o, 1948

In the f^rseous state the P4 tetrehedron may be identi-
fied in P4OS and P^Oiq* ^^® oxygen rtoms are arranged along
the edgp^s and the corners of the tetrahedron as given in

to')
the figure and tabl6^.

P4O, P4O1C

"^< p—

p

2.95A 2.84A
P— 1,65 1.62
P—0» 1.39

in the
There will be noticed a slight
transition from the lower to theshrinkage of values

higher oxide,
If "Che gaseous p4,0io ^® condensed, the metasteble form

is obtalned^. This form is rhombohedral, space-group R3c;
vrith diiiiensions of the P4O1Q molecule the same as in the va-oor
state, and with a = 7.43A. , alpha = 87°, density = 2.30, 4
molecules/unit cell^. This is a body-centered form in v/hich

P'iOiQ exists as discrete molecules. If this unstable cyrstal
form is treated pt elevated temperpture, it changes over into
the more stpble orthorhombic form, Crystpllographic descrip-
tion is:

FddSpace-grouD:
a = 16.3 A
b = 8.12
c = 5 95
density = 2.72

8 PsOs / unit cell

P—P = 2.80 A.
P_^0 =1.65
P -r-0» = 1,40

from VGg,.Go

The crystal consists of an infinite lattice of PO4 tetra-
hedra, each of which is bonded at the four corners V7ith
its neighbors. No molecules as such exists. A small wsrpage
of the phos:)horous valence angles occurs.

Vanadium forms p series of oxides ranging in composition
VgOs, which chang:e in crystal structure at cer-

trin pofi.ts plong the phase curves. VO has the NaCl struc-
ture, with p = 4.10 A,, V— = 2.05A.*. VOs K." s not been
studied thoroughly, u r" is believed to' have the rutile struc-
ture (SnOs), tetrpgona,: ? p_= 4.54 A., c=2,88.5 VgOa is
rhombohedral, space-grcup RZc , p = 5.45 A, alpha = 53° 49»,
2 molsV unit cell, and is isomorphous with FegOg, TigOs,
and CrsOs.s TJith V3O3 there is a sudden return to a
situation which is similar co that found in the case of
P3O5. Crystpllographic description is:

2 mols./unit cell
V;:-0' = 1.57 A.
V—0' ' =1,83
V—0» • ' = 1.77
V—0» ' '

» = 1.75

The arrangement nc-s been shovm to consist of chains of VO4
tetrahedra wl ' jh are closely laid parallel to each other so
that sheets paralJpl to ^ ^^e 010 planes are formed. This may
be demonotratsd by th„ m.'aner in v;hich rods of V3O5 build
up from oolloMal sUv^pens-.-ons ^.

AS3O3 and obr. C^ (MaO^) are identical in configuration.
The elementary R4CS unit is the same as in P4O6. These
molecules tpke up posj.tions at the points of the diamond

Sr^ace--group: Pmn
a ~ 11. 48 A.
b ~ .-I

- c 35
c = 3. 55
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1 tt.lce FdSm. 10. Other data are:ij^txice, ru.o,.

^^^^^ g^^^^ Reference
11,6s A. 11,14 A. 9

1„80 2.0. _9H—O'
M~0 '

'

M—

M

3. 25
density

2.10 10
10

2*. 861 5. 11 10

In the cpse of Sb^Og , the shortest 0—0 distance from mole-

culf?o molecule is'iss A lo. There are eight M.Oe mole-

rule- oer unit cell. The interatomic distances in As^Os vapor

hpve'"been found to be the srme as those in the solid ii

Sb304 pnd SbgOs have identically the seme crystal struc-

ture PS Sbr^Os. m both, a = lOoP-2 a, '-

^

CbO hss been reported to be a defect lattice of the

NeCl tyne, which contains three, instead of four mole-

cules/
"

CbO :^
possesses the rutile structure, a. - 4.77 A.,

c = 2.92 A-/-^

BioO-, occurs in a simple cubic, a tetr&gonal, and a

monoclinic form. Information on the monoclinic form is incom-

r)iete. ^rhe simple cubic form is defined as a = b,o?.^ k, <i

mois7 unit cell, in xrhich B-O ^ 2.40 A., 0---0 = 2.76 A.

T'he b-^smuth atoms are all equidistant from the oxygens if

ihe unit cell edge be defined as 11.06 A., the lattice become;

similar to that of SbAOe.^-^ --

'I-Gtragonal Bi^Os crystallizes in space-group C42b. Othe.

cry s tall ogra.Dhic features are:

a = 10.93 A, Bi— = 2.37 A.

c = 5.62 0'—0" 2.81

density =9.18 0'-"' 2.52 and 2. 95

8 Bi^Oa/unit cell O^^—O^^^^ 2.74

This cell is equivalent to four unit cells of the simple

c ubi c fo rm ^ ^

The activity of the metas table form of phosphorous

Dentoxide may'bee:cplained directly from its spatial configure

tion It is noted that this is a molecular lattice, the

molecules of which are held in the lattice by ^^n der Waals'

forces. These bonds are easily broken by any reagent, such

as water. The atoms of the stable form of the pentoxide are

bound by strong covalent bonds, therefore are correspondingl:y

hard to' break, thus, the more stable form reacts only very

slowly with water, ^ rn r, a r\Ar\

VO and CbO bear a striking resemblance to ^ eO and ^^^.

All have the NaCl structure, all are defect lattices, and all

are bound by ar)proximately the sajne electrostatic forces. IT

could therefore be oxoected that many of their chemical

-oroDerties would be shared in varying degrees.
^

VOs. and esDecially, CbOg may be expected to resemble

SnOs chemically/ V^Os, due to totally unlike crystal struc-

tures may be expected to have no resemblances to the corres-

ponding Dhosphorous, arsenic, and antimony compounds, _ but

would be exDected to be very similar to ferric, chromic,^

pnd aluminum oxides. V3O5 should be somewhat less resis.ant

to water than the stable form of PgOg.

Arsenic and antimony oxides are packed in the denscbt

Do^sible molecular lattice, therefore would not be expeocro

to have the reactivity of P^Ce. The lattices, however, a.y

distinctly molecular, therefore, little resistance Rhou.'t .^e
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apparent to Gtrong bpses.
3i?,0,3, due to its ionic character, is expected to be

completely acid soluble. There should be no appreciable
difference in rerctivity between the tetrpgonal and cubic
forms.
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TIffi C?Y5TAL S^:?.UCTUHS AND STIDAZOC^ji^hlSTRY OF Cu-"^ CHLORIDE

R. n'. Meikle Noverjber 50, 1948

Cry stP.lloRTB.-Qhy

:

— The qcience of crys-'callography hs.s been
developed, to a remarkable der:ree frora the study of geometrical
forms of crystals alone, w'ith regard to external shape there
are two laws that hold. The first of these is called' the Laxj of
Constancy of Angles, Angles bet^^een corresponding faces of
different rToecimen-" of any particula,r hind of crystal, are always
found to be the se.ne . The second is hno^'n as the Law of Rational
Intercepts. If axes of reference are chosen in a suitable manner
then each of the face^-, of the crystal will cut any one of the axes
at distances from, the origin which stand to each other as small
whole numberr-, A particular face of a crystal is locrted with
reference to the axes by the hiller indices.

The unit cell is a parallelepiped and contains an integral
number of chemical molecules. The crystal is made up of a large
number of these unit cells fitted tog^ether in regular fashion.
The corners (as well ps the cell-centers and other corresponcing
points) of the unit cells will form, a three-dimensional series of
points which is co.lled a space lattice. This lattice is considerer
es indefinite in s::tent. However, tl.ie unit cell is the nr;allept
portion of the crystal lattice which exhibit-- all of the various
kindc? of symmetry possessed by the crystal. It is im.portrnt to
keep in mind that it is not "oossible for a single unit cell to
exist by itself without subdividing atoms. The bound.p.ries of the
unit cell in general pass thru the centers of atoms and the unit
cell is therefore an im.aginary concept.

Crystals are grouped into six cry^trl systemis based u/oon the
geometry of tie reference axes. For each system tjiere will be
one or more lattices or arrangement-' of the unit cell. In the
sim.T)le arrangemaent ep.ch corner of tl.e parallelepiped will be
occupied (fig. l). In the body-centered arrangement there will be
in addition a point at the center of each parallelepiped (fi;^'. II).
A further variation in tlie arrangem.ent is produced by points
located in the center of som^e or all of the six faces (fig. ill).
The clas'^ificption of the six system.s is as follows:

1. Triclinicj faces of unit cell all parallelogram.s (no
rectangles); one lattice with simple arra.ngement

,

2. I'ionoclinic; unit cell a right ^rism; four faces rectangles,
other two are not; two lattices: sample and base-cent eredt.

3. Orthohombic; a right prism>, frees all rectangles; four
lattices; simple, base- centered, face-center e-d. and body-
centered.

4. Tetragonal; a right "irism.; two faces souares, other four
rectangles; two lattices, simple and body-centered,

5. Cubic; all frees squares; three lattices; qimr)ie, face-
cent er e C , anc 1; o diy- c ent e r ed

,

6. Hexagonal; a right prism.; four faces rectangles; two faces
rhombuses ^''ith ang^les 60° and 120°.

The chemist is not so m.uch interested in the geometry of tlie

lattice as in the relations of the atomis to each other and to the
m.olecule. Ue may recognize three types of crystals according to
the ncture of the binding forces. The '^im.plest type may be termed
the atomic tyoe , where encl;. atom is connected to the adjacent
atoms by valence forces. A second type is the ionic crystal.
The forces holding this type "together" are primarily electro-
static and there is no definite valence numiber associated with
an ion. The third type of crystal may be called the molecular
type. It is made up of molecules, and the forces between them
are of t.he same weak clia.racter a.s van der IJalls forces.
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The generalizp.tions of crystallogrpr^hy point to the con-
clusion that crystals are maoe up of ultinate units of definite
geometrical shape which fit together in compact arrangements.
This hy-iothesis is confirmed hy x-ray investigation.

When x-rays pre pa<=!sed thru a crystal the discontinuous
nature of the crystal is revepled in the diffraction pattern which
is obtained. The spacing of the atoms or molecules in a crystal is
of the spme order of magnitude (lO'^cm.) as the wave length of
x-rays and the crystal acts as a diffraction grating for'^x-rays.
The atoms or groups of ptoms in the crystal are in regular arrange-
ment and from, certain angles will a'froear to lie in Ipyer^', The
primary analysis of a crystal consists of the determination of
the distances between these layers. From these distances and the
orientation of the various sets of lattices with respect to the
crystal axes, the lattice can be construced,

Descriiotion of the Structure:— Cupric Chloride is one of the
few halide'^ of the commoner elements which has not previously been
studied by the methods of x-ray crystallography. Its structure is
of inter e^^t in view of the planar configuration of four bonds from
a cupric atom., already established in a number of cry stallir-t'
salt^ and co-ordination compouncs. It is found that the structure
of CuClg, although closely related to th^.t of PdCl,3, differes from,
that structure (6).

The crystals are thin laths or needle'^, elongated along the
"b" axis. There is perfect (001 ) cleavage, and moreover, the
slightest pre^-sure on a (001 ) pla.te cause-^ it to split along its
length into a bundle of fibres^ looking mvch like a'^bestos. By
reflected light the crystals ap'oear brown, and tliey exhibit
striking pleochroism. X-ray exam.ination shows the crystals to be
monoclinic as in figure (IV), It can be seen that there are two
CuClg per unit cell. The Cu and CI atoms are joined toget'-er to
form infinite chains in which each Cu is surrounded by 4 CI in a
plane and each CI is attached to 2 Cu.

In figure (V) is shown the crystal structure of PdClg (?).
From the sim.ilarity in the lengths of the "b" axes in CuGlg

and PdClg it may be concluded that the structure of a chain is
very sim.ilar to that in PdClg, or as shown in figure (Vl) (6).
The next nearest neighbors oi a copper atom, other than the 4
planar CI, are two more CI in adjacent chains related by the face-
centering. These com.plete the distorted octahedral arrangem.ent
of six bonds from each Cu atom.. Taking a.c count of this weak
additional binding, the chains- form -sheets parallel to (OOl),
though, of course, by far the strongest bonds are those ^-ithin the
individual chains, x-Jhich run parallel to (OlO).

In PdCls, on the other hand, there is no such sugge'^-^tion of
of secondary bonds linking the chains laterally into layers, and
the m.ode of packing of the infinite chains is much m.ore like that
of non-polar chain molecules riuch as long-chain hydrocarbons©

The Stereochemistry of the Cupric Atom :— Perhaps the most
interesting result of tlds study is the demonstration that the
structure of the CuClg is different from that of PdClg. Both
ccmr)ounds form exactly the same type of infinite chain molecules,
yet the chains are packed in different ways in the crystal of
CuClg and PdCls. The environmient or the Cu and Pd atoms with
respect to CI atoms in these crystals are shown in f:|.^-ures (VII'i

and (VIIl), respectively. It has been shown that Cu '"^ has pre-
cisely this environment in a num.ber of other crystalline sa.lts(2h.
However, in cupric chloride dihydrate, CuClgcSKsO (4), the
crystal structure varie.q somewhat from that for anhydrous CuCl^j. iVr
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thp.t two oxygen ato- s replace two of the four planar chlorine
atom'?. It is argued that the displacement of two of the four
TDospible chlorine atomn bv two H3O (to give 2K2O and 2C1 as nearest
neighbors instead of 4 CI) is connected with the strong tendency
of Cu'"^ to form bonds to oxygen—witness the numerou.=^ ''basic" salts
of copper (actually hydroxy -^alts ) . y-j-

It i^ supposed (6) ths.t, ^^'hen Cu forms four planar bonds, the
35 vplency ele ctronr, are distributed among the available orbitals
a.s follows: 3s op 3d 4s 4p

2 8 2 6 8+2 2 4+1

shared
The odd electron occupies a 4p orbital. It seems loos'^'ible that this
electron may have -^ome bonding pov/er end might be responsible for
two additional weak bonds perpendicular to the plane of the four
strong dsp^ bond.s.
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THE SEPAR/.TION OF KAFNIUH
BY LIQUID - LIQUID

FKCH ZIECCIIIUK
EXTRACTION

\J, K, KcCurcly, Jr.
Introduction

November 30. 1948

Although intere.^t in hafnium has been largely academic certain
of itq proToertie^, ^ucL. a^ refractory nature, electron Pnd light
emiqsivity, low temperature coefficient of resistance, etc. have
brought about increased commercial demand for this element in re-
cent year^. Thus far, the main drawbacks preventing the srtis-
fpction of this demand have been the cost and difficulty of isolat-
ing hafnium free from zirconium*.

Size KelptionshiiDs
Zirconium Ha.fnium

Atomic Radius 1.60A° "1.59A"
Ionic Radius (+4) 0.80A° 0.86A°
Atomic Volume 14.06cc ^ 15.43cc

The great similprity of size relationships (see above) anci the
resulting <3light differences in properties are re-^ponsible for the
separation difficulties encountered.. In general, hafnium com^Douncls
are more ionic, slightly more basic, and slightly les^ rerdily
hyr^rolyzed than those of zirconium. These differences are the
basis of mo^-t of the ^ep-^.rrtion^ attem'oted,
_Sumniary of Method^ of -e^^^r-ption

'i'hile zirconium" and hafnium may be seoprpted together from
most other elements (e,g,,^the phenylar-onates (9), (NH^J'^ MF7 (?)hOCls C?) or ion exchange iS), no sinp:le-steD oi^er^ti nn has oeen '

devised for the resolution of these two. Several of the more
effective fractional methods are summ.arized in Table 1.

Table I. Let hod s of Separablen o_f
^ Ha fn ium from Zl r con i urn

Method Gomnound
Fra c t i nal 1 . K gh' Fg

;. MOClg

Pr c e s 8 Comment Reference
6,7

Cryotalli^
zation

or oxalate
Fractional 1. 'i.^i^O,,)^
Preciioitatlon

Several
thousand
recrystalli- 6,7
zations

for

J 99f.Hf O2
> 7 ppt^ give
( 935i PifCp

10

11

- Hf cmpd, 1.5 time
more soluble

- Hf comod, least
soluble in I2NEC1

3. M(cit)2- Hf compd,.. more
soluble

H3PO4 and HO3O4,
solns sprayed
together. Hf corapd.f
is more insoluble )

11(304)3- 14(304)2 slowly hy- ,6 r)pt

drolyzed with tn- ( HfOg ^-^

ethyl phosphate, Hf '>

pp t s - f i r s t a s M Q( rlEtT^-^

PO423.-HVO I

MFe(CM)s-Na4^'e(Ci06 added to a U ppt. give 10
1-1(304)2 «oln: containing^v. 8ofj HfOg

o ave 95f:

Fractional 1
Distillation

all

oxalic
1^1X4 (ji=Cl or Br)

or MGI4.PCI5

acid.
2if3r4

ZrBrA

if ppts. first>>^
- 595°K sublimes) Difficui'
- 630°K sublimes \ to do

,- experimentally
Numerous ot^-.er methods are recorded in the literature but

are more or less objectionable from the following standooint-
1. Time consum.iition - es lecially filtration and'washing

OToerations
2. Ste-D

steps
5. Yield and purity of hafnium - rarely above 95f' HfOp
4. Commercial ap-^licability - o'oerations too teciiour^ana co^t

VI, Fi,=!cher and W.. Chalybaeus recently published two TDapers cescii
bing an ether-water multiple extraction procedure emT)loving the
IZr, Kf

) thiocyanates and yielding a 99, 6^^ HfOg product' (l 2)

4

noarrtion effect - usually small, requiring numerc^iL"





where

LdcLild-Lloulc"'. Zii'tractlori

1. Di='cuP!'^ion

The familiar clif^trlbution of a solute between two imniisciole
solvent- re^ultc! rp a theri'iodynamic requirement for enuili'-'riiirr.

.

If t]-.e sane molecular species exist'^- in both solvents, then the
distribution of solute between solvents A encL B at p given tempera-
ture m..'^y be eirore'^-'cc'. b-".^: a a ,^

a^"
where a = activity of solute

K --- cli'^tribution coefficient
Although the (Zr, Kf) thiocyanate - etiier - water =^ystem is exceed-
ingly compile::, the authors were able to follow the peprration trends
using thi-^ fundamentpl relationship. Data were collected to np.he
the following distribution calculations possible,

(a) ^j E = degree of e:^traction (i.e. f^ (Zr,Kf)02 extracted)
(b) '} P = f^HfOo in ether layer (b)" (a = < KfOg yield
(c) Observed Coefficients of Extraction

^ 7r - ^"rOs (Ether) ,- CKfOg (Ether)
^ZFOsT^/biFy "^KF = "TTIfSs (Water)

C = concentration ^ - coefficient of extraction
(d) Se-oaration Factor ,-, __ --^-HfO3

^ - ^ Zror*"
The extract samples were all ignited to the oxides and analyzed by
X-ray cor'^iarison t. echninues, Thus^ a measure of yield and purity
of hafnium, (TV) cxi.c.e wa=^ secured after each extr-r* ccion
2, Effects on [:y.: , Kf ) Ti-iiccya na te "Pis 'f'£±^Si^?-9P-J'''Jr'- -' ej^ - Ether)

Almo'^t all of 'Gl;e effect" d6-^cr3.bed can be directly attributed
to hydrolysis of the zirconium r nd hafrpum compounds in solution.
The coefficients of extraction xvere -strongly afiect-d by cha.xiging
cond-ition'^ whereas the separ-^tion facuors ap'^eared to be surpris-
ingly con-^tant -''ith a given hafnium ccncentration,
(a)' Solvent

Amiong the numerous alcohols, e^ter- and ethers studied, diethyl
etiier ^--as '^elected b eca.use of the fp.vorable separ-^tion factor ob-
tained by u<=!ingc this .<=^clvent. Since diethyl ether is a polar
organic solvent'^, the solute extracted is possibly a non-ionized, or
<^lightly ioni^.ed. com;olex (lo),
(B) Anion Electrolyte

The cnarHcter of the anion electrolyte has a marked effect on
the magnitude of extraction andi hydrolysis which occur during the
diistributiun process,

1, Ci" - enhances the extraction of zirconiumi by the ether la.-'-e

o an — _ "i^T,-,c-.o -f-"ho <^

;

'J

o lowers the ;: ex':ra GT...on c^nd^ fields -^l.ight zirconium
enrichment of the ether la->.'ar

3^ SCYf'- rjtrohgly favors ti'3 3X.Mva:^tion of hafnium by ether
4_ Ac"" • allows hydrclyqi,3 '•^(j predominate giving pra.ctica.lly

no extraction.
Note t} at the. presence of thiocya.nate rever^-es the normal order of
the zij'conium. a.rid. hafnium extraction tendency. The authors suggest
that the hx'"r.ium com.plex thiocyanate is more stable "han Ghe
corresponding zi:"Conium comiTolex oiue to the ease cf polarization nf
the linear Ir.iccya.nate ion. (4^5). Perha'os a bet'*er- exp.lanatlon
"•'ould po.int to tlie greater rate of hyd.rolysis of the z:'.rGon:um
thiocyanate as compavred to the rate for the hafnj.um com:pounc...

After a short tim.e, the zirconium, coriiplex has hyd.r0ly7.ed to a- ce.-r'-,,

ta.in degree where it is no longer extra ctable while the situat.'l. on
''p"^ not been reac?'ed by the hafnium complex and, therefore i'c i?
^till ca.oable of being extracted,
(C) Acidity

Addition of a strong acid wa.s found to be necessa'^y ber.'or-^ ^.i

p/'^^oreciahle extr-^ction tool: pi ace o Sulfuric acidi wa.s chos^'u f -. a

this purDo-^e, In the absence of this acid, the aoueous pha.i;e b-?--

came turbid with hydrolysis products preci-oitated from 'solution
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by the clir. solved ether.

From the above three effect^, the following extraction ry^tem
w?.,q ertpbli?5hed.

Aoueoup Layer Ether Layer
(2r, Ef) Sulfate,-^ + NK^^SCh (Zr, Hfj Thiocyanates + "SON

+ HgSO..
Further study of condition^ nade por'^ible the perfection of thig
sy^ten.,
(d) Concentrations

haterial _ Effect
1.. Increa=;ing SO^" concentration - dscrea'^e<- the extraction

coeff icientr* (*<^.. IT and'^>-Sr)

2«, Increa'^inr,' rK/3Cii concentration = increase- the ertraction
coeff icientf'. (-<J-^ and -^^Zr)

3,. Increa<^ing ether volume-increa'^e^ the f- S but decrepsec; the
eztrpcti on coefficients

It i" aloQ important to note that both-=cHf and the -^e-opration factor
(B) increa'^e with increp.-^ing fj HfO^ in the c^anTole. This somewhat
unusual relationship exists because the solutions rich in hafnium
are les^ inclinec^ to hydrolyse than those rich in zirconium. The
result in an increa^^e in extractable material in the aoueous layerr
(e) Time and Temperature

The degree of hydrolysis will of cour'-^e increa-'^e with increas-
ing time pnd increasing temperature. The coefficients of e::tractiori
will undergo a corresponding decrea-e. The best separatic>n as re-
gards these effects wa'^ obtained at 10°C in a period le-^- than 50
riinutes. Since the distribution equilibrium is rapid, the zirconiur
hydrolysis fairly rapid, and the hafnium hydrolysis m.uch slo^^'er, a
very short mixing time was found to be most efficient,,
3, Effects on (Zr, hf) Thiocyanate Di^'tributi on (Ether- water)

A brief but conclu'^ive study '-as made of the extraction of the
zirconium thiocypnate plus thiocyanic acid-ether layer with water
layer c containing various amount'- of ammonium thiocyanate, ammonium
ni^lfate, and sulfuric acid. The effects on Zr and Hf were ob-
•^erved to be apDroximately the same as for the previous worh except
th-p.t tlr.e materials ^''ere being ex:trocted into tl.e ?cn;eoun ^ohase
(zirconium m.ore rerdily than hpfnium).
(a) Anion Ele ctrolyte in Acueou-' Phase

1. Increasing 30a~ concentration - lavors extrsction of solute
into the aaueou^ layer

2, Increasing NH^iSCN concentration - frvors retention of
solute '-y the ether layer.

Ke suits
Uping the effects de-^cribed abo\e, Fischer and his co-worhers

devised an ingenious multi-ole-step ": ocess for the "ore-oar- tion of
r>ure hafn ..urn. com.pound<^. The optim.um degree of extr^.ction could no'.

be em-oloyed -^ince the purity of the "hafnium. (IV) oxide would be
deminiphed. A compromise hsd to be o.r.oe between yield and yourityc
The e'^-'entir.l fact" concerning the c onditions eriploved are listed
below;

(1) Th' .^c;ueo'.is layer containing ''he c'i£so]."^'';0 '-r, Hf)(SO.:. )-
preDaratiovj w,-u^^ '^'^'^^^) "i"' H^SO^ -i X -^ KE^dCI] wa:^ excractt^d ten
times vj 'cn li'.tcr portions of diethyl t^'-hei' 1„5 " :n irh;Or;- Aod--'
itional f'.cld was required pfter each u^^traction \-j p.^t"''? n"; -in~h'-;

hj^drolysis since hydrogen ions are rem.oved fromi 'rhe afi;ecuL! In.ys''^

by the reaction:
NH4SCN + K^ — hrinh .• I^Hi'^'

(aqueous ) (e chei

)

3y this first o-osration, the ^ HfOg wa'- increa-^ed f-^cm C -'"-)-'' to
10^^ KfO^.

(2) Thin ether layer was ne;:t ex.tracted witx a ser:l cs : i"

aqueou-^ layers (4 or 5 steps) containing dccrepsi-g ..um-^orivj! thj.,'--

cypnate concentrations (ste-^s 1-5) and increasing ammonium rulf r'..r





concen-;-,-.-r.uion^ (qtep,^ 1-5), host of the zirconium '•.;?,? extracted

in the fir^t tvo ete-o.s, ler.ving the last iv-actions considerably

enricheo in hafnium.
(o) Tr.er^e hafnium rich ]£yer,q were -vorhed up and extracted

again vith ether contrining thioc,yanic acid. The procesr^ thus

con=!iatp m-^.rely in reoeatinc; operrtions No. 1 and No. 2.

In thiq manner, a product containing 99.6^^ hpfniumllV) oxide

-p^ obtained in SS';-*' yield usin- an ei-h.t p.tep extraction of 60^^^

hafnium mpterial, A fourteen ptep process wa^ required to '-'orh the

O.sfj hrfnium ^'am-^lep to this point.

Analysis of Final Product
99.5f. HfOs, 0.2f^ ZrOs, Cl^klgOs, COS^'-Fe^Os, O.OVf^TiOs

Sufmar.y
The =^epp.ration of hafnium from zirconium by ether--;:at£2" th.io-

cyanp.te e.'^trpction denends upon tliree important fpctors:
1. Zirconium thiocya.nate hydrolyses more rapidly than the

hafnium comioound,
,
The hydrolysed products are not rspdily ez'ticpctej

by ether.
2. Tr.e di'^tribution eouilibrium for the system, iq rapid p.nd

thus i^ able to ta]:e utmost pdvanta^e of the differential hydrolysis
rpte^ of the (Zr, Hf ) thiocyanates,

3. The =!tepwise enrichment improve^ as the ^' hafnium (IV) oxide
in the sample increases. This simiplific^ the separation process,

Sig'nificpnt advantages of this m.et;hod over --Tresent procedures
may be notst?, I^ach step is much easier and cppable of being rs-
pepted more raioidly then with any precipitp.tion m.ethod. The
ultimate product contains a degree of purity difficulty attainable
by any other method. Lastly, the mietjiod ofxer-- a possible basis
for a com.m:ercial continuous--flow extraction process o
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TH3 CHEMISTRY AND STRUCTURE OF NITRYL CHLORIDE

Philip D. Caesar December 7, 1948

Nitryl chloride (NO2C1), also knovm as nitroxyl
chloride, was first prepared in the pure state by Schumacher
fnd Sprenger (r'O in 1929, although its preparation was first
described by Williajnson (g) in 1854 and by eight or ten
othei's in the interim. It is a colorless gas v/hich decom-
popes into NOg and Clg at temperatures above 120° (4). It
boils Ft -15° end melts at -145°

»

Prenaratlcn: Pure nitryl chloride is best prepared by either
of the following methods, vfhich are described in detail by
Schm.eisser (?), (The_ electronic configurations depicted here
are not those recommended by him, however.

)

A. :ai:N: :6: 4- :0 —:0s - > :Ci:N:;*6: + Os (T))

'.0:

This reaction was carried to completion in two atages in
an all-glass ap|. ^^.rauus. By condensing the reactants and pro-
ducts witli Iqv.id air before and after each step, it was found
possible to keep the system free of extraneous gases.
Excess ozone was removed by allowing the products to stand
in a cold. bath kept at -120°.

-.0: - rcis . .> 2 ;-0;ir:01: + P0CI3
rs c

;0=N .

- '.'0
:t)'

Puie FgO-, was pj^epared by the reaction of nitric acid
with phosphorus pentor.ide in the presence of ozone at a
temperature of 'cfj'^ ^ Phosphorus pentachlcride was added to the
NsOs cooled in liquid air, and the reaction was then carried
out carefully pt -55°. in order to minimize the formation of
NOCl, CI3. etc. Tile br;":ght yellow liquid product v;as evapor-
ated at -98° under sub atmospheric pressure and the vaDors
passed through a series of cold traps, the first of which was
kept at -100°, the second at -117°, and the last tvjo at liquid
air temperatures," The' pure colorless NOgCl was isolated in
the trap kept at ->;^7o^

The products obtained by each of these procedures v^ere
shown to be identical by vapor pressure-temperature measure-
ments and by the similarity of their chemical repctions.
Chemical Reaction s

I, Hydrolysis (2)

C. NOsCl + NaOH ^NaNOs + HClO NaQlL^ NaClO+H^O+Na^T03

D, NaClO + HgOs - -> NaCl + H3O + Ogt

A carbon tetrachloride solution of NQgCl was treated with
10% NaOH. and a 3f^ solution of HgOs then added in order to
remove the hypochlorite in accordance with equation D. The
reaction proceeds quantitatively in accordance with equation
C, based on determination of t'he oxygen gas evolved and the
chlorine content of the sample.



'.:r.

. y
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Hi A'^.monolysis (S)

E» NOsCl + 2NK3 ---^ NHgCl + NH4KO2
This reaction was carried, out at -70° end the

excess NH3 removed at -96° under vacuum. At -40° a fraction
distilled off which was identified by its "chemical properties'
and physical constpnts" ss chlorainine. The residua was found .

to be ammonium nitrite.

III. Miscellaneous

F. NO3CI + NaNs —^ ClNa + NaNOs
.

(2)

G-. P.NO2CI + HOOH —^ Cls + 2HNO3 i^)

H. CH3=CH3r + NO2CI —> CHs-CHBr
^ ^

NO'S CI (5)

J. CsKbCH-CHs + NOgCl —^ C6H5CH-CH3 (5)
ibgCl

i) ; 4- NO2C1 X3ae it xNOs he^t^ VV +HC1 (5)

(stable) ^0
Structure Two structures for NOgCl have been proposed, 0»-N''

and 0=N-0-Cl, The former (l) was tacitly assumed until CI
Schmeisser (s) in a recent article objected to it on the
grounds that the chlorine atom could not display the electro-
positive character shown in repctions C through G, if it were
the chloride of nitric acid. He considered the "nitrosylhypo-
chlorite" str'icture shown above to be the only one vrhich vrould
account satisfactorily for the electropositive chlorine.
Several objections may be advanced to his line of reasoning:
1. The preparftion of NOgCl according to reaction A would
certainly suggest the oxidation of nitrogen from +? to -1-5,

whereas its preparation according to reaction B v;ould hprdly
indicate the reduction of nitrogen to the +3 state of the
hypochlorite structure. Moreover, an interesting ( a^nalogy
can be dravm to the reaction of phthalic anhydride vTlth Puis,
in which the chlorine ptoms are directed to the two carbon
atoms- (corresponding to the ti;o nitrogen ftoms in N^Ob.)

.-O; .6:

L. \:C'.
. >-;C-'

I

:o> PCI5 —> I -CI + P0CI3
Uc ;

I

. CI
^' •b; >-:C;

?, The presumption that chlorine can not have electropositive
chprecter as the chloriAB of nitric acid vras not estfblished
by Schmeisser. There is, every '^^e}^,son ^° believe that it
could be positive If Its structure Ts represented ss follows:

, . 4- .-jbr

:C1 '->:N'

Since thi? nitrogen would tend to be positive due to the doiJtloci
of two of its electrons to one "of the oxygen atoms, It could
attract the electrons in tho. >J-C1 hond, leaving the chlorine,
clectropositl-ife.
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7^, Ina<3.dition reactions of NOsCl with substituted aliphatic
olefins (reactions H and J) it apiDears th?t the chlorine
atom hrs an electronegative charrcter, if the analogy is
dravjn to the addition of hydrohalogen compounds to similar
olefins.

Conclusion : It may be concluded, therefore, thpt the c hi orire
in NOgCl may display either electro'oositive or electronep-;ative
character in chemical reactions; that either the hypochlorite
or acid cHoride structure are commensurable , so far as these
reactions ere concerned; but that the methods of preparation
favor the acid chloride form,
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ROLL CALL

SULFIDES OF PHOSPHORUS

L, F. Audrieth December 7. 1948

Only four sulfides of phosDhorus are definitely Imox-m:

P4S3,P4S5,P4S7 and P4S10. All may be preprred by direct
repction of --hoSDhorun end sulfur, although care must be talien

if "^ the higher sulfides are to be produced l) to assure complete
reaction and 2) to avoid decomposition (dissociation) of inter-
medipte sulfides. In SDite of references in the organic liter-
ature to P4S6 (P3S3), thi.^> compound has never been prepared
and is unknown,

P4S3 is known in the older literature as "phosphorus
sesqui-sulfide". It is relatively non-toxic and has displaced
white phosphorus in the match industry, which is still the
major consumer of this chemical commodity. Phosphorus (v)

sulfide, P4S10 ^2 widely used for the pr<^aretion of thio-;
thiono- phosphoric acid derivatives of organic compounds which
are used as oil additives, flotation tgents and insecticides. '

When fused with P40.io there is obtained the mixed oxy-sulfide,
P4S4OS, a nev/ chemical intprm.ediate which is now potentially ,

pvailable for the first timet 3?40io + 2?4Sio -> 5P4S40e.
The structur e of P4S3 has never been elucidated hereto-

fore. On the basis of the terrahedral structure for in the
P4 molecule, Pernert (l) a.ssumes that the initial reaction
betireen phosphorus and sulfur involves merely the production
of a less strained molecule neniely P4S3,

3S .

^
. P.

I

.S

vP

or or

II
Structure II seems preferred and may be represented also as
Ila, Addition of t^ o or four thiono atoms give P4S5 and PAS7,
resoectively.

Hydrolysis would involve initial attack on sulfur c'toms
to give s. hypothetical intermediate:

HS — P P __ P — p _ OH

H
S
H H

S
H

and further hydrolysis with rupture of P
be reoresented as follows:

"' HO ' H HO 1 HH f

\ KS-P'-P -iP_'
' S 16'

H
i
H r H I

OH-
P _0H
S
H

The theoretical fragment H2p(0H) or H3PO
might be e:.pected to give PH3 and HgPO 3«"

P linkages could

IS not knox'/n, but
Thus, one mole' of
moles H3PO3, 1,5P4S3 on com-olete hydrolysis should give

moles K3PO3 and 0.5 moles PH3, Experimentfl r^^sultsau proxi-
mate these theoretical requirements and are offered in su^-^part
of the P4S3 str'icture.

References: J.C. Pernert and J.H.Brovrn - Paper presented at the
Syracuse Symposium of Inorganic Chehistry, June^ 1948, to be
published in the Mews Edition.^ 1949,
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THE IXPLOSIVZ TSND:]1ICIZ3 OF AKLOiuUIi NITPATE

John S. Tj'ii.qon December 14. 1948
}

I

,

Importrnoe cf p.nimon l ' tip, nitrat e

Lrrs's nupntitis'^ of aiiraonium nitrate rre produced annu^.lly
for u-^e in erplo^iive'' pnd as a fertilizer. It is an invoortant
corroonent of the "-^afe" erplo-^-ives u<^ed industrially. The ease of
production of the salt from a, tniospheric nitrogen and its high
nitrogen content mah-e it one of the leading fertilizers. The
hyg-roscoDic properties of amponiuni nitrate have been overcome
hy costing tYe grains with sub-stances puch as petrolatum (l),
Recent diasters have brought pbout renewed interest in the -^tudy
and control of it-'^ explosive tendencies to ensure safety in its
manufacture, transportation, and use.

II, ExTolosions and fires involving; am.nonium nitrate .

Prior to 1920 Dure amr:onium nitrate was not con'^idered to
be an explosive even though Berthelot (2) had studied its explosive
decom--jo='ition ps early as 1859, Since 1916 several explosions
involving pmnjonium nitrate liave occurec^. The<^e have been initiated
either by other explosions or by heat along, Tlie following detona-
tions and fires have been reported in the literature:
A, Explosions - Initiated by d-tonation

1. 1918 - horgan, il, J. (2). A shell loading plant burned and
several v/arehouses containing am^raonium nitrate exploded.
The d^"-tonations were 'thought to have been initiated by
high e-plosive shells projected from other parts of the
plant as som.e warehouses burned with no explosions and
only partial de<^truction of the am.monium nitrate.

2. 1921- Opau, Germany (o,4) 4500 tons of a mixture of ammonium
• nitrate and ammonium sulfate exploded. Blasting was being
carried out in a stockpile to loosen the caked salt.
Apparently the area in wiii ch the blast occured was rich in
ar^moniura nitra.te.

B, Explosions - Initiated by hea.t

l.'l9ir) - Rapa.uno, iI,J. (2). 4000 lbs. of ammonium nitrate
exploder"! during the orocenr? of recry stabilization by
evaporation from spent TUT acids. Nitrobodies present
in the melt were blamed.

2, 1915 - Oakdale, N,J. (2). An ex;olosion similar to the one
vjhich had occureed at Hapauno with the same conditions
existing,

3, 1924- Nixon, LI, J, (5). A 'monium nitrate recovered from
amalol exploded while being grained and coated. One half to
one per cent TNT present we.s believed to have been responsi-
ble for the exiolosion,.

4, 1925- Emiporium, Pa. (S), Explosion while previously coated
a.mTTonium nitrate was being reworked.

5, 1932- Piatoauno, N,J. (l). Explosion of ammonium nitrate con-
taining .25^ petrolatum and am.raonium chloride^

S« 1935- Merano, Italy (l). Explosion in a neutralizer during
the manufacture of ammonium nitrate, A piece of sacking was
known to have fallen into the mdxture and shortly afterwarc?
the temiperpture rose from a norm^al of 160 deg, to 190 deg.
An hour later the mixture exploded,

7, 1944- USA (l). A wartime explosion of ammonium nitrate«
Thought to have been ca.used by oil introducted from the com-
pressor u<=ef" to furnish coripressed air for agitation during
the cvar)oration of an ammonium nitrate solution.
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8. 1947- Texpq City (?). explosion of ammonium nitrate laden

French phip "C-rpnc'camp". The next clay a second, ^ihip e::ploded.
Later during the year another ^^hip exploded under sim.ilar
cir cum-^trince'S in a French harbor.

C. Fires with no re^.ulting explosion.
'

1. Barkrdale, *.'is. (2). A building containing 30,000 lbs. of
ammonium nitrate in barrels, burned completely. Some of
the nitrate was unconsumed,

2, 1920- Brooklyn Pier (2). Tie steamship I'Kallfried" with a
cargo of 4,320,000 lbs. of ammonium nitrate partially burned.
After the fire 1,944,500 lbs, of nitrate was recovered,

3. 1925- i-Iuscle Shoals (o). Two railway cars loaded with
ammonium nitrate burned,

4, 1947- In the proceeding 4-5 years ten to twelve wooden box-
cars containing ammonium nitrate burned. The railroads do
not use steel cars for the transportation of amraoniumi nitrate
(8).

III. The nature of exTolc^ives and explosions .

One definition of an ex-olosive is a substance which, when
subjected to sufficient initial im-iulse, undergoes very ra.pid
chemical transformation with the evolution of heat and the release
of ga'^es which tend to occupy a volume much greater than that of
the original substance (9), The reaction may be an almost
instantaneous combustion or a. chemical decom-'-'O'^ition. If rn
oxidation re^'ction liberates heat fa.ster than the heat e'^capes
the temperature rise^ !->:ad. the react:.- n rate increa-^es. The limit
is determined by the supply of oxygen and if the pub«tance con-
t.'^ins available oxygen the reaction become<3 an explosion (lO),
The high er-plosives are those wMch undergo detonation (ll),
A certain minimum, ar.iount of energy is required to initiate the
detonation of a high exiolosivev-^ If the energy threshold is low
such that the miaterial is sensitive to ir-pact, friction, or fla.me,
the ex-olo^ive l^^ term.ed an "initiator", These are used to
detonate the more insensitive bursting charge explosives^ In the y

detonation of a high explof^ive tl-ere are at least three phases (l2)
Fir<='t there must be initiation of the grains of the ex-olosive. —
Secondly the chem.ical reaction initiated must be propagated
through the grain. Third the detonation miust be transmitted to
adjacent grains by the shock wave produced. The po'?er of the
exolosion de-oends unon the energy of the reaction, and the nature
of oropagation of the =^hock wave. If the shock wave is transmitted
with decreasing intensity the explosion will die out.. If the sho^k
wave is transmitted with increasing intensity a.nd velocity the
detonation is very violentr

-^^* The exTQlog l on of ammoni um, ni tra^te^
Amjioniumi nitrate is classed as a bursting charge j it is very

difficult to initiate it'=! detonation when in a pure state, (l)
host early attempts to exnlode the nitrate by heating alone
failed because the -,tarting mass xvas too small and the heat
evolved e<--'caped to the surroundings

o

Sa.under*^ (13) reported heating the pure -^alt to 300 deg. C.

Ked fumes were given off and an explosion occurec'. Analysis of
the products of the ex;olosion indicated tha.t the reaction proceeds
in accordance •ith the eauation:

8 NH4NO3 -^ I6H3O + 2NO3 4- 4N0 + 5N2
Sherrick (l), Jones (l4), ?-nd G-awthrop (15) produced violent

exr)losions of ammonium nitrate under confinem^ent in '^teel tubes
both by heating and by explosive initiation.
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Munroe (o) attempted to cletona,te unconfined amraoniurn nitrate
with blasting gelatine and rerDorted that it propagated it? own
Fhock wave but with decreasing; force and velocity.

Cook (16) found that organic impurities greatly increa?:ed the
force of the er^-ilosion, especially under conditions of confinement.
He found if:- petrolatum to have a greater effect than the same am.ount
of TMT, Commercial fertilizers such as those which exploded at
Te;:as City may contain as much as Sf*^ petrolatum. The Bureau of
Mines' (l?) detonated samples of fertilizer from Texas City by heat
along.'

Saunders (13) reported 1 j chloride ion impurity increased,
the rate of evolution of gas from ammonium nitrate to the same
extent as a temperature ri^e of 25-50 d.e>^, C.

The products of the decomposition of amm.oniura nitrate de-^end
upon the tem.perature of the reaction. The first five equaticnvS
are those given by Berthelot (l). Saunders (l3) is resToonsible
for the sixth.

I. KH4NO3 — NH3 + HMO3 -43S Cal; g, const. Vol. H2O, gas
II. NH4TJO3 -— NsO + 2H2 +128 " " • "

III, HK4iM03 -— N2 + CHaO + l/S O3 +378 " " "

IV. 2NH4NO3 — N2 + 21m0 + 4K20 +110 " "
»

V. 4HH4KO3 2N2 + 2IIO3 + 8H3O +358 « " "

VI. 8UH4NO3 5N2 + 2KO2 + 4r'i0 + leHgO, +231." !>

Reaction I occui's up to 190 deg, C. and II above 2Q0.deg, C.
Number III i^? the reaction which occurs especially in the presence
of combustible material. 1-ith 7fo carbon the eauation would be

2NH4NO3 + C —^ 2N2 + 4H3O + CO2 +898 (Cal/& const.
Vol. K2O gas)

Ecfuations IV, V, and Vl represent possible re-ctions during the
explosive c'ecompo'-ition.

V. Conclusions
Ammonium nitrate i? an explosive but requires a very high

energy of initiation. D^tcnatinn is facilitated by conditions
of confinement, large bull:, heat, and impurities.
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Al'-IMONIUM AND SUBSTITUTED AilMONIUII R/.DICALS

Eugene P. Bertin December 14, 1943

The parallelism in chenical behavior of hydrogen and
the ammonium group to that of the alkali metals hes occasionec
much experiraentf tion pnd speculation. It was once thought
by many thrt when obtained, solid hydrogen would prove to be
a metellic substance; this, f^e linoir, has not been borne out
(see, however (^7)). In the case of the ammonium radical,
on the other hand, considerable evidence has been amassed
thft, could we but isolate it, we should indeed find it to
be metallic, A review of the endeavors thft hf,ve been mrde
along this line is the suject of this discussion.

I. The Existence of Free NH4

The eerly work of '^'^eil, who claimed that free NHa is
obtained by the action under pressure of NK3 gas on K and
NH4CI (50), hps long since been discre<g.ited and is of histor-
ical interest only, ( '^.?) Moissan, reasoning thpt NH4 might be
stable at very low temperatures, attempted to oroduoo it at
-70° to -75° using the reactions listed below, but found that
the equivalent of the NK4 expected aopears as NHg and H3,
showing the NH4 to be unstable, ( ?l) ( o?-) (33)

Ca(NH3)3.2NH3 + 2NH4CI -—i CaClg 4- 4NH3 + 2NH4
LiNKa + NHaCI ——* LiCl 4- NH3 + NH4

CadJHgJs.'^.NHg + HsStlJ^i > CaS 4- 2NE3 4- gMH4
SLiNKg 4- HsSdiq) -^ LigS + 2NH4

Ruff concluded that NH4 must be unstable at temperatures as
low as -95° when he electrolyzed NH4I in liq.-NHs at this
tem-oerature and observed no blue color such as a;o;oears when
KI is electrolyzed. (45) Schlubach, however, found that if
NH4CI in liq. -NHg' is added slowly to a blue solution of K
in liq,-NHn (bot^ rt-70°), the blue color disappears, yet
only 37-75> of the K3 calculated from the following ecuation
is evolved:

2NH4CI 4- 2K —^ 2KC1 + (2NXH4) —^ 2NH3 4- Hg
After standing 3 hrs. ft-70°, the filtered solution was found
to react with I3 (at-70°, which liq.-l^Hg does not), end to
evolve the "missing" Hg upon warming to -40°. S. concluded
thpt such a solution contains NK4 and thet the absence of
the blue color chf racteristic of alkali metal solutions might
be due to dimerization. (49) "

.

II, Ammonium Amalgam
A, Preparation /

Ammonium smelgam (hereinafter: NH4-Fg) , aoparently first
preppred by Seebeck in 1808 (54), is prepc?red by 3 general
methods:

1. Electrolysis of a pool of Hg in a hollowed block

?n ^°}Jm ^!c^)^?^3,^54),
NE4CI (14), CH3COONH4 (15), (NH4). C-;

SO4, (NH4)3p04 18), etc., but not NH4N03.(6l). The solids
must be moist„ (38)(40)

2. Electro].y8is of solutions cf NH4 compounds (electro-

}S?^^mS^?^.^- ^f
orthode- e.s., eq NH4CI (5)(l8)(53), NH^Br

^^^), J^^'^)2GG.^ (18,;, or (NK4)3S04 (l9); NH4CNS in acetone;
and NH4CI in glycerol. (38) Some moisture is necessary in the
non-aqueous solvents. (40). One worker combined these' methods
immersed a solid NH4CI cuo containing the Hg cathode in
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saturated ag. NH4CI. ( S)

?. Treatment of amalgams with solutions of NH4 conroounds
(l4-)(4l), e.g, K-,Li-,Ba-,Sr-,or Ca-amalgpm with NK4CH, but not
Na emalgem ( 34) ( 4?) ( 55) ( 6I) , which is, hovrever, better then K
e.mplgam with other NH4 compounds. (s). NH4-Hg is also obtained
by treating liq.-NKg solutions of NH4CI or NH.^I with Na sxaal-
gem. (?4) S^e also (-"^S).

B. Properties
1, Chemicpl

NH4-Hg is stable even in a vacuum at -80°, but begins to
decompose at -;?0°.(34). Decomposition cpn be retarded in a
Hg rtmosDhere (5) or by pressure (^S), accelerated by metallic
Fe, Pt, or Al (?), NH4NO3 (6I), EtOH,Et30, or shsking (1G)(^.?)
(34) (44) in agreement with the equation: 2NH4 ^ ?NPU -^

H3.NH4-Hg displaces from aqueous solution Be'^"'' and K"^ r9)(ll)
(55), Cu ,Cd , and Zn at 0° (8), but not pt 20°. (8) (23).
2, Physical

Calculated values for heat of formation, molfr volume and
density of solid NH4 are ( resp. )-17, 800 cal.nol-i. 47.9 cms^
and 0.356 ^. cm-^ (4). The electrode potential of NI^-Hg is
probably very close to that of Na-Hg, ( 12) ( 2l) (24) ( 25y( 36) ( 39)
(42) NH4-Hg emits electric charges on decomposing, predominate-
ly (+) but some (-). This phenomenon is discussed below, (l)
(2) (10) (29) A photoelectric effect (less than for Na) has been
observed. ( 46)

III, SubwStituted-Ammoniums
A. Early I'Jork

Substituted ammonium amalgams were prepared as early as
1866 by Pfeil and Leffmann who treated a saturated solution
of l!e4NCl with NaHg (33) and later by Wetherill who electro-
lyzed a globule of Hg on a filter paper soaJied with "m.ethyl-
ajnmonium" oxalate solution. (62) Leblanc electrolyzed solu-
tions of substituted ajnmonium salts using a Hg cat'-'ode and
measuring the polarization potentials, inferred that HeNHs-
Me2NH3__,Me4N-, and EtNHg-amalgams are relatively stable, MeaNII-
and EtgNHg-araalgams are relatively unstable, and Et3NH^amal2'niii
is non-existent. (24) Palmaer attributed the blue striae
appearing at the Pt cathode of a cell in v/hich electrolysis
of Me4NCl (or Me4N0H) in liq. -NK3 is taking place, to free
Me4N. (37)

B. Substituted Ammonium Amalgams

A com.Drehensive study of t^^ese has been made by McCoy
et al. (27) (28) I4e4N amalgam (hereinafter: Me4N-Hg)'was -ore-
pared by electrolysis at 0° to -34° (the lower the better)
of I'Ie4NCl or Me4N0K in abs. -EtOK using a Hg cathode and a Pt
anode plated vrith Ag (to remove liberated CI3). Excess Kg
was filtered off at 10° or less le-ving the amalgam as a
silver-white crystalliie solid,

Me4N-Kg shcwi little change after several hours at 0° undo
CCIa is relatively ctable at or under 10°, but decomposes
rapidly a.t 20°:

4 Me J"--::? • •> 4Me3N 4- 2CH4 + C3E 4 + (Hg)
Some ch'^mic.r L •{ ''' '^'^-'ties vrere noted:

2Me<-H--g ^ 2liCH ---^^ 2MeAN0H + H3 + (Her) (colloidalj
Me4N-Hg - K- (aqj ^ lie^l^ + M.Hg Camalgara)

(M is Na, K, p.b, Cs, NH4)





2Me4N-Hg + M++(StOH) —^ SMe4N+ + M + (Hg)
(M is Cu/ 2n)

Ile^N-Hg glso attacks abs, - EtOH, even, slowly, at -54°,
Some physical proioerties have been noted. The density

decreases and the electrical resistance increases with Iie.iN
content. "The radiation from the pmalgam dischprges only a
(+)_chrrged electroscope, varies under constant conditions,
is insensitive to day- or ultra-violet light, does not cloud
photographic plrtes, is stopped by very thin Al, and is
stronf-est v/hen closest to the electroscope. Some cold, fresh
crystals have been found not to emit, end in many cases, long
after omission has ceased, p. saiiiDle is sti] 1 c apablo of
decomposing HgO. H. considers the phenomenon to be due to
electrification of'the gaSes escaping the amalgan as observed
by Lenard for air bubbled thru Hg. (25)..

MeNHg amalgejn v^as prepared by the electrolysis of MeilHg^
salts in various solvents (KgOCbest), EtOH, MeOH, and glyce-
rol) using a Hg crthode, xrae much less stable, and discharged
both (+) - fnd (-)-electroscopes (the letter severpl times
faster),

HegNHg and Et4N may form very unstable amalgams, but
none of the following salts shoxred any evidence of anplcpia-
formption-: KesNHCl, EtNHsCl, Pri'KgCl, trimethyl-iodomethyl-
pm.monium iodide, PMJHg-HCl, PhHIIes.HCl, Dhenylcnedianine.
HCl, PhNlJCl, PyH.HCl, Et4pl, He.iSbl, I-Ie3SI,nH30H.HCl, and
NHsNHs.HCl. , 3 . ,

C. Solutions of Free Substituted Ammonium
Had ic pis

Schlubach et al. have made an equally comprehensive
study of the solutions of free substituted ammonium radicals
in lic.-NHs. (4?)(4S)(50)(.5l)(52) S. obtained blue solutions
by electrolyzing solutions of Et4NCl (or Et4Nl) in lio.-NHs
at -75°, It vras shown that these almost certainly contained
free Et4N:

Et4NCl -f^:^-> "Et4N^ + Cl"
Et4K+ + 8- 7 ^ Et4N

at -78° the color persists^ several hours, Svpoorption
lepves only a trpce of unre^cted Et4 NCl (or Et4Nl), The
liquid reacts with I and S to^'form (resD.) Et4lJI and a water-
soluble sulfide, and with 2, 5-IIe3-l,4-oyrone to give a
characteristically-colored comoound, these Drooerties being
analogous to those exhibited by K solutions' in liq,-NH3, It
does not, however, form a peroxide with Og nor an "acetylide
with^ CgHg, as does K. It decomposes;

2St4N ^> 2Et3N + Ets
If electrolysis is prolonged the blue color will begin to
fade and will fpde comolotely in a few hours on standin- but
the solution still exhibits all the Properties of the bfue
one except that it decomposes differently (no EtgN). This
colorless^ form can also be made by adding dry Et4Nci to K
in liq,-NH3 at -?C° and allowing to stand until colorless
\ about 1 day/

.,

Et4NCl 4- E _> Et4N + KCl

S, Suggests that the blue and colorless forme contain ( reso )the^monc and di-eric radicals, but the latter do not dis-^

'

sociate or. vrarnnn.; to give the blue solution, as rairht be
eXDected,,

Many substituted organic ammonium salts wore e^ectro-
lyzed in liq.-NHg, and tests for free radicpls were made
using 2 criteria: I. The formation of a blue solution, and
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II. (more sensitive) the formation of a characteristically
color-d compound with 2, G-Meg-l, 4-Dvrone. "As the Et "

Groups on Et^N are replaced by PhChg-, PhsC- Ph- o-^- H-
test I is negative with the first substitutiin: test^II isvery faint x-rith the first and disanpeers conoletel y with
further substitution. NPr.. is fairly s table. Et4p,' Et^As
and ^tgS give no I test, but give a definite II test.

'

IV, Theory

Confronted with the problem of the nrture of the
radicals present in f e amalgeins and solutions we hrve lustdiscussed we find that work on this problem has been inade-quate NH4^Hg, for instance, has et one time or another 'beenconsidered a hydrogen-ejnmonia, analogous to K.NH, etc (.ts)
an anmoniacalHg hydride (34), and a solution of metallic

'

U%)HJ)f.,X\'^^^^V' ^"-^ ^'^^^^^ theories have been discredited
(.55j(56j(57) m favor of others which regatrd NH4-Hg ?s n

(S)(55f(l6K57f
^^'"''^ ^° ^^°^^ °^ ^^"^ ^^--^'^^^ metals; (s)

An experiment by Reedy has neatly demonstrated themetallic nature of NH^tHg is poured into a bea:;er and a

Ha'^^hnf r? tuDe suspended with its lower end well into theHg, but not touching the bottom of the beaker. Aq iiaoSOAIS poured into the tube ap.d aq. (NHJ^SO. inti the belkersurrounding It. A C electrode is placed in each solutionand electrolysis conducted with the Na solution (-)
"

Afterawhile NH^^ can be detectpd in the solution inside the tube

?nd^^u^^-^inV^%\'^ ".''" °^'^^ InsolubilitTTFToth NK3 '

c.nu NH4 in Hg, the only explanation is that NH4 diffusedm metallic form thru the Kg. (41)
xixubea

Deyrup, however, holds'that the NH4 in NH.-hV is con-

vil^'h^Tc'''^ '"'^ ''^'' ^^^ ^- '^'^^^^ -°- -' less Ll-vated. 15} McCoy proposes the hypothesis that the electricplneutralization of complex ions constituting the ^oositivfradicals of salts (by the introduction of electrons ecu^'lin number to the valence of the ion) will result ?n sub!

stnuents'7Si)"|^£rh'
^^operties altho non-metallic con-stituents. (28} Schlubach recognizes the existence not onlyof ammonium,, but also of phosphonium, sulfonium and ar°oniunradicals differing from radicals hitherto known' in th't^hpvalence of the central atom is one greater ?han In the no t

Rsc!" et^Tr^'"'
compound, rather th.^n one les^ (as, e!g. in

It will be agreed that these considerations "teave muchto be desired with regard to solution of the fund^men?-^!problems presented by the observed facts we have revLwedA comprehensive theory of the ammoniums should ?i?st3r'o't
Which the following phenom.ena might be explained-

amalg^s"'"''
"""^ polarity of electric ch;,rges by the

^•- The phot:.Llectric effect observed in NH4-HP;
obce-ved decom;Dosition products of the a

r^ H''

^ni iJq::NH: solutionr '" ^"'^"''^ '' '^^ ^^^^ams

"•
''.f^-'^^^J .-olnj -J P.EtaN + Ets

5 ^;:i^-:::": :^ ^?;^ ^^^^ -S Used^s experiment).

^Sr-2f-:;!
^° '^^'^^ ^^^^^al amalgams and liq.-NHao 0.1. „: 0.ions

.

"^

S. Chemical behavior of liq.-NKg solutions.
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7. Color phenomena in liq.-NHg
colorless; HEt.i: blue, becomes colorless,

lity of the colorless to the
a.
b.

8.
9.

In

c.

The

NH4
The inco'ivertibi
blue form.
The Identity of
rnd colorless fo
order of str.bili

Difference in yjroduc
end blue forms of Et
T frit ing p. structure

confronted i-ith the unlihelj^
gen L shell (ll) which is ob
tl) T-rith an electron.

chenical behp.vior of the blue
rras.

ty (R4N more stable than K4N),
ts of decomposition of colorless
4N solution in liq.-NKg.
for KPUCor NR4) one is imraediatel;
aspect of the 9-.electron nitro-
tained by neutralizing NH.i.-^- ion

I i

H ^^

4-

N \ \

/

I.

thrt the "odd" electron does
,rogen L shell in the usual

Let us, however, postulate
not occupy a position in the ni" ^ ,„ „ ^..^^^ ^.. „,,^ ^^vj.^^
sense, but thpt it assumes a relptionehip to the KH4+ core
more or less analogous to that of the Na 3s electron to the
Na core, giving what mi,c:ht be termed an ammonium "etomi'dll)
analgous to the Na atom riv). Such p loosely held electron
might well account for the metallic Droperties of the ammon-
iums, particularly for the photoelectric effect.

Note, however, that whereas in the Na atom* all the
positive charges are in the nucleus and a shell of 8 elec-
trons immedirtely underlies the 3s electron, in the pmmoniiim
structui^e a shell of 8 electrons and 4 protons— the hydrogen
nuclei—underlies the loosely-held electron. One might
reasonably expect thrt for this reason the NH4 electron
might De sonewhft more tightly held than the Na 3s electron
possibly to the extent that NH4 will not ionize in ] in -NK3'
thereby explaining the absence of blue color of NH4 solutioAs
in this solvent, as observed by Schulbach, v;ithout resort
to assumption of a dimeric form, a Sftisffctory structure
for which is difficult to imagine.

The mechanisms shown below rive Proposed explanations
the observed color phenomena and decomposition Droducts:
Uolorless) (colorles's)

01

^t4N:NSt4 < [Et4N+]...r=r::^Et4N-^
(Schlubach

^ "^

(?)

+
nKHg ^ (blue)

e- re(NH3)nl'

-^ Et,

->

EtgN/

Et:Et,?^

oCHsCHg, 4. (CH-C^^)

(CHs^CHs)





(colorless) (colorless) „mw iblue)

(Schlubach)
]

{_e^iMh3;nJ

(?) —i^HdlHg) ^ l/2Hs;!^ + NHsT^
\ colorless)

Me4N-Hg ——-.> rMe/iN-^"!. + Hg/'

In the CFse
proportion :

rule, diner
exceDtion,

dls- i:e^f4

_;'zr^I:ijn The
\

^ (i^eiMe)

^..^.^,. .^^..j this {::aves
i ^ i^ ^ ,

striking evide::ice co these " "" ^?3 "^ ^^'^ ^
free-re.dical laechanisms,

/ Product? actuall^^ observed
Productc not reported

V , Apol ic at Ions

NH4-Eg has been a^p-olied successfully^ to a p:reat variety
of organic reactions as a reducing DgeirC (-52) (58) In 'view
of the mechanicms given fbove, one might reasonably oredict
that these substances might find application as sources of
free radicals, for instance, as catalysts for reactions
catalyzed by free radicals,
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The Petermlnf tion of Ionic l/eightG by Dielysis

Dale E. Jpclison January 4, 1949

I, The Development of the Method
A, The Theory

1.. Diffusion as a background

If a solution is Placed below the pure solvent in a
cylindrical tube, the solute will move across the interface
according to the follovring equation (24):

ds
dt

= - Dq
ex

(1)

V'here ds=moles of solute diffusing in unit time, dt=time, usually
1 day. D=diffusion coefficient, q=cross-sectional area, 1 cm.^^
dc=decrease in concentrati^.m vdth distance x (in the solvent), and
dx=di8tance from the interfac-e to a line in the solvent.

The relation between D and the weight of the solute particles
(m) has been shown {'?A) to be '"'D ^fT^onntant. (3)
This eouftion is more useful in the following form:

It is apparent from equation (4) th?% an unknov/n particle
weight may be determined by comparing its diffusion coefficient
vrith that of a -oartide of known weight. For this purpose the
solvent and solution alike muct contain a foreign electrolyte
at a concentre tion approximately ten times that of the species
under study. The functions of the electrolyte are as follows (l9)

(l) to mask the electrostatic attraction between the ion
under study and its partner,-

(?) to allov; auicker diffusion of the ion by decreasing the
water wall around it, and

(3) to decrease the dissociation of a complex ion.-
This method has the following disadvantages:

(1) The process is a very slow one.
(2) The unknovrn and reference species must be stable for

several days or vreeks,
(5) The cylinder must be kept free from physical shock during

the entire period..
(4) There can be no temperrture change,-
It has been found that the interface maybe replaced by a

membrane vjhich vrill maintain a certain degree of permeability.
This "orocess is called dialysis. It requires much less time
than diffusion and eliminates the other disadvantages listed above

2, The equation for dialysis

The curve obtained by plotting the decrease in concentration
of a dialyzing solute versus time is similar to that of the decay
of a radioactive substance and similar phenomena (la). It may
be re-oresented as follov:s:

time-



'<'. '/ '-: 'iV

7.'-

;t ^?;^

i or>\ 3 -;(S

n ^'
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The equation for such f curve is fs follows:

where Ct = concentrption of solute in the solution at time t,

Cq = original concentratio , and h=dialysis coefficient. Solving
for hj the follorring expression is obtained Clb)

:

V,
- logCn - log.G t (5)

^ ~ t log e

As with the diffusion coefficient, there exists a relation
betv/een h and the particle weight as follows:

Li^Mi = hs^Mg (7) '

By determining the h vplue for a known or reference particle and
that of pn unknown, the weight of the latter may be determined,

B. Apparatus and Procedure (iq)
1. Apparatus

The necessary equipment consists essentially of a large,
glass thermostat (5-3 liter capacity) above which is suspended a
small dialyzer fitted v/ith a stirrer. The bottom of the
dialyzer consists of a membrane made of cellophane cr cuprophano.
The thermostat ha.s a. plywood cover into which are fitted the
dialyzer^ a thermometer, e. mercury thermoregulator, a heating
lamp, a stirrer, and a cold water pipe,

S, Procedure

In a tyDical run, 35 ml. of solution containing the unknown
ion (usually 0,1M) ato dialyzed for l/?. , 1, and 1 1/2 hour periods
into 4 to 5 liters of solvent. Both the solution and solvent con-
tain a ten-fold concentration of an indifferent electrolyte, A
reference ion, CrO^", SgOg"", or Fe(CN)6~^ (-in acid solution) is
then dialyzed under exactly similar conditions. The temperature
is kODt at 18 + 0,05° C.

With reference to equation (6) Cq is known; C^ is determined,
and }\ is calculated for both known and unknov/n. The desir>cd
weight is then calculated according to equation ( 8)

.

C, A Further Theoretical Discussion
1, The effect of certain variables on ''

Variations in pH vfere determined qualitatively to have no
effect (l5b). The concentration of the foreign electrolyte was
likewise found to cause no change in h in most instances, except
when the central atom of a complex ion changed coordination num-
ber (l7b). If, in a given dialyzer, the volume of solution is
doubled, the time required to reach a given Ct value is haJved.
To measure this variable the term "specific surface" v/as devised
(lb). It is defined as the number of cm. ^ of membrane surface pci'

cc. of solution. Since the area in the apparatus used by Brint-^
zinger 'was 55 cm^. he used 35 cc, of solution, which made F equal
to unity.

The following equation illustrates the relation between 7i

and the temocrature (?-):

>t 1 =%t [1 /^ (Ti- T^J . (9)
vrhere -Ais the temperature coefficient*

The various factors may be expressed in conjunction vrXth
the dialysis equation as follov/s (l7b):
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TJhere 5j^=. strength of the membrance and '. f)K= a function @f ^l;ii

concentrrtlon gf pei-i; ^a for^n elec ;.rr lytes. This eque^lgn 4P
not used in c&?.eulat': :

- X since the pr^c loional f pc Gors ^re oonsteni
for both the uaync--! ox^d reference r-una.

2, '::hj import a.ioe of the membrane used,

Jandor Si.d dosidtu (^'5) found a values to deci-^efse in rela-
tion to the diJ'fusion constrnts of certpin ions. I'hey proposed
that this r^es due to the rmpll pore size of cellophane and cupro-
phane ( 1'0-40°A.. "^

. ''flf oh sloired the dialysis of particles v^eighing
over '^00, The;- r-e o - e If^d the use of cellcmembrane /dth a pore
radius between 4c e.i\. '''fJOA°.

Brintzingur i^s'jh. . iLlished sn exhaustive comparison of the
aforementioned memb.wr-".. chov/ing there to be little or no
difference in their r^,.: cability,

3. '-'-'Ii*- .-jueEtion of ior '.jdration
A difference i:. c'r'-,.-ce of hydration, either physical or

chemical, will cause iik ^ curacies in the comparison of reference
fnd unknown anionic we^f^.its. That the :>ossibility of such differ-
ences is remote was db"'*..': .sto-^ated ClSt ;

" j- determining the welj^ht
of ColNiis/e ^ with i^'-- r^ronoe ions c-"; ^r^^atly varying w<3ight^
charge, and nature,

4' Non-un:..t':_-m partioles (.:oa)
Tf particles of "£-r-yi:xg size and vreight are present, tbc

sms-ller ones will ''.:-,"...•:- nors rapidly and the solution vjill
become enriched in '''h. ''.pr^ger variety, i-'uch behavior is betrayed
by a deci'ea?:^^ j.'

' irs with increasirr: dia.ly&is j^eriodD,

. '.r\'i.:.'-t.l Review by Jandc^r and Bpandau ( :;o)

Th-^tie 1-:>- - f'ti.j-;';'~'r 3 stressed the need for abaciutoly repro-
ducible t '3 3 r- ."

.{., SDt: ; ^. They found only sodium nitrate (o,5 to
8, on) to cauae .o oh gd in /i ivhen used as a foreign electrolyte.
The effects of osmosis and filtration proved to be negligible,

III, E::perimental

The ionic weight determinations carried out by Bpintzinger
will be discussed under as general headings as possible.

A. Complex Anions
' 1, Hydroxo (23ta)

A - Oalr-^/wt, Obs.wt. Conditions

M^m) 4~ 190 192
S^eHj- 221 222
Ge(OK)a= ^, 175 173
[i\l(0K)3>^ 224 018
or

fA10(0H)4; ;;"''222
. 218 222
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D, Ions i-ilth a Second Coordination Sphere

Ion
NH3)6(S0..)4 f
Nh\)/.C03(S04)

H20(Cs04
SO .J 4 ^
V^D , ] ,

so .J 4 "^

Co
Co
,Co(NH3
ICoengk
,
Coens)©

, Copns

-7

Calc.xrt .

545
. 571
' 514

-2

Co(NH3)4S0.tF.. -3

(Coen3)2(HAs04)-3

862
862
946

299
10 58

Fe3(0l|3(0Ac)s(S04)4"' 939

Obs.irt .

541
572
519
857
849 .

954

298
1071

952

Conditions
SgOn^" ref. (7a)
4N (NH4)2S04
3N K2C304
4N(NH4)sS0A(iro)
3H K2HPO4 (lie)
(NH4}2S04 (16b)

S2O3;;; ref.
Cr04~ ref.
2K K0HASO4
1.5NrNH4)2S04

(l5b)
(l3c)

(I6a)

Other anions which enter into the second sphere are malon/te
(20b), succint'te (20c), h^^drogen citrate (20d) selenate (20c)',

and ferrocyanide (l6c). The dimeric nature of fcoena} 3
'^^ waS

apparent throughout.

In conclusion the following ;ooints sho'ild be remembered:
(1) Since the method is one o'f comparison, many of the seeming

inaccuracies s^re obviated,
(2) The principal wegJcnecc of 'the method liec not in the

theory or procedure, but in the interpretetion of da.ta,

(3) A Gtudy of each metal c-tion over a broad pH range would
be more informrtive than meaGurements on the option at
one pH and on the hydroxo-anion at another.

I.
2'.

3.

Brintzinirer,
BrintziniTer,

er

A

Brintzin
(1954); 221,
Brihtzin&:ei ,

312-6 (1935).
Brintzin';er, H
Brintzinger, K

7. Brintzinger, H
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COORDINATION COMPOUNDS OF ELSHSNTS OF THE IB FAkILY

J?n. 11, 1^49
B. P. Block

^'
'"^'''investip-atlon of the reported dispropertlonatlon of silver

(I) to'sllver (o1 and silver (ll).
-..tate re^ot'i with 8-

Nakatsulca haa f ound that ni.ver I)^«;tate re
^^^^^ ^^^^

hydroxyn^lnolins at 6. ^g B^ve tos b o
^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^

and^^.e-cail:.o .xlver (-). H-. P
_^_^^j^ ^^^^^^ equivalent, of tromlne

^''-"-irr
'

--. the 'ipht e?peot=d for the corresponding .liver (I)
ratne.^ 1..c.n the .Ignx e r

^^ ^^ ^^^.^ the :=llver (I) oom-
compoiAd., A tnoa.h .1 p ^ ^eoorted silver (II) compound, a
pound, " yj'-J-';^;

,'°Ve'-epeate? the bronlne titration of the green
green s°l^f. .^™^^ repeated furthermore, the green .olid was found
colid coula i'°t he reou -be..

oimpound. are paramagnetic,
to be 'il^,"«'Snetrc a.O-_oagh . ive U

j p^,^,,^^,.. .,oth silver (l)
The

t"'°/°^";%^'C;a'oyvc.uino 'ne and are prohahly the aame forms
compounas o. S--h/choxyauino .

i^.tter
' inve^-tlgators found that

rij V-, ",,„ „„ci feeler. The latter invp-^ bxK,ai,ui » j.^^...-- --.^.
reported o./ i.ein .

na ..te-o- •

„n,,er. (Tl could be changed to

f|rlli^e!h^SoS^oi?S^r:?°ilver1l)^Son%stalll.allon
from pmpTonium hydroxide (.3),

Qumollnic acid co^plex^^^
.liver (ll) ha. been pre^o.red and

studied more ^o^rO^^^^nU.^<.^r^U^^^^ll- ^^ ..

;roh:bira.'co??dlnat?o"1hrough''the nitrogen and one carhoxyl

grouD of each ouinolinic acid.

B. G-old
O-Phenanthrollne comple|es^^^^^^

with o-phenenthroline to give a

co.PouAaAi(o-;hen)Cl3-., ^^'^^t^^^^Z/fZ^iP

Ittr :;mS:uS: l^oS ted -nainlng this cation were the^nrtrat

and chloroaurate. ^ih^jl';-*;^^.J°™3°^f^'nf [iu(o-phen)Cl^, 01 and
s.oueou. solutions ox o'^i^°^°^'^p,^°/;_„Ln> In the literature It
has the empirical f°™'^:^„t'^f^«^°igSngrole to the bldentate
te= been the '=!;"t"\t°

^^f^f4eh a. this! However, an inve.ti-
group in binuclear ''-°1^°"|^" ^^^"/involv'd .how. that the dls-

IrZblylh^t^tL-^fructure- is"
tf,^r?fa^a^ito ^iilution of the

Vhen pota-sium bromide is addeo o
^•"^""^""^.^te is formed

aichloro (o-phenanthrollne) gold (In), a precipitate

which .eeras to be Au(o-phen)Br3 Br.

Dlpyrldyl complexes
^j. en^y^idvl added to a solution of

2. An ''l'=°l;-°l^;^f^"*^^" una vhi'ch correspond^ to Au.Cl.-
chloroauric acid

|,^ ^:^„,|^°°:^P°^"Lpyridyl .eems to form Au(dlpy)*
(dlpy, Farther a e.t.^-nL ,

isolated in pure form and
CI3, slthoufeh the latter couiu. iiu

^ . ^ tj^g binuclear corn-

iest dlP-ridyl extremely readily to
;<^^^^* *?,J''fo^\he chloroaurl-

pound. :.:f pota=slum bro,„oaurao 1
^"^^^^f -'..f.°„gh ^^^.e 1. no

act,' t'-'e compound Au.3r,UaK^ IS -_,o^^
comPounda, taey arc

^i;;?:.-nalirformui;t:d'Saiogo;lly to the o-phenanriroi. nc cm-





3, Ethylendip.nine complexes
G-ibaon pnd Coils'^ hpve repor tec". th?t potpssiura bromoaurate p.nd

ethylenedipmine form Au(en)2Br3 (s), but the pre.qent investigation
did not confirm their '^/ork. In'-'-terd, it wpa found thpt the pro-
duct ^'^a? Au(en) (sn-H)Brs. The addition of ethylenedirmine to an
ethereal solution of chloroauric acid form? p white c'olid,
Au(en)3Cl3, T-rhich if; er.tremely <=oluble in water. Treatment of a
concentr?t?d f^olution of thip co^'r-^o^^nd x^?ith a concentrpted
solution of -oota^sium bromide at 5°C formed Au(en)2Br3, a light
yellow, cry --italline material. De termination of ionic hplides per
gold in aoueous -solutions of the com/oound-^ rnd al^o metathetical
repctiona of the com-DOundc indicpte that Jhe comi^ounds should be
formjj.late^' a'^ LAu(en) (en-K).; Brg, ! Au(en)2j GI3 , and [Au(en)2J Brs,
reTectively . One equivalent of acid is accepted by p.n aaueous
solution of Au(en) (en-H)r.r2 while one euuivalent of base reacts
with a solution of Au(en)2Cl3. The color changes ?nd pH changes
noted in the-^e. acid-bp'^e reaction? phow that the following
eauilibrium is involved.

OH-
Au(en)2 "*'3 ^===^ Au(en)(en-K) ^

colorle^^'s H"*" yellow

The polprogrpphic recuction waves and infrared absorption curves
for Au(en)2Br3 and Au(en) }len-H)Br2 cp.n be interpreted -satisfactor-
ily u=5in£r the structures pro-'oosed while a compari-^on of Au(en) —
(en-H)Br2 and Fd(en)2Br2 hy x-ray studies showed that the two
cora-i-oundF have oimilar cry^ta.l structures.

Eecauce the comi-olex compound formed between >oror>ylenedipmine
and chloroauric scid or potassium, bromoaurate could not be
isolated, a solution cf potpscium bromopurpte wp^ titrated with a
dilute =!olution of pro'oylenediamine. Plotting the pK of the
solution agpinst the volume of diamine added [:ives a curve which
ha-s breaks at one, two, and three moles of dipmine Der m.ole of
bromoaurate . Since the -"arae behfvior is ob<serv = c' '^'ith ethylene-
dia.mine , the third break is Inter^oreted to m.san that the proovlene-
dia.mine cc'-r^iex of gold (III) loses a hycrogen in basic solutions.

BIBLIOG-?APHY
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A 5TTTDY OF SOME OF THE SALTS OF PHYTIC ACID

Peter Arv^n Janupry 11, 1^49

Phytic pcl6. has been <^ho^i]n to be p hexaphcq-ohoric pcld e=-ter
of inopitol (1,2). At a dorivative of inositol there pre eight
nc^-'ible geometrical ipomer^. Inve?:tig?tion=! hpve ^hown that
phytlo acid h? =; the following stereochemical structure (3)';

'Jhen sodium -ohytpte acts as a coordin-^ ting a:,ent, it is
r)os^ible_for it to complex more than one metpl ion. Adjacent
(-O-POs)" gronos in the phytpte group mey function as bidentate
and posc'ible ps polydentate iinitc'. There is <^ow.e doubt, however,
a-^ to whether ad jp cent (-O-POs)"" group-^*, which pre on the .^ame

side of the r)lpne of th.e ring, can function p =" polydentate units«
The distance between two ^uch (-O-POs)" growip is not much more
than the dicftpnce pcro.cc one c;~rbon tetrahedron. It if? doubtful,
therefore, that there would be room for p m.'^.tpl ion to fit into
p chelate structure which would form if two cis (-O-PO3)- groups
function p^ ^ unj.t. It <^eems more •olau'^iblG to suppose that ad-
jacent (-O-PO3)" grou-Q-' '-hich a.re on o-onorir,c side<? on the plan? of
the ring moy form p bidentpte or oolydent^ t^ unit. Further, the
•oon^ibiiity of p single (-O-POa)" grouo actir.g p -• p m.onodentate
unit or even p^ a polydentate unit cpnnot be excluded,

Th.e structure of the com-olsx comoound<^ ;.>reT)pred by Otolsl:i (4)
cpn he e^T^"' pined on the bapis of the above theory. Otolski found
that the re'^ction of wpter insoluble tetrpf e: ric phytate with
vpriou-^ m.onodentate !^nd bidentpte pmines gave vpter <^oluble com-
pounds which corre.coond to the general formulas Fe4 (CeKgOg^Pe )"=

6rID and Fe4 (C6Hg034Pe ) «4BD, where MD and BD represent the mono-
and bidentate amines, respectively. In epch case the amine used
i=! not capable of comnieying the ferric ion by it^^elf; because
of it^* basic nature in aoueou^ solution, it precipitates ferric
hydroxide.

Logical formula'' for the-^ie compounds can be written by
as aiming that two of the ferric ions a.re each coordinated to two
(-O-POsl'^ groups. Each (-O-PO3)- group must function as a tri-
dentate unit in order that tlie coordinption number of th.e ferric
ion be fati<^fied<, The two remaining ferric ions are each
coordinpted to one (-O-PO3)"" group, which functions as either a
bidentate or tridentate unit; the remaining coordination pocsitions
are '^a'cicifled by three raonodentate amine molecules, or by two
bidento-.te a;.nlne molecules.

^. ^' '..u'iy of the cobaltous phytate complexe-^ ha. <^ ^-hown that the
phytate gro'jp can coordinate up to four cobaltous ions. The
stabi^iXy of i-hs-^e complexes ip> directly dependent on the pH of
the ms'llum in which they exic^t. The complexes in which the cobalt
to phyi:p":e rpoio is 4:1, 2:1, or 3:2 were found to decomio^e as
the pE of the -solution was lowered, decomr)ocition beginning a',:-"

8.,8., 8^3, and 8„1^ respectively. The products formed on decon--
"DO<^'ition are cobpltou^ hydroxide and a mixture of the penla- and.

he:'aGobaltou'3 phytate,- V/hen solutions in which the cob'^.lt t^
phytate ratio is 1-1 or les<=', are u=!ed, they do not yield the
pbove mentioned preci'oitate. The only observable changv^. j.^s the
fading of the lavender color of the complex to the rinV of the
hydrated cobaltous ion.





(5),

c5 '"

It '"TP'^ concluded that the I'-l complex Ip. the only conrolex
which i=3 -stable in Rolution? the pK of which is below <^even. The
experimental evidence further indicate;^ that thip comr)lex de-
comr.Qf^en to the hydrsted cobaltous ion pnd the TDhytpte group
CeKaO^viPsH-, (z-^^) where z_ is eight, when the pH of the solution

i<^ lower ec* to five^
'.ln'c.r\ the cobaltouR phytate complexes are titrated with sodium

hydrcx..c^c , c/'ic ool-^.r of t'.'r- (solution changes from lavenc^er to blue,
if ''he bli^ z-.iJ.c:-' I'ps nr/i. pre.cent cit the out=!et as in the solutions
in ^•'hl'vs. i. r.-,? :: b.?!; t .) .-ryl'.atc ra'jic is 2il or greater,, When the
pK ojV -',[(: Myr:':fni T-.--,- c:r..:,- l.i-,'o. the solutions become cloudy, pnd
cobaltviir, iiyciroxic'.B i-dorly begins; to precipitate.

Tiie cupric pnytate complexe.'^ were studied polpr ogre phi cally
and e 1:1 complex v^as found to exist at the concentrations

used. The half-wp.ve potentials were mea^^ured in solutions which
were 0.01 molar and 0,10 molar "vith respect to sodium phytate,.
In epch cr^e the cupric ion concentration wpr maintained constant
at 5 x 10""^ molar - This ^-tudy has shown that the reaction at the
dro'o-oing mercury electrooe is reversible, and the 1:1 complex is
reduced to metallic copper (amalgam) without the intermediate
formation of a cunrous complex. The half-wave potential in 0.10
molar sodium -ohytate solution was found to be -0,307 volt^ as
comDared to -i-O.OlS volt=? for the hydrated cupric ion in 0,10
molar ^ota-^sium nitrate evolution (6). The dissociation constant
of the complex ^^^as found t^ bs 2.8 x 10~b, This complex is
much less stable than the bis-ethylenediamine cupric complex,
which has a dissociation ccncitant of 3,1 x 13~2° (6;,

Only limited titratiur: ^^tudies of tiie oupric phytate complexet-
were pos-^ible due to the ejtreme insolubiljty of cupric hydroxidSo
Thi-? ctudy ha c' shovjn that the 1:1 complex i^- les" stable towards
acid than the corresponding cobaltous com.Tole;',. As in the case of
the cobaltouc! comr)lexes, the insoluble metal hyc'roxide was formed
when the nPI of the t^oluiucns was increased t .> 11„5,,

An a.tteraTDt '^'as made to study the zinc and cadmium complexCvS
Dolprcgrp-ohicplly , but both reductions were fonnd to be irrevei'-
''^ible at the dropping mercury electrode. A Qualitative ^.ta tentnt,
however,, may be made regarding the ease of reduoibility of the^^e
com-oiex ion'--^. The poxential at which the zinc complex begins to
reduce i^-. about -lc70 volts as compared ^^^ith -1... 50 volts for the
(ZnOg)" in one normal =!odium hydrcide, and -loOl volts for the
hydrated zinc ion in one normal potassium nitrate -solution (5").

The potential at which the cadmium comrlex begins to reduce is
-0,75 volt^ a=! compared to -0,59 volts for the hydrated cpdmium
ion in one normal pota-^^ium nitrate ^solution (5),

A f?tudy of the calcium phytate complexes has c^hown that the
1:1 complex is the only one which can be pr enured in solution.
All attem.D'-<^ to increase the calcium to phytate ratio re^iulted in
the forma ji: or.i. of an insoluble materia.l, which anlaysis indicated
to be Ca.a/:.-,C.He034P6'3K30 (7),

Or '-!'.;- re J. rig, solutions in which the ratio of calcium to
phy:^':^ w;-.,-; r • 1 or les=; al-^o yielded precipitates which were c:hown

^-i ri-eZclum cctasodiura phytate trihydrate,
-? evid-r.nce apnea.rs to support the theory that the calciui'i

c jT.pl exed ty .^h-. phytate group. No precipitate of cal 3 i ;m

arboratb or ra.l'.j.am oxalate is formed if a solution ivhi oh con--
tamq be i;:,.. ealci.rm ion and the phytate group is 'oreatt.c '.v

'. ^r a
scli;iticn of Fodlijii carbonate or c-odium oxala'ce. r" :.l;ti oa i cl
calcium ion alonr, with '.he oH adju'^ted to the -^ame v£.Iu-. £.&..

in 'ci.o c.p^^e jn Jh'i.ch phyt.ate is used, give ?'^Tm.-..'~ a ':e pi c :..rv.,tn cir-t

w: th cdiiim caroonate or "^odiura oxalate

10 J,.

ion .1
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Thlo =!tud.y hps shown that the phj^tate group i,q an excellent
com-olexing pgent in bpsic "solution. Under the proper conclitiohs,
it Fiay comr)lex unusually IPTge amount?? of ir.etpl ion^^, r\o demon-
strated in the cage of the cobaltous ion. Some preliminary tests
have ^hown that this material may be of value as p seoue«tering
agent to be used in metal plating bath=!,
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The Nature and Determination of Hydrogen Bonding

Milton Tamres Februf).ry 15, 1949

History:
It hsd been recognlied for many years th£t the anomalous

behavior of certain molecules could best be interpreted by
assuming "complex" compound forme tlon. Abnormal molecular weights
from freezing point determinations, devlptlons from Raoult*s Law®,
the weakness of ammonium hydroxide as an electrolyte compared with
tetrcaetBylammonlum hydroxides, the activity of alpha hydroxy-
anthraqulnone as compared with the beta Isomer*, etc., vrere

explained on the basis of moleculer association. Indeed, Nernst^
was quite successful in accounting for the distribution of
benzoic acid betvreen w?ter and benzene by assuming double molecules
in the benzene phase. However, these observations remained
unrelated until 1920 v/hen Latimsr and ihodebush® proposed the
concept of hydrogen bonding and indicated the importance and
widespread occurrence of the hydrogen bond.

Nature;
Lptimer and Rhodebush assumed that a proton attached to one

atom by a cov^lent linliage could be attracted to a pair of elec-
trons on another atom to form a second covalent bond, i.e,,
H U , This structure is in violation of the Paul! exclusion

H:0:HrO principle, unless it is assumed that the outer orbitals
of hydrogen pre partaking of bond formation, Pauling' '"^ states
that the bond-forming power of the outer orbitals of the hydrogen
atoms is negligibly small, and concludes that the hydrogen bond.
is essentially an electrostptic attraction between unshielded
electrons on one atom and a proton attached to another atom»
T^is proposal is in accord vrith the experimental observation that
the strength of the hydrogen bond appears to increase both with
the electronegativity of the atom directly bonded to the hydrogen
and the electronegativity of the next nearest atom to v;hlch the
hydrogen is also bound, apparently more weakly.

The correlation of the strength of H bonds with electro-
negativity appears to break down when the H bond forming capacity
of nitrogen and of chlorine are compared. Although they have

a/oDroxlmately the same electronegativity, chlorine forms much
weaker H bonds than does nitrogen. This may be attributed to the
large size of chlorine, as comoared with nitrogen, which causes
its electrostatic interactions to be v;eeker than those of nitro-
gen®^

The hydrogen bond has also been described as an eloctro-
Etatic interaction of an array of dipoles. Hildebrend^* -"-^ has
clearly shown, hovrever, that dioole attraction alone is
insufficient to dlsolace the hydrogen bond concept. For example,,
phenol is much more soluble in water than it is in iiltTcJorenzen& ,
although the latter has a much higher dlpole raom.en.t.

Evidence for Hydrogen Bond Formation :

Before discussing the evidence for hydrogen bonding, it is
necessary to distinguish among the different types of H-bonds.
These may be classified as follovrs:

Type A: intermolecular H-bonds between like molecules,
i.e. (H20)x or (CH3C00H)q, each molecule containing;
both a hydrogen capable of bonding and an atom
with an exposed pair of electrons.
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TyDG B: intermoleculET H-bonds betv/een unlike molecules, i»e,,
chloroform-acetono or chloroform-pyridine, one mole-
cule containing a hyc.rogon atom capable of bonding
and the other molecule containing the etom with an
exposed electron pair. Each behaves normally in the
absence of the other,

Ty-oe C: intermolecular e.ssocietion or chelation,JL e,
,

o-hydroxybenzoic acid. This type of bonding is

most stable when the chelate forms a six-raembered
ring. It is less stable for a f ive-membered ring
and is far less st8,ble for a seven-membered ring*

In general, type A will exhibit the follov;ing abnormalities^

1. Abnormally high molc^culrr vreights, i.e. alcohols, acids,
oximes, etc. "^he average molecular weight increases with
an increase in concentration and v/ith a decrease in

temperature.
2. Abnormal dielectric constant* The square root of the

dielectric constant will not be proportional to the
dipole monentii. This deviation may be positive as for
(HF)x^^ and (HgO)^,, or may bo negative as for fatty
acid dimers.

3. Deviations froffl-Raoult' s Law, i.e., high solubility of
phenol in water.

4. Association of liquids, i^e. (HgO) (HCN)^, (HF)^, the
degree of associf tion decreasing v;ith ^xi increase in
temperature. These liquids have high heats of vaporiza-
tion, high melting points and boiling points, high
specific heats and abnornal vapor pressures*

5. Molar refraction studies^ ^, Hydrogen bonding solvents
affect the molar refraction of molecules having electron
releasing and electron attracting groups at the end of
conjugated chains, i.e., RsN"*" = C6H4 = CHO",

•"^. Dimerization of fatty acids in non-polar solvents nnd in
the vapor state.

7. Shift in the characteristic absorption band of the X-H
group as determined from Raman^* and infrared studies^^.
The intensity of the shifted band depends upon the con-
centration^® and the temperature^*", i.e., upon the extent
of H-bonding.

8. (a) H

+

igh mobility18

H
of HgO and OH"

Q-H ^Q_H—0—H Z —> ::

H H
>—H-0—H-o-H^ ;-

+ \

t

H
0-H 0^ H 0_H

%
The fact t^at the ammonium ion has a much lower conductance in
liquid ammonia than
ammonia is far less

(b) Maximum density of vrater
9. Unusual physical properties

of ice, alpha and botf oxalic acid.

does the hydi'onium
associated, 2_g

at

H ^ H ]^ E
l^_^_H-0

—

-R~6 H-D -

ion in water indicates that

crystals, i, e. , low density
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B form

The typo B hydrogen bond will effect t e same abnormalities
as the type A bond. Hence, the methods used in detecting the
letter m^y also be employed for the former, i*ei, dielectric
constant ®°, Raman and infrared, spectra, etc. There are several
jiethods, worth mentioning, i;hich ere particularly useful in
studying the type B bond since sim-:)le "addition compounds" are
formed in thie case.

1. Cryoscooic measurements^^, A plot of temperature as a
function of percentage composition yields the composition
of the comples, i.e., o-chlorophenol-pyridine.

?.', Measu.remont of deviations from Fwaoult's Law^^j solubili-.
ties^^, vppor press'ires, vis.cositics^*, densities^^,
heats of mixings®"^^^ etc. Excluding soltibility measure-
ments, a i^lot of the deviation from Raoult's Lav/ as a
function of the percontpge composition gives the composi-
tion of the complex (from the point of maximum deviation),

3, Determination of equilibrium constant^^ of the complex
from freezing looint lowering, i.e, o-chlorophenol +
pyridine in benzene.

An atom vrhich tekes p?rt in the formation of one H-bond has
no tendency to pprteke of another, Consequenfiy, molecules of
type C, the chelates, exhibit normal behavior. Chelation may be
inferred from the following effects.

1, Shift of the chprecteristic vibrrtionel bond of the X-H
grouD as determined from Haman and infrared spectra. In
this case, there is no shift upon dilution tov/ards the
normal X-H vibrptional freauency,

?., Differences in conductivity and acid strength of certain
ortho substituted phenols as comparsd with the^metp and
para isomers, i.e., 2,6 dlhydroxy benzoic acid is a strong
p^ H acid, stronger thpn phosphoric and sulfurous

/
^ C - 6, acid, i'ts scid constant having the value

H
I

'H 5x10"*^.

The Position of the Hydrogen Atom

The poor scptterinr properties :of the hydrogen atom make
the methods of X-ray and electron diffraction unsuitable for
determining the position of a hydrogen atom in a molecule. It is
very likely thpt direct evidence of its position will be forth-
coming from neutron diffraction studies, since the hydi-og^'n
nucleus has a large cross-section for neutron scattering,

Several_^ indirect methods have been employed. In the struc-
ture A-H ri, the influence of B on the A-H interatomic distrnce
mpy be cplculr-ted from the resulting shift of the characteristic
vibrational frequency of the A-H gronp^s. The fact that the
absorption freauency of the 0-H group in w^ter vppoi* is pltoi'od
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only slightly in vrater pnd ice indicates th^ t the 0-H interatomic
distance in the liquid pnd the solid cpnnot be ao-tireciebly

different from that in the V8;oor^^, In the gas molecule the 0-H
distance is 0.96A?, The distance betv/een neighboring os:ygen s'toms

in ice is !?.75A°, as determined by X-rey investigation. It is
clepr, then, thpt in ice the position of the hydrogen atom in
0-H is unsymmetricel with respect to its tx-ro oxygen neighbors,
Pauling hps shown thet this proposed structure for the ice crystal
is in pgreement with the observed residual entrooy of ice,^*» *

It mey be suspected that the hydrog'^n etom in fatty acid
dimers may be symmetrically located with respect to its two
oxygen neighbors beceuse of the resonance

, 0—H— ., 0— H ^
R_C C - R li R-C C - R

^0 — H —0^ ""^0—H — ^

However, the X-ray study of Karle and Brockv;ay shovfs thrt
the structure must be an unsymmetricsl one since the C-0 and 0=0
distances are not eajiivalent^^.

In certain crystals of oxygen and fluorine compounds, i«e»,,
KH2PO4 pnd KHFgj unusually short interatomic distances are observ-
ed^'''. In KH2P04, for example, it is inferred that a hydrogen atom
must be betv/een two oxygen atoms to account for the short 0-0
distance of "'.55A°.

The Strength of the Hydrogen Bond .

The strength of the H-bond in A-H B increases with an
increase in electronegativity of the A or B atom. Thus, it is
found in general that fluorine forms especially strong H-bonds
and nitrogen and oxygen form slightly weaker- bonds. The bond
strengths range in value from approximately 3-8 k. cal. per mole
per bond. Much weaker bonds are formed by chlorine, bromine,
carbon and sulfur, Mercaotonc show no evidence of hydrogen bond-
ing whereas thiophenols do, as would be expected from the increase
in electronegativity of A.

"Numerous methods have been employed to calcula.te the strength
of H-bonds, and a few will be mentioned,

1, ^'he shift in frequency of the characteristic vibration of
the A-H group is a measure of the strength of the H B
bond,

'^. From the heat of sublimation of (HF)^, the strength of the
H-bond is calculated to be 6,7 k, cal. /mole. 3g

3, The energy of the H-bond in fatty acid dimers has been
obtained by determining the equilibrium constant of the
vapor at t^-fo temperatures and calculating H from the
equation d In K - ^h

dT ""W^
4, Determination of the equilibrium constant at two tempera-

tures for.-the system o-chlorophsnlil + pyridine (using
benzene and p-dichlorobenzene as the solvent at the lower
and higher temperature respectively) gives a„yalue of
6,8 k. cal. /mole for the strength of the bond^^.

l^Jhen a hydrogen bond is formed the strength of the A-H linkage
in A-H B is weakened. Similarly, v/hen a hydrogen bond is broken
the A-H bond becomes strongf^r. Thus, the experimental value of
the strength of H-bonds is on^^y a partial measure of the actual
strength^"

obser
force
fore, it is always best to
tant contributing factor.
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Relgtlon of H-Bonding to Aclc'.-Bp.pe-Theory .

A number of investigators h^ve expressed the view thpt
hydrogen bonding is sn intermedi.- to step in neutralize ti on reac-
tions in which p proton is transferred. The relation of hydrogen
bonding' to FCid-bpse thoe'ry will be developed in the_form of an
informal seminrr discussion. References pre given*^
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HeatR of Adnorption of Uater Vapor on Hydrous Oxides

rordon L, Bushey 22 February 1949

• Introduction , Phenomena associated with physical and chemical
adsorption of gases and vapors on solid adsorbents_have intrigued
numerous investigators in the past half century. ^ * The term
physical adsorption is most often used to describe surface conden-
sation due to various forces grouped together as vander Waals forc^
while chemi sorption is regarded as surface reaction involving
electrovalence or covalence forces. An example of borderline case,
is the ion-permanent dipole interaction which cm be regarded as
either the upper limit of van dsr Waals forces or the lower limit
of chemical forces,^ In this intermediate zone falls the adsorp-
tion of water vapor on the highly developed surfaces of hydrous
oxides. Laws dealing with equilibrium ptates only, without in-
volving any sort of mechanism, are equally valid for both adsorp-
tions; thus from simple thermodynamics the heat change involved in
adsorption may be calculated utilizing the Clausius-Clapeyron
equation: = -

(l) cL In P ^ _ £ where all terms have their
d { 1/t ) H usual meaning,

• Physical Nature of Adsorption Forces , According to modern theory
the interaction forces between surfaces and molecules or atoms may
be classified as repul'-ive electrostatic forces and attractive
van der Waals forces, 'the latter of three types:" (a) orienta-tion-
Keesom, (b) induction-Debye, ,and (c) dispersion - London, The
orientation and induction forces arise from the interaction of per
manant dipoles and vary as r"'7. Since the torques of rotating
dipoles tend to keep the dipoles in oriented or parallel positions
these positions of lox^/er potential energy will be statistically
predominant resulting in a net attraction. Moreover, for polari-
zable dipoles there is an induced dipole interaction (or induced
quadrupole terra). The possibility of fluctuating dipoles because
of electronic motion is the basis of London's so-called dispersion
forces, which cause an attraction between non-polar atoms or mole-
cules, also varying as r"'''.

On the basis of these forces, the interaction potential ha.s

been calculated for various idealized cases: (a) dipole molecule
and polarizable (conducting) surface, (b) polarizable dipole and
conducting surface, (c) non-polar -molecule and 'electric charges
causing induced dipole, (d) and a__fluctuating dipole on conducting
surface or (e) electric charges.^ ''' These interaction potentials
have been found to vary as r"®.

In the process of building up an adsorbed layer on the surfa^
a summation of these forces operates, the adsorbate-adsorbate in-
teraction being negligible at first but assuming increased impor-
tance with the development of a continuous adsorbed phase, ^"•^^

When a liquid surface is present, the surface tension is the phy-
sical manifestation of these interactions so that changes in exten'
of surface involve these heat effects, particularly in capillary
condensation and desorption isotherms, '^»'*°

Experimental and theoretical heats of adsorption assuming
various models of the adsorbed material are proving useful in
determining the physical state of the adsorbate and predicting
adsorption cha.racteristics of mixtures of fases, ^ '^
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Isothermal Adsorption Equations » Besides the purely empirice.l
Freundlich isotherm: v - kp l/n where v = vol. adsorbed at pres-
sure £ and k, _n = arbitrary constants, several statistical, ther-
modynamic, and kinetic treatments have found wide application.
In 1938 Brunauer, Emmett, and Teller is proposed an extension for
multi-layer adsorption of the ina,dequate Langmuir monomolecular
concept:

(2) Langmuir: P - 1 + p
V Vrab Vm

(3) B.S,?, P = __!_ + _C^ P
V(Po-P) VmC VmC Po

x^jhere: Po - vapor pressure of adsorbate at saturation
Vm. = volume of vapor corresponding to a monolayer
C = constant proportional to exp. (l^i-Ei,)/ B.T

El = avera.ge heat of adsorption for
,
the first layer

Et^ = heat of liquefaction of adsorbate
The latter equation is widely used in calculo.ting surface areas
of finely divided.' solids xv'ith adsorbates of known molecular or
atomic dimensions. From the density d of the liquid (or solid),
Avogadro^s number N, and the molecular weight H, the cross-
sectional areas of various gas molecules are obtained 'by m.eans
of the equation: "

' /

(4) Cross-sectional area = 4:c0,866 (m/4v2 Kd) ^ ^ ^g
Another adsorption isotherm developed by Karkins and Jura ~

and extended by Gregg^^ and Hoss^^ from 'considerations of simi-
larities between ad.sorption' pressures and surface pressures of
films on liquids and solids •

^*

(5) Karkins-Jura: In ^/po = B- a/v^
^= KS 1/2

where: A, B, and k are constants depending upon the system
S = slope of straight line plot of equation (5)
^= specific surface of the solid

Literature of the past ten years is voluminous with applications
and comparisons of equations (o) and (s), as well as criticism
and modification. Va.riations in experimental heats of adsorption
with am.ount adsorbed has influenced some of these revisions, J,n-
cluding the dual-surface concept 1^,33^ coordination factors^

,

and extension of the force field of the adsorbent beyond one
molecular diameter of adsorbate. '^^,zb

Information on the structure of porous adsorbents may be
gleaned from rsorption-desorpti on isotherms ^^'^'^

i^y careful ap-
plication of the Kelvin equation for the rhang® in vapor pressure
with cui'vature of a liquid surface.

(6) In P/Po = - 2_y_ M
.-_ dR?

where: X "« surface tension

"t = radius of capillary

(5^ angle of wetting

cos^
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Experlmental Determination of Heats of Adsorption . Two methods
are available for the experimental measurement of heatr, of ad-
sorption: (a) the direct or caloriraetric method, and (b) the in-
direct or isosteric method. Recent refinements in calorimetric
technioue made by Beebe'^'' and his coworkers permit the "accurate
detection of variations in the differential heat of adsorption
which are smaller than the experimental error involved in earlier
work in this field. Integral heat of adsorption and heat of
wetting hp.ve commonly been determined calorimetrically* The isos-
teric (or less correctly, .isothermal) heat of adsorption al-'.Jays

refers to a definite quantity of gas adsorbed at different tempe-
ratures and pressures, and may be calculated from the slope of a
straight line plot of equation (l) or from the Integrated form
for a small pressure "and temperature range:

(7) q isosteric « RTtTg -i^'pi
fPTs ""

p^
A method of estimating the average heat of adsorption in the first
layer is implied in the equation (o) of Brunauer, Emmett, and Tel-
ler.

Data for the calorimetric and isosteric heats of adsorption of
water vapor are limited. Coolidgef^, Keyes, and Marshall^ repor-.
tha-t both heats on charcoal start with low values at small adsorp-
tion and increase with further adsorption. Coolidge also indicate
a heat of adsorption of smaller magnitude than the heat of con-
densation of water at all temperatures above 10°0, The heat of
wetting, a measure of the difference between integral heat of
adsorption agd heat of liquefaction, has been measured by Patrick
and arieder and Culbertson and Winter®'' for silica gel. Of
particular Interest are the isosteric heats of adsorption of water-
on some crystalline amino acids®^ where evidence is presented tha'r

at low pressures one water molecule per polar group or peptide
linkage corresponds to a B.E.T, monolayer. This is at variance
with the idea advanced by Pauling^^ that adsorption of water on
peptide linkages of proteins is inappreciable.

Heats of adsorption of adsorbates other than water have been
investigated extensively, and reviews have appeared in the litera^
ture. For the adsorption of Imlogens on silica gel Reyerscn"
and coworkers have .found that the net heat of adsorption C(Ei'-Et,)
of BET equation {o)J ig positive for chlorine, about zero for
bromine and negative for iodine. Q,uite recently Joyner and .

Emmetf* have calculated the isosteric heats of adsorption of ni-
trogen on carbon blacks for which accurate and unusual calorimetri
heats ha,d been previously measured.^''

Experimental Results of Present Investigations
rTo' be presented before the Division of Colloid Chemistry, 115th
if.C.S, Meeting, San Francisco, March 30, 1949\
^* Hydrous oxides examlnod Surface Area 1'1^/G- (20° ave. )

1..' Standard S^Qs/ «^ ^ «^ n
' ^(J5

"

2^ >r- AloOa.EgO^Cex S0.:= 25°C.) 1040 •

3,. TiOg (p-otd. -at 0°G.,) 900
4,. SnOg CTDiotd._at 100°'C.) 320
5, ZrOs (ex Cl^, 0°^ 8.5 pH) 945

. 6. ZrOp (ex NO3 30*, 4.5 pH) 12.20
B'. Variation of net heats of adsorption with amount adserbed
C. Afing effect on zlrconia, - .•.-_
D'. Gha^nges ;.n free energy e^d-entropYva;or the Drocess: EsOdiauid
r' T^^>??^ Xadsorbedj 1. 6f« RT In^P/Po^ 2. Tp « ^H-^ &E. Additional calculations possible and further inveetigsCtlons

indicated.
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F^CENT STUDIES IN OKC-Al^O SILICON COMPOUNDS

Scott Se&rles March 1, 1949

Orgrnosilicon chemistry continues as e very active field of
research pnd since the l^st reviei/'si ; s covering the published
T-rork to June, 1946, V-^e knov/ledge of this subject has been
considerably extended. The research now appears to center on the
effect of £ silicon £-tom on the reactivity of adjacent groups and or

the discovery and investigation of ne\i reactions rnd new
types of con-)ounds. Although certain analogies to cerbon chemis-
try are still useful, the chemical behavior of silicon is now
recognized to resem.ble thpt of germanium end boron much more than
thrt of crrbon. Silicon is much more electropositive in nature
than carbon, pnd furthermore, the unused 3d-orbitals in its outer
shell permit it to attain e. covalency of 3 in fevoreble crses.
This factor opens vv') an entirely ne\i reaction mechanism for
silicon cora-^oundS; vi-^ich is not available in the carbon series.

Syntheses. The classical methods, involving the reaction
of e silicon halide with pn orgr-^no-metallic compound, such ps
dialhylzinc. diarylmercnry , arylsodium. or the Grignard reagent,
are still used, particu-i.^rly the trrign^rd method ^f^. The
extension of this general reaction to the use of organolithium
compounds, introduced relatively recently by G-ilman, has become
the method of choice for m.any preparations^'®. Direct synthesis
from alhyl halides and elementary silicon at about 300° vrith
Toowdered co'iper as a cata.lyst is of great interest'. The
mechanism for the methyl chloride reaction has been studied and
deduced to follow the follov;ing sequence:

CK3C1 + Cu -^ CuCHa ,+ CuCl
CuCl + Si ^ Ou + -Si-Cl
CuCHg > Cu + CHg '

CH
CH3. + -Si-Cl—^/Si' ^ ^ -> (CH3)2SiCl2,

"Cl etc.
The peroxide-catalyzed addition of trichlorosilane to olefins
and acetylenes proceeds sm.oothly in the same manner as the
analogous reaction with chloroform, and is a method of choice for
the preparation of many alkyltric'ilorosila.nes^.

Properties and Reaxtions of Orp.:ano silicon Compounds . A very
high degree of stability of the C-Si bond characterizes the tetra.-
alhylsilanes and the tetraarylsilanes, which are actually less
susceptible to various reagents and to pyrolysis than their carbon
analogs^.. The reactions which these compounds undergo are mainly
t'^-ose typical of the organic grouos, such as chlorination of th£
alhyl grouns, and nitration or sulfonation of the aromatic groups.
In aromatic substitution, hoirever, silyl grou )s show peculiar
orienting effects which are sometimes the reverse of the analogous
carbon grou-os''. The C-Si linkage is cleaved by aluminum
chloride, however, and by hot, concentrated H2SO4,

2 _Si-R + H3S04----^ 2( -Si)3S04 + 2RH,

the latter forming the basis of a. recently proposed method for
the qualitative identification of organosilicon compounds^. The
C-Si bond is much less stable in unsymmetrical tetrasubstitute-^l
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silanes, such as in the readily hydrolyzable phenyltriethylsil^ne,
and the higher silanes with Si-Si bonds are also less stable, due
to the ease of hydrolysis of the Si-Si bond.

The ^K - and /5 -halogen derivatives of the tetraalkylsilanes
fnd the trialkylchlorosilanes possess some very interesting proper-
ties. A p -halogen is exceedingly reactive tov/ards silver nitrate
pnd a great variety of bases, Thilo an ^ -halogen is relatively
inactive. The ,K-chlorine in chloromethyltrimethylsilane is less
reactive thrn the halogen in n-hexyl chloride but considerpbly
more active with respect to replacement by hydroxide or iodide
(S|^2 mechanism) then the chlorine in its notoriously inactive
analog, neopentyl chloride, suggesting thpt the silanes pre less
sterically hindered. On the other hand, both the chloromethyl
pnd iodomcthylsilpne are prrctically inert to silver ion (Sj^jl

mechanism) which docs react with neopentyl chloride. Whitmore's
explanation-'-^ thpt this is caused by the electronegativity of
silicon compared v/ith cprbon docs not seam acceptpble; perhaps
the inability of the silylm.ethyl cerbonium ion to stsibilize itself
by rearrangement as the neopentyl" carbonium ion docs, may be a
factor.

Further chlorinption of a chloromethyl silane (RaSiCHgCl^
gives a dichloromethylsilane (RsSiCHClg), a chloromethyl group
being chlorinated in preference to a methyl grou.p^^. While mono-
chloromethylsilanes react vrith alkalies to give typical alcohols^''
the dichloromethyl comrjounds are cleaved by alkali rt the C-Si
bond to give methylene chloride. Trichloromcthylsilanes are
cleaved very readily to form chloroform^ ^. The ease of cleavage
of the Si-C bond increases with degree of chlorinption of the
particular carbon rtom' involved, and each chloromethyl group seosm
to act independently^-*,

A i3 -chlorine is very easily removed by a v;ide variety of
reagent, including cold, dilute aqueous sodium hydroxide, but
instead of simple replacement of the chlorine, the side chain
is cleaved from the silicon atom, forming an olefin. This has been
termed " (j -elimination", ^^'he experimental facts are consistent
with the follovi ng mechanism^ ^:

B + -Si-CHg-CHs-Cl >[B-Si-CH3-CH2-Cll WB-Si - OHs = 0H3_+

The O -halogen also reacts readily with acidic reagents such as
silver ion and aluminum chloride, with formation of an olefin,
and here the mechanism, a^^poars to be:

-Si-CHsCKsCl + AICI3
—

^A -Si-CI?l-CH3 + AlClJ
' Mb) -, .lc.L^ -SiCl 4.

CHs^CHg + -Si+ j - ^ t AICI3
The presence of an ethylenic bond adjacen"^ to a /^ -chlorine
greatly deactivatec the latter, as might be expected from the
similar effect in organic compounds, A compound with this struc-
ture has been prepared recently by Agre^®, in an int'^resting mannor,
Trichlorosilane does not add to trichloroethylene under the usual
conditions for addition to olefins, because this double bond is
not sufficiently active, but at 500° this olefin dehydrochloi-inatocl
forming dichloroacetyl'ene, to which the trichlc'i-osi lane then added
in 87. 5f^ overall yield.
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The instpbility of org?.nosilicon compounds hfving oxygen
rttached to a ..J^-cevbon is closely related to "/^-elimination"
Attermts^'''' ^° to preppre such coraoounds, as by causing trimethyl-
silylmethylmagneGiura chloride to react with acetyl chloride,
carbon dioxide or phenyl isocyanate, generally yield only
decomoosition products that apparently result from Si-C cleavage
of the expected product. The explanation T-rpS that this instability
is due to the positive nature of the (S -carbonyl carbon, The
reaction of the above magnesium compound with ethyl chloroformate
to form a 75f^ yield of the rather stable e thyl^grimethylsilyl-
acetate, hovrever, has been announced reotsntly. This substance
undergoes the eX':>ected Si~C cleavage, v/hen treated with acids or
bases, and the previously mentioned mechanism for " ^ -elimination''
appears to apply. •

Allyltrimethylsilane is an interesting nev/ compound^°. It
adds hydrog'-n and chlorine normally across the double bond and,
at low temioora turos, bromine and hydrog'"'n halides also; but above
40° acids and bromine cause cleavage of the allyl group,
presumably via an unstable /i-carbonium ion* Treatment with
alkali has a similar result, vrith the relatively stable allyl
anion being replaced by OCHg" for instance, much as in the hydro-
lysis of a chlorosilane^

Trialkyl- and triarylsilanes resemble the tetra-substituted
compounds, except that the Si-H bond is easily cleaved by aqueous
alkali with formation of hydrogen gas, A study of this reaction
by Price^^ indicates that it proceeds by a nucleophilic attack
of hydroxide on the silicon atom, causing release of a hydride
ion, which reacts vrith a proton from the solvent to form Hg, The
hydrogen of trialkyl- and triarylsilanes can be replaced (by
probably a similar mechanism) directly by an alkyl group by means
of alkyllithium compounds^^:

RgSiH f CHaLi J^ RsSiCHs ^ LiH

The trialkyl- and triarylchlorosilanes ere well knovm, as
they are common reaction products from the G-rignard synthesis.
They, as well as the corres.^onding fluorides and bromides, a.lso
may be prepar-^d from the related siloxane by means of the Flood
reaction^"'®*:

H2SO4 .• "1+ 2X~
{H3Si)sO -> [(R3Si)sOHj .> SRgSiX

Other methods are also available for the fluorides, which are
being giv^n commercial attentio-n now because of their great
stability. Iodides p.re best prepared by the cleavage of an
Si-CeHs bond x-rith iodine-.

In general, a halogen attached to silicon is very reactive
toward basic reagents, although the activity decreases with
increasing size of the alkyl gro'iDS on silicones. Hydrolysis
occurs readily in the presence of water^®, usually to form the
siloxane, but under carefully controlled alkaline conditions the
corresponding silanol may be obtained^''. Trialkylsilanols are
very interesting because they are much s tronger acids than
alcohols, With ammonia trialkylchlorosilanes react to form

•*.'-' either trialkylamino-
silanes or hexaalkyldisilazane (R3Si)2NH, depending on the
reaction conditions. The amino comDounds are not at all liko
the organic amines, for they re^ct readily vdth hydrogen halides
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A grep.t many dialkyl- and diaryldihalosilanes are linoTrm,

as they are readily prepared by the G-rignard reaction or the
direct synthesis and are :of great commercial importance as inter-
mediates in the preparation of silicone polymers. When treated
wit'-^ water these compounds hycrolysiO to silanodiols, v/hich usually
condense to polysiloxanes or "silicones" immcdiatoly* It is
interesting that a largi proportion of the polymers found by the
spontaneous process consist of cyclic trimers and tctraners, whi; h
are distillable liquids. Prolonged heating of the linear polymer
causes rearrangement into these cyclic forms also, but by treat-
ment with more dichlorosilanc the cyclic com")oundG
into the commercially more useful linear polymers..
trialfcylchlorosilanes to provide inert end-groups,
the chains may be controlled, and by use of alkyltrichlorosilanes
and vinyl groups attached to silicon any degree of cross-linking
can be attained, thus making a wide variety of polymers possible"''.
T'lhen the two organic groups attached to silicon are different, ,

there ar^ some interesting possibilities of stereoisomerism in
the cyclic trimers and tetramors; a few of these have been
isolated '^,

The possibility of organosilicon polymers having methylene or
imino groups bric^ng the silicon atoms apperrs to bo under investi-
gation at present. High molecular '-eight linear polysilylmethylene
compounds^° and polyalkylsilazanes^^' ^^ were both reported recently
The silazanes shov; an evon greater tendency to form cyclic trimers
and tetramers than the polysiloxanes.

The present attention given to polymeric silicon compounds
calls to mind a study of the polymethyl m-^tasilicates made twenty
years ago^^. These polyesters v;ere prepared by a slov/, controlled
hydrolysis of methyl orthosilicate or of silicon tctra.chloride in
menthanol. so that the hydroxyl groups condensed as they were
formed. ^he polymers obtained in this way were chiefly linear of
a relatively low degree of polymerization, but there v/as evidence
from the analytical data that ring formation became increasingly
important vrith increasing polymer size.
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Recent Developments in the Kadioactive Transformation
Series Among the Heavy Nuclei

Eugene P, Bertin
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^. Causes of Nuclear Instability
Radioactivity may be defined as the collective phenomena

attendant upon the transitions of atonic nuclei f ^m unsta.ble to
stable states. A nucleus may be unstable for any of o general
reasons:

'

1. Sheer Mass No stable nuclei of atomic number (z) greater
than 83 fBi) exist.

'^. Incorrect N

e

u t ron : P ro ton Ratio (N:^) Fig. 1 shows the
curve of most stable N:Z ratios; N:Z is 1:1 for nuclei of Z less
than 20 (Ca) and steadily rises to a value of 1.6:1 for Z = 92 (u).
The following table of selected nuclei illustrates this increase:

1

1 Nucleus
1

1

^3 Abund, N Z N:Z '

1

ioNe^° 90 10 10

i

1.00
! soCa^o 97 20 20 1.00

1

4iCb93
100 42 33 1.27
100 52 41 1.27

BSIV^'^ 100 74 53 1.40
6 5Tbl59 100 94 65 1.45
„^rp X81

8 3-"l

100 108 73 1.48
100 126 83 1.52

92^'""

1

99 146 92 1.59

The N:Z curve retains its full significance for Z above 83 where it
shows which nuclei v/ill have the longest decay periods. Of course

^

nuclei wherein the N:Z ratio deviates too greatly from the i-atio of
greatest' stability will be unstable, i.e., radioactive.

3. Ad.lacence to a Stable Isobar Two nuclei of the same mass
number (A = N + Z) which differ in atomic number (z) by 1 cannot
both be stable. Only 3 e:xeptions to this rule are knov/n: 4eCd^i3-
49ln113 49In

115 - so^n ,
53.8bl33-52Tel^3.

IT, Radioactive Decay Processes
Nuclear instability may be rectified by the follovr' ng orocesse

(See Figs. 1 and 2.)
1. Internal transition In some cases a mere reai^rangcment of

the nucleus or adjustment of the energy state therein, perhaps
acconpaned by the emission of a 7-photon, suffices to stabilize tho
nucleus. Such transformations are known as "internal transitions"

^ nr\ 1~Vi o n nr* 1 p " ^ q r<mp> -r».c!
"
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e.g: 47

-10 3-

Agl07 T T

44. os;
47Ag107 (st.)

There are cases of twin isomers, both unstable (e.g., Ca" ), and
of 3 isomers, a3-l instable (e,g,, Sb^^*).

2. Ad.lustraent _of the N:_Z ratio—

^

a. N"2 too le.rr.Q Emission of a p-particXe (electron)
with consequent conversion of a neutron to a proton,

e.g.: 6
(.14

5100 y/
rN

14

"b. N* 2 too snell In this crse, one of the protons can
be converted into a neu.tron by one or the other or both of 2

processes:
l) Emission of a positron ( |3-f )

2} Ca--.'ture of a satellite (usually K) electron.
This is known as "IC-electron capture".

e.g. 10^^ e

33
yso

>Go 58

§+___X
20 . 3s /

600 d. ^

3± Qr_K\

J9

n^ 50

72d,
36 Fe

58

«5. Adjustment _of mass The heavy nuclei must lose mass as
well as charp^e. "^his is efficiently accomplished by the emission
of C^-prrticies (sHe^ nuclei) whereby 4 units of mass and 2 of
charge are lost at once. One mir,lit expect that by a series of such
emissions the mass of, e,g, ,

U^ss^ could be brougHt into a stable
configuration below 2=83, and indeed, U^^s^ pg well as IT^^b ^j.^^_

Th" are parents of long "trrncformation series" of, chiofl^'-,
'^-.-disintegrations, Hov^ever^ the o'~decay does not quite follow
the NrZ-^curve of groat'-jc stability (see Fig/ l) so thpt an occasion-
al 3-enission is necessary to adjust f'is defect before further
C\-decay can proceed,
^^•^' Natural and Artif ic al Rpdio ac tivitv

1. ^^atural radioac tiv ity. Tvro grou^js of nuclei fa.ll into thir
category:

a» All nuclei of Z greater than 83 (.Bi),

be The follov/ing nuclei of lower Z:

Nucleus )o Abund. Half Life Decay Mev. Product

19'"
.^4

37 Hb^'

0.012

>7.2

ssSm^^® 1 11.27
7iLui's

I

o,5

2.4 X lO^y.

6.3 X 10 '°y.

1.4 X lOiiy.
2.4 X lO^Oy.

3. X 10^ ^Y,

K

1.3

1.5
0.15
0.13
2.0
0.4

0.043

2 0^^-

leii

4

38 Si
87

eoNd^'^'^

73Hf^'^^

7 0^'^
"^^

7S0S^^'^

2. Artificial ( induced) radioactivity A -oerfectly stable
nucleus can be converted into an unstable one by "bombardment" i-.ith

suitable particles under suitable conditions. The missiles usod
for this purpose are tabulated belox^r:
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Nr^jie Symbol

I

neutron
proton
deu'Goron
tri'Jon.

(X' -rarticle

-i
n

P
cT

t

Nature

Hir;h-energy 7'- or X-radiation

iHi (or k;|;

ip^ (or d;:

1^!^^ (gr T-"

sHe'^ ^or (Ho*)''-')

These particles, usuplly accelerated to high energies, are alloxred

to imToinre upon a "target" of the nuclei to be boabarded. An
example is the bombardment of Na v/ith tM-perticles to give a
radioactive isotope of Al:

iiNf
S3

J. 'tJo -» 13Al"' + »n-

A simpler system of notation has been adopted to represent these
"nuclear reactions":

Bombrrded /Bombarding . Ejected \ Product
Nucleus ' Particle, Particle) Nucleus

In the case being considered:

iiNa^^ iCO.n) igAl"^

Incidentally, it is not to b'e concluded thft all nuclear reactions
result in radioactive nuclei, "^ov expm/)le:

-N
14

(^.^,P) BO'''(st.)

Fig. o shows the displrceraent in mass and nuclear charge sustained
by a nucleus in underroinp,' a large number of these vprious trens-
formations.

In general, nuclear rerctions may be classified in 3 main
categories:

p« Ca^tur^is in which the bombarding particle does not
eject any maSBlv e pr rticle, the term being necessarily restricted
to ( ny) , ( oy) , (. dr) , (ty), {yy) , cnl rfC^i,- tionless captures.

b. Spallations in x/hich one or more relatively small parti-
cles is ejected leaving the b'ombprded nucleus essentially int'ac",
The reactions given in Part IV, of this paper are of this" type...

c. Fissions in which the nucleus splits into ?. commensurrte
fragments, usually ;^ollowinp: a neutron capture; fission hfi-p, been
observed only in Pu'"'^^, U^^^, U^se^ Pa^^S Th^^^, and Bl'-^^^,,

Clerrly, since these nuclei all have high N:Z rptios, the f^ frag-
ments (w'-^ich will be in the lower ratio region) will necessarily
have N:Z ratios that are too high, A typicpl example is^given jn
Fig._^l where U^^^ has undergone fission to produce ^qIIv "^ and
gcBa*''^^ (? neutrons h^^ving been lost in the process!. In attrin-
ing stpble N:Z re ties these nuclei must pass thru the following
deca.y serios:

36 Kr^^' .-&:.> 3,H^3S ..§z.> 33Sr9^ -0., ,^Y^^ -§=> ,,Z.^^ A.,C^^'
fst.)

5(=!Br
140

.S=- S7 La.^'^o _§-_^ .eCe^'^'^^ (st.)

Fission products of U are discussed in (s).





IV. Trangformrtlon Series Among: jthe Heavy. Nuclei
Actually, there is little to be discussed under this heading,
deta being more efficiently presented in the accompanyingthe

tables and charts. The discovery of
active elements knovm, by the Ciiries
discovery of most of the rest of the
isotopes, and the working out of the
series as follovrs:

Po and Ra, the first radio-
in 1893, v:?s followed by the
naturally occurring unstable
3 natural transformation

81
Tl

82
Pb

83
Bi

84
Po

85
At

86
Rn

87
Fr

88
Ra^

89
Ac

90
Th

91
Pa

92
U

HaB -< RaA -^

RaC"-* ::^RaC^
"*^^RaD-< —- RaC'

RaS"'^^ '---^ RaE
""•^RaC- < ^^^Po

AcA<-AcB<
AcC" ^ ~ AcC.

AcD <r-

ThB^^
ThC " < Hi ThO

AcC'

ThA -e-

ThD-^ ThC

Rn<-

<^

An

-^ Tn-^

'%

Ra^

UXit UI
Vu:^8

uz V

UY«-
>ikAc -1^

AcX ^ Z-f" RdAc

MsThi ^ Th
^-^^ MsThs

ThX -< -^ RdTh

AcU
'a

Important conste.nts for these series (and for the Np series:
which does not occur in nature) are given below:

Series Parent Half Life of
Parent

End
Product

Decay

66 B'

AA ZV2 1

1

i

Th(4n)
U(4n + 2)

Ac(4n + 3)

Np(4n + l)

(5QTh^=^^
9^US38
||U23 5

93Np^3^

1.39 X lOjo- y.
4.51 X lO^y.
7.07 X 10® y.

2.25 X 10® y.

Pb308
p-y-SOS

83Pb^°'

8 3^31

6 4
8 6

7 4

7 4

-24
-32
-28

-28

-8
:

-10 i

-10 1

-10

No additions were mede to these tables for almost 20 yeprs.,
It is the main purpose of this discussion to point out the extenr-
ions thpt hfve recenf^y been made to these series:

1, The discovery by Percy of a branching L>!-decay of Ac to
AcK, an isotope of element 87 (Fr) (g) (7). It is interesting to
note that other workers observed this branch deoay ^s early ps
1914 (5), but World War I interrupted their investigations,

2, The discovery by Karlik and Bernert of branching P-decpys
of RaA, ThA. and AcA to isotopes of element 85, respectively
At^^^At^^^, and Atsis (4),

3, The production of the missing
formation series (l) (3), The parent
the series ia Np239^ eltho Pu^-^i is a
topes are produced as follows:

4n + 1) radioactive trans-
longest-lived)member of

higher member. These iso-



i, J ^^.

C-::.^rX

..'-.•- ?
'' " ^
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9ga=^= (n,P,n)9oU=3' -^%-> 93NP"'

Important constants of this series rre given in the table above,
end some unique features folloT-,-:

a. The series passes directly thru isotcoes of elements
87 (Fr) and 85 (At);

b. The series includes no isotope of Rn.
^-^ c. The series ends not with an isotope of Pb, but vrith

Bi "^Z
4. By irrpdiation of Th with deuterons, 2 isotopes of Pa h>^VG

been produced which initiate i^-decay chpins passing- thru hereto-
fore unknown isotopes of Ac and Fr, pnd joining the Th (4n) enC
Ac (4n + 3) series, respectively, at At^^^ and At^"^^. These
chains are said to be "collateral" to these families. The Pa
isotopes ar^ produced &s follovjs:

goThS32(d,6n)g-LPpS^^ (4n); 9oTh^3^( d, 7n)93_Pa^^'' (4n + 5)

It is believed to be certain thpt higher members of these
collateral chains will eventuaH.ly be produced ('^).

5, A third isotope of Pa can also be obtained, this one
passing thru U Th, P^a, a new isotope of Rn (218), and -t^aC' there
joining the U (4n + 2) series to v/hich it is collateral (lO;,
The reaction:

90Th^^^(d,4n)9-j_Pa^3o

All these extensions are shovm on the accompanying chart
(broken lines) together with the long-established natural trans-
formation series Csolid lines). Important constants of all the
nuclei are given in the table.. (See :also (9))
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Constsnts of Hegvy Nuclei Belonglnp; to Trp.nsfcrmgtion Series

Name Symb, Kp.lf Life Z Ele-
ment

1
o

_4

66^. P-)

THORimi SSRIES "(Tn)

Thorium 5^
(Abundence: lOOf^)

Me sothorium
Mesothorium
Radio thorium
Thorium X
Thoron
Thorium A'

(CC:8- = 1:1.34
AstFtine-215
Thorium B
Thorium C

( 34^^ ^ ;

Thorium C'

Thorium C"
Thorium D

( Abundpnce:
Protoactinium-'^.28
Actinium-224
Franc ium-2n0

NEPTUNIU14 SSHISS ( 4n +^l)

Plutonium-?.41
Americium-P.41
Neptunium-P.37
Protoactinium-235
Uranium- 233
Thorium-229
Radium-225
Actinium-225
Frpncium-221
Astatine-217
Bismuth- 213

(4fy(y; 96f. P-)
Polonium-213
Thallium-20

9

Lead- 20

9

Bismuth- 20

9

(Abundance

MsThi
MsThs
RdTh
ThX
Tn
ThA
X 10
At^is
ThB
ThC

ThC
ThC "

ThD
29^^^)

Pass 9

Ac234
PpSSO

1.4 X 10

6.7y.
5.13h.
1.90y.
3.64d.
54, 5s.
0.158s.

)

<lm.'
10 , 5h.
so. 5m,

0, 3;jl's.

3, Ira,

infinite

22h.
2.5h.
30 s.

10
90 Th

88 Ra
89 Ac
90 Th
88 Rp
86 Rn
84 Po

85 At
82 Pb
83 Bi

84 Po
81 Tl
82 Pb

91
89
87

Pu^^^
Am^^^

PaS33
TTS33
.j>^229

Ra^^s
Ac^s^

At^i"^
B5_3a3

Po^^^
rp-,209
^-^209
Pb
Bi

100^.)

209

25000y.
500y.
2,25 X lO^y,
27. '^rd.

1.63 X 10 6y.
7000 y.
14, 8d.
10. Od.
4.8m.
0.0'20g.
47m,

3,2;as.

less than Ih,

3, 3h,
infinite

URANIUM SERIES (4n + 2)

Urpnium I ^-^ ^ \

(Abundance: 99.274.;'. )

Uranium X^ UX^ 24. 5d,

':.51 X lO^y.

Uranium Xg

Uranium Z

UX.

UZ

1.14ra.

5,7h,

Uranium II UII 2.33 x 10 y.

(Abundance: 0,00 5187:-}

lo 8.3 X lO'^y.Ionium
Radium Ra 1590y,

94
95
93
91
92
90
88
89
87
85
83

84
81
82
83

92 U

90 Th

91 Pa

91 Pa

92 U

90 Th
88 Ra

A Decay Mev.

C6 4,20

228 $
228
228
224
220
216

216
212
212

208
208

06 (y)
oo
06

.3'

cc

3-('^)

(8- (-7)

0.0 53
1.55
5„42
5.m
6,^.8

7.64
0.36
6'.05

2.20
8.78
1.72

u
(k) 6.09
(k) 6.17

6.69

8-(e-y) 0,

U
^-

00
oo
00
p-

I:

4,65
0„2
5,00
6.::;c)

7„02
5„o6
1,2
8,34

0,68

2:58 OC 4.2

234 i3-(r)' 0^190
(0.03)

234 8-(r) 2o32
(0,8)

i;T,
234 M-y) 0.6,

1.2 (0.8)
234 00 4.75

230 C((y) 4.66
226 ^(y 4.29

(0.19)
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Npme Symb. Half Life Z Ele- A Decoj Mev,
ment

1':
;

Radon Rn 5.825d. 86 Rn 22?^. cO 5.49
Radium A RaA^ 5.05m, 84 Po 218

'^f-
6.00

( C^:^- = 1.4 X 10-4) /?-

Astrtlne-218 At^^^ few s, 85 C^ 6.6-3

Radium B RaB 26,8ra'. 82 Pb 214 ^-ilf) O^Cc
Rpdlum' C . RaC 19.7m, 83 Bi 214 ^ 5,50

(O.OS'/^C^; 99.97^^,8-) p-(y) o..l5

Redium C RaC' 150,us. 84 Po 214 bO ?\cS
Radium C" RaC" 1,32m. 81 Tl 210 ^- 1„Lk'

Redium D RaD 22y, 82 Pb 210 8- (7) O,ur.o
" (0.C:'7'1

Rrdium E RaE 5,0d. 83 Bi 210 U^-)
(l,-,

Redium F RaF 140d„ 84 Po 210 ^('X) S. liO

Rpdium E" RaE" 4.23m, 81 Tl 206 ^-{noT) 1,'"

Radium G RpC- infinite 82 Pb 206
(Abundpnce: 25^ 59f^)

Protoactinium-230 .Va^'^° 17d. '91 ^^
'

Uranium- 2 30 b'-3 20; 8d'. 92 ^ 5,-86

Thorium-226 Th^'-56 30, '9m. 90 Ct 6^3
Rpdium-222 Ra^"'^' 33 s. ' 88 ^ 6,. 5

Radon-2lS Rn-^^ 0,019s, 86 04- 7.1

ACTINIUM SEFJES ( 4n + 3)

Actino-Uranium Ac;U 7„07 x lO^y. 92 U 235 C^ 4,52
(Abundance: 0,7i9<)

Uranium-Y IT.^ 24, 6h. 90 Th 231 p- C. 2
Protoactinium Pa 3„2xl0^y, 91 Pa 23irt5.00 4, '^2

4,c9
Actinium Ac 13. 5y. 89 Ac 227 OC 5-0

(l,2foC^,^ 93,Sf. /8-) 8-(nor)
Radioactinium RdAc 18/9d. 90 Th 227 Ot- (-/) 6,C5
Actinium K AoK 21m, 87 Fr 223 p-(7) 1- I 1

(o::.'.

Actinium X AcX 11, 2d. 88 Ra 225 0C{-/) 6,. ' 2
Actinon An 3o92s. 86 Rn 219 /V. 6,. c2
Actinium A" AcA 1,33 X.10~^s. 84 j?o 215 c^ 7.36

{(y.\Q- = 1:5 X ic"^) jS-

Astatine~2i5 At^^^ cc. IC'^^g, 85 (X 8,fr
Actinium B AcB 35.1m. 82 Pb 211 ^-(t') 0,5

1-4 ••:,?

Actinium' ' AcC 2.16m,- 83 Bi 211 ^ O.t!
[^9.1'^oUl 0.3f. p^^) 3

•

p-('y)
Actinium C" AcC 5 x 1D~ s. 84 Po 211 oC '^c 43
Actinium G" Ac(?'= 4,75m, 81 Tl 207 0-(V) l.<i\
Actinium D AcD infinite 82 Pb 207

(Abundance: 22,04fO
Protoactinium-227 Pa^"^"^ 38m, '- 91 C^ (K) 6.46
Actinium.-223 ^'-ofq ^-^'^ -"^=

'

8^ ^'•'^- ^-^
Franc ium- 219 Fr''"' cc. 10"'^ s. 87 s f^l 7. '•C





Nuclear ripgnecism
^^

Charles J» rioirman

I. Introduction, The raagnetic behavior of matter in the bulli— para-

mrpnetisn "diamagnetism, and ferroraagnetisrn— can be traced go the

elect-r-onii structure of the atonic of which the natter is composecu

Th- Flectron in short, is the cau.^e of ordinary magnetism. But

the electron' is not th4 only magnetic constituent of most ^f^^^ance

for many atomic nuclei have certain magnetic proper.ie-. Although

the mpecnetic effects to which these nuclear properties giye^ rise

pre too feeble to be observed under most circumstances, it nas

been -oossibl^ to devise techniauen which, bring them into prominence.

From these experiments in nuclear magnetism one can learn:

1, More r^bout the nucleus, and

2, The Structure of solids and liquids.

II. Nuclear Spins and Magnetic Monints ^ In addition to their more

fsmilinr Drover ties of mass and electric charge many atomic

nuclei'DGSsess intrinsic angular momentum, or "spin," and magnetic

mompnt- thPt i'^ to say, the nucleus behaves lihe a spinning top

?th a%a.enet embedded'kong its axis. The origin of the nuclear

mao-netism is in the motion of the positive electric charge of the_

nucleus- charge in motion is the same as electric current and

electric currents produce magnetic fields. We can regard the pro-

ton for exILle, as a positively charged sphere spinning with a

certain aniulkr momentum and equivalent, in its magnetic properties

to ^.n infinitesimal magnetic dipole*

The energy differences involved in the interaction of the

nuclepr rapgnet with the surrounding electrons are usually no

u

larger than 10""^° ergs. According, to the Bohr relation,

AE = h"/ (h = Planch* s constant)

the corresponding freauencies lie in the band of ordinary radio

frenSencJes! Thf possibility is thereby suggested of measuring

sucSweak iAteractions directly, by detecting the absorption or
.

emission of waves of radio frequency, Rabi and co-workers * have

used this means to determine the spins of several nuclear species*

Nucleus I (s^in) Nucleus I (spin)
oni 1/2 4Bey 3/2

1^^ 1/2
5B^° 1

1^^ 1
5^^' 3/2

2^^^ 1/2
6^"

2"^ e'' 1/2

3Li^ 1 7^'"
1

3
^i' 3/2

7^''
1/2

16

16
8°

Resonance Absorption The emission or absorption of light by a

free atom takes place in accordance with the resonance condition

which Quantum theory permits us to express in the following wayl

The pos'^ible states of an isolated atom include a sequence of dls-

crete states sharipely defined with respect to energy; a transition





Jra,^6 1.x Tin

of the gy.qtem from one of thene states to another, differing in
ener^3^ from the firvqt by AE, in accompanied by emission (or'^absorp-
tion; of light of- the frequency

^ H" ^^ ~ Planck*3 constant)

Let U8 consider a free proton in a magnetic field of strength
Hq. Ignoring the translationsal degrees of freedom, which are here
irrelevant, this simple system vjill be found in one of two possible
stater which differ in the orientation' of the spin axis of the pro-
ton with respect to the magnetic field. That is, the component",
in the direction of the magnetic field, of the angular m'eraentum
vector can ?.srume either of the values +h/4-xv or -h/4i\ . The two
states differ in energy, for the component of nuclear magnetic mo-
ment in the direction of the field is +.uin one case and -^uin the
other. In fact, the difference in energy, /\E is just 2/j,Ho, the
work that would be necessary to reverse the direction of a magnet
of strength^^ which had originally been^aligned with a field Hqo
The states will be denoted by (+) and (-), the (-) referring to
the state of higher energy in which the nuclear m.agnet is directed
counter to the magnetic field,

'

By exposing the system to radiation of the proper frequency,
It should be possible to bring about a transition from one of the"
two sta^tes to the other, with the consequent absorption of a quan-
tum of energv, in a (+) to (-) transition, or emission of a quan-
tum, in a (-) to (+) ^transition. For a proton in a magnetic field
H|^, of 10,000 gauss, 'the resonance frequency computed from

E „ 2mH^
-vf =-

h

is about 41 megacycles /sec,

[V, Ex-perimental Apparatus 2, 5. 4, 5 The method of observation is
extremely nimple in principle. To illustrate let us take water
which contains hj'-drogen nuclei and oxygen nuclei. However only
the hydrogen nuclei ha.ve spin so we can neglet the oxygen nuclei.
Approximately 0,5 cc of water contained in a glass tube, is
surrounded by a coil consisting of "a few turns of copper wire.
The coil is connected into a radio-frecuency bridge circuit which
i^. excited by an oscillator at, say 40 Mc/sec. The coil with its
water "core" is located within the field of a strong magnet, When
resonance conditions are attained by adjustment of the freouency.
the absorption of energy by the protons in the water is manifested
as a change in the apparent resistance of the coil. Because the
effect to be detected is extremely feeble the apparatus ia acituaXly
more elaborate tha.n the description might suggest.

Vo Interpretation of Line Width and Line Structure The nuclei are,
of course, not entirely isolated from magnetic disturbances of
local origin. The most obvious sources of perturbing magnetic
field^^^ a.re the magnetic nuclei themselves* A selected proton in
a drop of water is subject not only to any field which we may
apply with an electromagnet, but also the magnetic fields arising
from the magnetic moments of neighboring protons in the liquid,
including that of the other proton in the so.me xvater molecule.
The sum of all such perturbing fields, measured at the location
of a given proton—but, of course, excluding the field of thp.t
proton—we shall call the "local field" H^Oq* The local field will
vary in magnitude and direction, from point 'to point in the materia:



.U.J.^' ';^> ,
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Page III

A dipole can represent 'the z-component of the magnetic moment
of a proton in the state (-)• Let un conj^ider only the z-component
of the field produced by the dipole,

, at some nearby point P
v/hich might be the location of another proton. This component of
the local field at P is given by

t
(^^iOc)z - —~^— (ocos''"^0-l)

where Q ip the angle between the z-axis and point P, Thus the total
magnetic field, in the z-direction, that would experienced by
another proton located at P, is

Ho ± <:: (3 cos''^0 - l)
r3

The effect of the neighboring protons is thus to alter slightly,
the total magnetic field experienced by a selected proton. Only
the nearest neighbors vrill contribute significantly to %qc because
of the inverse-cube dependence and angLilar dependence of the di-oole
field.

Four resonance com.ponents were observed by Pake® in a single
crystal of gypsum (CaSO* • CHoO) when the crystal was orientated
in a, particular way with respect to the direction of the strong
magnetic field. The only important magnetic nuclei in gypsum are
the protons in the molecules of water of hydration. The crystal
structure of gypsum has been well established through the analysis
of booster''', but it will be recalled the X-ray diffraction yields
no direct evidence of the location of protons in a crystal. Never-
theless, there is reason to assume that each proton has one near
magnetic neighbor, the other proton belonging to the KOH molecule,
and that the next neare-^t proton neighbor is considerably further
away. The angle is now the angle between the H-H line in an
HOH molecule and the magnetic field Hq, As it turns out, there
are only two distinct H-H directions in a gypsum crystal; that is,
for a given orientation of the single crystal in the magnet, Q
has the same value for lialf the molecules in the crystal. From
the protons in thgse molecules x^re sho^^ld therefore expect a pair
of resonance lines, symmetrically displaced to either side of the
central position that would be determined by single proton with
no perturbing fields. The remainder of the m.olecules, to which
a different value of applies, should give rise to another pair
of lines, thus four lines in all. Eacli of these lines will be
smea-red out somewhat ''oit the hitherto neglected field.^ of the more
distant neighbors. This is just what was observed. Moreover, as
the crystal was rotated in the a":)-)aratus, the separation of the
comiDonents wgs," found to vary pre ci sly in accordance with the
factor 3 cos'^Q-1, From these obsei^vations, interpreted with the
aid of a theory 6, 11 more rigorous than given here, it is possible
to determine not only the directions of the H-H lines vJith respect
to the crystal axes, but also, with a precision of about ifj, the
distance between the two protons in the HOH molecule—information
which the X-ray analysis does not yield.

Using method'^ similar to those outlined above, certa.in aspe'-c'-tjs

of molecular and crystal structure have also been studlr5<i-^_,9j,lC.
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Recent Dev^lopmcn.ts in the Chenistry -Ho-
of the Hydrides of Boron

V7illip'-^. R. liiller ??- March 1949

Introduction

The firet investigrtions of the hydrides of boron v^ere

carried ont toT-rprd the end of the Irst centtiry, pnd were attended
by ''(ipnj difficulties due to the volatile end unstable chrrrcter-
Ictics'of these corn'oounds. Becinning in 191^- and continuing for
.:he next twenty-five yeprs, Stock rnd co-workers did the clrssicf.i
investigTtions in this field. ^his work is summprized in Stock's
treptise oxi the subject, vrhich mry be considered to be the
definitive reference on the borp.nes (l). Most of the inf ormf ti'-^n

to be presented, not otherwise credited, Is derived from this
source.

Present dpy interest in the borpnes is centered on the
structurpl problems presented by these compounds rnd on cert?.in

nevr reactions of the borenes. New syntheses hpve been developed
for diborpne. This seminpr will outline the pdvpnces in this
field in the last two yeprs»

Properties of the Boron Hydrides
Tpble I lictc the physicpl constpnts of the boranes:

Trble I ( •

)

Physicpl Constants of the Boranee

Formula •MP BP
BgKe -165.5° -92.5°
B4H10 -126 18
BsHg - 46. 5 48
S5H11 -123 63
BeKio - 65 (VP at 0°, 7.2mm)
B10H14 99.7 213

Npme
Diborpne
Tetrpborpne
Stable pentpborpne
Unstable pentaboi^pne
Hexpborpne
Decpborane

Certpin other borpnes pre knoi-n but they have boon obtained
in such smpll ouantities thpt their properties hpve not been deter-
mined.. The boranee listed" in Tpble I are colorless pnd have
disppreepble odors (l).

Preppration
Treatment of magnesium boride with hydrochloric or phosphoric

acid c:ives a mixture of borpnes, Tetrpborpne is the chief compon-
ent of this mixture. Smpll quantities of the stpble pentaborpne,
hexaborane pnd decaborpne are also obtained.

Diborpne, which is instantly decomposed in the presence of
m.oisture, is not obtpined in this manner. It may be prepared by
the thermpl decomDosition of tetrpborpne. A nev/er method consiitc
of passing a current of hydrogen and boron chloride through an
electricpl dischprge (3). '-^'he product of this reaction is some
diborpne pnd p great depl of BsHgCl. The latter compound rppidly
undergoes disproportionption into diborpne pnd boron chloride:

6 BgHsCl - 4 5 BgHg + p, BCl;

A still newer method involves the red.uction of boron hplides by
hydrogen in the -presence of pn pctive metpl pt 300°. The metals
used included pluminum, mpgnesium, zinc and sodium (4). A
Gimilpr reduction mpy be carried, out using sodium or cplcium
hydride. In this cpse the hydride is the active reducing pgent.
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Diborane cpn be oroduced most repdily pnd quantitatively by

the interpction of boron chloride with lithium pluminum hydride(5):

5 LiAlH4 + 4 BCI3 b - BsKs + 3 LiCl + 3 AICI3

The other borenes fre preppred by he? ting either tetraborpne
jr diborane pt various temperrtures for various lengths of time,

'.he conditions for these conversions pre entirely empirical and
where is no definite inforrartion with regard to mechanism. Free

radicals pre presumed to be involved (?,).

Structure
Most of the evidence for the structure of the borenes is

physical in netur'", being bpsed on spectrogrpphic, electron diffrpc-

tion pnd X-rpy datp. The borpnes cannot hpve the apparent struc-
tures due to the fpct thpt they are electron-deficient compounds,
i.e., they hpve fewer thpn the number of electrons required to

account for the bonds in the pppprent structures.

urat
Pitzer, in 1945, suggested the protonated double bond config-
ion for diborpne (o):

H - H"^ - H
B ,::=i^. B

An obvious objection to this structure is thpt diborane has no
acidic properties (?). An alternptive structure may be found in
the bridge model (reference ?, gives a short discussion of the
bpckground of this model):

H ^H- .K

B 3

This conf igurption is suo :iorte'd by electron diffraction (s), infrp-
red (9) pnd Rpm.pn spectra (l0)»

At -^resent, it seems thpt the above two structures are being
considered ps identicpl, the main point of contention involving
use of the term "protonated" (ll). Pauling, in considering tetra-
methyldiborpne, stptes thrt, if the bonds betv;een the meth^z-ls pnd
boron are ?^ingle covalent bonds, enough electrons are left for tiro

additionpl electron-pair bonds for which there pre five positions
available: one between the two borons and four between boron pnd
hydrogen. Cplcul? tions, assuming equal resonance, give a B-B dis-
tance of 1,85 Angstrom units, expctly the distance found experi-
mentally (12).

Electron diffrpction evidence seems to fpvor the following
configurption for -oentpborpne (l3):

K H
H B' H
^3^ B-BH

H' "B^ H
H'H

The structure of decpborpne has been the subject of an extens-
ive study by Silbiger fno. Bauer (l?). They compared the electron
diffrpction pp tterns of decpborane with those cplculpted for ten
possible structures pnd cpme to the conclusion thpt the decaborane
molecule is mpde uo of two pentagons joined in pprallel plpnes»
However, Kasper, Lucht pnd Kp.rl:er, in studying X-ray diffraction
patterns, have found the decpborane molecule tb be much more
complicrted (l4). These authors hpve suggested a three-dimensional
model in irhich epch hydrogen, except tv7o, is joined to a single
boron and epch boron is bound to five or six other atoms but the





bondr ere not equivr.lent . ^hlfi model is in rgreement i-rith the
Of^lculp.tions of Sil"big;er f nd Br.iier but Wf s not considered by them
due to it? unexpected formdo).

Little hpE been done with regprd to the structure of the other
borp.nes. Pitzer hps suggested structures for these compounds,
bpsed on his theory of the protonp.ted double bond (g). No expori-
mentrl evidence hfS been mt fori-ard either fpvoring or contra-
dicting these structures.

Reactions
The borenes undergo a number of typicrl rerctions, moct of

Thich t-^ere studied extensively by Stock (l). All of the borpnes
are decomposed pt red hept into boron fnd hydrogen. All undergo
hydrolysis but the e?se of hydrolysis vpries. I^iborane, for
exp.m-:>le, is decom-oosed instantly nhile decpborane will repct vrith
T-^ter only on "orolonged hefting, The borpnes pre hplogenated
either nith free helogen or hydrogen helide. Diborane reacts with
pmnonip. to form & comDound believed to be

NH4+ (HgBNKgBHa)-
Diborane repcts with pmplgams, as do tetrpborane pnd pentaborp.ne,
to form sodium derivptives

?• Mp.(Hg) + BsKg ^ NasBsHs + 2 Hg
It hps recently been found that diborane vrill react with

lithium pT-uminum hydride to form lithium pnd e?.urainum boro-
hydrides (5):

LiAlH4 + o BgHg >LiBH4 + A1(BK4)3
The repctions of diborane vrith hydrocprbons hpve been studied

recently (is). The repctions tend to be complex and must be run
using p Iprge excess of hydrocfrbon to minimize the effect of the
''highly reactive diborrne which is usually present to the extent of
pbout two to ten percent by weight in the reaction mixture.
Sev'erpl different reactions hpve been observed:

1. The pddition of diborrne to olefins occurs T'ith spturation of
the double bonds pnd th.e formr tion of trialkyls of boron,

?. Substitution on the benzene r'.ng occurs with the formf tion of
phehylboron com^^ounds.

3. Diborpne repcts with p- raffins to form polymeric repction
products containing boron, carbon and hydrogen. Brep.kdown prd'

synthesis of hydrocprbon chains is effected in these repctions,
Isobutylene, for expmple, rives tri-t,-butyl- and triisobutyl-

boroh. Ethylene gives triethylboron. Benzene gives triphenyl-
boron. When methane is hep ted with diborane, ethane, propane and
butpne pre found in t'he products of repction as well ps volatile
methylboron com-oounds.
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The Mechani'^ms of Inorganic Jilectrode Processes
-I -1 c

Alan L. McClelland
"* " March 29, 1949

Since ^lectrochepicpl reactions are of such great importance com-

irerciPliy and since they constitute an important type of chemical reac-

tion, acknowledge of the mechanisms involved should be of great value,

both' practically and theoretically.

In the deposition of a metal ion, the potential of the electrode

should be determined by the eauilibrium between the oxidized and re-

duced sDecies (1). This potential can be calculated from the standard

potentiS! by the use of the Nernst eouation. When the potential of

the electrode is made more negative than the eauilibrium or reversible

potential a current tends to flow in an attempt to bring the potencial

baclfto the eauilibrium value. If the potential is not brought back

to the equilibrium potential, one of the steps in the process must be

too slow to allow equilibrium to be reached, and the electrode is said

to be polarized.

There are three general processes involved in the polarization of

an electrode in the reduction of a metal ion: (a) supply of ions to

the surfnce of the electrode by diffusion, convection, or movement of

the solution, (b) discharge of ions on the surface of the electrode,

and (c) disr)ispl of reduced ions 2 . m deposition of a metal ion

?rom a ^ol!t?on at high current density or at a .mall electrode, the

supply of ions Pt the surface of the electrode is usually reduced more

_

rapidly than the ions can diffuse to the electrode. Films, adsorbed

Ipver/ or precipitated layers on the electrode may also prevent a suf-

ficient supply of ions from reaching the surface. In some cases, che

actual acceptance of one or more electrons by the ion is slow, possibly

due to the necessity for the ions to become oriented in som.e special

way to the electrode.

The third factor, disposal of the reduced ions, can be especially

important in the deposition of metals because the atoms must deposit

on the electrode in a definite crystalline arrangement. This may aat

as the slow -tage of the deposition and thereby affect the potential

of the electrode.

Salt (3) has studied the overvoltage of nickel deposition at

various hydrogen ion concentrations, at various temperatures, and at

various curreSt densities. The overvoltages varied from about 0,. to

0.8 volts in a complex way as the conditions were varied. From this

•data it was impossible to determine the actual mechanism of the over-

voltage.

Finch v/ilman and Yang, (4) have made a oareful study of crystal

growth at the cathode, when a metal atom is discharged at a cathode

it must asoume a position in relation to the other atoms already de-

posited which is in accord. with -the crystal structure of the metal.

The mechani=:m of this orientation is of importance m r elation to its

effect on the polarization of the elec:-,rode, as well as of great

practical importance in relation to the properties and adherence of

electrodeposited metal layers. A comparison of three conditions for

crystal f^rowth show the factors affecting electrodeposition. U; de-

position in low pressure gas—atoms being deposited on the surfrce hav^

mobility characteristic of the substrate material and of the tempera- -

ture; (b) crystallization from colution—mobility greater than m i^;

due to impacts of the solvent molecules; (c) electrodeposition—mobility

about the" same as (b) except for increased rate_ of deposition on elec-

trode surface projections due to the concentration of the charge there.
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Thene differences produce characteristically different typeg of depo-
sits.

In general, the factors affecting the crystal growth are dependent
partly on the bath conditions and partly on the substrate. Those fac-
tors depending primarily on the former are (a) rate of arrival of the
metal ions, (b) their mobility on the cathode surface before becoming
a part of a growing crystal, (c) the presence or absence of other ions,
raolGculeq, or colloidal substances which can be adsorbed or codeposited
on the surface. These factors are related to the bath concentration,
temr)erature, and motion (due to stirring or convention), and on the
cu.-rent density and distribution on the cathode. The substrate effects
r. :-. caused by the atomic arrangement of the substrate surface and by
t..n 'concentration of the cliarge at the projections of the cathode sui--
f:.L3eo

Stages of Cathodic Crystal Growth

A. Initial Stage

Three different types of substrate surface— single crystal, poly-
crystalline, and amorphous—were used in studying the orientation of
the deposited metal. In depositing copper on a smooth single copper
crystal, electron diffraction patterns indicated that at an average
deposit thicliness of 200 Angstroms, the deposit maintained the struc-
ture of the original crystal both in crystal orientation and lattice
perfection, the only difference being that the surface had become
rather rough. The '^ame conditions prevailed at 5001. except that the
surface had become even rougher. Similar investigations of the depo-
sition of other metals on Cu or Fe single crystals indicate similar
lattice continuation in cases where the lattice sp?cings of the two
metals along the contact face in parallel directions differ by less
than 15^, On random or oriented polycrystalline substrate surfaces
parallel growth occurred when the deposit and substrate had nearly
the spme lattice dimensions. On amorphous surfaces, prepared by
mechanically polishing the cathode surface, thin deposits had random
polycrystalline structure,

B. Transition Stage

After the elec'*.rodeposited layer, whose structure 1'^ first deter-
mined by the cub-^trate, ha^ grown for some time, the orienting in-
fluence of the substrate becomes weakened enough so that gradually the
structure becomes more rpndom.. The thickness of the layer when this
cricct first becomes noticeable vpries greatly with the conditions.
Slow "deposition on a single crystal may allow layers as thick as 40^000
A, to form before any change is appai'snt^ while on a polyci y^talline
<='ub'5trate comDOP^ed of small cryptals the lniti<9.1 stage may extend to a
thickness of only 1000-^2000 A?

C^ Final Stage

The transition stage layer does not extend more than a few thou-
sand A?, after which the deposit assumes an orientation determined
by the bath conditions. Once the final stage is established the orier>~
tation in independent of the thickness of the layer. Depending on th-^

metal deposited and the bath conditions used, amorphous, ro.ndom poly-
crystalline, or crystalline deposits with a definite orientation to
th^^ substrate surface can be obtained, Metals with low cohesive forces,
such as Sb and As, tend to form amorphous deposits. Mo.<^t metrls give
random crystalline deposits under conditions which c?use the deposition
to be accompanied by the evolution of considerable hydrogen.
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In ci.epo?it=' which a' ^ume an orient" tion in relation to the sub-
strate .c!-jrface, high mobility of the cleposited atoms over the Burface"
favorr the formation of cry,qtal!=! with the rao^t denpely-packed lattice-
plane.q parallel to the ^'ubstrate ;-^-u.rface, while low mobility tends to
fpvor the formation of crystals with these dens ely-pa died planes per-
penc^icular to the «^ubstrate surface. This latter esse tends to favor
the growth on the csurface projections, thereby giving a rough deposit.
The action of colloidal materials and organic addition agents is pre^
sumed to be due to the adsor'^tion of these material^ on the pro'jections.

Alternating Current Polar of.-raphy

A relatively nev method for the =:tudy of electrode reactions is
th^^. u-^e of alternating current for polarogrpphic measurements (5),
If an plternating current is parsed through a dropping mercury elec-
trode curves of the following tyrtes are obtained:

\

— '' "_ - ' ' ! II iii.iii
I . r miitn iiiiiii i ^||N , II «—<»

(a) No substances present wnich will reduce at the potentials
apr)lied to the electrode
(b) Reducible sub-stance present—left break corresponds to reduction,
right break to oxidation,
(c) Same as (b) exce;ot the reduction is irreversible and so occurs
at a more negative potential
(d) Adsorption of film of non-reducible substance—lower left break
due to adsorption, upper left break due to desorption.
Upper right, adsorption; lower right, desorption (6),

On the basis of curves of the-^e types for metallic ions in various
electrolytes and in the presence of various adsorbable compounds, Hey-
rovsky ha.s m?de the following grouping of ions:

(a) Those showing reversible reduction beliavior in all solutions

—

thallous, lithium, so'lium, and potassium
(b) Ions showing reversible behavior in chloride, nitrate, and'

perchlorate solutions, but showing irreversible behavior in the "pre-
sence of absorbable material except in the presence of chloride—lead
and cadmium

(

(c) Reversible in the ore-^ence of chloride only; irreversible in
j^resence of sulfates, nitrates, per chlorates , citrates, tartrates,

or hydroxic'es— stannous, bismuth, a.ntiraonous, and indium,
(d) Irreversible in all cases—divalent ions of the transition

elements (Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn)

In' all cases of irreversible reduction, raising the temperatui^e
to 90^c, or :K:.x--^-ning the freouency of the altcxno.ti n^^- vurrcnt brings
the methodic and anodic hi Si'-c'^ <3lo'3Ci- tog-ctlicr*

Keyrovsky proposes the explanation that an ion can accept only one
elccti-on at the elci^itrode surface. In the case of a monovalent ion
this is sufficient to discharge it, but in the case of a divalent ca-
tion it leads to the formation of a monovalent ion* If thio monovalent
ion which is formed is unstable, it will undergo a disproportionation
to form an uncharged metal atom and a divalent ion. If this dispropor-^
tionation reaction is slow, the reduction will be iri'eversible, wh-ili3

if it is rapid, the reduction will be reversible.
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The effect of the acT.qorbed filran iq proposed to be due to the
hindrance of the disproportionation reaction, thereby causing ordina-
rily reversible reac':ions to become irreversible i Chloride ions sup-
posedly serve to transfer electrons froM the cathode to the ion or
from one ion to another and thereby counteract the effect of the ad-
-^orljed film. Frumkin (7), however, has criticized this view, and
pro-ooses tha.t the effect of the chloride is simply due to the changes
in the double layer structute when anions are adsorbed.

By a modification of the electrical circuit it is pos='ible to ob-
tain curves which represent the oerivativeg of the potential-time
curves. The rate of deposition of the netal ion can be measured gra-
phically from thep!5 curves, thus allowing a quantitative determination
of this rate. By this means the effect of the adsorbed films in slow-
ing down the reduction rate is clearly shown.
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REACTIONS IN ANHYi-'ROUS HYD?.OGEN CYANIDE

H. A. DelJplt, Jr, April 5, 1949

I, Introduction: Liquid hydrogen cyenide hrs been studied
D.B E non-aqueous, v;fter like solvent primarily because at its
'^6° boiling point rnd its rel<- tively hi£;h dielectric constant.
An aoprecieble number of inorganic end orgpnic compounds have
been found to be soluble in it as predi cted by the Nernst-Thomson
Rule (l,S). Prior to the work of Jpnder and Scholz ( 3) only a
few investigations hrd been carried ;out involving molecular i/reight

determin? tions, conductometric and potentiometric titrations,
rnd rerctions in liquid HCN,

II. Preparations and Properties of HON. Liquid HCN is
prepared by passing the dried gas through a spiral condenser which
is cooled to 0°, Caseous hydrogen cyanide can be prepared by the
action of sulfuric acid on ootassium he::acyanoferrate (ll),
potassium cyanide (4,5), or sodium cyanide (6,8). The heat of the
reaction is sufficient to force the gaseous hydrogen cyanide from
the reaction flask through several calcium chloride filled drying
tubes and into the condenser. The last traces of moisture are
removed by treatment with phosphorous (v) oxide. Decantation and
disti].lation give anhydrous HCN which is stabilized by addition
of dry calcium chloride.

The physical constants of water and anhydrous hydrogen
cyanide are listed in the follov/ing table:

Elpctricl Con- Heat of Molal Freez- Dielec-
dnctivity in M.P, B,P, fusion ing point trie

--1
Ohia" Kcal/mole depression Constant

o

KgO 6 : 10-8(P5°) 0° 100° 1.43 1.86 81^^
o

HCN 45 X 10-® (0°) -13.4? 25,6° 2.009 1.805 123

Coates (lO) made a study of the variation of the dielectric con-
stant of liqi.iid hydrogen cyanide with temperature end found that

the dielectric constant and ita temperature coefflQient
were abnormally high. This abnormality is due to hydrogen bond-
ing vrhich produces transitory linear polymers of high dipole
moment, A decreasing dielectric constant vrith increasing tempera-
ture shoT-red that the mean lengt''^. of these polymers is shortened by
thermal agitation,

Raman spectra studies by Herzbergh (l2) show that if hydi'ogen
iaocyanide, KNC, is present in liquid HCN its concentrations muct
be considerably less than that of the isotoDic C^^ hydrogen
cyanide,

III. Neutralization Reactionc, In analogy to the aquo system
the slight condu^ctance of pure liquid HCN must be due to the
follovring auto-ionization process:

HCN 4- HCN r=± (H.HCN)"^ + (CN)^

Any substance capable of dissociating protons in licuid HCN is
called pn acid analogue, while there substances vrhich yield
cyanide ions are called base analogues.
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Perchloric, sulfuric,
acids

Perchloric, sulfuric, nitric, dichloroacetic , end picric
pre pll soluble in liqui;'. HCN p.nd behpve ps pcids,

Allipli cypnides pnd organic pminec, such es triethylpjnine
To func-

st react with
pnd propylpraine are so'^uble pnd act as base analogues,
tion PS iDase 8nploguf='s, these orgpnic pmines must firs,
the solvent to produce the substituted ammonium cyRnides vjhich
then dissocipte as follows:

(C3K5)3N + HCN -_:^f^ [(CsHsJgNHJ CN —^!(C3H5)3N# + (CN)"

Strong organic pmines repot to a large extent v/ith the formption
of the "onium" pnd cyanide ions.

To prove that the acids analogues pnd bpse analogues of the
cyano system react in liauid HCN to form a spit and the slightly
dissociated parent solvent, Jpnder and Coworkers (3,13) followed
the course of neutralizp tion reactions by mepns of conductometrtc
titrations. Graphical representation of these results shoxied that
the breaks in the cond'ictivity curves correspond to the stoichio-
metric amounts of acid pnd base, G-raphs similar to those observed
in the aquo-systen for the titration ofv&_rious strenth acids and
bases vrere plso obtained. By this method, Jsnder (3,13) obtained
curves for neutralization of perchloric, sulfuric, nitric, di-
chloropcetic acids by potassium cyanide and triet^-^ylamine.

The salts produced by these neutralizafion reactions were
actual?y isolated md identified,

IV, Behavior of Indicators in liouid HCN, The use of indica-
tors was first investigated by Jpnder (l3). Mpny known indicators
ar-? soluble in HCN, The color of the solutions depends on the
hydrogen ion concentration as illustrated by the data given in
the following table:

Indicptor

Acid

Color in
liQ'^d HCN
neutral

pH
transition

Bpse in H^O

Co?. or
in

I'ater Base
Thymol-blue

Methyl Red
Phenol-Red

Alzprin-
yellow

( Red

Red
Red-
orange

yellow

Red

Red
light-
red
pale-
yell oxr

greenish- 1-2-2.8
ye 11 0X7

yellow 4.2-6.3
red 6.8-8,4

yellow 10.1-12.1

Red

Red
yellov/

yellow

Yellow

Yellow
red

red

Conductivity studies deomonstrated that acids soluble in HCN
could be prrpnge in the following order of acid strengths: HClO ^.

;>

KsSOa > HNOa ^ CHCI3CO3H > picric acid. Perchloric acid is the
'

stronc'est electrolyte while sulfuric and nitric are only moderate-
ly strong electrolytes, Dichloroacetic and picric acids ai'C weak
electrolytes and are incapable of producing an indicator change.
Nitric acid was found to attack indicators. Solutions of per-
chloric acid in HCN a.re unstable. For these reasons only sulfuric
acid could be st'^died for the ourpose of ascertaining indicator
color changes.

Conductance measurements also showed that the alkali cyanides
and the strong organic amines are good electrolytes in HON, Tri-
ethylamine was used as the basic analogues in the indicator color
change studies since t'^e alkali cyanides have a tendency to de-
colorize the soil vent.
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V. Solvolytic Reactions: In rnrlogy to the ?.cuo-system,
solvolytic reactions can be divided into tvro mpin clashes:

A, Solvolysis of Acid Chlorides: Organic acid chlorides
react wit^ the solvent as fol"^ ows:

R-C-Cl + HCN;^R-b-CN + HCl

The position of the equilibrium is irell on the side of the free
acid chloride. However, Jander rnd Coworkers ( 3) forced the
equilibrium to right in the case of pcetyl end benzoyl chlorides
by adding sufficient pyridine to react completely v/ith the libera-
ted hydrogen chloride. Both pcetyl end benzoyl cyanides were iso-
lated in excellent yields. In the presence of pyridine the
reaction must proceed as follows:

R_C-Cl + f CsHsNhJgN ^ziz^ H6-CN + pCgHsWHl Cl

Solvolysis of thionyl chloride in the presence of 2 moles of
potassium cyrnide should theoretically yield a mixture, of thicnyl
ch].oro-cyanide and thionyl cyanide, Potentionetric titrations
and isolation of 1.75 moles of potassium chloride indicated that
the following solvolytic reactions had taken place:

SOClg + KCJ*I ^±> SO + KCl
'CN

and

SOCLg + 2KCN ^ S0(CN)2 + 2KCl
Neither thionyl cyanochl oride or the thigryl cyanide could be

isolrted from the i^eaction mixture; both decompose rapidly.
B. Solvolysis of Salts. A study of the solvolysis of a

series of silver salts was undertaken to establish the relative
strength of the parent acids. The silver cyanide formed by such a
reaction is insoluble and constitutes a weak base analogue. The
following salts are arranged in order of decreasing strength of
the parent acid.

Ap:Cl04 . The readily soluble silver perchlorate does not
solvolyize and its solutions are good conductors. Silver per-
chlorate can be used as a qualitative test reagent for the presence
of moisture in liquid HCN since it reacts immediately with water
to give the insoluble silver cyanide and perchloric acid.

Ap-gS04 . Silver sulfate reacts as follows:

Ag3S0 4 + 2HCN —- 2AgCN + H3SO4

The presence of sulfuric acid in the supernate liqtiid was verified
by titration vdth potassium cyanide SDlution and actual isolation
of -Qotassium sulfate.

Jk gNO

3

. Silver nitrate reacts according to the follov/ing
eau.atTon; AgNOg + HCN rr± AgCN + HNO3. Conductance studies and
potentiom^tric titrationc indicate that the position of the
enuilibrium is not too far to the right.

Ag^P04 . Silver orthophosphr te is converted to silver cyanide
and orthophospi'oric acid v/hen dissolved in HCN, Analysis shows
that this reaction is practically quantitative, Conductometl'lc
and potentionetric titration of the spernatant phosphoric and
solutions show that it is non-basic in liquid HCN.

Jander suggests that the solvolysis of silver orthophosphate
in lic'Pid HCN be used as method for preparing anhydrous ortho-

liio spheric acid.
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AgOCN. Si]v=^r cyprifte is insoluble in ].iquid HCN. After e.

rercui.ui ~oeriol of four days ft room tenpsrrture 4?,,:> conver:ion to
silver cypnicle w; s fou.nd to hfve occurred.

It should be noted thpt potp.ssium cyenrte is very soluble in
HCN rnd thpt theso solutions tend to turn broT-:n pnc. resinfy

—

indicrting the presence of free cymide ions. Complete solvolysis
occurs but no free cyanic rcid could be detected. Jender (l4)
strtes thft cyenic pcid is the hydrogen peroxide pnplogue of the
cypno 'system pnd thpt it rerdily decora --oses to hydrogen cypnide
pnd oxyren. Ho''-/evor, p.ll tests for oxygen were negetive.

Agl. Silver iodide does not solvolyize. These results shovr

thpt solve] ysis of the silver salts depends U:3on initial soln.bility
p.s well PS the s i:.rcngoh of the acid pnplogue,

VI, Reactions of Sulfur Dioxide and Sulfur Trioxide with
HCN, Since these two sulf'ir com-oou.nds pre the pcid anhydrides of
su.lfurous and -sulfuric acids in the aqua system, r stndy v/as iHc de
to determine their chonicp]. behavior in the cypno-system.

Solutions of sulfui'-dioxide and sulfur trioxide in HCN are
wepk eloctrol.ytes; potenti-jnetric titrt tions v'ith potassium cyanide
showed the presence of the mono bpsic ^-nt cyanosulfurous and
cypno sulfuric pcids, X'/hich rrevQ formed by the following reactions
with the solvent.

SOs + HCN -^-zz^ ISOsCCN): + H"^
^ L ~'

SO3 + HCN -^ iSOgCCN);" + H"^

Bof' of f'esc pcids as well as their potassium salts are stable
only in .solution,

VII, Am-^hoterism or Comi')lex Formption, Since the salts of
iron, nlatium, gold, silver, copper, crdmium, nickel, cobalt, and
mercury exhibit a marked tendency to form com-^lex cyanides in the
aquo system, it was of interest to determine irhether some of these
sp.me com-oounds vrould act ps pmphoteric cypnides in liquid HCN,
The fo^i.lowing examples are discussed in the mort resent x-rork by
Jpnder (lo),

FeClg , Potentiometric titrations of this compound v;ith tri-
ethylanine pnd isolption of the complex tri ethyl-ammonium hexa-
cyanoferrpte (ill) indicate the follox-ring reaction sequence:

FeGl3 + ^MG;^Ec)3 NHI CN - ---> FE(CN)3 +

Fe(CN)3 + ?j^(C2H5)3NH|CN ^.z^ r(C3H5)3NHl3 [fe(CN)61

Ap-CN , The insoluble silver cypnide readily complexes vrith
an additional mole of either potassium or triethylammonium cyanidc-
triethyl amine in liauid HCN - to yield the dicyanoargentate ion.
Silver perchlorate, pnd silver iodide can be converted readily to
the insoluble silver cypnide and then to the soluble complex by
metatheticpl reactions, Silvei^ cyanpte complexes as follovrs;

AgOCN + KCn + HCN .-^ K
\
A^Cll) 3] + HCN + 1/2 o^





Hr(CN)3 . This compound is slip'htly soluble in liquid HON.
Repction with one or two moles of potassium cyanide yields
notassium tricyanomercuriate (ll) and potassium tetracyanomer-
curiate (ll). Mercury (ll) chlorid.e can be converted by mete-
thesis to either of these complexes,

VIII. Solvation. Liquid HON has little tendency to form
solv^.tlon con^^ounds in spite of the fact that it possesses a high
dielectric constant.
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METALLURG-Y OF TITANIUM

Robert J, Peavler April 12, 1949

Introduction:

Titanium compounds have been used in large Quantities in recent
years, but metallic titanium, lia.s been almost unknown because of the
difficulty of obtaining the free element. It has been estimated that
titanium makec up about 0.63^ of the earth* s crust, being about as
abundant as chlorine, and many times more plentiful than such more
familiar metals as copper and lead (l). Of the metals suitable for
structural use, it is exceeded in abundance only by aluminum, iron and
magnesium. Although sodium, potassium and calcium are more plenti'ful
than titanium, they are not suited for urje as structural materials.

History ;

Titanium wps identified as a new element by G-regor in 17C9, but
not until a hundred yearcj later vas the free element prepared, and then
only in an impure ^tpte (2). Several workers, including Berzelius,
claimed to have obtained free titanium, but it now seems likely that
the products obtained were carbides or nitrides, which freouently are
metallic in appearance (o) ^ Mcissan (4), using the high temperature
of the electric furnace^ obtained titanium which contained a considera-
ble amount of the carbide, TiO , and Nilson and Peterseon(5) obtained
titanium about 95^ nure by reducing the tetrachloride with c^odium.
Because of the lack of purity of the product, it xvap generally believed
that titanium is a brittle, unworkable metal'^ It was not until Hunter
(•?) succeeded in preparing' titanium in a nearly pure state that its
malleable properties were recognized*, In 1940, Kroll (6) developed
a process for reducing titanium tetrachloride with magnesium j this
process is now used technically. No electrolytic process has, there-
fore, been developed.

Titanium Ores ;

The two principle ores of titanium are rutile, TiOg, and ilmenite,
essentially FeTiOs with variable amounts of iron. Because of the great
abundance of rutile sands in Australia, rutile is the principal source
of titanium in that country (?); in the United States, the greater
abunda.nce of ilmenite and its more ready workability make it the prin-
cipal source of titanium (8)^ Greatest production of ilmenite in the
United States occurs in the Adirondack region of New York, but large
deposits are also being worked in Florida, North Carolina and Colorado.
American ilmenite generally contains from 44 to 50 per cent titp.nium
dio::ic!e.

The preparation of titanium (IV) chloride used in .the Kroll pro-
cess from ilmenite is complicated by the great amount of iron presentj
however, ilmenite i^ generally preferred, over rutile as a source of
titanium whenever it is easily obtained, since rutile is difficult to
process. The titanium i^ converted into titanium tetrachloride by the
use of carbon and chlorine, and the crude tetrachloride is purified
by distillation and treatm.ent with copper..*. Pure titanium (IV) chloi-ldc
is a colorless liquid, (9)

Production o_f metallic titanium:

Practically all titanium which is now being produced is obtained
by ^ome modification of the Kroll proco-s, involving the reduction of th
tetrachloride bv maccnesium.
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TiCl4 + 2Mg 4 Ti + aMgClg

Titanium oxide cannot be us eel because complete reduction cannot be ac-
complished (lO), and the presence of very small amounts of oxide is
sufficient to completely' destroy all ductile and malleable properties
of the resulting product*

In the process as used by the Bureau of Mines (l9)j the reduction
is carried out in a closed iron vessel at a temperature of 1475° to
1650° Fo Since oxygen or nitrogen must not be pre-^ent, an atmof=!phere
of helium is maintained in the vessel. An excess of magnesium must
be ^ore<^.ent in order to avoid the formation of lower chloride* of tita-
nium c

In the removal of magnesium chloride and excess magnesium, two
methods ha.ve been used:

1) The spongy product is drilled out of the reaction vessel with
a lathe, the chips then leached with dilute hydrochloric acid,
ground and sifted, and the ground material again leached in
strong hydrochloric acid, after which it is washed, dried,
re screened and m£.gnetically separated. The product is obtained
c,H a ^owder^

2) Heating the reac... on chamber in a vacuum retort^ either to
volatilize i^he ror^^.T'esium and the chloride or to melt their
BV.bstpnces ;.'G ^^rri, they can be drained ^JC'^

The principle ".iiipu.. '^ .;.. i ;.ii che piroduct are magnegVim, chlorine,
ma.iganese r.nd oiyre/;- ..'.'r.gnsc-^ni;': c-.n \e reduced to p nt;-£''.igioLe amount
b>' vacuum ri.it -rirg pt a high temperf. tu.:^e. Chlorine cannot be removed
by vacuum sintering., but is removed ali'iopt completely by fusion. Iron
comes from the walls of the reaction vessel; the ejnount cannot be de-
creased by heat treatment, but is decreased by leaching. Manganese is .

introduced as an impurity in the magnesium; the amount of manganese
cannot be decreased, by heat treatment or leaching, but it can be a-
voided by using pure magnesium. Actually, of these impurities only
oxygen causes great trouble, and no means of removing it has yet been
found. It is likely that much of the oxygen comes from moisture and
hydrated magnesium compounds caught in the pore structure of the tita-
nium during leaching.

Hydrogen is adsorbed by the titanium during leaching; while hydro-
gen causes brittleness, it can be largely removed by heating in a va-

Ccnb^olidated Titanium ;

The preparation of massive titanium presents great difficults
becaupe of it<5 high melting looint. 1730° C, which makes fusion' very
difficult, so thp.t it cannot ee^siiy be cart into large objects. The
problem of fu'^ion ips further complicated.^ b;;- the great tendency of tita-
nium to react with alm.ost any refractory' lining., Alumina, beryllia
tnd silica refractories are UMSle-^s (ll).> i-'etal furnace linings cause
troijble because few m.etals have melting points higher than that of ti-
tanium; in addition, alloying with the metal may occur. Titanium has
been successfully fu^-ed. in thoria and graphite crucibles, but an entire!
suitable refractory has not yet been found (22,23). Success has also
been ha.d by melting titanium in water-cooled crucibles of copper with
which titanium does not alloy, rnd furnaces of such design that the
molten metal comes into contact only with titanium powder (24). Induc-
tion or electric aro heating is generally employed.
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Powder metallurgy presents a satisfactory method rf dealing with
titanium. If the powdered metal is heated under pressure at tempera-
tures below the melting point, the particles adhere pnd slow diffusion
occurs with the formation of a consolidated mass. However, ordinary
methods of powder metallurgy are not easily applied to the falorication
of large objects. One procedure which has been used with success is to
seal the pow'der in iron containers a.nd then rotate the assembly at high
temperatures. The amount of titanium which can be worked by this me-
thod is almost unlimited (20 ).

The thermal decomposition proces-^ of de Boer and von Arkel has
been employed experimentally. (l2,13) In this process, the crude tita-
nium is converted into the volatile iodide, Til4, which is then decom-
posed by an incandescent filament, on which the metal is deposited. "A
very pure and ductile titanium is produced in this manner, but the a-
mount which can be made by this method is limited. However, considerabl
work is now being done with this process T-?ith a view toward making it
commercially feasible (Sl).

Properties of metallic "titanium (l-i)

Metallic titanium is a white, lustrous metal, similar in appearance
to stainleps pteel. Like steel, it can be forged and rolled, and in
general it can be said that the same methods applicable to the forging
of steel can be used with titanium; however all operations must be
carried out in an inert atmosphere, since hot titanium readily absorbs
oxygen and nitrogen, with resulting brittleness. Cold working results
in increase in hardness and tensile strength. Ordinary welding proce-
dures cannot be used because of the difficulty of avoiding absorption
of gases, but it can be spot welded. %:periments with spot welding
show v.7eld strengths of the order of those for stainless steel plates
of the same thickness (25).

In spite of its great activity, titanium is resistant to corrosion,
probably because of the formation of a protective coating of oxide (l4)
Investigations indicate a resistance to corrosion about the same as
that of 18-8 stainless steel. It is readily attacked by concentrated
sulfuric or hydrochloric acid, but only slightly attacked by concentra-
ted nitric acid (by 5 per cent of ordinary acids, solutions) by ammo-
nium or sodium hydroxides. It is not tarnished by laboratory atmos-
pheres and is resistant to salt-spray attack. Titanium powder is py-
rophoric, but the consolidated metal burns only in oxygen (l5).

Alleys

The field of titanium alloys has not been greatly invcstig*ated.
Small amounts of titanium are now included in many steels, in which it
acts as a stabilizer for the iron carbide thus tending to inhibit
graphitization at high temperature

; (16,17;; however, the titanium
content rarely exceeds 0.1/^. Ferrotitanium, an alloy of iron contain-
ing variable amounts of titanium, has long been used as a scavenger. in
the steel indu^'try. As an agent for removing oxygen and nitrogen from.

steels, titanium is er.ceeded in efficienoy by only a few materials.
Large am.ounts of titanium tend to decompose iron carbides, and for this
reason high-titanium steels cannot be easily ha.rdened. Pig iron and
cost iron generally contain some titanium, since it is found in small
amounts in most iron ores and limestone s%
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Alloyn with .^snme other rnetplp hs.ve been prepared, but do not ap-~
pear to have been 'Studied to any extent (6).* Thorium alloys are gene-
rally so'ft. Columbium and tantalum alloys are hard, but are mealleable
when hot. Alloying with most metals does not seem to increase brittle-
ness greatly. Zinc-base alloys containinr; a small amount of titanium
are said to pos^esi^ superior creep-resistant properties (l8).

Apt)! i cat ions :

Because of its high cost—at present about ^5 per pound—few uses
of titanium have actually been developed, although there lia.s been no
shortage of speculation as to pos'^ible uses for a material of such
properties. Because of its resiatance to corrosion, it has been sug-
gested for use in chemical engineering equipment and for construction
x-^/here materials cone in contact with sea water. Because of its great'
strength-to-weight ratio, it is looked upon as ha.ving great possibili-
ties in the construction of aircraft. (?) During the war, the G-ermans
used titanium to some extent in getters and as functional elements in
vacuum tubes, to produce high-temperature steels, and to form corrosion
resistant surfaces on steels.
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NITRO':^yL CHLORIDE AS A SOLVENT ^ilD SOLV/TIiI& A&ErIT

Leonp Glen Schp.fer April 19, 1949
INTRODUCTION

Prepargtlon
In 1848 G-ay Lussac firct prepared nitrosyl chloride by the

reaction of nitric oxide pnd chlorine et 15°. Since then this
com;oound hrs been prepared in a variety of vrays depending; upon
the reaction of chlorine or e chloride with an oxide of nitro£,'en

or >.'ith some siraple derivative of nitrogen.
The most practical method of preparinf: la.rc^e quantities of

nitrosyl chloride Is by the reaction of nitric oxide and chloriae.
More nearly pure nitroeyl chloride may be made by the addition
of sodium chloride^''' (or hydroren chloride) s to nitrosyl sulfate.
The latt^^r com-iou.nd may be prepared by slowly passin{r sulfur
dioxide thro'Tch fumlnf nitric acid^ or by the action of nitrous
acid on concentrated sulfuric acid^"''.

Physical Properties
At -5. 8°C'i^o the orange-yellow nitrocyl chloride pas may be

condensed to a darlc red liquid. 31ood-red crystals*^ form at
-50° to -61°^ uoon cooling to liquid air temperatures they become
lemon yellovj .

Many other physical data for nitrosyl chloride have been
recorded: its s-oecific g-ravity at -If., 5° is 1.4165^^* ita
absorption spectrum has been studied both in visible^® and the
infra red^. iThe conclusion drawn from the latter study is that
NOCl is an unsymmetrical molecule); its dipole moment v/as formed
to be 1.85+.0lb^i; its dielectric constant at 12° is 18. 2«^; its
viscosity is .00547 poise at -20°.^; its vapor density agrees
with the formula NOCl up to 700° but above that it rapidly
dissociates until at 985° it is 50',^ decomposed into nitric oxide
and chlorines 5,

PROPERTIES AS A SOLVENT AND SOLVATING AGENT .

The confusion caused by the various theories of acids and
bases is really only a matter of semantics. V/hether the i^ord
"acid" means (l) a substance which forms hydrop:en ions in solu-
tion as the only positive ions (Arrhenius); (s) a proton donor
(Br^nsted); (?) any electrolyte irhich in a fiven solvent yields
cations identical 'vrlV" the crtion of the parent solvent; anions
contain in addition to the atom characteristic of the acid, atoms
characteri'^tic of the parent solvent (Franl^lin); or is limited
by the fonr "phenomenological criteria", neutralization, titra-
tion with indicators, displacement and catalysis of Levris*^ , each
definition is consistent with the accompanying theory pnd. ce.n be
used satisfactorily.

The Franklin theory as used by Germann, Cady, Jander and
others is to be considered in the follovrinr discussion of proper-
ties of nitrosyl chloride as a solvent.

The requirements of a parent solvent are fevr. It should (l)
be a good colvent, (2) be very slirhtly ionized, (?) be associat-
ed, (4) have a low viscosity, (d) have a high dielectric constant
Since nitrosyl chloride corresponded to these needs fairly well
(being comparable to ammonia in the values for 4 and 5 above)
Burg and Campbell felt that it would be a "fairly eyffective
ionizing solvent'''.
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Ionization
Nitrosyl chloride is believed to ionize, as follovist

:0 = N - Ci: :.::=:,:t:0 = l^ + :Cl: ~ -^^

(analogy)
COCl"^ +

The NO ion should be stronply solvated .because of resonance
structures [.-0 = N - Cl - N = Oj+ [0 = N - 01']

; Jj.q and

:0 sN L-'Cl - .^ = '^O . Therefore it night have been e:.pected that
nitrosyl "com-:)oimds, acids in t^'ic system, should be soluble in

nitrosyl chloride forminf^- solutions having high electricel con-

ductivities. Tpble I shous thrt this is true for the mono
nitrosyl compounds NO Al CI4, N0FeCl4 + NOSbCle.

However, less favorable results were obtained with the
dinitroeyl comnounds. (N0)3SnCl6 + (N0)2TiCls. These compo'mds
pnd NOSO4K v.-ere o'^ite insoluble md non-conducting. (NOjgSsOv,

not F true solvo ^cid, showed slight conductivity v/hich passed
slo^'ly throu.ch p i.irximum; see Tp.ble II. HsSO^ was inert.

TABLE I
CONDUCTANCES IN LIQUID NOCl

Molpr Cond.

119
136
134
106
168
157

Solute Molarity Temnerr?ture Specific Cond.
' «C Nhos.

NOAICI4 .0-^8 -20 1.17 X 10"^
NOAICIa .0099 -20 1.34 X 10"

NOFeCl-i .0094 -21 1,2s X 10"^

N0F(5Cl4 .0094 -44 1.00 X 10-^

NOSbCle cl'^0 -20 2.35 X 10"!
NOSbCls .140 -44 2.20 X 10"

NOCl Dure -20 2.80 X 10-®

TABLE II
CONDUCT/ NCE OF (N0)sS20 7 (SATURATED IN NOCl) AT 20°

Ti-ie (hrs) .75 2 15 46
Specific Cond. 4.95 25 48.8 23.8 14.7
(xlO®)

The chloride ion was not expected to be appreclatpbly sol-
vrted becpuse nitrocyl chloride should not be rff-^cted by an elec-
tron donor PS wepk ps the chloride ion. To support this potassiun
chloride wps found to be insoluble in nitrosyl chloride; there
T'-as no conductpnce effect.

The choice of KCl is perhaps unfortunpte for it is p base
in this system pnd yet; vrhen the pcid NOSbClg v/ps added it
rempined unchpnged; by pnplogy it should hpve dissolved. Perhaps
a Drotective coating of KSbCls prevented this.

More contrpdictory evidence wps brought ud when in an attempi
to estpbllsh the presence of chloride ions in nitrosyl chloride
wpter WPS pdded. Burg pnd Cpmpbell reported thpt wpter dissolved
wit'-^ no conductpnce and could be recovered by evaporation; how-
ever slow hydrolysis pt room, temperpt'ire resulted in the forma-
tion of products NO, NO 5, §^1> also non-condiicting in nitrosyl
chloride. In 1924, Noyos^ reported the decomposition, NOCl +

. HO NO + HCl
Neut ral 1 z p 1 1 on .

Since no bpse (metpllic chloride) soluble in nitrosyl
chloride hps been found the reaction of noutralizatlon remains
hypothetical.

HaC
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+ t'N0AlCl4 + MCI -^ MOCl + MAlCli
e.nplogy COAICI5 + KCl --

^/ COClg + KAICI4
Much work mpj still be done r.long this line. Peph^r.ps CsCl

vould be soluble '(?s in the case of CSaSOa in liq'Tid SOg. If so,
the folloi'dnsr, double displ?)cement rer-.ction mig-ht occur:

r- ^-base salt
1

^ ^^ ,1 A = r soluble anion
I

Cs Cl + K A —
-> KCl i + CsA|

snelogy ,'^KOH + Fc(CL)3-~>, Fg(oH)3J, + 3KC1
Bolvgtion •

Solvates, that is compounds containing solvents of crystal-
lization, such as hydrates, ammonates, phosgenates are conmon.
The solvo- acids, NOAICI4 ( or AlCla'NOCl) and NOSbCl (or SbClg'
NOCl) mentioned before ere examples of solvated compounds.

Solvates are usually obtained by the interaction of the
chlorides and nitrosyl chloride alone or in carbon

tetrachloride^^ , However, most metals, metallic oi^ides^' '^*'
36,37^' However, most metals, metallic oxides, or lov;cr valent
chlorides are attacked to form higher valent chlorides and an
oxide of nitrogen. Zn,Hg, Al, Sn, As, Sb,Bi are attacked while cold.
CujA'.T, Cd,Th,Pb,Pt ere attacircd when kept at 100° for many days.
AgjMn are slightly attacked under the latter conditions. Mg +• Ni
show no corrosion ^. The higher valent chlorides thus formed
usually combine with some of the excess solvent to form m.olecular
addition products.

e.g. Sn + 6 NOCl —^ SnCl4'2ClON + 4N0
SnCls + 4N0C1 -—>SnCl4 'SCION + 2N0
SnCl4 + riNOCl —> SnCl4-2Cl0N

Mono-solvates are obtained with SbClg, AICI3, FcGls and
BiCls. PtCl4, SnCl4, TiCl4, and PbCl4 form disolvatcs^^

.

ZnCl3-N0Cl, AlCls'-NOCl and HgClg-NOCl are loose addition
com"oounds from w'-^ich NOCl may be renoved on heating. The com-
Dounds CuClg'NOCl and MnCls'NOCl are paramagnetic end are thus
believed to possess the structures represented by the formulas
TCuNO] CI3 and [MnNO] CI3, Magnetic evidence also saopqrts the
belief that t^e followine' compounds are saltlike: ^^'^ SbClg]

,

2(N0)-^|SnCl6]
, and ?,(N0)'+[PtCl6] . Some evidence indicates ""that

NOSbClg resoha.tee betv/eon a' salt" and a molecular addition
Droduct^,
Chemical reactivity

"There is probably no known compound v/hich provides a
greater variety of reactions compared to the simplicity of its
strn.cturo and to the resistance shown toward decomposition by
physical agencies, ""^

T'/hen nitrosyl chloride reacts i-ath bases (in the vrater
system) chlorides ana nitrites are formed^^. NOCl + KOH—^KCl +
KONO + H2O. T/ith hydrogen sulfide in ether ammonium
chloride, water, and sulfur are produced'^ ^, Chloi'ine is
miecible with liaiAid NOCl in ell proportions*^. Treatment with
hydi'ogon using a platinum catalyst results in the foi-matlon of
ammonium chloride and some hydroxylammonium chloride^®.

Certain organic comnounds react vrith nitrosyl chloride:
1. Addition to unsatui'ated hydi^ocarbons.

Nitrosyl chloride reacts vrith ethylenic comooundc to form
nitrosb chlorides. In crystalline form these are colorless dimers;
in sdn., or v^hen melted they form blue monomers^ ^. Upon heating,
many of theee compounds rearrange into oximes which produce alde-
hydes, or ketones, and hydroxylamine on hydrolyscs. The foi-matlcL
of oximes by the use of nitrosyl chloride has been used to
characterize the double bonds in pinine end other terpenes.
?, Condensation reactions: Primary amines react to form water and
a diazo comoound. In the case of alkylamince the diazo compounds
break down to form chlorides and nitrogen^® > ^^' ^^
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r'nHs + aNCl '—> HgO + RN'^NCl

i-—.>RCl + Ng
With substituted aryl compounds such as phenol the nitroso

grouD is directed to the para position 3"^. Secondary amines
form nitres amines RgNH + NOCi ^gN.NO + HCl. Acetone forms a
nitroso com-oound vrhich rearranges into an oxime,

g H5 . '(^iNO Q Ks OH
CH3C CH;.. -ir.-^, CK3C-C-IJO —^ CH3C-G=:N0H

Mercaptans also undergo reaction with NOCl in pccordance with
the follov/ing stepsJ,_^^

NOCl
RSH > RSNO ) (RS)3 + NO

Even "oaraffins are attacked by nitrosyl chloride^ >^
. In

presence of ultra-violet light, they condense to form nitroso
compounds which rearrange to form oximes; the letter yield ke-
tones on hydrolysis: e.g., n-heptane

(CH3gK2CH3)2CK3 ^. (CH3CH3CKs)2CHN0 > ( CHgCHgCHg) gC =

NOH—i-^ (CH3CH3CH2)sC =t + NHgOH.
toluene jjq^.^ ^sO

./.CH3 > '^^^CHsNO )/CHN0PI -^ /CHO
STRUCTURE

"The nitrosyl grou'oing is truly an unusual grouping among
chemical m8terials"2'''c Although it contains an odd number of
electrons compounds show ^ittle color, and only a slight tendency
to dinerize or to ioni.:e at room temperature.

Possible structures for nitric oxide may be represented as
fcllc/rs: .... -co ... ^

:Ur %o; or :N: ^0: or :N ;^ 0:12 5
Inter nucleer discences sue -)ort a resonance structure inter-
mediate between forms 2 + 5. The bond distance in NO is 1,14A°
with 1„18A° crlculfted for a double bond, 1.05A° for a triple
bond.

Nitric oxide may react in three_^ways: l) through actual
or effective loss of an electron, NO'(:N=0:)

, 2) by the gain of
an electron from some electropositive material NO~(:N=d:)
5) by donating a pair pf electrons to form a coordination com-
pound, (:N=b; ),(:NHO: )'*', or ( :i^=0': )-^

For nitrosyl chloride Ketelaar®'^ found that the bond dis-
trnces are : 2.65 + ,01 for Cl-O, 1.95+,01 for Cl-N, + 1,1+., 02
for N-0, The ONOl bond rngle is llG°+2.

The dipole moment for nitrosyl chloride is 1.85D, thus
indicating polerity or D.n unsymmetrical structure. In the
fddition of nitrosyl chloride to unsaturated hydrocsi'bons
chlorine has a negative charge accoi'ding to Markownikof f ' s rule
since it goes to the carbon with the least number of hydrogen
atoms. The existence of the NO radical is fui-ther suppoi'tcd
by mac-netic measurements on solvated salts (e.g. 2N0'^ SnCls ~

,

No exDcrimentf 1 evidence to support the contention that
NOCl,' like HOC^ and NO2CI exists in electromeric foi-ms was
found. The only known compound Iq which the nitrosyl group seems
to be negptive is sodium nitrosyl"^^,
Conc'^.usion

Huge quant it it es of nitros.yl chloride are produced in the
commercial preparation of chlorine by treating salt vrith nitric
acid. Becpuse its production by this method far exceeds its
uses the Solvpy Process Comoany, the manufacture is compelled to-

decomoose much of it to form nitric oxide and more chlorine.
Increasing amounts of it are being diio^ed out in special
p.nntai np-rr. nnr^ n1fin in thfi fm^m nf an add i ti nn m-o.^iiat v/i th
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ferric chloride from which the gas may be liberated by hec^t.

The Dor Chemical Co^oany holds a patent for preparing
nitrosyl chloride by the action of nitric oxide on hydrochloric
acid in the presence of an oxidizing pgent such as nitric acid.
The product t^us formed is immediately used to chlorinate
methane exhaustively and thus forjigCarbon tetrachloride and
reletively pure ammonium chloride

The Solvsy Process Comi:)any uses large amounts of nitrosyl
chloride in a method for produci ig synthetic detergents*^.
Some other uses and suggested uses for nitrosyl chloride include
shrink proofing wool**, flour bleaching,'*^ catalyzing polymeriza-
tion reactions in petroleum refining*^, making dye intermediates

, a modified method of sulfuric acid manufacture, pickling
metals and alloys and digesting cellulosic materials,
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aunther L. Eichhorn April 26, 1949

Nitrosylcyano Complexes

The nitrosylcyano comr)le^es are isosteric with the metallic car-

bonyls, and, like the latter, possess a rare gas conf isuratioh. Al-

thour^h the initial member of this series, the iron "nioroprus.<^iate "

has been Imown for a long time, the confusion existing in^this fiel^_

ha^ been cleared only recently by the investigations of Hieber and his

coworkers.

'J?reparation :

The compounds to be discussed can be obtained by the action of some

nitric oxide source u-oon the cyanide complex (which may be prepare:, in

the reaction mixture without isolation) corresponding to the nitrosyl-

cyano comr)lex desired. - The source of nitric oxide may^ consist of an

atmosiohere of the gas itself, or a reagent such as nitric acio a nit-

rite, or hydroxylamine. Following are some typical examples 12,7,10,15,

rFe(CN)6]
"''

•+. 4EN03 -r ^ [Fe(CN) sNOJ-^ + Kh/ + 3 NOg"

Mn"^3 + 5 CN- + NO •> |in(GN)5 NO]"?

JNiCCIl^^]"^ + PJTHgOH ^[NiCClOsHo]"*^ + NK^."^ + CN~ + HgO

Structure :

The structural problems pertaining to the nitrosylcyano complexes

can be -esolved into' three fundam.ental categories:

1) the attachment of the NO group to the central atom

3) the electronic orbitals utilized in bond formation, and the resul-

tant geometric configuration, and

3) the tvr)e<^ of bon^s connecting metal and coordinating groups.

Cur present information concerning the nature of the NO group in

these comr^oundc has been summarized by Hieber and Seel 15). Since

reduction^of the nitrosyl pentacyano ferrate (ii) ion leads to the sub--

stitution of ammonia rather than water for the NO group (9), the laote.r.

is a-suraed to be joined to the metal through the nitrogen, rather than

the oxygen, atom. It remains to be determined whether NO

a) coordinates as a neutra^l molecule (Me-NO)

b/ is a positive ion (I-Ie-Ip Ol)

c) is a negptive ion (Me-N = S) .

d"; is linked by means of a double bond (Me=N=0), or

-.) is an anion of hyponitrous acid Me-N-O:
Me-N-O":

Structure (p ) would impart paramagnetic character, yet all the complexe

studied ha.ve been found to exhibit diaraagnetism. Moreover, the reduc-

tion of nitrosylpentacyajioferrate (I±)

rFe(CN)5N0 -3 -^LFe(CN)5 NH3]-3

in.^icates that the charge on the NO differs from that of neutral ammoni

ih= inc-rea'^e in negative charge of the com.plex ion, furthermore, pro-

vide p. evidence for structure (b), while simultaneously disproving U).
-^'he latter is all th^ more unlikely because of p lack of tendency to

C'lmerize a charact eristic of nitroso (but not nitrosyl) compounds.

LLVDe- aid Seel cono-ider (d) unlikely, since it oostulates a double

b.-id with a transition netalj this objection is no longer valid, on

the basiq of modern theory. ' Form.ula (e) is ruled out by the raonoraeric

nature of i:i - metal - to - NO com;olexes. Thus only structures lb;

and Id) are considered logical.
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In order to determine whloh electronic orbitals are u^ed. In bond
formation, the forrap.l oxlda.tlon .qtate of the centrpl atom Ig first cal-
culated, a^-uming a charge of +1 for the ni trotyl group and -1 for each
of the cyano groups. The electrons which are present (in this oxidatior
state) in the d-shell being filled in the pprticular transition series,
:^re then indicated by circles, and the electrons donated by coordinating

' ' 311DS, are represented by crosses-. Configurations are presented in
one following table, which includes all of the known nitrosylcyano anior

|MnI(CN)5N0 •

r
.11LFe^^(CN)5K0j

j O X
III X.

3d
O 10
io

4s
1'

bZ

jv 1 X

[Ni°(CN)3N0]"

3d 4 s 4p

!0

jo
xfxjx X

X

JMo°(CN)bNo]~*

|ru^^(GN)bNo1~ A

/1-d ^5s 5p
X jx
X |x

-^ -^ -'>-

•rr ir "

4d 5s 5p
j

:: X
o jo X X

,::! X
Ix X

xlx
xjx

The central atom has attained the. rare gas configuration in all instan-
ceso Th'e nickel comolex shows, sp^ bonding, all others utilize d^ sp3
o:.-^bitals; thus, according to Pauling (lo), the nltrosyltricyano nlckel-
at3 (ll) ion should be tetrahedral, and all the others should be octa-
aedrally directed. Unfortunately, these predictions have not been
experimentally confirmed.

Reference will be made to the nickel complex to illustrate the
tyne of bonding involved in these compounds. Since both the cyanide

the sp® configuration.ad the
losely

nitrosyl radicals contain ten electrons,
resembles that of nickel tetracarbonlyl:

N
a*

-

:N = C- iji -'N = D:
C
tu

N

On the basis of the nickel-carbon distance in nickel carbonyl,
'auling has postulated (l3) a double bonded structure as an important
contributing element to the resonance of the molecule. By analogy, the
itrosylcyano complex can also be writti
ntering into bond formation:

Nr

\i

c

*N = C = fii - N
d
n

in with four of the 3-d orbitnl^:

t appears that
ire to explain
/brids can be

combined yield a
c omp ound s • Ma ny

satisfactory plc-
other resonanc'3

these tw o s t ru c tur e s

the behavior of the
formulated^ including;

torn is linked by' a triple bond (l4)
KDerimental evidence for these possible structures is lacking, we
siLume._ that the contribution of such forms iq 1i miter!.

structures in which the central
to the coordinating groups; since

may
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Nltrosyltrlcyp.nonlckelate (©)

The formption of n violet coloration when pota=!Sium tetracyano

nickslate (ll) is treated with hydroxylamine in aqmeous solution or wher.

nvcric 'ovide reacts with potassium tricyano nickelate (I) has been the

-ublect of study by several investigators (1,6,11); conflicting inter-

pretations have been advanced. Thus the following structures, anong ^-

others, "have been proposed for the product: '" '

•"

[(Cl5)3(OK)Nim - NHgOK-Ni^^^ (0H)(CN)3]-3

[(CN)3Ni - NOK - Ni(Cl03]~^

In order to settle the nature of the violet product, Hieber, Nast, and

'

Proeschel (6) set out to isolate the conroound, which they believed to

be a nitrosylcyano complex. Anderson (l) had previously attempted the

isolation of the Ni(CN)3N0 "^ anion by precipitation with large cations

but no insoluble products were obtained. Hieber e^ al assumed that the

com-oouna could not be isolated from aqueous solution due to acid decom-

position of the complex, according to the following equation:

2 iNi(CN)3N0]--3 + 2Y& ^JNiCCN)^]"^ + Ni(CN)s +N3O + HgO

The hydrogen ion concentrrtion furnished by the solvent water is appa-

rently high enough to bring about this reaction. Assuming this hyDO-

thesis to be correct it should be possible to isolate the compound

from s solvent with a lower acid dis'-ociation constant than water. The

successful aToplicption of this concept resulted in the isolation of the

desired substance both from liauid ammonia and from absolute alcohol

nedia, according to the following eauation:

Kg [Ni(CN)3l-»- NO > K2 lNi(CN)3 No]

Separation from "the side reaction porducts is effected by extraction

With alcohol and ether. Hieber »s claim to the effect that they had
_

.isolated the only Ni (O) compound other than nichel tetracarbonyl is

challenged by the description in the literature of potassium tetracya-

uonickelate (o). (3,4).

Mechanism of the Reaction with Hydroxylamine

Since the reaction between hydroxylamine and potassium tetracyano-

nickelate (H) is carried out in aqueous alkaline solution, the violet

reaction product could not be isolated. It was proved identical with

Che' substance produced in liouid ammonia by absorption spectra studies

(7). The mechanism of this reaction was then formulated, as follows:

S-NHgOH > NH3 + H-N^ (OH)

2

H-l}=(0H)3 ^ H-N=0 + H3O
MO + OH'' .-> NO"^ + H3O .

[Ni(CN)4]""^ + NO* -> [Ni(CN)3N0]''^ ^ CN""

,^aramation of the four steps gives the overall stoichiometric relation-

"^^^'K2[Ni(CN)4] + 2NH3OH > K3JNi(0N)3N0] -Jr HON + NHg + H3O

Some proof for this mechanism was afforded by the Quantitative deter-

mlnation of ammonia produced, and by a variation of the procedure, in

^rhich other substances capable of yielding the nitrox^l IntcimediatG'

-.^rere substituted for hydroxylamine.
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Hexacyp.nomanganp.'te (ill) can be j^imilarly converted to nitrosylpen-
tacyanomanganate Xl)^{7) Electronically, the.qe reactions can be toIc-
tured thug:

[Ni(CN)4]-2 "

^

^

>

[Ni(CN)3No]'

X xjx
X xf^x

X
X

Mn(CN)6 -3

X
X

X X
X X,

X
X1

X
X

o
o o

O loj OlXllXl Xi X I

[Mn(CN)B no]

10
O O m XXXXX X

That is, replacement of cyanide by nitrosyl requires the addition of
NO as the negative nitroso group, which undergoes an intramolecular
reaction with the central atom, in which the latter gains two electrons
at the expense of the NO group, Schenatically

:

NO", 3d^ ^ NO"^^ 3d=^°

It ha.s been d.etermined experimentally that the hexacyanoferrate
-,11 ) ion can be converted to the nitroprussiate by hydroxylamine withou^
the addition of alkali. Electronically, the following process is in-
volved:

[Fe(GN)s]
-4

j^Fe(CN)5No]

o X X X X ^'^
^'i.

o X Jil
X •rr X

X X "x xix X
0_ X X X X

''".n this particular case, the oxidation state of the central atom re-
;nains the ^ame, and the nitroso to nitrosyl reaction apparently does
not take -olace. Therefore we rapy assume that, in this case, NO adds
as a nitrosyl . and not as a nitroso group^ the process can be summarize
as follows: ^7";

2 NH3OH >"NHi + K3O + HNO
HI'IO + lU'sOE ^ NK3 + KONO -,

pe(CN)6j~^ + HOMO ->|e(CN)5 NoJ"^ + CN"" + OH
i-'his, mechanism explains the fact tha-t no addition of base in necessar;y
and ^ also justifies the direct reaction of nitrite with hexacyanoferrate
(II) to give the nitroprus==iate. The latter reaction, as may be expec-
ted because of the similarity of configuration of repgent and product,
is readily reversible (5).

^'otapsium Nitrosylpentacyanomolybdate (o)

In the older literature a violet, ' crystalline compound designai ol
as

MoOg.^KCN.NHsOH^HsO
is described, which was prepared from potassium molybdate, potassium,
cyanide, and hydroxylamine. In t he belief that this is actually anothc
nitrosylcyano complex, Kieber, Nast, and G-ehring repeated this work (G
and by analysis, substantiated the formula

K4 Mo (On) 5 NO . 2H3O

Apparently hydroxylp.mlns serves as a reducing agent, as well as niti'o-
sylating agent.

Mo04~^ +_NH3CH + 6 CN- ^ [I-.io(CN)s]-^ + NO^" + SOH"*

[Mo(CN)s] * + 2HsN0H ^ jl-io ( CN ) 5N0"]
~^ + ^4.-^ + GN" + H3O
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Nitric Oxide Anp.ly.qlp — O::ldatlon State of Central Atom

The reaction of nitrosyltrlcyanoniclielate (o) ion v;ith acid ha.s
been diqcusped pbove. The oxidation of Ni(0) to Ni (ll) can be conci-
dered in two steps (g), the first involving; the 'reduction of nitrosyl
to nitric oxide

Ni° + N0+ Ni"^ + NO

and the second representing the further reduction of the nitric oxide
produced' •

2Ni+ + ONO + 2l{^ 2Ni"^2 + HgO + N3O
Since the reaction of nitrosylpentacyanof errate (ll) involves only the
oxidation from iron (II ) to iron (ill), no further reduction of nitric
oxide talces place, and the reaction in this case, can be used for the
cuantitative deterraination of NO 'in the com-^lex. 'v^hether nitric oxide
or its reduction products, nitrous oxide and nitrogen, are evolved on
acid treatment thus depends essentially u;'Don the oxidation state of the
central atom. In the reaction with the nickel complex further reductior
of the nitric oxide can be prevented by the addition of ferric ion/
thus enabling the nucantitative detection of NO in this complex also,
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CAFJSON^*, ITS PBEPARATI'jIM, PROPERTIES, AND USES

IJillipm F. Lorpnger Mpy -3, 1949

INTRODUCTION ;

Perhfps the first cons icier? tion in vrorking- with e radioactive
ele-ient is the heplth hpzprd involved. CprTDun-14 (hot carbon, as

it is often cp^led) is e v^r.y i-reej: betp-emitter, end &s such cen
penetrate on^ y the thinnest of brrriere, les'^ than p fei'j milli-
grrns/cm,^ Cl). No danger is connected with mere hpndling of the

mater ipl in closed contpiners. The creptest danger lies in the
•oosc'ible insertion of the isotope in some form or another. Even
t'l.is is not' very dpncerons in spite of the long life of C-l-^.-, be-
cpn.se of the rpoid turnover of carbon comoounds in the living
orgpnispi. Ho-^-ever, the hard tisp'ies pre transformed very slowly,
and if as nuch ps .?0 microcuriee of rpdiopctive cprbon pre evenly
distributed in the bones of pn individual of average size, he v^ill

receive the npximum dai?.y dose of radiation, 0.1 r/dpy of radia-
tion (l). ^s p -prevention to ingestion, working under closed
systems is safety enough.

PREPARATION ;

There is some evidence of carbDn-14 in nature. Cosmic radia-
tions produce ^ very smpll amount of it, approximately f^n abun-
dance of 10"^°"^ C-14 relative to ordinary carbon as lOOS (l).

Artificially, radioactive carbon-14 is oroduced most commonly
by means of a cyclotron or a oile such as that in the Clinton
Laboratories. When the appearance of protons was observed in the
bombardment of N-l-^- vrith fast neutrons, the reaction

Ni* (n,p)C^*
was sn.ggested as a possibility. Later, the same reaction, evi-
dently, was observed when slow neutrons were used. In a sea.rch
for the isoto'oic carbon-14, Ruben .^ nd Kamen (4) were able to iso-
late it and identify it from a graphite rod. These same investi-
gators also isolated it from NH4NO3 solutions vrhich received stray
neutron radiation for severe- 1 months from a 50-inch cyclotron.
Other reactions observed and utilized by the same men for the
orodnction of carbon-14; ,, ^ , .

The development of nuclear reactor:^ has therefore made Possible
com-^arative large-scale production of C-14 of very high soecific
activity by the nentron bombardment of nitrogenous substances.

Current production of the isotope for distribution is by
irrpdiation of satura^^d ammonium nitrate solutions in the Clinton
Pile (1). From the table below, it is readily seen that the
greatest oci-centagr cf total activity (go'i) is obtained as CO3,
which is t^en used to synth^isize solid barium carbon? te. It is
in tbis form thpt the activity from su.ch sources is usually
obtpined by the investigptor interested in C-14.
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T^iBLS I. (l)

IRADIQAC TIVS Ci^BBON COIPQUNDS PRODUCED BY THE RS/CTIQN: N^^(n.T3)C^^

lActive

I

Body

ico

ico 3
|0N"

!HCKO
CR3OH
HCOOH

Target substance — percentpge of totpl
ac tivitj

BeaNs
solid

0.9 :

63,0
i

3.? I

3.5 i

^.01 ;

>1.0
i

716.0 ;

NH4NO3
GOlld

^4:10 3 r^s'i^-^^coWYir^oim; i^^^^.rrxi
solid moisb

c.rystrls .

?0

30

i 30

I <: .1
i

50
i <<.!
I 1
I 1
! 10

10
15

50
30

5

40
55

10
5

20
70

Looking: ag^in et the tahle, it is int erecting to note the

lprf:e percentrre of raethrne produced from the irrrdirtion of

beryllium nitride. This is ii^.portrnt beer use its synthesis from
the' dioxide is rpthor time consumingi.

PROPERTIES :

The hplf-life of C-14 hrs been the subject of numerous in-

vestigrtions, becrruse the betr disintegrption of this isotooe
-orobebly proceeds through e forbidden trrnsition — the observed
hrlf life being much longer than th^r t vrhich one would expect,
knowing the mrximum betr^TO? rticle energy to be only fbout 0.15 mev,

(1). Kanen (5) early estimated from 1000 to ?5,000 yeprs for its

hplf life.. Lfter experiments on known samples of C-14 content,
heve given the follovring vrlues: (l)

5300 + 800 years
5100 + 200 years
4700

j;;,
500 years

Ruben end Kpraen (4) hpve qnoted a figure of 0.145 + ,Q15 mev, for
the maximum beta particle energy.

The physicpl properties of carbon-14 are best summed up in

tabular form, as in the table below, comparing it with the other
isoto'oes of carbon,

TABLE II. (1)

PROPERTIES OF THE CAFBON NUCLIDES

Abun- Exac t ma s s ' Radi a t ion 1-Iax . En-
d--n-ce .

0--^16. 000000 ' erp:y,mev>
Half- i

life I

Usual
od'n.

(10
lO.C^.lO -

. 000 3

,v + 3.4+0.1 8.8
sec.

B(p,n)
I

Cii 11.01495+
.00009

-- +
. ga- ol 20.5

min.
3(p,n)

iC^s
I 98.9 ^ 12.00382+

I

: .OOOO4
ii 3 1.1 15.00751-

.00010
!14 10rrs~ 14.00767+

.00005
0.154+

.004
5IOO
yrs.

N(n,r.-'
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Experinentfl det'^rminp/cions of tlie rptes of decay of redio-
pctive snbstpnces hpve shown thrt these processev^. t'^ke place
according to an exponential lev, the r^.te of decay et eny instant
being pro'oortional to the nnmber of unstable nuclei oresent. The
fundanentfl relation is (s)

dt

Inteorration of this equrtion gives ,^
— At

Trhere Nq ^^ ^'^^ original number of unistcble nuclei (t^), N^ is

the number nresent after a time t, and lambda (a) is the dis-
integrption cons tent. The time 1/a is thrt necesspry for en pcti'". e

deposit to decpy to l/e it^ originpl strength, pnd is knov/n sb the
pverpge life. It is of course no\7 more common to spefk of the hrlf
life of sn .^-ctive body, the time roqu.ired for the rpdiopctivity
from a de^oosit to fpl"". to one half its ori£:inel intensity, being
eqn.-.i to (in 2)/;\ .

The long hplf life of C-].4 then ps p betp emitter makes it
a useful tool for trpcer chemict-'y (o). Some of the mef^ods used
to mepsure this rctivity in trpcor experiments are various forms
and ada"-)tptions of electroscopes pnd electrometers. Today, the
Lauritzen electroscooe pnd modificptions of this is in x-ride use
to mepsure the rpdiopctivity of gaseous rFm-^les. The Lindemann
electrometer ufs and is used for astronom.icpl observp tions. There
pre also rapny "tube counters" in use, of which the Geiger-Mi'iller
counters pre in ^Dopulpr use. Other mepsuring devices in use are
the Wilson cloud ohprn'r^er, the beta rpy s^oectfom.eter, pnd the mass
spectrogrp-oh (l,"^. '-nd l*"-').

Becpuse of their relatively high specific chprge, b"ta r^:/G
are qu.ite epsily deflected from their pptha. This gives ri-^e to
"scptt faring. " This is fti important considerption in thpt it
considerpbly wepkens the betp rpy bepms, and experiment? lly
observed absorption curves include this error.

Cprbon-14, in the emassion of betp pprticles, plso offers the
problem of self-pbsorption of those pprticles to give inaccurate
results. Correction curves are usually plotted (lo) to combf.t this
error. Leslie (ll) did much experimentption on this iraportpnt
fpctor, as did Yankvich (9, lO). It should also be pointed out
that pctive barium carbonpte has the -property of losing some of
its rpdiopctivity through an exchpnge reaction vrith atmospheric
COg, through the pgency of moisture (in),

USES:
Tracer chemistry is imoortpnt in the use of the radiopctive

isoto-oes such ps C_14 to "trpce" or "follow" the path of a reac-
tion, or whpt is now more commonlj/ called the "mechanism" of a
reaction. 3y synthesi ^.ing with C-14 pnd trpcing its ppth in the
synthesis with suitpbl'^ cou.nting technioues, some picture of the
mechanism is obtaineo . For example, the vrork of Kummer, Do'/itt
pnd Emmett (ir^) on th'j rtudie.., of the Fischer-Tropsch synthesis
using C-14 as p trpcer show thpt the grepter nart of the product
of synthesis is formed by some process other thpn by the reduction
of the cprbide ps an intermediate, (This mechanism of carbiding
is 'orooosed in Gilm.pn, id. 791 ),

Probpbly the most drpmatic employment of carbon-14 is in the
grept pmo'mt of rereprch being c.-rried on in pttempts to trpce
the path of carbon in iDh.otosynthesis. This is done by the deter-
minption of Ipbelled cprbon ptoms in the intermedip tes involved
d'^-). This -:)rocess consists in feeding p ohotosyntheslzing
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rnd sto'Oping the rerction by Irilling the plpnt. Families of
curves pre then -olot':ed de^iciG";.xng increases in rediof-ctivity
in ppch comnound ps ^ fu" ; Gicr f ;;i:Tie (l5). experimentation is
stil-L going on r.oyrpV'l the 3 j erd',,

''In /ivo" eicperirient -3 hr"e been begun, lately, involving the
use of cprbon-14, with DarG'.r^-.l ;- rc>ference to the role of CO3 ir,.

the individuFl blood cells .I''^)..

An interesting experi.i^nL oc.rried out by Leifer, Roth p.nd

'-emi?l;3mpn (l?) v^ps one ir. j'^-'i :o thoy tried to determine the f ': ?

of the CRrbon in the urep i-. 1 cule in metpbolism. C-14 label".-'..

:irep vpe synthesized and "'.•".^j ^.ross metpbolism mps studied in r-'

]ei-i03 of ".nice,

..ON0:^JSlrn^:

*it ij into.nesting to note thpt in th^ twelve month period
or; 01- to J-.ily 3:- 1947, n-^eprly 100 shipments of carbon-14 war
.".ipde to vjTious )lpces in the United -^tats's for experimental -.^

(as comnar- -d t;: '^."ll for ohoanhorous-^S*^, 3x3 for iodlne-131, p /x

'1^.9. fc'-*:' 5U.,. 'rur--3-3„ ) --nic is evidence of the increpsing importp-i-.;

of ctrbon I.-.': ps: -^ r:?o ..' • ^ uLve bracer.-, "^'^^ iraoortpnce of the f'^-)

i:opj'- of pnoP.ph j:^cu^ m^. ".^dlne y^.pQ lonr :.5en known. ^hese isc

-

topeu have boOi^ u: eo '

i ::'l:lcpi dipgnosis pnd therppy in conm j

-

tier •/•ith \!.;yperth3vroX''. i. rndition^^ pnd cpncers. It is believer
!:hp:. -T-rb jn-l''. v.i 11 g .j ;r rival these ti-o in i-.-ork on fundpmentel
metpb )1:" sni reseprc"-C3, ^J 01^ xrith exopnding fields of reseerch
in t::^'''.T-: •:a-c^>r"': "'.:. ". >i i iorgpnic pnd org'-'..j,c reactions.

^^.-t ^ _-.-- v>b :; ;

1. ) J-TvTn, 1 --^
.-

'. •:...:,_„ -v^soto-oic -,:, n,-' I'iley p.nd
Sons, 1"'. -\ rr:) 1-50.

'^. ) vork, "RpLi . c..".o, 1: ::-lcpr Phyiicc." Vpn Nostrand "id

Co. , Now " T
, . -rf, nv. ;3-jO.

5.) Oondon pnd -a..is '-.ien.j, " 103, 71'^ (l94o).
4',) i\ube;i end. .-rier, x' ;'3. Fe/." 59, 349 (l94l).
5.) Zenen^ "He l'.:'AC :^. . ''rf.cers i'r. .3iolo2,-y, " Academic x^reas,

NeT,- 'iork, 19 -.7. ;,-. 149- 151,
5.) jluth::rford. .:.•.,.'_, Rpdirtiorr froL Rpdioaotivo Substpn .^

Cp^ibrid^:s ^ai-. - loss, 1938, 0=3 164-174.
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,
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^. ) Jesfco, et.pl., "lonizrtion Chamber Techniaues," AEC Repon.,
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10.) Ypnkwich, Ibid, 681.
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THE ST/^BILITY OF I'lETAL CHSLi^TES

Allpn D, G-ott Mpy 3, 1949

Introdn.ctlon :

In 1945, Calvin pnd T'ilson (l) stn.died the influence of the
structural frctorc of organic residues on the stability of chelpte
compounds. They studied the stability of chelrte compounds of di-
vplent copper in which the four ;• toms bound to the copper irere
pll ?ton« of oxygen. The cupric ion ires chosen in preference to
either the cobpltous or ferrous ions since the letter are subject
to further oxidation.

The equilibrium was originally represented by the following
expression: Cu++ + 2 Ke CuKes (l). The chel?ting anion
in this cpse wfs either e /^-diketone such ds acetyl acetone or
fu 0-hydro2Cy promptlc aldehyde.

From the known ecid dissocietion constants of the chelsting
substrnces, the knovrn concentration of copper end of chelating
substance, pnd the determination of the hydrogen ion concentration
of the solu.tion, Calvin pnd I'/ilson (l) attempted to calculate
eauilibrium constants for the reaction occurring according to the
above eouation.

The lack of constancy of the calculated equilibrium constants
led to the assumption that the reaction occurs in two steps:

2) CuKe"^ + Ke~ ^-^ CuKes

wherein the total amount ^^ copper is present as Cu"*"^, CuKe"*" and
CuKes and not just as Cu ' and CuKes as was originally supposed.

Using the method of J. Bjerrum (s), equilibrium constants
for reactions (l) and (?) above were calculated from a knowledge
of the average number of chelating anions bound to each cupric
ion. The average number of chelating,; anions is equivalent' to the
total amount of bound chelating ions divided by the total amount
of coD'ier present. The total amount of chelating ion combined
with t'-ie copoer m.ey be calculated from various appropriate eaua-
tions but is more easily determined graphically. If aqueous'
sodium hydroxide is used in titration to determine the acid con-
centration of the solution, which contains a dibasic organic acid
anion such as the S-salicylaldehyde sulfonate ion, the reaction
may be thought of as proceeding according to the expressions: ( o)

(1) Me"^"^ + HKe" + OH- ^rni MeKe + H3O
(2) MeKe + HlCe" + OH** i

—
» MeKeg" + HgO

If the pH of the solution, as determined by a pH meter, is plotted
against the number of millileters of sodium hydroxide added, both
before and after the addition of the metal ion, the difference in
the curves measures accurately enough the total number of moles of
chelating ion bound to the metal cation (s).

Bjerrum (s) has shown that when the average number of Ke~
bound to a metal ion equals 0.5, then l/(Ke~) '^ki* vrhen it equals
1,5, (l/Ke-)^ks; and when it equals 1.0, (l/Ke~5* '="'K = kiks.

Structure :

Calvin and Uilson (l) compared the constants for acid
dissociation, vrhich can be expressed as,
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-C^ H ^zTZzr? -C'^ + H
.+

end the constants for the chelation of the ^bove type anion,

T-fhich crn be eyovessed. p.s,

~C - 0- ++
— C' + V^ Me ZT^ Chelate comi-)ound,

which a-roeprs antithetical to the fir^t expression. They found

that there were two forces r.t x^rork in 'che chelftion of metal ionLJ,

(l) one similar to that of hydrogen chelate bonding but the other

differing and defending on the structure of the organic anion.

It was apparent that the most profound change was in the

nature 'of the' double bond between the two carbon atoms of the

tbree carbon system forming the con^lugated chain between the two

oxygen atoms. 'Using Pauling's system (<i:; a number was assigned

"to" various organic anions, which expres>sed the degree of "do'ible-

bondedness" of the bond between t;ro of these three carbon ato^s,

forming a resonating system other than the enolate type. It v/as

found that the decrease in "double-bondedness" was the same as

the order of decreasing enolate resonance and also the srme as

the order of decreasing stability of the copper chelate compounds

The ^referable ansv;er to the effect mentioned vrould be to

write as en important contribution a comnletely con.5ugated six-

membered ring in the following manner: (l)

y, ^ J ^ -La. /I /
-C^^ T/n Cu-^+ zr--r>-C::; 1/2 Cu'-^

Such structures vjould involve the availability and geometry

of orbitals of the metals f nd it was in this connection that

Calvin and "lelchior (?) recently investigated the effects of

various metal ions on the s-Qability of chelate compounds in order

to obtain an exDla.nation of the pc-rt played by the metal ion

orbitals in formulation of such structures as suggested above.

Stability and Electronic Con f ip'ur^tion:
Calvin and Helchior determined the chelate stability constants

of the 5-salicylaldehydesulfonate ion with the divalent ions of

cop-oer, nickel, cobalt, and zinc, using the method of Bjerrum U')

already mentioned..
It i-as found that the stabilities decreased in the order of

Cu"*"*" Ni Co^"^, and Zn"^"**. An attem-ot was next made to .relrto

the above irder to the order of such values as decror.sing ionic

radius, heat of hydration, partial molal enti'opy, and both the

first and second ionization potentials (5). The only Dos^ible

correlation vjas with the second ionization potentials vrhich for

Cu = 20.?. volts, Ni = 18.2, Co = 17. o, and Zn - 17.89.

With the excel tion of zinc, the ionization involves the

removal of an olGctron from a "d" orbital and the natural order

ex^oected in enere;y available to a reaction which replaces this

electron would be Cu>Ni>Co (5), Magnetic measurements in the

case of Cn++ chelates are' of no use since all possible types of

bonding result in a single unoaired electron. In the case of

Co"^"^ and Ki++, the magnetism of the solid chelates corresponds
_

to three unnaired e"'ectrons for Co"^"^ and two for Ni -^ (6), indica-

ting that they cannot be exclusively covalent planar dsp^ compo.-.nic

( 3)
.""

Calvin and Melchior (?) suggest that the structure of the





the strn.cture,

_1A6_

hybrid betvreen cobfilent planpr ds"o3 md ionic, involving one
"oromoted electron in the 4 d shell in erch case (o).

Cplvin rnd Ilelchior fIso studied the strbility of the 0-
form.yl-ne.phthoyido cheilites of the diVflent zinc, oor)-oer, cobs It,
and nicliei ions. Since there ?re three such naphthol compounds,
r^-i orinyl-c'.np-ohthol , 2-formyl-l-naphthol,. c nd 1-forrayl-2-naphthol,
they were fble to verify the effect of "double-gondedness " on
chelate stability (S), which"' hfd earlier been studied by Calvin
'pnd .Wilson. ', : ,•,•:

,

The spme procedure was used in thl-s case es in the. others,
which^involved titrations of solutions of know-n- pcid, metallic
ion,- and organic anion concentration, with 0/1 M NpOh and deter-
mininr^ the pHon a/ pH meter. The ecui •, ibriurn here, is the same
as - that .originpi.ly mentioned for the Qhelftes' of srlicylaldehyde.
The eroerimenta.l results in this cp.se • vre re. only qualitative. ( ?)
since the very loir solubility of the chelete prevented more fccur-
pte work. It v^as found, once again, :i"hat the cupric ion formed
F more stable comolez with the l-forivij^'l-naphthoxide ion than did
either divalent cobplt or nickel io.ris (?).

The (?., 4-dipza-l, 5-hexadiene)"dinpphtho;:ides, which have

apoeared to form except in the case of zinc (?), in which case the
metal ion appeared to rerct with two chelating anions. This
9T)pprent change is in pgreement with the suggestion that the "d"
.orbital is involved, since, z'inc^ hp.ying no avpil,pble "d" electron,
would be expected to form 'a/ so.m.ewhrt aiffereint t.ype pf compound,.
-"^' it may be mentioned here that Calvin and Melchior (.3) ce.l-
culated the entropy of formation of bis-( S-salicylaldehydesu-lfpnet^
^copper, in an effort to establish the reasons for the stability
of chelrted compounds.

Recent Wo rk

:

, At the Msrch meetin- of the American Chemicpl Society in-
San Francisco, I.'awrenc'e T„ Q,uill and Joseoh G-. Stites, Jr.,
repprted a study of the s't.^b:lity of cooper ? nd ra;re earth che^
lates oif' trifluoro-and hex. . l.ioro-rce'byl rcetonftes (9) by the
method mentioned above. Tai 'jorx Ig becoming inorep singly
imoortrnt in ion-exchpnge m-ethoCs for the sepprption of metpl ions.
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A.r.l S. McKittricl.
_

' ^^^ ^^^ ^^49

C'^at ^ ly t i
c__
Je .-nn-^n^tj^on^j^Aaueous Hydr op; en

—•''*-
"Tc~roxide Soliit i

o

ns

:. StalDility of Hyorogsn Peroxide.^

Hvd-ro-en D^-oxide is therraodynamically unstalole with respect

-0 wate^ a?roxv.o-en^ In the absence of a catalyst, however the

^••nte of d^oompor-ition-is exceedingly slow, especially in acids.

-fcaline ;^'olut?cns deconiTDOse more'readily, due to the- formation cf

i-L/droperoxide ion OQlT , The ionization GonsT:ant is

K = [h*^] [oOH"] = 2.4 X 10"^^

so the.t

'Kw

[ooprl. = _K_[oH"J = 240 [oir]

TABLE I

Stability of Aqueous H3O3 Solutions^

ef^
II Q f, NaOH Rate of Decomposition

' Q
^ 2^3 per year

QH ifj per year at 30° C

2fa psr day at 100° C

rapid at 140° C

6 20 2fvper day
79^ per day with comr.iercial NaOH

Decomposition of a Hydrogen Peroxide Molecule^

The hydrogen peroxide molecule probably decomposes by che

breaking of an 0-0 bond :_

HOOH ^ ^ 20H 4 H3O +

or (assuming the existence of a tautomeric form)

HOOH —^ HsO-^ > H3O +

(in alkali OOH"* > 0H~ + )

This may be followed by

+ HgOs > H3O + O3
_

/Virco-decom.position by Alternate Reduction-Oxidation

Plydrogen peroxide can act as either a reducing agent or an

oxidizing agent:

In acid: H3O2 ^===^ 2 H"^ +03 + 2e (A)

2e + H303 + 2 H"^ ~~=Z- 2 H3O

In alkali: H3O3 + 20H- ;i:===^ 2 HgO + O3 + 2e

2e + HsOs ^==:=^ 2 OK" (B)

Reactions (a) and (b) illustrate the mechanisms'of the reac-^
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occur if the second (oxidizing) is to occur, and .qince ths oxidizing
reaction is difficult, it is reasonable that the decomposition occurc
more readily in alkaline solution,

^Vo Catalysis by Alternate Reduction-Oxidation
One of the principal ways in which catalytic decomposition of

hydrogen peroxide may he effected is "by alternate reduction and
oxidation, so carried out that the reducing agent is reformed in
the subseciuent oxidation. For this to occur, it is necessary tha,!;

(a) the reduced form of the catalyst be a poorer reducing agent
than hydrogen peroxide, and (b) the oxidized form of the cataly^/c-
be a poorer oxidizing agent than hydrogen peroxide. Table II list-
some of the substances of which the standard oxidation-reduction
potentials are such that catalytic decomposition bf hydro^'en pero-
xide might occur (this should not be taken to indicate that it
does occur in each case). It is based on Latimer's table.

TABLE 113

G-roup
Acid or Bace

3B
5B
6B
7B Mn(lV)

Ni(Il)8
Pd;

Pt
IB Ag

2B H&\
3A T1(I) _

4A
5A NgO, NOg-

NsH4, NH3
SA seOa-s

TyiDe of Soluti on
Acid Base

Cedll)
V(IV)
on
Mnl Mn(vi)

Co(ll)Fe(
Rh( III
Rh< IV)
Os Ir
Au- As(l)
Aufl^ Ag(Il)
Hg(l)

Pb(ll)
NO, N2O4
Bi(lll)
SsQa-s Te
Sb
Te(lV)
CI 3 oci"
Br 2

01""

I3

7A ClOg-, ClOg"
CI , Br-
I", lOa"

The principal catalysts that operate by this method are the
platinum metal '^^'^ 34 ^^^ ^^le ha.lide ions.i*

E::ampl e s of me chani sm s

:

(i) Bromine and Clilorine^
In acid solution, bromide and chloride ions catalyze the de-

Gomposition according to the half reaction

r~ X3

It is believed that the hypohalous acid is involved as intermediate,
so thp.t the mechanism is
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H2O2 + H"^ +2X'"r=-=- HOX + H3O
H2O3 + HOX T-=*^"oi + ir*- + X" + H2O

HOX + H"^ + X"" ^===- Xg + H3O

(ii) Iodine'*

In acid solution, iodide ions catal3^ze the decomposition

by similar mechanism, -using ths_half reaction

I" + HgO ^=::=- 10" + 2 H"^ + 2e

lodate ions also decompose hydrogen peroxide, probably by interme-

diate formation of iodous acid.

(iii) Manganese^
Catalytic deconlposition of hydrogen p

conroounds involves the +2 and +4 states. The re

in acid solution* nor does it occur in a neutral

However, it is possible to decompose hydrogen pe

by starting with neutral permanganate, due to th

ganese dioxide. The mechanism is.probably due t

eroxide by manganese
"ction does not occurr

manganous solution,
roxide catalytically
e formation of raan-

the half reaction

Mn + 4 OH" r---- MnOg + 2 H2O + 2e

V. Catalysis by Formation of Peroxy Compounds

It is sometimes possible to prepare a p
hydrogen peroxide that will subseouently los

the original oxy compound. Table III lists
hydro-G^-en peroxide that form peroxyacids or t

eroxy compound from
e oxygen to form
some reactions of
heir salts.

TABLE III®

Oxy compound + HgOg —
MsOeOg
(M = alkali metal)

stannic acid
G(IV) salts

(G- = Ti, Zn, Kf, Ce)

VpOk or vanadic acid
cl(OH)e ^

MGO3"
(G- - Cb or Ta)

chromic acid
chromic acid in alkali
MpCrOA in acid

•^ Peroxy compound

MgGe 207.4 H2O and
MpG-eO

HpOKsSnsO?.^

(more complicated with Th)
HVO4 or HgVOs
HCb04
MsG-Os

M2G-0;

UO2 ^^

1^0 2
Na^B^O,
KgCOg
HNO2
H2364

Mo or 10

CrOs
MeCrsOis'
M2Cr20i2.2
MgGOe

HpO

,0

UO4.2 HgO
MBO3.I/2 H'sO

NaBOs.HgOg'.S Hg.

MSCO3.H2O2.I/2 H2O
HMO4, or 0=NOOH
HsSgOa and HsSOs

that form peroxyacids include® (a) germanium an^l

bon. nitrogen, phosphorous, sulfur, and possibl:'
The substance

tin; (b) boron, ca
silicon and seleniums* ^^^ ^^^ transition elements of 4B, 5B', and
6Bis^ 'including Ce(lV), Th(IV), U(Vl), and possibly FeClIl)'. Oases

of catalytic decomposition have been reported only for case (c) a-

bove. 'These include (i) alkali chroraates and dichromates in dilute

(ii) mixtures of sodium molybdate and sodium tungstate in

ence of ferric sulfate in very dilute sulfuric acid^^) and
acidio»
the presi
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ACIDIC AilD BASIC PROPERTIES OF OXIDES

A*. E, Taylor Mr.y 10, 19^::9

y.r. Introduction

The Lu:: theory of acid-ba.?e relations in o::ide gystenis (8),
later modified by Flood {'d/'.j5)j cou.ld have gained considernble
a/ctenti'on were it not for the exintence of the more ^'^eneral Lex^Ji^

conce-ot„ ' The modern trend is toward'^, generalization of acid-bap.
e"

reactions^. The Lewis concept permits the correlation of many dif-
ferent reaction type'^ and thus improves our understanding of"' the.se
nhenom.ena.* From thig view point, the Flood theory opposes the mo-
dern trend,

17^ Borne Concepts of Acids and Bases (l^7),

1^ The Arrheniu'f=! Theory, with Debye-Huckle modifications for strcn.
:.lectro!2yterjp

'3o The Bron s ted --.Lowryw Concept,-,

Acids are defined a'^ '^UDstance? capable of splitting off the
proton; base^-" as substances capable of combining with protons-

acid = base *'' B?".

However free protons do not exist in any solvent* Thus the
above dissociation depends not only upon the intrinsic aoid
character of the solute but also u;")on the basic character of the
solvent,. This theory cannot be extended to none-protonic systom.

Oc The Lu.x -- Flood Concrpt-
This theory was developed to' compensate in part for the limi-

tations of the Bronsted theoryc The two are analogous,

base = axid -h C~
CaO = Ca"^"^ -r 0=

SO4 =303 +0"

This concept is limited to oxide systems^ It is not readil^^
extended to similar phenomena which can occur in fused sulfides
Still this concept is more desirable than the "acid analogue''
ariproach offered by proToonents of the Bronsted. theory,

4c The Solvent Theory,
This theory is' one which limts acid-base phenomena to beha-"

vlor in solution. "Newtralization 'is the union of solve-r)osi-
tive ions with solve-negative ions", "An acidic solution is
one which contains as one of the predominant r^pecies present a
solvo-positive ion, and a, basic solution is one which contains
as one of the predominant species present a solvo-negative ion*'

(1), Thus NH4CI and KNH2 form acidic and ba<^ic solutions, res-
pectively, in licuid ammonia jur/c as HCl and KOH do in water.

Consideration of "acid-base" relations in the absence of a
solvent cannot be attempted by this theory, G-inell (l) pro-
poses that such reactions be classified axcording to the' types
and number of bonds broken and formed; but is extremely vague
with respect to a'oolication to his proposals,

5, The Lewis Concept (l)
A more fundamental definition of acids and bases is used in

this theory. The result has oeen a break with traditional ideat
A base is defined as an electron pair donor, an acid a" an
acceptor of such a pair.
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The reaction "oroduct, or neutralization product, therefore
contains a coordinate or dative bond between the acid and the

:. -L J„

base.

acid + ba<=e

Ca+-^

+
+
+

H3O
4 NH3
0"

SiOg + 0-

BFs + PCia

neutralization product

H3O+
Cu( : NHa)^'^'^

CaO
Si03=
BF3 : PCI3

It is evident that this concept includes not only "acids" and
''bac'ep" but al'^o' substances Nhich. have not hitherto been re-
cognized as such, Al':io substances formerly regardecl. as acids
or bases do not necessarily retain this connotation, ' Phlll?r.s
(10) has raised a fundamental objection to the theory, Frcir,'

studies of bend distances, it appears that the coordinate or
dative, bond is not as oonijiion as proponents of the Lewis theory
sug[;e^^t.

iFrcm the Lewis viewpoint, it may be concluded that aci'd-
base behavior is due to differences in electron structure.

6» ':-''\e. Usanovich Concept (l)o
The Lewis concept :'.s e::tended here to include redox reac-

ti. jns^ Both acids and oxidizing' agents are electron acce-otors,
t'-.c former sharing an electron pair and the latter incorpo:^-..-
•'ii'.r-: completely the electrons involved. The difference aDiDer..---

to be in degree and not in type,

>Properties of Acidic rnd Basic Oxid.es,
Properties suitable for investigation of the nature of fused

melts are limited. Iniormrtion obtained from density, viscosity,
refractive index, and X-ray diffraction data serve only for the
determination of average composition. Depression of the freezing
point and electrical conductivity may be related to structure. Un-
fortunately, unknown factors affect the data so greatly that in-
terpretation ig not possible (8), Flood (3) has suggested the par-
tition of solute.'-' between phases as a possible approach. Other ex-
perimental method"^ have bsfn investigated:

I'o Potentiometric measurements (2.,8),
2'c The u'^e of indicators (0. 9)^,

0, ComposiT:ion as a fimctioh of ' ecuilibrium Dres'^ure (3.4.5 6)*

The Flood concept wa^ developed' from consideration of the -obe-
nomena ob'^'erved in the'^e experiments,

!• Potentiom.e trie measurem-iits,'>
(a) Oxygen overdo i :r"V-"i In molten ralt-^ (2)«

Potentf/^^ls were det err.dnsci in pure Li-Na sulfate melts
and in Li-Na fluoride m^/rl:s containing sulfate, ^hos^hate,
carbonate and .^ilicater ihe obser^^ed efieots agreed' with
the a ".t^umriti on th-'^t '^'^-

,, ... .cntisJ :.- c^etermlnsl by re,--
action*^ of the type

304^ = SOg + (0) + 2e
PO4- = PO3- + (0) + 2e.
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The ovt- "ootential within p. ^iven range oi temperature p.nd.

current den<^'lty waq found to cscrea^ie in the order

S04=> PO4- > GOa^y 3104"*

iee, in the order of decreasing strength of the X-0 oond
or in the orc^er of increasing "bs.c'icity.

(b) Potentiometric determination of the oxyt.,en ion concentration
( f' )

,

V - / '

The Lur. theory tafpf introduced in a paper describing the
behcavior of the -'potential of a ^"old electrode r s a functjc^n
of the o::ygen ion accivity in fused lla-K ''ulfatBe Hhodi\T::
served a -1 a reference electrode. The effect-^ of NagO, Na-CO
an'5 NaPOg were studieci. The o::y£;sn ion activity wa-^. a.s-'^uraed

equal to ti'.e concentrrti'^i of ilasO and the p.ynibol pO wa<^
given the sane significance that the symbol pH has in water^

pO = - log n where n = moles Na?.0

molQs Na2S04, Kg 30a, NagO

Small amounts of Na^COs wer- decom^c^ed com.pletely in the
melt. Larger nU'-^ntitie^ dr-conpoped incompletely and the
ratio of cprborate to oxide or (•GQa") could be determined

from the partial pres-^ure of CO3 over the m.elt.
An acidic m'=lt ^m- produced by the addition of NaPOg to

the system.. The gold electrode immediately a^'-umed a posi-
tive charge relr-tive to the reference slectrode. The po-
tential difference gradually decreased as the following re-
action tooh place:

PO3- + 304= = P04= + SO3.

When P03~ and P04= were added to the melt in the mole ratio
1:1 this reaction became so slow thrt the melt wss effec-
tively buff -red. The value for the eauilibrium constant,

K =. (PO.-) OO— . - 5 X 10-6
(PO4-)

was calculated from the data*,

2» The use of indicators (d,9).
The effect" of vprious or:ides on B2O3 melts were <=tudied by

means of the Or 111 / dr VI indicator (o),. Alkaline melts a'-e
yellow, r^cidio melt^ are gr-en. The fo"'dowine oxides were irj-
V6-t\gatee: L: 3O Fa^O. K3O: BsO, KgOj BaO , PbO, AI2O3, LaaC^,;
and S:i.O;^, 'Ps'^s- -be o';.^r,rYaT;lons' were plotted on com'^osition
dis.grams ano revec.l^c' a i..anj-r of Decud.i ara'ci P a

Ccm-oari^on of Li - 3 . "^Ic -:. , ^rd iCoC 'i';';--^! the e:.:T5ected in-
crease in basicity xvith Jrcr^-^'^ing sto ijc nunber, Ho^-rever, for
Li-C'^ T,he variation of chs neutral noirit of the melt tvp c pecu-
liar ,. Over a range of Li 2O concentrpti'.n thi^ point wa'^ Io^.l.-

ted in ^be region --^/-"^igneo to acidii c .jj^ides.,

The leplacf-ment of NofoO' by baisc di- or tri-valent o;.:ides
proc^uced startling r-'^ult". , IThen sm.all amount <3 of th-^-e orides
are pr5<^ent, the neutral point of the melt lie^ in the region
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as'^ignec' to ;^tron£ly acicic orriclen, Ap the compop-itlon of the
melt approaches that of th- raeta;:^orats (BO3-), the neutral point
ap-oroac.he=^ the re^^ion a.^sioned to oxidr-s which are less acidic
than B3O3.

SiOg wa-^ found to behave li]ie a slightly weaker acid than
B3O3. P3O5 iDehaved lihe a strong' a.cido

The explanation of the -ohenomena Coqerved on adc'ition of
loaric oxides to B2O3 r;]u.?t lie in the behavior of B;^03o The
e:'planation offered by V'lood (o,4,5) ap'oear^ more rati'-factcry
than that given by Lu:: '€>)., According to Lux, variations . in
the effect of the ba^.ic oxide? were found to be dve to differ-,
ences in the degree of cicQociation of these ox.ide^ which ir
turn ciependc^ U'oon the ionic charr cter of the raetpl-oxygen bcrd^
Hence this procedure rif y be uscd for the determination of the
degree of dis'~ociation of or-.ic'.e--' in fused r.ieltso BaO., PbO^,

and LpgOs wer-- found to -^roouce t]ie greatest "acidifying" effed.
on B2O3 melts; MgO a sonewl-ir.t smaller effect; and BeO and Al^Oj
still sm^aller effect-^,

IVoThe Flood Concept (5,4,5).
The characteristic process of acid-b^ase refaction in oxide syster

is the 'tranr--;fer of 'an oxygen ion from one state of 'oolprization to
another,

(0)_ + Si03 = (0) + CO3
CO3- Si03=

Acid-base reactions may be cl?^-"ified according to the ionization
energy of the central atom,

1# Atoms with hi-". h ionization energy,
SOs +0= = 30^,=

CO3 +0- = 003=
The acid-base transition is accor/oanied by an alteration of

the coordination number of the centrsl atom for oxygen,
2« Atoms with medium ionization ener.-ry,

B3O3 + 30= = "-303f_
SiOg + 20- = SiO.i

—
The acid-base tran=^ition is as ociated with marromolecular

structure. The conversion of t :: acid to the base is a process
of breaking oxygen bridges in the polymer.

Oo Atoms with low ionization ener^r-y, i.e. typical cation forming aton.
l.Ig4-4. + 0- =^ MgO

The acid-b^.se tran-'-'ition is as'"jociated v/ith the form^ation of an
oxide phase

^

.Bel -/;ive acidity may be determined from i:ho following eouil:-
bris .;.n'-'.-r cjrst'~''i'' ''0

3 r^ er^^'^i^reo
: "' ''.., ' ^ "0 • ::..-

The xi.i'^her -Ghe :esctl>:^ ' r-: ^r ~ds ".o th- rignt, the stronger Ir
the aoJ.d, K"^''., and rhe j-'i:^ ' ' .^. '>:_. i;)/ similarly the
acidity of the scidzo j..;j.f

c^ .-j 3 ^ 1,;--^ ^ >; - ' may be svaluacd
relati'/e to 00^

r

Studie ' :t ;a?, labtor -^y^'tsm-: yieideci ':ii^: foli'.owing ord"r of acid
strsnguir

P03-.> B03-> = SiOs"^ ^JiOa"
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The polarizin-r effect of the cation.
It wa'' obrervecl that the strength of the. polyacids was lar-

gely clepenciant upon the cation present. For example, the behr.vior
of BgOs in melts of Li, Na,a.nd K carbonate can be considered.
The amounts of CO3 e::Toelled from the meltn corresoonded to the
formation of the following,' anions: in LisCOg, B03=j in NasGOg
BOi,B; a^-^^ in K2CO3, BO3-, The stability of the oxy^:,en brid.c^e in
the Dolyacid^ must be as sunned to decrease in the presence of the
alkali ions in the order K •> Na > Li . This behavior was noted
by Lii:: (9), In silicate systems the cation effect was more pre-
nouncedj in titanate systems it wp ••' not as great. The viscosity
of acid silicate melts wa^ also observed to decrease in the same
order.

A relsted phenom.enon is the thermal instability,' of the ^oyro-
sulfates (4), The stability decreased in the following order:

K+>Na+, Tl+> Li-^> Ag+.

Therefore this phenom.enon cannot be explained upon the basi'^ of
size alone. It is known that the polarizing effect of an ion
having 18 electrons in its outer shell is greater than that of an
ion r.osse-^sing a rare gas configuration, provided that the ions
are comparrble in aize.

Further evidence of the polarizing effect of the cation was
obtained from, vrrious other -studies.

The adaition of sodium, lithium and lesd sulfate to potas-
sium pyrosulfate (4) showed that, at 652°, Li effected the ex-
pulsion of 1/2 mole 3O3 per m.ole Li+ and that Pb"^"^ effected the
expulsion of 2 moles SO3 -oer mole. Lead may be considered to co-
ordinate six o:,:yr:en ions " ^0 '

'

^OgS - - 3-0 Pb-0 S - - SOs
"•0 "^0

The grouT:)S are thereby polarizfdi to the e::tent thpt the S - - S
bridge cannot be mpintained. At 775-780° th= lithium ion effect e-.

the sz-roulsion of sbout 1 mole SO3 per mole, thus showing that
the coordination effect of this ion i-^ a statistical iDhenomenon,

Similar behrvior wp-^ observed in borate melts (9), The
number of B - - B bridges broken by th--^ cstion wp^ found to
decrea-^e in the order: >^

Ba++ > = Mg++ > Be+^
The importance of cp.tion size becom?'^' evident, provided ths t the
polarizing effect exceeds a certain amount, Ba is large enough
to coordinate 12 oxygen ions; Mg++, 6; and Be++, 4. Theoreticall-
the^e ions are' capable of breaking the corresponding number of
oxygen bridges,

A semi-quantits tive treatment of the relative acidity of tlif

poly.'^.cid'", pnalo{ro-j'^___to Bjerrum^s method for complex formation,
was developed (5)c The values for the equi] ibrium constants were
found to decrease with decreasing polarizing effect of the cation
i.e, in the order

Li, Na, Ko
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FLUOKINA'IIJI'I 0? liJORGAl^IC HAI.IDSS

P. J. Pizzolrto Mey 17, 1949

Since other sulfur oxyhplic'.es hrd been successfully
fluorinrted in p stepvrise mpnner (SOsCl^, SOClg)

, it v/ps of int-
erest to Gtucty the fluorine tion of the less fpmili^r pyrosulfuryl
chloride, SsOsCls, It wp.'i the purpose of this investigation,
therefore, to determine the conditions under which this compound
could be fl^uorinpted pnd to determine the properties, both chemi-
cp"" pnd Dhysicpl, of the tt-o fluorine derivptives, the chloro-
fluoride, SgOsCiF, pnd the difluoride, SgOsF^.

Inasmuch as the Swprta method hfd been successfully aoDlied
to the fluorinetion of both thionyl pnd sulfuryl chlorides 1 1,2),
it appeared to be the most promising method pnd wps the first
tested in this study. Since preliminary study indicated thpt
little or no repction took place Khen pntimony trifluoride was
used PS fluorinpting pgent in the pbsence of a catalyst, antimony
pentpchlorifle cptplyst wps used in a.ll experiments involving the
Swprts method.

Previous ex-oerlence -rith this type of repction indicated
that the nroduction of pprtially fluorinpted products, i.e.,
chlorofluorides, is fpvored by whpt is knovm as the "forcing"
technique, which consists in bleeding off the gpseous products
from the generptor flask and collecting them just ps repidly
as they pre formed (r^,4,5). Accordingly, the first ru.n v/as

Carried out pt ?s low a 'orcGSure as •:)oscible, the gaseous products
being bled off continuously through a slightly cracked stopcock
and collected ps rppidly ps possible, at the risk, of course, of
some of the starting mpterial being cprried over.

The repction wps cprried out in the usupl Swarts type
generator consisting of a modified 1-liter Clpissen flask with
deliver^'' sidearm connected to a dropping funnel for catalyst and
with the main neck fitted with a screw feed-eontaining side arm
for slow addition of the fluorinating agent, antimony trifluoride.
The 1-rpm stirrer vjith which the generator was equipped served
mainly to prevent the cake of solid which forms in the reaction
from adhering to the flask bottom. Both moving parts, the
stirrer and screw-feed shafts were sealed through gas-tight pack-
ing glands.

T'.'hen it was observed that the reaction was slow at room
temperature, the reaction mixtu.re was heated to about 50° to
accelerate the reaction. Fractionation of the reaction products
indicated that considerable decomposition had taken place and
this was at first believed to be due to the heating required.
Neither of the desired fluorine derivatives was obtained, the
main product of the reaction being sulfuryl chlorofluoridc, SO^ClF
in about 35'^^ yield, formed presumably by the fluorination of
the decomposition product SOgCls, although according to earlier
work this latter compound is fluorinated by the Svrarts method
only irhen the reaction is carried out under pressure (2), Other
products isolated in the fractionation vrere small amounts of
SOgCls (about 7"'^"), SO 3, CI3, together with some of the starting
material.

As mentioned above sulfuryl chloride vras successfully
fluorinated by the ^^warts method only under high preeeuj-es
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( 90-100 p. s. i.), these conditions producing good yields of the
chlorofluoride but, surprisingly, none of the difluoride. It thus
pDpeered that pres'^ure might possibly be the determining factor in
this c?se also, pnd the next tx'o experiments were carried out under
pr^essure, the firnt st about 40 p. s. i., the second pt about
90, I .

• It waa, pDrhrps, 'anfortanatc
that to obtpin these pressures it was necessary to heat the reac-
tion mixtures considerr?bly , to a temperrture in excess of 150°,

for example, in the latter cpse. This may account nossibly for the
decomposition vhich resulted in these experiments. Fractionation
of the reaction products ^yielded ,i-gain as the main product, sulfuryl
chloroflu.oride (?bout 45':? end 30' yields in two runs) end smaller
pmounts of the other decomposition products encountered earlier,,

It seemed likely at this point that excessive temperatures
was the troublesome fector. Therefore, to achieve pressures in
excess of one rtmosnhere , without the need for heating the reacliion
mixture, anhydrous hydrogen fluoride (v. p. of about ij rtm, at
room temD, ) was used fs the fluorinating rgent. The reaction was
carried out in pn iron vessel and an iron column attached to the
repctor wps used for the ptterapted preliminary rough seps.rption of
the eXooGS KF from the reaction products, Seperation of the excess
HF from the repction products proved to be such p great problem
that this method was subsequently abandoned.

In an attempt to determine whether the desired fluorine
derivatives were stable under ordinary conditions an effort v/as
made to obtain them by another and unrelated method: the chloro-
fluoride by the dehydration of an equimolar mixture of fluosulfonic
and chloroGulfonic acids by means of phosphorus pentoxide; and the
difluoride by the dehydration of fluosulfonic rcid. Since the
starting material, SgOgCls, can be easily prepar'=^d by the dehydra-
tion of chlorooulfonic acid, it was reasonable to expect at lear.t
the corresponding reaction vrith fluosulfonic acid to be possible.
Then, too, if the difluoride could be obtained in this way, a
possible nevr route to the chlorofluoride would present itself, i.e.,
chlorination of the difluoride. The results of these experiments,
however, were inconclusive, i/hile these compounds may well have
been formed in the dehydration reaction mixtures, all a.ttempts to
isolate them by distillation, even at low pressures, were withou'^:
success.
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EloctroclieTiicrl Studies of Sonc Coordinr tlon Comoounds

Bodie E. Douglps Ilr.y 17, lQ-:'.-0

It hrs been ttgII cst^^blished that the shift in the redn.ction
Dotcnti?'! of F compl3X ion cor'ipr.rod to th-.-} rourtod ion is p.

onrntitptivG mersurc of the extent of r.tFbilizr.tion by coordinrtion
(l),' This la, expressed p.s the dissocirtion constant for the com-
olox. The number of groups f?ttrched to the mctpl ion cm rleo be
determined from the reduction potentirls if enough drtr rre pvf li-
able. However, these crlculrtions rre valid only if the electrode
;oroces3es involved rre reversible. The polrrogrrph is f convoniont
instrument for obtrining the necessary drtp. over ? v/ido range of
notent iris.

This project wrs b .':gun as p stuy of the electrochemistry of
some coordination comDound- of mmrjaneGe, The first aystem studied
vras the IIn( IIl)-;in(ll) cou^ele in the presence of rn excess of
pyrophosnhrte. The Mn(ll) irr.s ox.idized to Iln(lll) vrith KIIn04 and
the oxidrtion followed potentiom : tricrlly. It wa3 fo'ind that the
potenti-'^l vrried i?ith the pH md tiiat the rrte of change of poten-
tirl with pH fIso vrried continuounly. This system wrs fbrndoned
vrhen it was lerrncd thrt r '3imilar ctudv wrs som to be publiehcdi, r.},-

Unsuccessful studies of the ".In(lII;-rIn(lI ) couple were
rttoTroted in the presence of ortho)hoc;")hrte rnd fluoride. The
former gpve insoluble phos-^h.-Mics over r wide pK rfnge. The fluo-
ride system wrs complicrtcd by the difficult.y of mcpsuing the pH
of p highly colored solution contrining fluoride ion pnd p strong
oxidizing pgent. Polprogrp-ehic stud.ies of the Iin(lll)-Mn( II) system
in the presence of sodium tp.rtrpte proved futile, since the olcc-
trcd.e -orocess t^'ps found to be irrev^rcioil.e.

The reductions of Iln(lll) to Mn(ll) p.nd iln(ll) to Iln(l) w-re
st'idied ^olprogrp^ohicplly in the presence of KCN. The first rcdii.c-

tion step occn.rs at p ••)otentipl too po 3itive for m rnalysis of
the \rpvo. The reduction of "In(ll) to Iln(l) wr,-: found to be revers-
ible, El = -l.?l volto vs. 5.C.E, Because no dpta rre a'vailpblc
for the^reduction of th-^ pquated Iln(ll) ion to Mn(l), the rptio of
the d.issociption constants could not be d.etermined. All three iont
show a coordinption numb'^r of six.

Since it wps mprrcnt thrt fe-w reversible systems would be
fou/nd for mpngpncse complexes, studies of complexes of chromium
were undertpken. The pmm.onir , cthylenediamine, diethylenetriamine

,

o-ohenanthroline rnd dipyridyl complexes were studied polprographi-
cally pnd pll were found to be irreversible. Interesting p.dsorp-
tion effects pt the electrode surfrce were noted in the case of
o-phenanthroline and dipyridyl rnd these were investigated by
d.eterraining the electi--ocpr>illp.ry curves in the presence of these
com-olexing pgonts.

Chi'omium(lll) vrps found to reduce iri'eversibl y in the Presence
of sodium tertrpte pnd tartaric pcid.. No reduction v/pve V7as observ-
ed before the dicchprge of the indifferent electrolyte foi- either
potpssium trioxplatochrompte(lll) or tris( glycine)chromium(lll)

,

Potpssium hexpthiocyanatochromate(lIlT ifps found to reduce
reversibly to the corres^ondin'r; hexathiocypnptochrompte(lI ) com-
nlox. El = -0.80, Kox/^Vcd " ^-^ ^^'^ ^°^-

By this tir.e it wps'^obviou': that mpnganeso pnd chromium were
not very desirable elements for this ty;)e of study. Cpdmium was
chosen as the next element to be investigated. Cadmium wps foun^^
to reduce reversibly to the pmpl^v-m in the presence of ethylene-^'
diamine, r)ro;oylenedipmine pnd diethylenetrip.mine. The formulps,
hplf-wpve i^otontials, (in 1 M com')le::ing pgent) pnd dissocirtion
constpnts pre resi:)ectively: Cd(en)3''"^, -0.95, 1.7 x 10-^^;
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Cd(pn)3 , -0.94, 1 X 10-^^; Cd(dion) g^"*"
, -0.99, 1.7 x lO"^*.

Invectigp.tions pro now in progresf.'; of the rcductionr, of Cd(ll)
in tho nrcsoncG of triothylcnctotrrjiinc, thiocyrhrtc; -pyridine,
o-phonr.nthroline rnd dipyridyl*
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Stcrcochc^.i Gtry of Inorgr.nic ComiolGx Conroounds

Loo F. Hcncghr.n Mry 17, 19-^:9

Ronolution of RrcGmlc Tyrosino . During recent ycr.rc it hp.e boon,

rorsonpbly well CGtrblishod thrt inorgrnic complex compounds i/hich

hrVG coordin^ tod opticrlly pctivo groups of the srmo configurr.tion
rrc moro strblc thrn those composed of growis of different con-
figurrtionc rrou.nd the rf:ymetric contrrl ptomc. This lords to the
idor of U'^ing this Tohencmcn to sepp.rr.to opticrlly rctivo isomers
by morns of inorgp.nic comr)loxGS. Although no exceptions to the
pbovo oostulrto h^vo been observed, re cpnnot overlook the possi-
bility thrt the differences in str.bility of the rbove tv7o tyoes
of compounds mry be v^ry r light.

This study is rn rttem^t to resolve the rraino rcid tyrosine
by nor.ns of comDlexos of cobrlt. The problem wrs r.p^iorof ched from
tvro ;oointr of vler-r. In the first cet of rerctions [_Co i-pngClsl ,

Cl T-.T.s rJlowed to rorct i-jith e. lOO':) excess of rrccmic tyrosine.
If the strbilities of [Co l-pngl-tyro] CI3 r.nd fCo l-pnad-tyro^ Clg
r.re sufficiently different, then in the prcsenc~e of excess rrcemic
tyrosine, the less strble comilex might give wry to the more strblf:

one. ThiG would give pt Icr.st r or.rtirl resolution of the rcid.
The second set of ro,rcti-.)nG were crrried out between

\_C6 l-'ongrrc-tyro'^Clg rnd levo-prooylenedipmine in the rrtio of
2:1« If one isomor of tyrosine is more rerdily replrcod by the
rctivo mine thrn the other, then this too might give p pr.rtir.l
resolution of tyrosine.

Although the worl: hrs not been com.pleted, it ppperrs thrt
under the conditions used the complexes of tyrosine mry not show
sufficiently different vetrbi"'.ities to mrke resolution possible.

[c

Dipstcrioisomere of fPt onsd- tr.rtj (110^)5
Johnson TTT~sho^"ed thrt the usu.p1 prepprption of

ensd-tprtjCl resnlted in the formrtion of r mixture of the two
dirsterioisomers. Further, the rclp.tive pmounts of the two iso-
mer- mp.y be chpngcd by vprirtion-: in the experimentpl conditions,

This investigption vrps undertphcn to determine vrhethcr the
corresponding plptinum complexes Trould behpve in p similpr mpnnjDr,

During the preorrrtion of the starting mpteripl jPt cngCOs]
(NOg)^ from trpns jPt ensCls^Cls pccordng to the method given by
Bpsolo \2) , it WPS found thrt the coordinpted chloro groups were
not PS ropdily re':)lpced ao was reported.

In view of these results it seemed neccssrry to find p. new
method for the prepprp,tion of cis pt ensCOaJ (N03)3. This com-
pound V7ould provide p means of propp.ring mpny coi'i'ospondlng c_i_s

compounds of plptinum.

HefercncGs
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Polp.rogrp.phy in Liquid Ammonip

Crrlylo E. Shoomrkor Mr.y 17, 1949

Contin';.ing the worl: of Lpitinon rnd Nymrn (4,5) the reduction
procGssos of other ionc in liquid r.mrconip v/ero ctudicd.

Iv'hcn r mercury pool mode vrp.s used fs p reforenco electrode
in p. single compp.rtmcnt coll contpining the reducible ion, the
p.nodic oxidption Droduct of mercury vrps shown to be the mercuric
ion,

Thpllous ion ahowed p reversible redu.ction to the p.mplgp,m.

The observed vrluos of the diffusion currents of thpllous ion
were found to be in ossentipl pgreomont with those cplculptod froiii

the conductpncc dp.tp of Frpnklin rnd Krpus (.3).

The rcd'iction of oxygon in liquid pnmonip. wps found to be
pnr.logot.is to the process ^n i/r.ter solution with the cxc editions
thpt the slo'iCG of both wpves p.iTerop.ched more ncprly the vp.lues
cplculptod for reversible reduction processes, p.nd the potcntipl
of the first wpve was found to be de)cndont to some extent on the
pcidity.

The reduction of the pmmonium ion to the praplr;rm wps found
to be p reversible one electron process. The hplf-wpvc reduction
potential vrps very near to thpt of nodium. As in the cp.se of the
pl}::pli metpls, the diffusion currents Trere found to be somewhp.t
hir;her thp.n those cp.lcul''ted from the conductpnce dp.tp. of Frpnhlin,
Krpus, Pleskov pnd I'lonosson (n^OyS),

Cop^oer wp.s found to be reduced in t^-^o steps p.s pre the
copper p.mmonip. complexes in wp.ter solution. Both steps were
rever^iible pnd the diffusion currents cplculptod from the dp.tp, of
Frpnl'lin (l) p-grecd very closely T'dth observed vplucs. The
difference between the hplf-v^^.vc potentip.l pnd the normal ootentip.'
of the pmmine com.ploxes in vrpter sol'^tion pt 25° wps used to
cplculatc the normpl potcntipl of the cooper, cuprous ion elec-
trode in liquid pmm.onip. The crlcul? ted vplue did not rgree with
previously mcpsured values of Plcskov (?), The fact thpt a coirre:'.

tion could not bo mrde for the difference in temprature may ppi-tly
exr)lrin the dispgrecment,
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J',. C. Brantley

OBSSRVATIONS ON THZ HARE SARCJKS: SOMS STUDIES IN THE
ABSORPTION SPECTRA

Jn'Grocluctlon : In npits of intensive work on the abf^orption -qpectra"
c.^'"':he rare earth element^^, it is --itill inpos^ible to an5i£n defini-
tcly any given transition in the energy level'-; to c.ny given iDand in
the ^pectrao It is noxv £;;enerally accepted that the transitions arise
in -lihe 4f level of th.e atom between enerr;,y levels of differing L and
'-' ij'.antum numbers, but x^/ith the individual 1 values remaining the s&jceo
-' 1 u.--'.Gugh such transitions e:re forbidden by quantun rules, it is assumed
c:}.-\:. they .-^re allowed by the presence of a potential field, a resultant
Ci the deformation of the ion and an interaction of the ^.f level wi'-.h

•ne potential field due to the neighboring negative ions.

The present study was undertaken to investigate the spectrophoto-
nietric estimation of th'- rare earth ions in solutions of their salts
ar.'.i to mea.sure changes observed, in the spectra when complexing anions
are present with the idea of possibly establivshing the compositions of
any com.plex ions by the use of the method of continous variations anc
the n.ethod of limiting logarithm.So

Results : The complete absoriotion spectra from 2200 A to 10000 A were
determ.ined for m,any of the rare earth ions in chloride, nitrate, ace-
tate, and perch-lorate solution.'-a An analyt:ical procedure was establishr
by determining that the absor'Otion coefficients of all the rare earths
studied, er'cept gadolinium adhered to Beer's Law of light absorption-

A spectrophotometric study of the effects on the neodyraiura spec--
trum of the' acetate, tartrate, and ethylenediaraine tetracetate ions was
carried out. Only two coriplex ions were rather definitely establis'red
Tio be prerent in '^^olutions of neodyraium chloride with any of these iorj
Using the method of C'-'ntinous variations it was found that ethyl enedia-
mine tetracetate ion apparently forms 1:1 and 2:1 complexes with neo-
dymium..

Evidence was found thpt the neodymium ion forms a stable ionic con-
figuration in solutions with the acetate ion or tartrate ion when eitri-^
of 'Ghe'^e ions is present in a ratio to neodymium of 6:1, The tartrate-
neodymium arrangement is stable only in basic solution. At the 6:1
ratio of tartrate to neodymium, the 5750 A band of neodymium chloride
':as split into three bands at 5765 A, 5G05 A, and 58o5 A. All the band.
\hZ.r~ shifted to the red»

The ethylenediamine tetracetate ion, when added to neodymium cM.o-
ride solutions, caused a splitting of all the band^. on the red side of
5100 A, The -splitting was found to be in direct proportion to the con-
centration of this ions, the 5750 A band being split into six xizell-de-
fined bands between 5750 A and 5C60 A for the largest concentration of
f.thylenediamine tetracetate. The splitting of the bands by the tartrate
and ethyl eneciiamine tetracetate is ascribed to an internal Stark effec:-

The chloride ion apparently forms stable configurations with the
^roium ion in perchlorate solutions when the ratio of chloride to er-
t ium is 3:1 or 6:1, The bands of erbium are found to be split into
ro^iponent levels when ethylenec'^iamine tetracetate ion is added to erbii;
perchlorate <?olutionc
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I'neodore E. Dexter May 24, 1949
STRUCTURE OF A20 LAKES

As the result of numberous studies by Morgan, his co-workers, and
~ji'Lers, the so-called "lakes" used in the dye industry have proved to
02 coordination compounds of .the inner complex type. The present work
\.i.-- undertaken to explore the formation, structure, and properties' of
-.-eb^ prepared from azo dyes and salts of tetravalent metals* A sec-i^n--

;i'-ij;- problem, the nature of the coordination bond between the azo gr.: /ij.

: v,^ the central metal ion' was investigated as an outgrowth of the or I

.; ./ I exploratory studieso

.It was found that the combination of covalent metallic chlorides
j\..th azo dyes in non-aqueous solvents such as ether and glacial acetic
acid produces addition compounds but not inner complexes. The rati:-
o-^ dye molecules to metal atoms in 'these addition compounds seldom ci^.a

'.J-: expressed in small whole num.bers. Such formulas as HsPtCls.xH^C^y--
1;;^ are evident from empirical elem.entary analyses. These compounds
'-r aggregates) are hydrolyzed readily by water to yield the original
'I/: and the metal chloride, and are therefore of doubtful promise to
jae dye industry.

The fundamental problem of the nature of the coordination bond
between, the azo group and the central'm.etal atom wps studied by the
a'jtempted preparation of lakes from o-azophenol, salcyl-o-aminophenol
and o,o^-dihyd.roxystilb6n6o To produce the high-melting form of the
latter organic compound a new synthesis was developed which consisted
:!f the pyrolysis of o ,o'-dimethoxybenzalazine in diphenyl ether and
Ghb subsequent cleavage of the ether groups with potassium hydroxic'e l^.

i: ethylene glycols

Previous studies and the present work show that both o-azophenol
Mnd -alicyi-o-aminophenol form stable inner complexes with metal salts

„

However^ recent experiments indicate that this property does not extend
GO the high-melting (trans) form of dihya-roxystilbene. Thus the pre-
sence of nitrogen atoms in the azo group appears, to be important to
the formation of stable inner complexes©
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Alvin J. Cohen _
May 24, 1949

Observatlonn on tji3 ' 8-Ky car oxvqu1 no 1 1 n e and Related Derivatives—" '

of G-alllura," Indium ' and ^hpllium

G-alllun forn.q a well characterized o::inate, the conipoGition of

which clo:--^ely aTv-rorimaten that -iven "oy the formula, G-a(C9HsN0)3 (?.)o

Tris conrobund be-lnp, to r)recl-oitate from solution at an averafi:e pH_of

<i^8P(?.^°Co) ana the precipitation appears to be complete pt a pH of o.lC

Gallium o-in^te ha-^ been proposed for the gravimetric determination of

raaH amount q of g:allium {2)^ The o::ine chelated to the e-^Hiui'T may be

determined by bromate titration and the, .:;,^allium content of the com.p-v.nd

oai'-ulatsd from this,

The abnorption npectra of nolutidnr. of galliun in chloroform v^i e'

inve^;ti'--''ated bv mr-^n.q of can unmodified Bechman Model DU Quartz Spec-'rrc-

pi\".tometer '(u^-ed throughout thir worh)o All polution^^ observed wero

r/Jaced in 5.0 cm« demountable ab:-^orption cells with ouartz windows, In

;ailium (as the metal) per liter of chloroforn.c.

The er.traction of ::allium from, aoueous solutions was investic;ated

usin^'^ oxine in chloroform as the e;r/cractinc a,i'ent.' The er.traction of t

nrtat^-jas found to be complete in thr.pll region, 3o0-6-.2 under-'^he cond:

tlonr^ outlined. This extraction pracecure makes possible a direct cc-o.

n.^tric e"tim?^tion^ of the ::allium prenent in an aoueous solution by^ex-

'^2'?' ct ion and npectrophotometric examination of the extract at c92c5 ry.c

G-allium dibromoxinat e (5, 7-dibromo-8-hydroxyouinolat e
) , G-a( CgHj. Brg

NC),3, vjps prepared and chloroform solutions were examined spectrophoto-

met--ics>lly' in' th^^. re-Ion 249-800 m,u»' Four absorption peaKs were ob-

'='erver' a.t 260.5 ?ol, 0':'4 and 410 m;^. The 410 my,/ peah was found to ooe;

Peer's Law and be suitable for the determination of traces of gallium

.r aluminum or e^. The lower and upper limits of the colorimetric deter-

mination wan found to be 0.0G2 and lo'OO mg. of -allium (as the metal;

per liter of chloroform, respectively,

G-allium dichloroxinate (5,7-dichloro-8-hydroxyquinolate) , wa- pre-

pared (1). for the first time,_ in a manner similar to that used for the

..^.'eparatibn of the correspondinQ; dibronoxinate» The form.ula was found

\c be CTa(C9H4Cl3H0)3, and the precipitation wa<^ ouantitative. The ab-

.'"urption spectrum in chloroform solution wa^ founc to be similar to

that of the corrcspondinr; dibromoxinat e.

Chloroform solutions of aluminum oxinate and dibromoxina t e were^

examined s-oectrophotometrically and the absorption spectra were found

to be clocjsly similar to tho^e of the corr espondinc; gallium compound ^u

A solution of indium oxinate, In(C9K6N0)3, was examined by mean
.f the spectrophotometer in the Wcave length region 295-500 ra,^. Chara,';

u-ristic absorption peaks were observed at 320, 335 and 395 m/|.

Chloroform solutions of thallium (l) oxinate, Tl(C9H6N0), preparer"

by the method of Key (3), were examined spectrophotometrically in the

^egion 300-1000 m)i{,^ Although the solutions of thip compound were icon''

':o 'be both thermally and photochemically active, the absorption spect'V.
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could be observed if solution'^ were prepared in the darkroom and ob-
served immediately e Gha'ractistic abporption peaks were observed at
310, 325, 330 and 395 m,V, The la'^.t peak wac found to obey Beer»n Law,

Thallium (ill) oxinate, Tl(CgHeN0)3, wai r-rspared by e^-^entially
the qame Tjr ecipitation i-^rocedure a.q that used for the ^'allium compound
except -oreciToitation and digestion were carried out a't room temperature.
The fir.-^t permanent precipitate' aiD'oeared at a p of 3o0, and precipi-
tation wa'^ complete at pH 3o7-5oSe Thi-n compound appear'^ suitable' a-:

a means of deterrainin'\; thallium gravimetricaily, as shown by" 'seventeen
dsterminr.tion'' on icnovrn .-solutions containing from 1*0 to ?,00e0 mgo of
t'.Ti'Llium, In the ran^i^e 300-1000 m^/, three ab'^orption peaks were ob-
r^.r^ed at 338', 33$ and 400-40!:,^. mjLi for chloroform^ solutions of thallium
; I. :..]) o:rinate« The 400-402 m^.^' peak wa-^' found to adhere closely to
Bear-s Law in th-:^ concentration ran^^'e 0o2-0,8 mg, of thallium (as the
m.etal) per liter of .qolvent. Chloroform solutions of this com.pound rre
much les^ stable in sunlif.ht than tho-^e of {;;;allium and indium. Solu-
tions prepared in the darkroom and protected from sunli^^ht may be ur^'cd.

f J'" colorim.etric determination of thallium. In acetate-buffered solu-
t-. jns, thallium (ill) did not precipitate until a pH of 7,0 wa-'^ rea'^l'ed
'.'--.lie in sulfuric acid solutionn it precipitated at about a pH of l<.C'c

--a acetate buffered solutions, maximum extraction of thallium (ill) by
means of oxine in chloroform occurred in the narrow pH interval 5,5-7*0..
The extraction was not nuantitptive.

The absorption spectra of solutions of quinoline, oxine, dichloro-
xine and dibrom.oxine in chloroform xvere observed and compared. The •

?'csnrption pealis of th? IIIB family o:;:inates were comp-red and relation
ships established.
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sons PHYSICO-CHEMIC/iL STUDIES OF G-ALLIUM AND THALLIUM COlviPOUNDS

Among 'the characteripticc of the gallium-indium-thallium family
essential to their systematic ntudy are trendn and variation-^ in bani-
city. A thorough study of the basicity of indium (ill) compounds has
prsviously been reported (l,2,3), and it was the Tourpose of this inves-
tigation to obtain com.parable data for the gallium and thallium, com-
pounds.

Data were obtained for el ^-ctrometric titrations with sodium hydro-
:."

"""le of gallium j(lll) sulfate, chloride, bromide, and nitrate solutions
va.^ying over ^,^ide concentration ranges* In the pres,^nce of sulfate
ion. precipitation of hydrous gallium, oxide b''-.gins at a mole ratio of
ad.ded hydroxyl to gallium ion approximating 1,0 and i^ complete when
thi--' r-^tio •reache'^. o,0. In th: pres-^ncs of chloride, bromide, or
nitrate ions a'opa.rent precipitation 1^ delayed until this ratio reaches
Z - Oa Preci'oitation incidenc- is noted at somewhat higher and less repr
o:;3iblc'pH values for chloridr;, bromice, and nitrate solutions than j.\ r
rulfate,' VJith sulfs-te solutions precipitation pH i.^ but little eft ~ ere
by concentration change'^ at a given temperature but decrerse=! as tem.ps-
rature i" increased. In all cases, dissolutioii of the precipitate in
exce-^s hydroxyl ion occur.^ only when 5-S moles of alkali ha,ve been
added pnd t]is dK .^p-oroxim.p.tes 11«-- Solubility product values of the
order of 10 ^^ an^' corre^.-oonding water soD.ubilities of the order of'

10 ^-^
mol-e**- per liter indicate hydrous gallium, oxide to be' slightly

less soluble than the indium compound.

T^he'^fundamehtal hydrolysis'* pro c-ess' in" a:oueous soTu-tion of gcallium
chloride, bromide and nitrate ma.y be"represented by the equilibrium
expression: Ga"*'"''"^ 4- KgO r==— GaOIT^'*' +

. H^ ,,
.

wrter' "of hyojratio.n being neglected. The' average, hydrolysis, constants
iVr chloride and "bromide solutions at 25 C°.» of 3 •5 and 3,9 x 10"'-

/espectively, indicate such solutions to be.'' somewha.t' more, highly hydro-
iyzed- than thos.e of the corir^e'spohding indium salt. For. nitrate solu-
tions at 25 0°., the hydrolysis constants average 3,0 x 10""*,

Titrations of thallium (ill), sulfate 'solutions with c-odium hydro-„
xide show that . thf.. 'oreclpitation- of tha.lliura (ill)' oxide begins at a
tjE' of about 1,0-," Bblubiiity V^roduct values -of the order of lO""^''' and
ccrresponding water solubilities of the order "of lO'''-^ mole per liter
indicate that the thallium a.nd gallium, compounds have about' the same
solubility, With thallium (ill) chloride, however

,
precipitation does

not begin until a m.ole* ratio- of a.dded hydroxyl ion, to thallic ion of " -

i/,6_and a r)K- of about 5.4 is r-sachecl. A raore complete study' of tlial-
.

An" attempt is now being made to dstermi-ne t?le na.tui*e tt the ionic
:'pecie'-'- in, a solution pf either gallium, chloride, bromide or nitrate
-o.iT/hich an insufficient am.ount of' alkali to cause precipitation of
''';he hydrous oxide hs,'-' been- addedj»' It, is- hoped that a -polarogra-phic
nvestiga.ti'on" will enable the state of ionic aggregation,,., if^-anj,;,tc

'''6 -determined..., .... . . . .

.' .-.!:..•''-"



¥4.'*J"kilii^'' i%'-m^J^ j(tiH«-i

•J,U.l4V'-Ji« J.'
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Preliminary experiment'^, on the high temperature "behavior of gp.l-

].iura oxide xvith the oxidep of more iDanic metaln have been undertaken,
'''he -DrogrecR of the nintering reactiong Ig bsing' followed by meann o:

r-.-Y diffraction studies, and an attempt iG being made to obtain a
r. eriepj of p,pinel-li]^e compound;^. » Data so' obtained may be of une in
the evaluation of the banicity of fjallium.o
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